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JAZZ AND THE DANCE 

There have been many theories and/or opinions as to the origins of jazz. 
What 'is' a fact is that jazz and the dance grew up together. There are no facts 
however, of which came first - the dance or the music - but most feel that new 
dances were created and music found to accompany the dance. I am sure that some 
new musical rhythms were created that were adapted by the dance. The dance was 
the most popular of social activities during the turn of the 20th century. In the city 
of New Orleans, a very festive city, there were usually more dances than bands. This 
shortage of music led to more unskilled musicians entering the scene. The music 
used for the dance prior to jazz was more classical in nature and required more 
skilled musicians. With the advent of new modern dances, the music furnished was 
not to the level of the previous dance bands. This skilled level can be observed with 
the practice of the opera orchestra retiring to the dance hall to play for the dance 
that always followed the opera. These New Orleans orchestras played a more 
classical repertoire that included minuets, waltzes and the local popular French 
Quadrille and some selections from the operas. The demand by the dancing public 
for new, more modern dance styles evolved into what became new dance steps, new 
dance rhythms and a new evolving style of playing this dance music, jazz. 

The musicians who performed the first jazz were employed primarily in the 
dance bands of their day. Jazz originated more directly from the turn of the century 
dance music than from Negro influences. Early jazz was a way of playing the dance 
music of the era. Interviews with the earliest jazz musicians routinely elicited that 
their band repertoire consisted of such dances as the mazurka, schottische, quadrille 
and the new modern dance the "one-step."  New Orleans dance music was 
originally patterned after the French dance music which included Allemandes, 
Courentes, Gavottes, Gigues, Minuets, Sarabandes and various other dance music 
styles of the French Versailles Court. Around 1791 musicians played for French and 
Spanish gatherings. This Spanish period was the period in which the Latin beat or 
“Spanish Tinge” entered into New Orleans music. These musicians, who were to 
become the first jazz musicians, were hired to play music to accompany the dance. 
There were no improvised solos. The contrapuntal structure of early jazz was more 
an attempt at filling in the parts that could not be heard by many of the musicians 
(unskilled) so that they could play a composition that might include some unfamiliar 
chord progressions. Many were not reading musicians but could "fake." They had 
excellent ears but were not familiar with keys that were foreign to their experience. 
An example: The tune "Cherokee" was played by New Orleans musicians without 
using the 'bridge' that goes into unfamiliar keys. In the process that was required of 
them, the dance musicians devised new approaches to playing the music, and this 
approach later became the core of what today is considered to be jazz style. (Jazz is 
not what you play, but how you play it.) In other words, the demands of dancers 
came first, not the idea of improvised jazz. The music that we today call Jazz was 
the outgrowth of treatments for many kinds of music being played on the demand of 
dancers. Today jazz is an art music, originally it was functional music, in the sense 
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that the proper beat, form and spirit were what interested the dancers, not the 
wonders of collective improvisation nor the inspired construction of melodically 
daring solo improvisations. 

 
Dance Books 

 
We will first look at the dances that were in the repertoire of the bands in the 

latter part of the 19th century. These dances were national in scope, being used in 
most dance bands of the nation and the world. There were particular dances more 
indignant to the New Orleans/French area. In comparing the dance library of a 
dance band from New England and that of the John Robichaux band of New 
Orleans we find that the total styles in their music library were within 3% of 
exactness, with the New Orleans band having more quadrilles in their repertoire. 
Why then do we find that New Orleans evolved a jazz style? This I think can be laid 
at the feet of the city. It was a festive city and there probably were more dances in 
and around New Orleans than any other city in the nation. There was a great 
demand for dance musicians and this led to the development of unskilled musicians 
playing for dances. It was probably better to have an 'inexperienced band' then no 
band. Thus the law of supply and demand. 

To illustrate the repertoire we will give the indexes of some popular dance 
folios of the day:  

 
PQB  

"The Orchestra Journal" 
1856 

 
1 - Mendellsohn's Wedding March 
2 - Pot Pourri on National Airs 
3 - Departure for Syria 
4 - The Famous Quadrille] 
5 - The Engagement Quadrille 
6 - (skipped, not listed) 
7 – Jullien’s English Quadrille 
8 - The Dublin Quadrille 
9 - Hand Organ Polka No. 1 
 Hand Organ Valse 
 Hand Organ Polka No. 2 
10- Il Trovatore Quadrille 
11- The Challenge March - Meet Me March 
12- March from "The Prophet" - Lucia Quick Step 
13- Felina Redowa de Salon 
14- The Peri Valses 
15- 17 (skipped) 
18- Agathe 
19- (Skipped) 
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20- Cujus Animan from "Stabat Mater" 
21- Charity, A Song 
22- Hazel Dell Waltz - Alfin Brillar 
23- Jullien's Sleigh Polka -- The Elena Polka 
24- The Schomberg Galop - Pop Goes the Weasel 
 Bobbin Around Polka 
25- The Musidora Polka Masurka - Spanish Varsoviana 
 

German Benevolent Association 
1881 

 
1. Grand March - Wacht am Rhein 
2. Waltz - Von Wieck 
3. Quadrille - Von Bott 
4. Polka - Von Buchel 
5. Galop - Von Rausch 
6. Schottische - Von Gass 
7. Lancers - Von Ramos 
8. Waltz - Von Fougerousse 
9. Mazurka - Von Fahnert 
10, Polka - Von Busch 
11. Quadrille - Von Schorten 
12. Schottische - Von Schuler 
 "NACHT ESSEN'  
PART II 
13. Lauterbacher - Von Bohnstedt 
14. Lancers - Von Wax 
15. Varsovienne - Von Blam 
16. Polka - Von Kaiser 
17. Quadrille - Von Ginder 
18. Waltz - Von Fuchs 
19. Mazurka - Von Kornmeyer 
20. Schottische - Von Huber 
21. Lancers - Von Phillips 
22. Galop - Von Gusstabel 
23. Waltz - Von Thoenssen 
24. Wenn die Deutchen Heinward Ziehen 

 
National Dance Folio No. 2 

1888 
Adventure's Waltz 
Blue Violets Mazurka 
Carnival Waltz 
Cally Waltz 
Cally Polka 
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Cowboy Schottische 
Danse Les Sierras 
Esperance Waltz 
Evergreen Waltz 
Go As You Please Waltz 
Harrison's March 
Holly and Mistletoe Waltz 
In Mischief Lancers 
Jolly Girls Mazurka 
Love, Oh, With Thee Waltz 
La Gitana Waltz 
Myosotis Waltz 
Mikado Waltz 
My Pet Waltz 
Mother Hubbard Polka 
New Vienna waltz 
Pastime Mazurka 
Qui Vive Galop 
Razzle Dazzle Quick Step 
Reverie Waltz 
Stephanie Gavotte 
Storm Polka 
Valliance Polka 
Valse De Bal 
Whistling Scottische 
West end Society Quadrille 
Wildman Polka 
York Dance 
 

Ball of Robert Burns Anniversary, Jan. 25, 1900 
 

1 -- Grand March 
2 -- Scotch Reel 
3 - Highland Fling 
4 - Country Dance 
5 - Polka 
6 - Plantation Hornpipe 
7 - Waltz 
8 - Country Dance 
9 - Highland Reel 
10- Highland Schottische 
11- Waltz 
12- Country Dance 
13- Schottische 
14- Country Dance 
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15- Waltz 
16- Irish Jig 
17- Country Dance 
 

 
 

Witmark Dance Folio No. 1 
1901 

 

 
 

WALTZES 
Because 
Bethrothal 
Girl I Left in Dixie, Waits for Me      
Just One Girl 
Sadie, My Lady 
Minstrel of Clare (from Chauncey Olcott's Play 
MARCHES-TWO STEPS 
Brother Officers 
Captain of the Coontown Guards 
Darktown is Out To-Night 
SCHOTTISCHES-CAPRICES 
Honey You'se Ma Lady Love 
Manny's Little Pumpkin Colored Coons 
POLKAS 
Isabelle 
Do, Do, My Huckberry Do 
De Leader of Col. B 
LANCIERS 
Little of Everything 
Whirl-I-Gig 
Up-To-Date No. 1 
WALTZ-QUADRILLE 
Good Fellowship 
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THREE-STEP-MAZURKA-YORKE 
The Latest Fad 
QUADRILLE 
On With the Dance 
VARSOVIENNE 
Society Life 
GAVOTTE 
Woman's Grace 
 

The "Star" Dance Folio 
1901 

 
Medley Waltz: When the Harvest Days are Over, My Jersey Lily 
"Beaver" Lanciers (Introducing 10 great numbers) 
Transcription: When I Think of You, Just as You're Growing Old 
Medley Waltz: she's the Flower of Mississippi 
Waltz: down Where the Cotton Blossoms Grow 
Schottische: My Lady Hottentot, Where was Moses When the Lights Went 
Out 
Medley Waltz: A Bird in a Gilded Cage, The Spider and the Fly 
Mazurka: Sorrow, Mamma Number Two 
March & Two-Step: Oh! Oh! Miss phoebe, Rufus, Don't Tease Me 
Schottische: My Drowsy Babe, My Samoan Beauty 
March & Two-Step: I'm Tired, The Constitution Follows the Flag 
Medley Waltz: Susie, There's no Other Girl like my Girl 
Two-Step: I Wants to be the Leadin' Lady 
Schottische: I Ain't Agoin' to Weep no More, Any Old Place I Can Hang My 
Hat 
Medley Waltz: Where the Sweet Magnolias Bloom, Her Name is Rose 
Polka: My Whip-poor-will, My Sweet Kimona 
Two-Step: When the Band Begins to Play 
Polka: Don't Put Me off at Buffalo Any More. Balmoral 
March & Two-Step: Birdie, I'd like to Buy a Gilded Cage for You, Venus, 
You're the sweetest Girl I Ever Knew 
Medley Schottische: Hypnotizing Lize, Oh! Milinda 
March & Two-Step: Marching to the Music of the Band 
Waltz: I Love You, Love You, 'Deed I do 
Cakewalk: My Ann Elizer, I love Dat Man 
Schottische: I'd leave ma Happy Home for You 
 

Witmark Dance Folio #2 
1902 

 
Waltzes 
1. Pretty Mollie Shannon 
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2. Jimmie, Do Pride of Newspaper Row 
3. When You Were Sweet Sixteen 
4. Moon, Moon 
5. My Wild Irish Rose 
6. Absence makes the Heart Grow Fonder 
7. Sweet Maggie May 
8. The Voice of the Violet 
9. Sing Me a Song of the South 
March-Two-Step 
10. Trouble 
11. De Pullman Porters' Ball 
12. The Chaperons 
13. I want a Ping Pong Man 
14. Soldiers 
Polka-Two Steps 
15. I Left Ma Heart in Dixie 
16. Ma Blushin Rosie 
Schottisches-Caprices 
17. Stay in Your Own Backyard 
18. Sadie, Say You won't Say "Nay" 
19. Little Sallie Brown 
Lancers 
20. Up to Date No. 8 
 

Inauguration Program 
1904 

 
 Part First   Part Second 

Grand March 
1. Quadrille    16. Quadrille 
2. Waltz    17. Waltz 
3. Two Step    18. Schottische 
4. Polka    19. Mazourka 
5. Mazourka    20. Polka 
6. Waltz    21. Waltz 
7. Polka    22. Polka 
8. Two Step    23. Two Step 
9. Schottische    24. Schottische 
10. Waltz    25. Waltz 
11. Lancers    26. Lancers 
12. Polka    27. Polka 
13. Mazourka    28. Mazourka 
14. Schottische   29. Two Step 
16. Lancers    30. Lancers 
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Witmark Dance Folio #3 
1905 

 
Two-Steps 
1. Goodbye Little Girl, Good-bye 
2. Listen to the Big Brass Band 
3. I'll be your Honey in the Springtime 
4. Kate Kearney Waltzes 
5. Message of the Violet 
6. You're the Flower of my Heart, Sweet Adeline 
7. Because You Were An Old Sweetheart of Mine    
8. In Dreamland, In Dreamland 
9. The Girl who Cares for me 
10. Lucy Linda Lady 
11. I'm on the Water-Wagon now 
12. Tessie, you are the only, only, only - Schottische 
13. If I Should - Three Step 
14. Czarevitch - Lancers 
15. A Little of Everything 

 
American Dances No. 2 

1907 
 

America - Step 
Arkansas Traveler, The - Two-Step 
Auld Lang Syne - Two-Step 
Bloom is on the Rye - Waltz 
Comin' Through the Rye -- Two-Step 
Dream of Paradise - Waltz 
Dixie's land - Two-Step 
Forsaken - Waltz 
How Can I Bear to Leave Thee - Two-Step 
I Cannot sing the Old Songs - Waltz 
Just Before the Battle Mother - Schottische 
My Old Kentucky Home - Two-Step 
Massa's in de Cold, Cold Ground - Two-Step 
The Palms - Waltz 
Tenting on the Old Camp Ground - Two-Step 
The Old Folks at Home - Two-Step 
Take Back the Heart - Waltz 
The Last Rose of Summer - Waltz 
Yankee Doodle - Two-Step 
Uncle Ned - Schottische 
Zip Coon - Two-Step 
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Gem Dance Folio for 1913 
(Titles of songs hard to read so I give the types) 

 
2 Medley Barn Dances 
4 Medley Two-steps 
7 Medley Waltzes 
2 Medley Schottisches 
1 Medley Gavottes 
1 Medley Polkas 
 

Gem Dance Folio for 1914 
 

5 Medley Waltzes 
5 Turkey Trots 
2 Schottisches 
1 Tango 
3 Two Steps 
1 March 
1 Rag  
1 Lancers 
1 Polka 

 
Star Dance Folio No. 26 

1924 
 

FOX TROTS 
A New Kind of man, With a New Kind of Love 
Beau Brummel Joe 
By the Shalimar 
Dandelion Time 
Easy Goin' Man 
Follow the Swallow 
Goodnight, Sleep Tight 
Grass is Always Greener 
Hide Me Away, In the Hills of Virginia 
Home for the Rest of My Life 
It Had to be You 
I Want to Walk in Again Blues 
Just a Little Bit of Love 
Last Sweetheart of Mine 
Little Black Buddie 
Me and the Boy Friend 
Mandalay 
Jefferson Davis 
My Best Girl 
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Old Pal 
Painted Rose 
Step Henrietta 
Sing Me O Sole Mio 
Some Day Dear, You May Forget 
Vampa, Vella (Tango Foxtrot) 
Virginia's Calling Me 
LOW FOX TROTS OR BLUES 
A New Kind of Man 
Beau Brummel Joe 
Easy Goin' Man 
It Had to be You 
I Want to Walk In Again Blues 
Virginia's Callin' Me 
ONE-STEP 
Beau Brummel Joe 
Grass is Always Greener 
Me and the Boy Friend 
WALTZES 
Dreamer of Dreams 
Kiss Me Goodbye, With a Smile 
Little Old Lady 
Once You Went Away, Dear Old Pal 
Violet Eyes 
 

Pioneer Collection 
Old Time Dances 

1926 

 
 

Quadrille - Christmas Echoes 
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Quadrille - The Debutante 
Quadrille - The Lancers Quadrille 
Quadrille - The Silver Wedding 
Lancers - Boulevard Lancers 
Virginia Reel - The Pioneer 
Virginia Reel - Fidlin' Silas 
Jigs & Reels - Flannell Jacket-Miss McLeouds Reel-Old Zip Coon 
Jigs & Reels - Money Musk-Arkansas Traveler 
Jigs & Reels - Turkey in the Straw-Horn Pipe-Swanee River 
Waltz - Other Days Melody-Little Annie Rooney-Coming Through the Rye-
The Sirens 
Waltz - Emerald Gems Melody-Lass From County Mayo-The Wearing of the 
Green-Killarney 
Waltz - Old Love Songs Medley-Love's Old Sweet song-O Sole Mio 
Waltz - I Can't Tell Why I Love You But I Do 
Two Step - Whistling Rufus 
Two Step - Old Memories 
Three Step - The Ripple 
Three Step - First Love 
Barn Dance - Kerry Mills Barn Dance 
Schottische - Ford's Schottische 
Schottische - The Dancing Hour 
Polka - Heel and Toe 
Polka - Jennie Linds Favorite 
Gavotte - Festival Gavotte 
Gavotte - Badger Gavotte 
Minuet - Beethoven Minuet in G 
Varsoviana - Medley 
The indexes of these folios are given so that one may observe the 

change of dance styles. In the earliest one (1856) we find Quadrilles, Waltzes, 
Polkas and the traditional opening march which was used in most formal 
dances of the era. In 1888 - Waltzes, Polkas, Lancers, Mazurkas, Galops, 
Quicksteps and Schottisches. In 1900 - Waltzes, Marches/Two-Steps, 
Schottisches, polkas, lancers. Also in 1900 - Waltzes, Polkas, Country Dances, 
Jigs & Reels and Schottisches. In 1901 - Waltzes, Schottisches, Mazurkas, 
and two-steps. In 1907 - The two-step, Waltzes, and Schottisches. In 1924, 
well into the jazz age we find: Fox-Trots (50% of the folio), Blues, One-Steps 
and Waltzes. 

From this we can see the evolving of the jazz style and the popularity 
of the fox trot in the early 20's and the dropping of many of the old time 
dances. Bands still had some of these old time dances in their library, for 
occasionally the 'old timers' would request some of the old dances, but less 
and less were they played. 

Usually when new dance styles are introduced they go through a 
period of acceptance. Almost every new dance is accompanied by the 
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accusations of being too risqué. When the Waltz was introduced it was one of 
the earliest dances that partners would hold each other and remain close 
together during the dance. This was very risqué for its time and improper 
etiquette of the day, much like the introductions of the many 'rock and roll' 
dances of the 60's and so on.  

The new jazz dances and the 'jazz' music both were 'put down' when 
these were introduced. We find many quotations in the newspapers of the 
day remarking how 'corrupt' the jazz and the jazz dances were making the 
younger generation. This situation sounds familiar to us today. Jazz was not 
accepted as a legitimate music for its day. Even in New Orleans, the 
newspapers of the city did not cover the use of jazz, only putting it down in 
editorials. In the newspaper of June 17, 1917 we read: 

 
"JAZZ and JAZZISM: Why is the jazz music, and, therefore, the jazz 

band? As well ask why is the dime novel or the grease-dripping doughnut? 
All are manifestations of a low streak in man's tastes that has not yet come 
out in civilization's wash. Indeed, one might go farther, and say that jazz 
music in the in the indecent story syncopated and counter-pointed. Like the 
improper anecdote, also, in its youth, it was listened to blushingly behind 
closed doors and drawn curtains, but, like all vice, it grew bolder until it 
dared decent surroundings, and there was tolerated because of its oddity. 

We usually think of people as either musical or nonmusical, as if there 
were a simple line separating two great classes. The fact is, however, that 
there are many mansions in the house of the muses. There is first the great 
assembly hall of melody - where most of us take our seats at some time in our 
lives - but a lesser number pass on to inner sanctuaries of harmony, where 
the melodic sequence, the "tune," as it most frequently is called, has 
infinitely less interest than the blending of notes into chords so that the 
combining wave-lengths will give new aesthetic sensations. This inner court 
of harmony is where nearly all the truly great music is enjoyed. 

In the house there is, however, another apartment, properly speaking, 
down in the basement, a kind of servants' hall of rhythm. It is there we hear 
the hum of the Indian dance, the throb of the oriental tambourines and kettle 
drums, the clatter of the clogs, the click of Slavic heels, the thumpt-tuumpty 
of the Negro banjo, and, in fact, the native dances of a world. Although 
commonly associated with melody, and less often with harmony also, rhythm 
is not necessarily music, and he who loves to keep time to the pulse of the 
orchestral performance by patting his foot upon the theater floor is not 
necessarily a music lover. The ultra-modernists in composition go so far as to 
pronounce taboo upon rhythm, and even omit the perpendicular line on their 
bars of written music, so that the risk of a monotonous pulsation is done 
away with. 

Prominently, in the basement hall of rhythm, is found rag-time, and of 
those most devoted to cult of the displaced accent there has developed a 
brotherhood of those who, devoid of harmonic and even of melodic instinct, 
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love to fairly wallow in noise. On certain natures sound loud and meaningless 
has an exciting, almost an intoxicating effect, like crude colors and strong 
perfumes, the sight of flesh or the sadic pleasure in blood. To such as this the 
jazz music is a delight, and a dance to the unstable bray of the sackbut (sic: 
trombone) gives a sensual delight more intense and quite different from the 
languor of a Viennese waltz or the refined sentiment and respectful emotion 
of an eighteenth century minuet. 

 
Jazz: First as Dance 

 
In historic order of a culture, the arts that are more intrinsic to the 

human body precede those which are more external. In India, Japan, Greece 
and Rome, the evolution of the arts seems to be first theatrical forms - 
religious rites, pantomimes, and tribal myths. There is also a formalizing of 
these arts into dance styles, followed by music, then various dialogues and 
religious rites. These arts that required only the body and its voice. When the 
body is used it is also decorated (war, worship, marriage, etc.) and this 
introduces the visual arts.  When the voice was broadened in its role it leads 
to music and of course the literary arts. 

Always the dance led the procession of the arts. We see that the 
'dance' most frequently seem to come before music. 

 
Negro/Slave Dancing 

 
First let us examine the dancing of the slaves in and around New 

Orleans plantations, both in their recreation dancing, work dancing and in 
religious services. 

Lafcadio Hearn writes about tells of the Negro dancing he heard "on 
a cool spring, when the levee is bath in moonlight, and the torch-basket lights 
dance redly upon the water the clear air vibrates to the sonorous music of the 
deep-toned steam-whistle, and the sound of wild banjo-thrumming floats out 
through the open doors of the levee dance-houses." 

He continues and speaks of the slaves doing dances to what sounded 
like a Virginia-Reel: 

 
"You may see the old slave dances nightly performed to the air of 

some ancient Virginia-reel in the dance houses of Sausage Row, or the 
'ballrooms' of Bucktown." 

 
Bucktown was across the canal from West End (near New Orleans on 

the south shore of Lake Pontchartrain) and had a reputation for rowdiness 
and low life dance halls, a place that a respectable person would not even 
visit. 

Hearn also gives a description of Negroes musicians playing for 
dancing and mentions the dancing of a quadrille: 
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"The musicians struck up that weird, wild, lively air, known perhaps 

to many of our readers as the "Devil's Dream," and in which "the musical 
ghost of a cat chasing the spectral ghost of a rat" is represented by a 
succession of "minds" and "squeaks" on the fiddle. The dancers danced a 
double quadrille, at first, silently and rapidly; but warming with the wild 
spirit of the music, leaped and shouted, swinging each other off the floor, and 
keeping time with a precision that shook the building in time to the music. 
The women, we noticed, almost invariably embraced the men about the neck 
in swinging, the man clasping them about the waist. Sometimes the men 
advancing leaped and crossed legs with a double shuffle, and with almost 
sightless rapidity. 

Then the music changed to an old Virginia reel, and the dancing 
changing likewise, presented the most grotesque spectacle imaginable. The 
dancing became wild, men patted juba and shouted, the Negro women 
danced with the most fantastic grace, their bodies describing almost 
incredible curves forward, and backward; limbs intertwined rapidly in a 
wrestle with each other and with the music; the room presented a tide of 
swaying bodies and tossing arms, and flying hair. The white female dancers 
seemed heavy, cumbersome, ungainly by contrast with their dark 
companions, the spirit of the music was not upon them, they were abnormal 
to the life about them." 

The musicians began to sing; the dancers joined in, and the dance 
terminated with a roar of song, stamping of feet, "patting juba," shouting, 
laughing, reeling. Even the curious spectators involuntarily kept time with 
their feet; it was the very drunkenness of music, the intoxication of the 
dance." 

This type of music and dancing, which was perhaps the ancestor of 
the jazz dance is also described by Rupert Hughes, writing in 1899 he stated: 

 
"Negroes call their clog dancing "ragging" and the dance a "rag," a 

dance largely shuffling. The dance is a sort of frenzy with frequent yelps of 
delight from the dancer and spectators and accompanied by the latter with 
hand clapping and stomping of feet. Banjo figuration is very noticeable in 
ragtime music and division of one of the beats into two short notes is 
traceable to the hand clapping." 

 
Gilbert Chase gives a definition of the origin of the cakewalk by 

Shepherd N. Edmonds, a Negro born in Tennessee of freed slave parents, 
 
"The cakewalk was originally a plantation dance, just a happy 

movement they (the slaves) did to the banjo music because they couldn't 
stand still. It was generally on Sundays, when there was little work, that the 
slaves both young and old would dress up in hand-me-down finery to do a 
high-kicking, prancing walk-around. They did a take-off on the high 
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manners of the white folks in the "big house," but their masters, who 
gathered around to watch the fun, missed the point. It’s supposed to be that 
the custom of a prize started with the master giving a cake to the couple that 
did the proudest movement." 

 
Ulrich B. Phillips gives a sketch of plantation life that describes 

dancing, recreation, etc.: 
 
"The plantation was a pageant and a variety show in alternation. The 

procession of plowmen at evening, slouched crosswise on their mules; the 
dance in the new sugarhouse, preceded by prayer; the bonfire in the quarter 
with contests in clogs, cakewalks and Charlestons whose fascinations were as 
yet undiscovered by the great world; the work songs in solo and refrain, with 
not too fast a rhythm; the baptizing in the creek, with lively demonstrations 
from the "sisters" as they came dripping out; the torchlight pursuit of 
'possum and coon,' with full-voiced halloo to baying houn' dawg and yelping 
cur; the rabbit hunt, the log-rolling, the house-raising, the husking-bee, the 
quilting party, the wedding, the cock fight, the crap game, the children's 
play, all punctuated plantation life - and most of them were highly vocal. A 
funeral now and then of some prominent slave would bring festive 
sorrowing, or the death of a beloved master an outburst of emotion." 

 
Gilbert Chase writes about Negro 'fiddlers' and that "To the music of 

Gilliart's fiddle and 'London Brigs' flute all sorts of capers were cut... 
sometimes a 'Congo' was danced and when the music grew fast and durious, 
a jig would wind up the evening."  

Chase remarks that: "This mention of the Congo as a social dance in 
colonial Richmond arouses a curiosity that the historian finds difficult to 
satisfy. (Sic: Mordecai's book with the former quotation was published in 
1860) Nevertheless, the fact that he does mention the Congo provides a clue 
that may some day lead to interesting data regarding the influence that 
Negro music and dancing may have had upon the American upper classes in 
the 18th century. 

Hearn writes about the dance called the Congo. The Congo has been 
well documented as a Negro dance of the Antilles, found also in Louisiana: 

 
"It was as lascivious as is possible. The women do not take their feet 

off the ground, while the men, dance very differently, like savages leaping in 
the air." 

 
Chase continues and writes: 
 
"We are not to assume that the ladies and gentlemen of old Virginia 

carried on in this uninhibited manner. But the history of social dancing is full 
of instances in which a dance existed simultaneously on two levels, assuming 
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a decorous form in polite society and manifesting a licentious character 
among the populace. It is quite possible that the Congo, a primitive Negro 
dance of African origin, flourished in the slave quarters of the plantations, 
while at the same time a dance of the same name, though certainly not with 
the identical choreography, was admitted to the ballrooms of the ruling class. 

In considering the plausibility of this hypothesis, it is important to 
bear in mind that in many cases the musicians who played for these society 
balls were Negroes. And if the music they played "grew fast and furious," 
cannot we suppose that it reverted to some wild and primitive strain, 
however modified and restrained by imposed conventions? We know that in 
Latin America many dances adopted by polite society had their origin in 
Negro dances which would be regarded as objectionable by the standards of 
this same society." 

 
Albert Friedenthal, a traveling musician in Latin America (19th 

century) wrote: 
 
"Every day in their hours of rest they (the whites) had opportunities 

to see the partly sensual, partly grotesque and wild dances of their black 
slaves, and to hear their peculiar songs. Added to this the strange 
instruments of percussion which, while marking the rhythm, exerted an 
almost uncanny effect." 

 
These conditions in Latin America are also applicable to the United 

States. The Negro dances and songs of the plantation provided a source of 
amusement and were later imitated by white entertainers in the minstrel 
shows which we know led to the acceptance of Negro music that had its 
zenith in the ragtime era and then the jazz era. 

New Orleans had three exotic dance rituals that most visitors to the 
city could observe: the Quadroon Balls, the voodoo ceremonial dances, and 
the dances of the slaves in Place Congo. Hearn writes about the Congo 
Square activities in his article "Dances in Congo Square." It is a long article 
and can be secured at most libraries. We will give his description of one of 
the dances the "Bamboula": 

 
"The singers almost at the first note are many. At the end of the first 

line every voice is lifted up. The strain is given the second time with growing 
spirit. Yonder glistening black Hercules, who plants one foot forward, lifts 
his head and bare, shining chest, rolls out the song from a moth and throat 
like a cavern. . . See his play of restrained enthusiasm catch from one 
bystander to another. They swing and bow to right and left, in slow time to 
the piercing treble of the Congo women. . Hear that bare foot slap the 
ground! One sudden stroke only . . . the musicians warm up at the sound. A 
smiting of breasts with open hands begins very softly and becomes vigorous. 
The women's voices rise to a tremulous intensity. . . The women clap their 
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hands in time, or standing with arms akimbo receive with faint courtesies 
and head-lifting the low bows of the men, who deliver them swinging this 
way and that. 

See! Yonder brisk and sinewy fellow has taken one short, nervy step 
into the ring, chanting with rising energy. He moves off to the farther edge of 
the circle, still singing, takes the prompt hand of an unsmiling Congo girl, 
leads her into the ring, and leaving the chant to the throng, stands before her 
for the dance. . .A sudden frenzy seizes the musicians. The measure quickens, 
the swaying, attitudinize crowd starts into extra activity, the female voices 
grow sharp and staccato, and suddenly the dance is the furious Bamboula. 

Now for the frantic leaps! Now for frenzy! Another pair is in the ring. 
The man wears a belt of little bells, or, as a substitute, little tin vials of shot, 
"bram-bram sonnette!" And still another couple enters the circle. What 
wild-what terrible delight! The ecstasy rises to madness, one-two-three of the 
dancer's fall-bloucoutoum! boum!-With foam on their lips and are dragged 
out by arms and legs from under tumultuous feet of crowding new-comers. 
The musicians know no fatigue, still the dance rages on." 

 
The Shout Dancing 

 
There is a good description of the Negro shout in the Continental 

Monthly of August, 1863: 
 

Negro 'Shouts' and Shout Songs. 
 
At the 'praise meetings' on the plantations, one of the elders usually presides, 

and conducts the exercises with great solemnity. Passages of Scripture are quoted 
from memory, and the hymns, which constitute the principal feature of the meeting, 
are deaconed off as at church. Sometimes the superintendent or one of the teachers 
attends these meetings, and is then expected to conduct the exercises and make an 
address. After the praise meeting is over, there usually follows the very singular and 
impressive performance of the 'shout' or religious dance of the Negroes. Three or 
four, standing still, clapping their hands and beating time with their feet, commence 
singing in unison one of the peculiar shout melodies, while the others walk round in 
a ring in single file joining also in the song. Soon those in the ring leave off their 
singing, the others keeping it up the while with increased vigor, and strike into the 
shout step, observing most accurate time with the music. This step is something 
halfway between a shuffle and a dance, as difficult for an uninitiated person to 
describe as to imitate. At the end of each stanza of the song the dancers stop short 
with a slight stamp on the last note, and then, putting the other foot forward, 
proceed through the next verse. They will often dance to the same song for twenty or 
thirty minutes, once or twice, perhaps, varying the monotony of their movement by 
walking for a little while and joining in the singing. The physical exertion, which is 
really very great, as the dance calls into play nearly every muscle of the body, seems 
never to weary them in the least, and they frequently keep up a shout for hours, 
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resting only for brief intervals between the different songs. Yet, in trying to imitate 
them, I was completely tired out in a very short time. The children are the best 
dancers, and are allowed by their parents to have a shout at any time, though, with 
the adults, the shout always follows a religious meeting, and none but church 
members are expected to join. It is to one of these shouts of the Negro children that 
Mr. Russell alludes in his diary when describing a visit that he paid to a plantation 
near Charleston in April, 1861. He speaks of the children as a set of "ragged, dirty, 
and shoeless urchins, who came in shyly, oftentimes running away till they were 
chased and captured, dressed into line with much difficulty, and, then, shuffling 
their flat feet, clapping their hands, and drawing out in a monotonous sort of chant 
something about the River Jawdam." Such a sketch conveys no idea of the shout as 
it may be witnessed to day on any of the plantations among the Sea Islands. You will 
find the children clean, and, in general, neatly dressed, coming into the room when 
asked by the superintendent, rendering of their impressive and oftentimes pleasing 
melodies in a manner seldom surpassed in our schools at the North, while their 
'shouting' reveals a suppleness of limb and peculiar grace of motion beyond the 
power of our dancing masters to impart. 

There are many features of the Negro shout which amuse us from their 
strangeness; some, also, that strike the observer as wholly absurd. Yet, viewed as a 
religious exercise - and in this light it is always considered by the older Negroes - I 
cannot help regarding it, in spite of many of its characteristics, as both a natural 
and a rational expression of devotional feeling. The Negroes never indulge in it 
when, for any reason, they feel downhearted or sad at their meetings. The shout is a 
simple outburst and manifestation of religious fervor - a 'rejoicing in the Lord' - 
making a 'joyful noise unto the God of their salvation.' " 

 
In the magazine "Nation" of May 30, 1867 we read another description of the 

Negro shout: 
 
"...The true "shout" takes place on Sundays, or on "praise" night through 

the week, and either in the praise-house or in some cabin in which a regular 
religious meeting has been held. Very likely more than half the population of a 
plantation is gathered together. 

The benches are pushed back to the wall when the formal meeting is over, 
and old and young, men and women, all stand up in the middle of the floor, and 
when the "sperichil" is struck up begin first walking and by and by shuffling 
around, one after another, in a ring. The foot is hardly taken from the floor, and the 
progression is mainly due to a jerking, hitching motion which agitates the entire 
shouter and soon brings out streams of perspiration. Sometimes they dance silently, 
sometimes as they shuffle they sing the chorus of the spiritual, and sometimes the 
song itself is also sung by the dancers. But more frequently, a band, composed of 
some of the best singers and of tired shouters, stand at the side of the room to 
"base" the others, singing the body of the song and clapping their hands together or 
on the knees. Song and dance are alike extremely energetic, and often, when the 
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shout lasts into the middle of the night, the monotonous thud, thud of the feet 
prevents sleep within half a mile of the praise-house." 

 
This unresistable rhythm demands bodily movement and this activity is a 

definite ancestor of the minstrel rhythms and of the rhythms of the cakewalk, rag 
and early jazz dances. It is a gradual revolution that finds its way into polite society 
and remains the basic influence of the early jazz dances. 

 
Dance Leads to Jazz 

 
Why did the dance lead to jazz in the New Orleans area? First, the 

influx to New Orleans of Haitians after their revolution of their country in 
1886. It has been said (Moreau de St. Mary) felt that the vitality of the dance 
was directly related to the tropical climates that creates a passion for the 
dance. Cold ones do not. This might explain the influence of the Haitians on 
the New Orleans population. Also, Lynn Emery, in her book Black Dance, 
writes: "the possibility the tolerance of the French and Spanish in both the 
Caribbean and Louisiana were very hospitable to the dance." The Catholic 
Church was also tolerant of dancing (unlike the Baptist) and Louisiana was 
mostly Catholic (dances being held yearly except during Lent), and the 
church was also more tolerant of the slaves. This would account for the 
presence in Louisiana of the Juba, Calenda, Conjaille, Chica and the 
Bamboula (as described by George Washington Cable in his article "The 
Dance in Place Congo)."  

 
 
 

 
 
The Bamboula as observed by Cable began with the swaying in slow 

time adding the slapping of feet on the ground, and the smiting of breasts 
with open hands. This dance gradually increased in tempo, progressing from 
single dancers to couples, and finished with frantic leaps and frenzy. 
However frantic, it was dance on the way to the jazz dance. 
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The missing ingredient was the European dance. While it was a closed 
society, European whites passed on to the slaves the dances they did: the 
Quadrille, Cotillions and Reels. This exchange occurred mainly on the 
plantations. Jazz dancing might be traced to these plantation activities. 
Surely the cakewalk was a plantation dance of the slaves, but we must say 
that jazz dancing finds its origin in and around the City of New Orleans. 

 
Quadroon Balls 

 
The Quadroon Balls were the chief activity in which Negro and 

Whites dances were first exchanged and ultimately blended into a new, 
completely American dance form. Both kinds of dancing were done in the 
same ballroom and were bound to affect one another. Henry Kmen 
remarked: "African and European dancing was blending in New Orleans at 
mixed, white and colored dances, not only in these quadroon balls but 
removed to the various dance halls and social dances in the city. Black dance 
parties copied European dance styles but they were done in an individual 
interpretation and style of the various nationalities that occupied the most 
European City in America. Kmen cites that in 1841 a black social event 
recorded: "A cotillion in one room, a Virginia Breakdown in another." The 
Breakdown (American) was a generic dance referring to any dance which 
allowed for improvisation or competition between singles and partners. 

A good description of a Creole Ball can be found in Collins book 
“New Orleans Jazz: A Revised History.” Collins writes: 

 
“A ball began at 8:00 with dinner. A concert next succeeded by 

several house of dancing. At 3:00 a.m. a late supper was served followed by a 
second lengthy period of dancing. The ball was not brought to a close until 
8:00 a.m. after what appears to have been a strenuous twelve hour workout 
for both dancers and musicians (waltzes, galops, minuets, boat dances, 
character dances and two types of quadrilles. Also gavottes, reels and 
mazurkas, cotillions gallops and contra dances, boleros and fandangos.)” 

From the list of the various dances one can understand the need for 
dancing masters to teach the dancers how to do these often complicated 
dances. 

Dances were frequent during this period with dances and masked 
balls every night of carnival. Tuesday and Friday nights were the night for 
the subscription balls where none but ‘good’ society was admitted. (Time 
period - 1820’s until the develop and acceptance of the new jazz styles.)  
 

The Mingling 
 

Sometime between 1830 and 1850 a mingling took place in New 
Orleans between the Negro and European rhythms and forms. A coupling 
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took place in music as well as the other arts - the most direct and immediate 
influence was the dance. 

 
Civil War Influence 

 
This mingling that was begun was side-tracked by the Civil War with 

its intensifying of racial differences, the ignominy of the southern defeat in 
the war, and the intolerable burden put on the southern population by 
northern carpetbaggers during reconstruction. When the inter-mingling of 
rhythms did take place it was in the illicit "houses" instead of social 
acceptance in "homes." During the war the salves were denied many 
privileges they once enjoyed and "Freemen of color" were now considered 
dangerous able to revolt.  

To the dances the Negro added the hips, the hops, the shoulders and 
the shimmy, the pelvis and other bodily movements not currently in the 
European style dances. We can see the dance crazes of the jazz 20's (the 
Lindy Hop, the Charleston and Black Bottom, etc.) contained traces of Afro-
American origin that were traced to the hip movement or shimmy, the 
shuffling steps, and the time allowed for improvisation during the breakaway 
phase of the dance. Ultimately the rhythms of Congo Square became linked 
to the development of ragtime and jazz. 

Forefront in this evolution was the various phases of the public 
entertainment industry. We begin to find newer dances being danced in the 
public dance halls; new dances introduced in the theatre and of course 
dances that had been previously introduced in the minstrel shows touring the 
nation. We find the famous dance routines of the soft-shoe and other routines 
of vaudeville dancers - especially with the popularity of Daddy Rice's "Jump 
Jim Crow" routine. With the popularity of Uncle Tom's Cabin we find within 
the play, a particular favorite being the cakewalk, a black satirical version of 
the white Reels and Cotillions. By the turn of the 20th century the popular 
stage was beginning to belong to the jazz dance, and its jazz rhythms 
Insuring the jazz style, the popular string band of the day evolved into the 
jazz band, stressing the rhythm and the dropping of the violin and flute in 
favor of the wind instruments, which were more adaptable to accenting jazz 
rhythms. Finally the First World War freed the restraints of the young 
generation and as was said "Jazz was music with a syncopated beat. It went 
in through your ear, and out through your feet." 

This is the time that we find an "anti vulgar dancing": backlash in the 
press and in "legit" society. 

 
The threat of jazz and jazz dancing continued and grew in the 1910's. 

It was not only the music but music as an activity that led to immorality and 
something that threatened civilized society. In Karen Linn's book "That 
Half-Barbaric Twant," she expands on the moralistic objections to the new 
jazz dances: 
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"Moralistic objections flourished during the prejazz dance craze of 

the 1910's, and it should be noted that moral indignation against ragtime did 
not gather steam until this time. Although the music had been popular since 
the late 1890's, it was the ragtime dancing of the 1910's that concerned the 
moral critics. Social reformers tended to focus on the dance, especially the 
dancing of young women and the implied deterioration of maidenly virtue as 
the real threats to society. 

Many of the popular dances of the 1910's came from African-
American culture or from famous vice districts such as the Barbary Coast of 
San Francisco (Sic: and New Orleans) Dances such as the "Grizzly Bear," 
"Bunny Hug," and the "Shimmy" involved body movements considered 
lewd by bourgeois Anglo-Americans. The upholders of Victorian standards 
of behavior fought the battle on two sides: members of both the white 
working class and the white upper classes violated those standards. The 
"newly wealthy" often flouted Victorian restraint while many youth of the 
upper and middle classes rejected bourgeois decorum with an aristocratic 
contempt. Working-class youth, especially children of immigrants in the 
urban North, turned to popular culture forms with roots in African-
American culture during their leisure time rather than fully accept the 
uplifting activities designed by middle-class reformers. One 1913 magazine 
article about "tough girls" and "idle boys" explained if this way: "In the last 
three or four years, since the arrival of the "nigger" dances and the "rags" 
and the "turkey trot," dancing has become a public obsession. Like the 
gambling game of craps - which has supplanted or changed the habits of 
boyhood from the tradition of sport of northern Europe to the games of the 
Negro, - this new dancing is a curious recrudescence, apparently originating 
from the same source as the gambling game...in the crude and heathen sexual 
customs of middle Africa. 

Even the popular instrumental combinations - for example "Piano, 
Drums and Tenor Banjo"- were unorthodox for the time with a heavy use of 
those half-barbaric instruments that had no place in a proper orchestra or 
band. Music and the Dance provided central symbols of a larger valuable 
realignment, but dance was the physical enactment of the abstract 
suggestions of the music. So it was dance, especially during the 1910's that 
aroused the most ire from the guardians of civilization." 

 
Karn Linn mentions the Castles as bringing to the dance some 

respectability: 
 
"Even so, a middle ground existed. For the socially reputable patrons 

of the 1910's dance fad, Vernon and Irene Castle personified the proper 
approach to the dangers of twentieth-century popular expressive culture. 
Rather than reject the new music and dance as immoral, they presented a 
mediated form. They and other fashionable white dance teams of the era, in 
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attempting to reform ill-mannered dancing, wrote instruction books (at times 
overtly aimed at working-class youth - the worst violators) (see suggestions 
for dancing by the Castles listed below) 

 
This list of "do nots" indicates that this was precisely what dancers 

were doing: they were using movements out of line with Anglo-American 
ideas of proper body deportment and enjoying too much body contact while 
dancing. The Castles also suggest dropping dances such as the "Grizzly 
Bear," the "Turkey Trot," and the "Bunny Hug," all dances strongly 
associated with African-American culture. They advocated the Latin 
American "Tango" and "Maxixe" as well as the "One-Step" and "Hesitation 
Waltz" - dances not associated with African-American culture or with 
American vice districts. The Argentine Tango came from the working-class 
neighborhoods of Buenos Aires, and long had illicit connotations, in the same 
manner as the African-American dances did in the United States. But the 
American "tango" dancers always presented the dance as having gone 
through the civilizing effects of Parisian adaptation, and it was in Paris that 
they learned the dance." 

 
The Influence of Creoles in the History of Dance Music in New 

Orleans 
 
Since the governership of the Marquis de Vandreuil, there was a 

desire for dance music, in this case, the music of the court of Versailles. It is 
during this time (the middle of the 18th century) that we see the beginnings of 
the tradition of New Orleans Creole dance music. It is during this period we 
find the Creoles of Color going to France for music lessons and forming 
orchestras, playing the music of the court of Versailles, which included the 
popular dance styles. Upon the promotion of the Marquis to Governor-
General of Canada, and the Spanish involvement in Louisiana, the Creoles 
began to develop their own creative styles of music, using for influence the 
French and Spanish music that was present but beginning to create their 
own style of music. 

There was a rich heritage left by the French and that was for the 
dance. The Creole population continued to hold dances and the orchestras 
contained very proficient musicians. These orchestras played for both 
Creoles of Color dances as well as playing for the white population of the 
city. 

It was during the Reconstruction Period that we first have documents 
relating to the cultural activities of the city. Newspapers began publication 
and had articles on the musical activities of the populace. 

 
The History of the Dance in American Cities 
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As this book is concerned with the evolution of jazz dancing our 
research begins with an early article that appeared in the Natchez, Tennessee 
paper of Nov. 3, 1849. During this era there was a wealth of dancing schools. 
We must realize that the dances of this era were not simple dances and it was 
the custom, especially for the young generation, to take dancing lessons. To 
be accepted in polite society one had to have a more sophisticated demeanor 
than in today's society.  

 
A Mr. Stuart stresses not only the dancing styles but also the need for 

proper etiquette even when entering a room. 
 

 
 
"Fashionable Dancing, Waltzing and Etiquette 
 
Mr. St. Mar Stuart (i. e., of New Orleans) has the honor to announce 

to the Ladies and Gentlemen of the city of Natchez and vicinity that he has 
opened his classes in the City Hall for the purpose of giving instruction in the 
above Polite Arts, in all their various styles. In addition to the plain style of 
dancing and waltzing the following highly reputed Fancy Dance will be 
taught during the season. "Cachucha, Cracovienne, Varovienne, El Jalso 
Xeres, Muscovienne, High and Fling, La Svlphide, Regetta Waltz, Conq 
Temps, Waltz, Polka Waltz, etc., together with the Fashionable Quadrille of 
Polka, mazurka 1st and 2nd and the new Quadrille Redown, as practiced at 
the principle and fashionable Watering places and cities in the United States. 
Young Ladies forming a pre-rate class of eight will be attended at their 
residence on days and hours to suit convenience. Days and hours of 
attendance on Tuesday from 4 o'clock, P.M. till dusk on Thursday from 4 
P.M. till dusk; on Saturday from 10 A.M., till 12, and from 3 P.m. till dusk 

For Gentlemen engaged in business during the day, there will be a 
class on the above evenings from 7 to 9 - after the classes are properly 
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organized, there will be a Soiree every Saturday afternoon, that the Parents 
and Guardians may witness the progress of the Pupils. 

Mr. S. would further inform the Heads of Families, that for the 
purpose of improving the Deportment of his Pupils he introduces the 
Calisthenics Exercises once a week, the "Faculty" are therefore invited to 
attend on those days that they may judge how far it is conducive to health. 

Parents and Guardians entrusting their children to my charge may 
rely upon the strictest attention being paid to their Deportment, as it is as 
essential for a person to walk, sit, stand and enter a Parlor or Drawing Room 
gracefully, as it is to Dance gracefully - good dancing and good manners 
should go hand in hand. Terms and other details made known, on 
application to Mr. Stuart at Mrs. Lyons on commerce St., or at the City Hall. 
“ (Nov. 8, 1849) 

 
We find an article about the difference that location meant in the way 

people danced. In the Monroe, La., Jan. 13th newspaper we read: 
 
"Dancing East and West. There is a very marked difference between 

the style of dancing used in Easter and Western society. New York, 
Washington, Boston and the beautiful ladies at Philadelphia recognize no 
round dance but the waltz, show polka and redown. In square dances the 
minuet, plain and waltz quadrille and the Saratoga lancers are considered in 
good taste. In the latter the couples turn in parallel lines, all dancing 
together, and the figures are not more complicated than those of the lancers. 
The German is reserved for private assemblies, and the "down Easters" 
would be horrified to find themselves doing the rosette, or the double chain 
in a promiscuous company. The la Russe, which is one of this year is dances, 
does not find much favor in the East. It is a combination of the galop and 
mazurka, and is danced to six-eight time. 

Out West the young folks are so full of animal spirits and ability that 
waltzes, polkas and minuets are pronounced intolerably stupid. Every 
couple, as though electrified the moment a galop is preluded, gives one bound 
and away they all go in dire confusion. Four long steps, a dizzy whirl, four 
more in an opposite direction, and repeat the process, knocking smaller 
couples right and left, tearing dresses, crushing shirt bosoms and bouquets, 
until their legs are weak, their breath exhausted or the music ceases. Then 
there is a grand rush to the toilet room to straighten the coiffure, get some 
fresh air and a new supply of powder. So insatiable is the demand for this 
ungraceful dance that it appears in two or more figures of every fancy 
quadrille. The "Racquett" alias the "Society" and the "Ripple" alias the 
"Newport," received little or no popularity in the East, where all were 
prudently forbidden in the best society and the standard dancing academies. 
They have struggled for their hideous existence in Chicago, but, although 
countenanced by genteel people, our first class dancing schools have 
studiously ignored them." (Jan. 13, 1883) 
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There are countless entries in the Baton Rouge papers printed in the 

18th and 19th centuries but most are similar to the above. 
The introduction of new dances and even dancing itself was always 

controversial. As dancing became one of the most popular of social activities, 
each side began stating their views. Many times the views stated depended 
upon the geography (as seen in the above article) and religious/moral views 
of the location or individual. In New Orleans dancing was a main activity 
and the Catholic Church held dances in their church halls. In northern 
Louisiana, a stronger Protestant location, many clergy were against the 
practice of dancing. With the opposite viewpoint we see some justifying the 
dance as a good health exercise. In a May 3, 1851, article we read of this view 
as dancing being healthy and wholesome: 

 
"On Dancing" 

Dr. Fitch, in one of his lectures on the uses of the lungs and on the 
mode of preserving health, says: 

"Dancing is the king and queen of in-door exercise. It is suitable for 
all classes and ages, of both sexes. It is a most elegant and exhilarating 
exercise. It is one of the most ancient and one of the most salutary. I do not 
speak of it as dissipation, but as an exhilarating and valuable exercise. 
Among the exercises it is second to none. It is extremely suitable for the 
sedentary, for invalids, and for consumptives. I have known one of the worst 
cases of consumption I ever knew, cured by dancing alone, and practiced 
daily for many months. The cure was permanent and complete. 

It is deplorable that dancing and amusements of nearly all kinds 
should have fallen under the ban of the clergy, and should be preached 
against as sinful. It is doubtful whether the morals of mankind are benefited 
by forbidding all amusements, and it is most certain the health of thousands 
is sacrificed by it. Who are those that sink earliest into consumption among 
ladies? Allow me to say, it is those who take the least exercise, and refrain 
from all amusements, who, at school, at church, at home, are marked as 
models whose looks are demure, whose walks are slow, and whose 
conversation is always on serious subjects." May 3, 1851) 

 
There is a very interesting article in the Covington, La. 1887 

newspaper about a dance in nearby Abita Springs. The town hires a band 
from New Orleans and from the write-up it sounds as if the musicians were 
rather crude and sounded like it was what we consider an early jazz band. 
Surely the instrumentation was interesting with the piccolo an instrument 
that was used in New Orleans in the smaller bands and the discord spoken 
about sounds as if they were 'fakers' and not reading musicians and the in-
harmonious tones also sounds like that of an early jazz orchestra. I think we 
can see that this was the start of jazz music - a group of unskilled musicians 
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playing dance music and making up certain parts of a song and not playing 
exactly the same thing twice. 

 
"Editor's Trip to Abita Springs: 
We paid a short visit to the pavilion (Sic: this pavilion is the same 

pavilion used in the 1884 Cotton Exposition in New Orleans, reconstructed in 
the park in the center of Abita Springs) Where a number of young people 
were dancing, or trying to. We say trying to from observation. By their 
movements we could tell that some of them were good dancers - but the 
music? The Band - imported from the city, (Sic: New Orleans) consisted of a 
piccolo, guitar and bass viol. Shades of Paganini and Mozart. Were the music 
ever distracted with such a battery of discord and in-harmonious sounds? 
Were the coteries of terpsichore ever exposed to such hardships as to time 
and intonation? We say no, not even by a discordant hand-organ." (July 26, 
1887) 

 
In retrospect opinions found in early writing are interesting as in our 

time we know if it is correct or not. Dancing continued to be popular and 
indeed increased in its acceptance to the masses. But I think that the article 
really says that it is the decline of 'polite' dancing not the new dances coming 
in vogue. We next read of an early article reprinted in the Times Picayune of 
New Orleans (no friends of dancing and jazz) stating that dancing was on the 
decline: 

 
"To Be No More dancing. The summer maid of '96 will have to fold 

away her crisp organies and send her satin ball frocks to the heathen if what 
a recently published London book says is to be believed. It appears that 
dancing as a polite pastime is going out of fashion. It is all about the decline 
of dancing, It is all about the decline of dancing, and says that some one else 
has explained the solo trouble to lie with the men, who come to the ballroom 
doors unwilling to exert themselves, which perversity one might expect to be 
a symptom, but hardly an excuse. Men are not more indolent than they were. 
Sir Augustus Harris lately remarked with some contempt that the barn 
dance of the modern ballroom is a true gauge of the contemporary taste; and 
that in Paris the cotillion has degenerated into a childish romp, in which the 
gentlemen trot on paper-mache hobby horses and break a pasteboard lance 
for the lady. It would seem that the amateurs of poetry of motion have some 
reason to complain.” (July 11, 1896) 

 
In spite of what is stated by ‘experts’ in the newspapers, the dance 

was not declining but becoming more popular as various new jazz dances 
were being introduced. 

The growing popularity of the dance hall was beginning to concern 
the authorities. There were the many social dances in New Orleans that were 
very popular, but within the lower class of New Orleans society were the 
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notorious Negro dance halls. They were rowdy places and often required 
police attention.  There is an article in the Times Democrat (New Orleans) of 
July 28, 1891 that describes the Negro Dance Halls: 

 
July 28, 1891 
 
"NEGRO DANCE HALLS. A Visit to the dives of Franklin Street - 

Kaleidoscope pictures degradation and vice - How the Negro spends at night 
the Money he has earned during the Day. 

"There is not perhaps in all the category of vices which, without being 
down right criminal, are yet so malignant and degrading in their effects upon 
the mental, moral and musical constitutions of their devotees as the refindly 
peculiar vice which is the genius of the Negro dance halls of the slums of this 
city," said an experienced man about town last evening. 

A reporter and two friends who heard the remark made their way 
through the filthy neighborhood in which these dives are scattered around, 
among Sicilian fruit stands and Negro voodoo dives. 

When the three reached the vicinity of Customhouse and Franklin 
Streets, there broke upon their ears the sounds of maudlin laughter and the 
wheezy want of drunken music. The first dive entered was a long, low-roofed 
dance house whose walls, begrimed with myriad nights of tobacco smoke and 
foul air, was flanked upon three sides with low benches. The 4th side was 
occupied by a sloppy bar, over which presided a huge greasy Negro and a 
half dozen filthy and implied white assistants. The room was a mass of 
tobacco smoke, through which could be seen the gaudily decked forms of 
Negro women, clad in all the brightest hues of the rainbow and lying in the 
arms or resting on the shoulders of excited or drunken roustabouts. 

All the characters of the slums were represented. There was the pock 
marked half-breed, whose yellow eyes and furtive, nervous glances told of 
sleepless nights over the dice board, the brawny Negro bulldozer with his 
magnificent proportions and evil eyes; the lithe, wary pickpocket; the bashful 
half scared Negro lad who has gone for the first time to see what he considers 
the world; the wild impassioned Hoodoo, who goes to these places to get his 
motive and his cue for passion and then goes back to his filthy den of straw to 
dance the night away to the wild jangling of tautarus and the weird cronies 
of hags; the humiliated bemeaned white man, too low to associate with his 
fellows, who is greeted with expassive tolerance among the - depraved 
denizens of such places, and whose vitiated nature still seeking in its 
depravity the fellowship of men, thinks even this is preferable to loneliness 
and desolation 

Presently the music struck up - a wild discordant mingling of 
unmelodious sounds. There was a lull for a moment in the hum of talk, while 
the expectant women sprang up and dragged their half asleep partners to the 
dance, with arms clasped around each other and black cheeks pressed 
together the motley or crowd danced on. 
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The women held up their skirts from the reeking floor, the men closed 
their eyes in drunken satisfaction, and the strange dance went one, couples 
bumping into each other, hoarse voices crying 'dance on hoe; Lawdy, how 
yo' dance; the whole one wild kaleidoscopic medley of hideous faces, 
bloodshot eyes and gaudy costumes. The step of the dance is a peculiar one, a 
part walk, part glide, part jump-a curious and savage mingling of the 
ungraceful and the repulsive. 

The dance over, the drunken musicians closed their yellow eyes and 
leaned back in their chairs to await the leader's call to the next rendition; the 
hubbub recommenced; gruff demands, were made for the next dance; 
strident female, voices called for drinks that their reluctant partners of the 
dance must pay for and dark forms flitted here and there through the 
throng, bent upon various missions. And thus it keeps on till the gray dawn 
when there is a scuffle for the doors and haggard and dissipated forms go 
forth under the rising sun to the toil that will net them the money to be spent 
thus again at night. 

Back of the dance hall is a gambling room, where evil-eyed mulattos 
preside over tables bearing curious, outlandish implements of the gambler's 
art. There is the dice table, where wages are lost at 'craps' monte tables, 
crowded round with low women and lower white men, and excited Negroes; 
and there are Mexican and Indian games, where great red suns and moons 
and strange figures of savage Gods and animals represent the different 
changes of play. 

"Say, let's slope," said the hardward drummer after an hour in this 
place. 'I'm getting seasick,' and the partly sloped." (July 28, 1891) 

 
In August of 1898 the problem began to worsen and steps were taken 

to correct the problem. There are a series of articles in the New Orleans 
papers noting the problem of Negro dance halls. The most notorious were at 
Customhouse and Franklin Streets, near the notorious Storyville. (There 
were no legit dance halls in Storyville that used small dance bands, only a 
pianist with an occasional wind instrument.). The opponents of the new 
dance rhythms and dances were given justification in their position on the 
moral state of dancing within certain portions of society that was occurring. 
We will present a number of articles on the dancing problem to show its 
magnitude. We first read about the Franklin Street Dives: 

 
August 13, 1898: 
 
"For a week back the colored troopers of Col. Crane's Regiment have 

been enjoying the hospitalities of the Franklin Street halls. There were the 
haunts that furnished the liquor that fired and the orgies that frenzied them, 
seven days of debauch, tumult and riot, as might have been expected, 
culminated in a homicide. Yesterday, Edward Garrett, one of the immunes of 
the ninth, ran amuck in the vicinity of the Parish Prison and while engaged 
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in terrorizing the neighborhood and recklessly shooting into the crowd that 
was endeavoring to effect his arrest, was shot to death by one of the sheriff's 
deputies. 

This was the inevitable termination of a shameful and unpardonable 
condition which has been permitted to continue unchecked by the officers in 
command of the colored soldiery. Conflicts with the police have been of daily 
occurrence, and the attention of the military authorities has been repeatedly 
directed to the misconduct and turbulence of these men. After the first 
outbreak they should have been refused the freedom of the city. Nothing but 
the extreme patience and forbearance of the police force has heretofore 
prevented a bloody ending of the riotous escapades of these liquor-crazed 
runagates. 

It is to be hoped that the object lesson of yesterday will bear fruit and 
that not only will the officers of the 9th set their faces resolutely against the 
granting of further 'leaves of absence," but that the police may at last be 
incited to perform a long-neglected duty. 

The Franklin Street dives have not only been for years an eye-sore 
and a disgrace to the city, but an unceasing menace to its peace and good 
order. Everything that is vilest and most depraved in human nature finds 
them a haven and refuge. They constitute a paradise for thieves and cut-
throats, and a hiding place for criminals. Never were more intolerable 
nuisances permitted to thrive under police protection and in defiance of law. 
Their maintenance is prohibited by an express statutory provision and these 
hell-holes should be incontinently closed and kept closed. 

We desire to direct the attention of the superintendent of Police to the 
following enactment of the legislature, which seems to have been treated with 
c___ and contempt, and to demand its enforcement. (Sic. See next article for 
these Laws) 

 
August 13, 1898 
 
"Franklin Street Dives - Colored troops of Col. Crane - culminated in 

homicide. The paper prints the Act 120 of 1890. 
An act to close up and prohibit all dance houses, Free and easy 

gambling dens, barrel houses, shandangoes and like places, and to provide 
penalties and means for enforcing the provisions on this act. 

Section I - That all establishments commonly known as dance houses, 
free and easy gambling houses, dens, barrel houses, shandangoes and like 
places, shall henceforth be closed and shall remain so closed and prohibited; 
and it shall be unlawful for any person or persons directly or indirectly to 
keep or manage or be connected with such an establishment houses, either as 
employer, performer or participant, or knowingly to rent or allow to be used 
for such purpose premises owned by such person, or for which such person is 
agent. 
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Section II - That whoever shall violate the provisions of this act shall 
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and on trail and conviction thereof shall 
pay for each offense a fine of not less than $25 nor more than $100 dollars, or 
be imprisoned for not more than 30 days or both at the discretion of the 
court. 
Section III - That this act shall take effect from and after its passage." 

 
August 17, 1898 

 
"This morning Mayor Brittin instructed Private Sec. Tullis to write 

an order to D. S. Gaster, Chief of Police, instructing him to close up the 
dance halls and other low dives in the vicinity of customhouse and Franklin 
Streets.  

'I am directed by the acting mayor to issue instructions to you to 
enforce the provisions of act 120 of 1890, providing for the closing up and 
prohibition of all dance houses, free and easy gambling dens, barrel houses, 
shandances and like placed, and to carry out said instructions by requiring 
all such places to be closed on and after to-morrow the 18th instant. R. L. 
Tullis' 

"Had the chief of police enforced this act as he was in duty bound to 
do, when the soldiers that came to the city, there would have been none of the 
late trouble which amounted almost to riots, caused by the immune 
regiments at the Fair Grounds. Chief Gaster is alone responsible for these 
riots. 

He would not undertake to enforce the laws until he was commended 
to do so by the mayor. Such a state of affairs is to say the least a stigma upon 
the city which good citizens should make haste to remove. 

The consensus of opinion among the members of the police force is 
that these dance halls should have been closed long ago. The law requiring 
that they must be closed was placed on the status books eight years ago. All 
this time it has been openly violated. The corporals and captains and other 
police officials would speak out in commendation of the work of the Item 
(Sic: New Orleans newspaper) in closing up the dance halls and other dives, 
if they dared to do so. But their astute and august chief would not tolerate 
such actions on the part of his subordinates in the police department. And so 
in order to save their official heads they must keep a quiet tongue. 

It will be remembered that on last Saturday the Item called the 
attention of the police department to the existence of Act No. 120 of 1890. 
Acting Mayor Brittin at that time stated that he was not fully acquainted 
with the restrictions of the particular act but that he would acquaint himself 
with them and if he found that the law was being violated he would certainly 
see to its enforcement." 

 
August 17, 1898: 
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"SO KIND OF HIM. 
Chief Gaster says he will obey the mayor. Dance halls must cease 

operation on the 18th. 
Superintendent Gaster was asked this forenoon if he intended to 

enforce the ordinance relative to closing dance houses and places where 
fandangoes were indulged in. The superintendent said that under the 
instructions emanating from the mayor he would close up all such places on 
August 18th. 

This morning mayor Brittin instructed Private Secretary Tullis to 
write an order to D. S. Gaster, Chief of Police, instructing him to close up the 
dance halls and other low dives in the vicinity of customhouse and Franklin 
Streets. The order has been written and it is as follows: 

 
"New Orleans, August 17, 1898. D. S. Gaster, esq. superintendent of 

Police, city: Dear sir, I am directed by the acting mayor to issue instruction to 
you to enforce the provisions of Act 120 of 1890, providing for the closing up 
and prohibition of all dance houses, free and easy gambling dens, barrel 
houses, shandangoes and like places, and to carry out said instructions by 
requiring all such places to be closed on and after tomorrow, the 18th 
instant. Yours respectfully - R. L. Tullis, Secretary to the Mayor." 

 
Had the chief of Police enforced this act as he was in duty bound to 

do, when the soldiers first came to the city, there would have been none of the 
late trouble which amounted almost to riots, ensued by the immune 
regiments at the Fair Grounds, Chief Gaster is alone responsible for these 
riots. 

He would not undertake to enforce the laws until he was commanded 
to do so by the mayor. Such a state of affairs is to say the least a stigma upon 
the city which good citizens should make haste to remove. 

The consensus of opinion among the members of the police force is 
that these dance halls should have been closed long ago. The law requiring 
that they must be closed was placed on the statue books 8 years ago. All this 
time it has been openly violated. The corporals and captains and other police 
officials would speak out in commendation of the work of the Item in closing 
up the dance halls and other dives, if they dare to do so, but their astute and 
august chief would not tolerate such actions on the part of his subordinates 
in the police department. And so in order to save their official heads they 
must keep a quiet tongue. 

It will be remembered that on last Saturday the Item called the 
attention of the police department to the existence of Act No. 1290 of 1890. 
Acting Mayor Brittin at that time stated that he was not fully acquainted 
with the restriction of the particular act but that he would acquaint himself 
with them and if he found that the law was being violated he would certainly 
see to its enforcement. When the superintendent of police was approached he 
boldly admitted that he knew the law existed. Asked why he did not attempt 
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to enforce it and by whose authority he had set the law aside, the chief 
explained that he....(need completion paper unclear) 

 
August 17, 1898 

 
"The conference between the chief of police, the city attorney and the 

mayor relative to the enforcement of Act 120, of 1890, prohibiting the 
operation of dance halls, barrel houses, shandagoes and like resorts, was held 
yesterday afternoon in the mayor's parlor. 

All the ground was thoroughly gone over and the three officials were 
perfectly harmonious in their views relative to the enforcement in their views 
relative to the enforcement of the statute. It was decided that the law should 
be rigorously enforced. Legitimate saloons may be conducted. But saloons 
with dance hall attachments and saloons which lewd women are allowed to 
frequent will be closed up and kept closed. 

Chief Gaster was thoroughly in accord with the mayor's desire to 
enforce the law. He desired to know the city attorney's opinion of the terms 
"shandango," "barrel house," "free and easy gambling dens" so that he 
might act in an enlightened and intelligent manner. The city attorney and the 
mayor both gave their opinions and constructions of these terms and they 
were construed to mean anything but a legitimately conducted saloon. 
Consequently all resorts save saloons of this kind will be closed. No lewd 
women will be permitted to visit any of the saloons where music is furnished. 
It is unlawful to have music in any saloon excepting that the mayor grant a 
special permit giving that privilege and it has been given but to a very small 
number of saloon-keepers and where it has been granted the musical 
instrument designated has been a piano." (August 17, 1898) 

 
August 17, 1898 

 
"DANCE HALLS WILL BE CLOSED. 
To close the Dives. This morning Mayor Brittin instructed Private 

Secretary Tullis to write an order to D. S. Gaster, Chief of Police, instructing 
him to close up the dance halls and other low dives in the vicinity of 
customhouse and Franklin Streets. The order has been written and it is as 
follows: New Orleans, Aug. 17, 1898. D. S. Gaster, Esq. Superintendent of 
Police, city: 

"Dear Sir - I am directed by the acting mayor to issue instructions to 
you to enforce the provisions of Act 120 of 1890, providing for the closing up 
and prohibition of all dance houses, free and easy gambling dens, barrel 
houses, shandagoes and like place, and to carry out said instructions by 
requiring all such places to be closed on and after to-morrow, the 18th 
instant. Yours respectfully, R. L Tullis, Secretary to the Mayor." 

Dad the chief of police enforced this act as he was in duty bound to do, 
when the soldiers first came to the city, there would have been none of the 
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late trouble which amounted almost to riots, caused by the immune 
regiments at the Fair Grounds. Chief Gaster is alone responsible for these 
riots. 

He would not undertake to enforce the laws until he was commanded 
to do so by the mayor. Such a state of affairs is to say the least a stigma upon 
the city which good citizens should make haste to remove. 

The consensus of opinion among the members of the police force is 
that these dance halls should have been closed long ago. The law requiring 
that they must be closed was placed on the statute books eight years ago. All 
this time it has been openly violated. The corporals and captains and other 
police officials should speak out in commendation of the work of The Item in 
closing up the dance halls and other dives, if they dared to do so. But their 
astute and august chief would not tolerate such actions on the part of his 
subordinates in the police department. And so in order to save their official 
heads they must keep a quiet tongue. 

It will be remembered that on last Saturday the 'Item' paper called 
the attention of the police department to the existence of Act. #120 of 1890. 
Acting Mayor Brittin at that time stated that he was not fully acquainted 
with the restrictions of the particular act but that he would acquaint himself 
with them and if he found that the law was being violated he would certainly 
see to its enforcement. When the superintendent of police was approached he 
boldly admitted that he knew the law existed. Asked why he did not attempt 
to enforce it and by whose authority he had set the law aside, the chief 
explained that he thought it best to have some place where the Negroes could 
assemble so that the police could capture offenders when they were wanted. 
It will therefore be seen that solely upon The Item's efforts in this connection 
and the determination of Mr. Brittin to see that the laws are obeyed is this 
valuable statue about to be enforced. The Item discovered the law, or rather 
The Item apprised the officials of its existence. Chief Gaster said he would 
not enforce it, Mayor Brittin says he shall and on and after to-morrow night 
the dives of Franklin Street will be closed. Another victory for The Item. 
(August 17, 1898) 

 
August 17, 1898 

 
"Commissioner Schench Resigns. D. B. Haggerty Wants the 

Job...proprietors of dance houses and the other resorts which will be closed 
to-night under the peremptory order of the mayor are making a vigorous 
kick because of what they deem to be an imposition upon them. All of the 
keepers of dance houses in that highly disrespectful portion of the city in the 
vicinity of customhouse and Franklin Streets complain that they are now 
debarred from operating liquor saloons as under their licenses they are 
permitted to do. Such complaints have already been made to the city 
attorney. 
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The mayor, however, recognizes the flimsy excuses thus offered for 
violation of the law and is determined that the laws shall be enforced. He has 
no objection in any way to the operation of legitimately conducted saloons, 
but saloons which lewd women are allowed to enter; saloons that conduct 
dance halls and barrel house saloons, are not permitted under the laws that 
have for eight years been on the statue books. And, all saloons of this 
description will be forever stamped out of existence. The keepers and 
proprietors of such disreputable places might as well make up their minds to 
that effect. 

Still another candidate for the place to be made vacant in the city 
council by the resignation of Dr. Quitman Kohnke has announced himself. 
This time the candidate is Mr. Dennis B. Haggerty. Mr. Haggerty is one of 
the original reform men and was prominently connected with the Young 
Men's Democratic Association. Then he took a most active part in the 
citizen's League.  Mr. Haggerty first openly announced his candidacy 
yesterday about the city hall. He has many friends and it is considered that 
his changes are at least as good as the best. Mr. Haggerty is a prominent 
cotton factor in this city. 

 
August 17, 1898 

 
"Suppress the Dives. Mr. correspondent, subscribing himself 

"Justice," addresses a well-reasoned communication to one of our morning 
contemporaries against the suggestion that the Negro as a race should be 
held responsible for the deeds of lawlessness of its hoodlum, assassin and 
criminal elements. In the course of these observations, he declares in respect 
of the Negro hoodlum, assassin and rapist: 

 
"The fact is that he is a ferocious and dangerous creature, the 

despicable product of the saloon, the dives, the gambling dens and the 
murderous Negro ball rooms. He has all the instincts of the savage wild 
animals, and is only gilded over with the forms of civilization. The question 
now is, how to deaf with him? It is quite evident that the Negro preachers, 
churches and the decent members of his race exert no controlling influence 
over him, and can do nothing with him. He curses the preachers, denounces 
the churches, despises the well-behaved members of his race, and has nothing 
in common with them. 

"There is one and only way to effectively reach his case, and that is to 
curb and bind him with the strong and relentless letters of the law. His 
Carthage, the saloon, barrel houses, dives, gambling dens and dancing halls 
must be destroyed, and he is driven from good citizenship or into the 
penitentiary. Laws should be enacted and executed prohibiting his free or 
easy walking of the streets with his arms around the waists of shameless 
prostitutes: the mayor should absolutely refuse fragrant permits for his 
murderous dances, and the authorities should rush into prison, the 
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workhouse and convict farm every corner loafer that an give no satisfactory 
account of himself." It might be added that the measures of repression here 
suggested are written into our laws and ordinances as obligations imposed 
upon the Mayor and the official police. We have repeatedly assumed the 
province of directing the attention of Superintendent Gaster and his 
subordinates to conditions which have long continued an insult to our sense 
of decency and a flagrant contempt committed against the legislative 
command that they shall be suppressed. We undertake again to do and it is 
the hope that the enforcement of obedience to laws passed for the protection 
of the public peace and morality will not be made to depend absolutely upon 
the intervention of private suitors. The duty is charged upon the 
Superintendent of Police of the executive head of the force to see to it that the 
Franklin and Podyras Street nuisances are abated, and for the last time the 
Item calls upon them to require submission to the express mandates of public 
laws aimed of a species of debauchery so shamefully riotous and indecent: 
that it should shock even the callousness of police indifference.  

In 1890, with a view to put an end in these demoralizing and 
dangerous hot-beds of immorality and crime, the General Assembly enacted: 

"That all establishments commonly known as dance houses, free and 
easy gambling dens, barrel houses, shandnagoes, and like places, shall 
henceforth be closed and shall remain so closed and prohibited: and it shall 
be unlawful for any person or persons directly or indirectly to keep or 
manage, or be connected with such an establishment or house, either as 
employer. Performer or participant, or knowingly to rent or allow to be used 
for such purposes, premises owned by such person or for which such person 
is agent." 

The penalty affixed for each violation is a fine, not less than twenty-
five nor more than one hundred dollars, or imprisonment, not exceeding 
thirty days or both at the discretion of the court. 

These establishments are conducted in open, and scandalous violation 
of the law. Not only do they contemptuously disregard the prohibitions of the 
statue of 1890, which commands that these places shall henceforth be closed 
and shall remain so closed and prohibited, but they constitute offenses 
against the provisions of section 908 of the revised statues, which enact: 

"Whoever shall be guilty of keeping an y disorderly inn, tavern, ale 
house, tippling house, gaming house or brothel, shall suffer fine or 
imprisonment, or both, at the discretion of the court, and the offender may 
likewise be adjudged to forfeit his license to keep a house of public resort or 
entertainment." 

These prosecutions tiable, without jury, before the Criminal District 
Court, and the limit upon the judicial discretion to punish upon conviction is 
by fine not exceeding one thousand dollars or imprisonment in the parish jail 
not exceeding two years, or both. 

According to every authority and the uniform decisions of the courts, 
to maintain an open house or shop and therein by sale or otherwise to 
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distribute to persons drawn or congregated there intoxicating liquor, 
stimulating them to make disturbance, or commit acts of immorality, or in 
any manner violate public decency, is to keep a disorderly house. 

It can scarcely be required to assert that the authorities of a city are 
powerless to license acts forbidden by the sovereign. But the apathy and 
criminal negligence of the police in suffering these pernicious nuisances to 
the more indefensible because they are forbidden in express terms by 
municipal ordinances as well by State statues. 

We call on the Mayor to see to it that, in respect of these dives and 
breeding places of debauchery and crime, the law be enforced. They are 
connected by an infamous class of whites, who pander to the passions and 
vices of the very dregs of the Negro race. They deplete our levees and render 
worthless our steamboat hands. They incite their abandoned habitués to thief 
and violence and affront the more desperate offenders a haven and a refuge. 
They corrupt the police and encourage a system of iniquitous favoritism and 
protection. Should those who are charged with the duty of suppressing these 
nuisances continue their present policy of indifference and inactivity, 
recourse will be bad to the courts in order to put an end to the disgusting 
orgies carried on under the very eyes of the police. 

 
August 18, 1898: 

 
"Dance Hall Keepers have made complaint. That they will be 

deprived of their rights. Had a talk with city attorney Gilmore. As ordinary 
saloons they can continue to operate in the same places. 

Proprietors of dance houses and the other resorts which will be closed 
to-night under the peremptory order of the mayor are making a vigorous lick 
because of what they deem to be an imposition upon them. All of the keepers 
of dance houses in that highly disrespectful portion of the city in the vicinity 
of Customhouse and Franklin Streets complain that they are not debarred 
from operating liquor saloons as under their licenses they are permitted to 
do. Such complaints have already been made to the city attorney. 

The mayor, however, recognizes the flimsy excuses thus offered for 
violation of the law and is determined that the laws shall be enforced. He has 
not objection in any way to the operation of legitimately conducted saloons. 
But saloons which lewd women are allowed to enter; saloons which conduct 
dance halls, and barrel house saloons, are not permitted under the laws that 
have for 8 years been on the statute books. And all saloons of this description 
will be forever stamped out of existence. The keepers and proprietors of such 
disreputable places might as well make up their minds to that effect.” 
(August 18, 1898) 

 
The Franklin street dive-keepers are butting up a fight but are firmly 

rejected on their views. There are a series of articles about the confrontations 
appearing in the paper: 
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August 20, 1898 
 
"Making a Hard Fight. The Franklin Street dive-keepers are dying 

hard. They are endeavoring to preserve the seductive and alluring features of 
these moral pestholes, but Acting Mayor Brittin has manifested 
commendable firmness in this matter, and he refuses to recede from his 
original position. The disgraceful orgies that for years have been the sole 
magnetic influence of these places will no longer attract the laborious blacks 
or furnish Negro women lost to all sense of decency or shame with the means 
of a precarious livelihood. 

To crush this debauchery and crapulence will be to destroy the evil 
power of these places. The peace-loving community will offer no objection to 
the operation of legitimate saloons on Franklin Street. If the proprietors of 
these dives desire to conduct places for the sale of liquor there will be no 
impediment placed in their path. Liquor-selling is a legitimate traffic, 
legalized by our city and State laws, and cannot be interfered with. 

But shandangoes and public dance houses are prohibited and the 
authorities will not permit them to be operated. The argument that strict 
enforcement of the police laws will result in financial ruin to the dive-keepers 
will have no weight with sensible citizens. Men who have interests of such 
doubtful tenure must take their chances. If they chose to follow disgraceful 
avocations, they must not look to men with strict ideas of moral rectitude for 
sympathy. (August 20, 1898) 

 
August 20th, 1898 

 
"Evading The Law Against Dance Halls.”Public Ball' Permits are 

Secured. Police Department Admits Its Lack of authority to discontinue Evil 
- Baptist ministers Send Protest to City Hall - Police commissioners to be 
appealed to and Matter to be laid before a Grand Jury. 

Although the dance hall keepers of Storyville have been prevented 
from operating "dance halls," they have discovered a way of evading the law. 
"Public ball permits are secured are given, and the police department 
frankly confesses its lack of authority to interfere. However, the Baptist 
ministry of New Orleans has taken the matter to hand, a formal protest, 
containing the signature's of the heads of various churches, has been sent to 
the City Hall, and the evil will be laid before the grand jury when it convenes 
a few weeks hence.  

Records at the City Hall show that Tony Westandoff secured two 
permits, one Nov. 10 and the other on the 12th to be allowed to run a public 
ball at 322 Marais Street. He paid a hospital license fee of $19. Westandoff 
also has a license to run a saloon, for which he pays $10. It was stated this 
morning by the clerks in the Mayor's office that such permits are sent to the 
chief of police for his recommendation. 
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The Unexpected Dance Hall at 322 Marais Street was running in full 
blast Tuesday night. The occasion was a public ball. The Unexpected Dance 
Hall is conducted by Thomas Bryant, who also runs a saloon at Marais and 
Conti, called the Unexpected Saloon. 

The city's Baptist ministers will place these matters before the Board 
of Police Commissioners, and in the event that body does not act, the grand 
jury will be appealed to. The protest was begun by the Rev. W. A. Cuddy, 
who with his wife, maintains the door of Hope Mission at 325 Marais Street. 
The petition was circulated among the ministers and none who were asked 
refused their support. All have pledged themselves to continue supporting 
Mr. Cuddy. The Door of Hope Mission was located by the combined consent 
of several churches and is looked after by several prominent ladies of New 
Orleans. 

 
WITHIN PRESCRIBED LIMIT 

 
The protest of the ministers against the Unexpected Dance Hall is that 

it is violating the law concerning the distance from a house of worship at 
which dance halls should be located. The unexpected Dance Hall where 
drinks are served is immediately opposite the door of Hope, and the 
prescribed limit is 300 feet or thereabouts. When the typewritten document 
reached acting Mayor Mehle he turned it over to superintendent Journees, of 
the police who in turn submitted it to the commanding officer of the Fourth 
precinct. The corporal of that precinct called on Mr. Cuddy and told him it 
was necessary to have the addresses of all those persons who signed the 
petition. 

"The officer, said Mr. Cuddy, "talked as though I had forged the 
names of some of the ministers remarking that there were three names 
written in the main hand. Even if they were written by different persons, 
those whose names are on the paper will uphold the protest, and if the police 
want to know if they are staunch all they have to do is to visit them. 

"Last Saturday night the hall was open and patrolmen 44 and 77 were 
at the door. At twelve o'clock I walked across the street and inquired of the 
officers if they would allow the dance to continue in violation of the law, and 
one remarked that he guessed the affair would continue until daylight. 

"When I left the officers, the propitiators held a consultation, and the 
doors were closed, but the dancing continued throughout the night, for I 
could hear the music and other evidences. They assert that nothing but soft 
drinks are sold after midnight.” 

 
THE TRI-WEEKLY BALLS 

 
Westandoff, three times a week, gives to the Charity Hospital and 

________ "hospital license." to give a ball a the same." The mayor was very 
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pointed in his remarks and the above was his exact language. He had no 
comments of any kind to offer. 

MR. JOSEPH E. GENERELLY was seen in regard to the non-
enforcement of the law relative to dance houses and other placed of like 
character. He was asked if he did not desire to see the law enforced, and he 
replied: "Most positively I do, and if any cases are brought to my attention, I 
will prosecute them to the best of my ability. It is a law on the statue book 
and should be enforced." 

CHIEF GASTER was asked why the law was not enforced relative to 
the dance houses, and he replied that he was well aware of the existence of 
the law, but that it was the policy off the administration to confine the 
dissolute Negroes to one vicinity. It was thought best that if they were 
confined in their pleasures to one locality it would be less difficult for the 
officers of the law to locate law breakers. 

MR. GILMORE'S DENIAL. Further investigation into the issuing of 
the permit to J. Leglero for the operation of a "dance hall" discloses the fact 
that Mr. Mehle acted upon his own initiative, and not upon City Attorney 
Gilmore's advice, as was stated in to-day's morning papers. Mr. Gilmore 
disclaims all knowledge of having advised Mr. Mehle to issue the permit for 
"round dancing," as the permit reads. 

Mr. Gilmore told the acting Mayor that he could issue a permit to 
Leclerc such as was issued to Klinger some time ago, but he did not mention 
anything about dancing, as M. Mehle asserts. The stub of the permit book 
shows that the permit issued to Klinger was "for three pieces, string music," 
and does not mention anything about dancing, as the Leclerc permit 
specifically states. 

Mr. Mehle was seen this morning and was asked as to whether he 
would have the permit revoked or not. He replied: 

"No, not unless my legal adviser, the city attorney, instructs me to do 
so. I issued the permit under his instructions yesterday, and I will not revoke 
it unless he advises me to do so." 

"Will you allow this place to run in open violation of both city and 
State laws?" Mr. Mehle was asked. 

"I told you that I will not take any action in this matter until I am 
advised by the city's legal adviser. I will do nothing until he tells me to act. 
He instructed me to issue the permit, and I had the clerk to do so." 

Further than the above Mr. Mehle would not talk on this subject. He 
held to his former statement that Mr. Gilmore had advised him to issue the 
permit and he did so. On the other hand, Mr. Gilmore denies, in the most 
emphatic terms, that he advised Mr. Mehle to issue the permit for "round 
dances." 

 
In speaking of this matter Mr. Gilmore this morning said: 
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"The statements made in the morning papers to-day to the effect that 
the permit for 'music and round dancing; was issued on my advice are 
inaccurate. After consultation with the Acting Mayor, and subsequently with 
the Mayor's chief clerk, and after inspecting the stub of the permit book, 
showing the entry of the original permit issued to Klinger, which reads "for 
three pieces string music.' I advised the Mayor's chief clerk that a similar 
permit might be issued to Leclerc, such permits being justified by Section 17 
of Article 243, of Flynn's Digest. The words 'and round dancing' were 
written upon Leclerc's permit without my advice or knowledge. I never saw 
the Leclerc permit of any time and I never saw the entry of the Leclerc 
permit on the stub of the permit book until this morning. 

Mr. Gilmore was told that Mr. Mehle would not revoke the permit 
until he had been advised to do so by the City Attorney. Mr. Gilmore was 
asked if he would advise the acting Mayor to revoke the permit and he said: 
"I would advise him to revoke it because it is in open violation of the law. I 
would advise him to strike off that part which reads 'and round dancing." 
And that something be done to close the joints. 

His honor informed the committee that steps had been taken and that 
the Board of Public Commissioners had the matter in hand. The result was 
the issuing of the order to the commander of the Fourth Precinct yesterday. 

In speaking of the action of the police last night, Sergeant Creogh 
said: 

"I ordered all of the joints to close as of midnight, and they did, for I 
was on hand to see that the order was obeyed. Lt. thinks it is a good thing 
too, for those dives were a menace to the city. The Negro roustabouts who 
congregate there will not spend so much time in town if they had no dance 
hall to go to. 

Those places were hotbeds of crime, and must necessarily follow when 
Negroes of the lowest character are allowed to congregate and carouse all 
night long. The women have been particularly bold and offensive of late, and 
possibly that had something to do with the order. You can see that we are to 
enforce that part of ordinance that relative to the women, white or black, of 
this district, frequenting barrooms. The order is to be rigidly enforced and 
none of them are to be allowed in public ________. (Sic: locations?)  

The ordinance referred to ways that no woman is allowed to frequent 
the public barrooms of any cabaret or coffee house. 

The enforcement of this ordinance will do much to break up the dives, 
and the order is to be enforced with the resorts such as the "Pig Ankle" 
devoid of women and dancing, and closing at midnight, they will be the same 
as any of the other saloons and there will be nothing to attract Negroes to 
them. 

The resorts in the neighborhood of South Franklin and Perdido 
Streets were closed last night. 
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It has been the custom of the Negro roustabouts coming in up the rive 
steamers to make this their stopping place for several days between their 
rides, and they always congregate at the dance halls. 

Mayor Capdevielle was seen this morning and said: "The committee 
of colored people that called upon me with the resolutions passed at their 
meeting to have something done by the authorities toward breaking up the 
Negro dives, and I told them that the police board had already taken the 
matter up and issued the necessary instructions. 

It is very possible that the enforcement of the order will break up the 
dives without putting the proprietors out of the barroom business." (August 
20, 1898) 

 
August 20, 1898: 

 
"Police Take Action Against Dive Keepers - That Something be Done 

to Close the Joints. 
His honor informed the committee that steps have been taken and that 

the board of police commissioners had the matter in hand. The result was the 
issuing of the order to the commander of the 4th precinct yesterday. 

In speaking of the action of the police last night. Sgt. Creigh said," I 
ordered all of the joints to close up at midnight and they did, for I was on 
hand to see that the order was obeyed. I think it is a good thing too, for those 
dives were a menace to the city. The Negroes who congregate there will not 
spend so much time in town if they had no dance hall resorts to go to. 

These places were hotbeds of crime as must necessarily follow when 
Negroes of the lowest character are allowed to congregate and carouse all 
night long. The women have been particularly bold and offensive of late, and 
possibly that had something to do with the order. You can see that we are to 
enforce that part of ordinance 120 relative to the women, white or black of 
this district, frequenting barrooms. The order is to be rigidly enforced and 
none of them are to be allowed in public barrooms. 

The ordinance referred to say that no woman is allowed to frequent 
the public barroom of any cabaret or coffee house. 

The enforcement of this ordinance will do much to break up the dives, 
and the order is to be enforced with the resorts such as the "Pig Ankle" 
devoid of women and dancing, and carousing at midnight, they will be the 
same as any of the other saloons and there will be nothing to attract the 
Negroes to them. 

The resorts in the neighborhood of south Franklin and Perdido 
Streets were closed last night. 

It has been the custom of the Negro roustabouts coming in on the 
river steamers? To make this their stopping place for several days between 
their trips and they always congregate at the dance halls. 

Mayor Capdevielle was seen this morning and said: "The committee 
of colored people that called upon me with the resolution passed at their 
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meeting to have something done by the authorities toward breaking up the 
Negro dives, and I told them that the police board had already taken the 
matter up and issued the necessary instructions. 

It is very probable that the enforcement of the order will break up the 
dives without putting the proprietors out of the barroom business.” (August 
20, 1898) 

 
While this article is a large one, the feeling is that the ministers are 

getting the 'run-around.' But, the halls were closed but did not stay closed 
long. We jump to 1902 and there is still trouble with the dance halls. While 
they were closed for a time the same problem is still occurring seen in 1902. 

 
Feb. 10, 1902 

 
"Police At Last Take Action in the Tenderloin. Two Notorious Joints 

Were Raided Last Night and 53 Persons Were Taken into Custody. One 
Negro Frightened to Death. The Places Raided Were the Honky Tonk and 
the Grotto, Two Resorts with Unsavory Reputations. Name of the Prisoners 
Taken. 

As a result of a double raid by the police of the Fourth precinct last 
night, fifty-three prisoners, thirty-five of them white, were gathered into the 
police drag net. Sgt. Creigh and the officers under him 'cleared' out two of 
the most disreputable "joints" in the tenderloin district, the Grotto and the 
Honky Tonk. The Grotto is a white dance hall of the lowest class on Marais 
Street, between Bienville and Conti Streets. The Honky Tonk is a similar 
institution for the colored class. It is situated at the corner of customhouse 
and Franklin Streets. 

During the excitement consequent on the raiding of the Honky Tonk, 
a Negro, William Adams, whose home was at Franklin and Perdido Streets, 
fall dead. His sudden death added greatly to the confusion of the nineteen 
Negroes who were taken there. 

It was at about 9:30 o'clock that Sgt. Creigh, Detectives Rainey and 
Brewer and Officers McDonald, Bofill, Pollock and Burke, with three patrol 
wagons, descended upon the Honky Tonk. Inside all was gaiety. The very 
vilest of the Negro criminal class congregate at this dance hall and they were 
in the midst of wild and riotous enjoyment when the advent of the police 
changed the aspect of everything. The officers entered in force and the three 
vans were loaded in turn. They were sent away with their loads to the fourth, 
Fifth and third precinct stations and returning were again filled. In all 
nineteen Negroes, numbering amongst them criminals whom the police have 
been anxious to capture and were unable hitherto were taken here. 

When the officers entered Will Adams, the Negro who subsequently 
dropped dead, attempted to escape. He made for a rear door, but finding it 
guarded, was hustled back to the main dance hall. Then while the officers 
were waiting to convey him to the station he died of fright. 
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The Negroes who were arrested gave their names at the police 
Station.... 

Immediately upon disposing of the inmates of the Honky Tonk 
Sergeant Creigh got together another party of Officers-Detectives Rainey 
and Brewer, Officers Bofill, Gregson, McDowell, McDermott, Decaux and 
Corporal Morgan-and made for the Grotto, which is a dance hall frequented 
by the worst class of whites. The Grotto is kept by Otto Schoenbauser. It is in 
the rear of a number of houses on Marais Street and the officers have always 
found difficulty in keeping tab on the numerous affairs which happen there. 

Last night the officers reached there about 10:30 o'clock. They scaled 
a rear fence and found it necessary to break in a door in order to secure 
admittance. Here there were thirty-four white males, besides a sprinkling of 
females. The officers took the party completely by surprise and affected an 
easy capture. It was necessary for the patrol wagons to make a number of 
trips to take the prisoners to the station, and it was about 12 o'clock before 
they were all placed behind the bars. The list of whites arrested is 
appended... 

The prisoners of both colors were all charged with being "dangerous 
and suspicious." The Negroes were retained at the stations, but nearly all the 
whites were paroled. 

The raids are among the biggest ever made by the police, and the 
arrests are regarded as very important. Sgt. Creigh, who organized the raids, 
handled the matter with the greatest of care and his large haul is due to his 
organized methods. 

The keepers of the two places were not arrested. The police have 
watched Schoenhausen's hall for some time. The Honky Tonk was kept by a 
white man, John Straller. His hall has also been under surveillance of late." 
(Feb. 10, 1901) 

 
July 3, 1902 

 
"Acting Mayor Mehle Wantonly Disregards Law. Permits Dive 

Keeper Klinger to hoodwink Him in Issuing New permit for Dance Hall - 
disregards Advice of City Attorney Gilmore - The Notorious Resort the 
Scene of a rough and Tumble Fight on first Night When New Permit is Used 
- Acting mayor Weakens at Noon and Revokes Obnoxious Clause. 

An apt illustration of what political influence will accomplish is to be 
had nightly by a visit to "Billy" Klinger's not riots dance hall in customhouse 
Street. 

Closed by order of Acting Mayor Mehle two weeks ago, Klinger 
opened again day before yesterday under a new permit granted by the same 
officer that only fourteen days previously had, for good cause, revoked his 
license. 

The first night, the place was operated under the new permit, a 
disturbance occurred in the dive and an arrest followed. 
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Last night, the second night under its new lease of life, depraved men 
and women danced to the tune of the string band or sat about drinking just 
the same as before. 

Mr. Mehle found it expedient to close the establishment. But then 
Klinger had no political backing to speak of. 

He has it now and wields it through one J. Leclerc, whose place of 
business is at St. Peter and St. Claude Streets, it is openly asserted that the 
permit was gained through the intercession of two well-known ward leaders, 
one a city officer. 

The permit to re-open the dance hall in Klinger's place was granted 
against the unanimous protests of the press and people and in direct violation 
of advice given the acting mayor by those nearest him in authority. 

The existence of a State Law against the purposes for which the 
permit was granted was brought to his attention by the city's legal advisors 
and for this reason, and for the further reason that others near the mayor 
advised him of the injustice of the move, there is little cause for the belief that 
the acting mayor was misled. 

When the place was closed two weeks ago, after The Item exposed 
Klinger's illegal methods and his business in general, nothing short of a 
miracle, it was said, could get him another permit. 

Klinger himself appealed to the Acting Mayor, and his friend, Otto 
Schoenhausen, who himself is a former dive owner, also undertook to bring 
his personal influence to bear, but neither their appeals nor promises, availed 
anything. The wave of reform just then at its height was too strong and the 
neighbors of Klinger and the city in general for two week felt better in the 
belief that a disgrace to the city had been removed. 

Running a dive, however, is a very profitable business. Klinger, seeing 
nothing else to do, mustered up his political strength in a final effort to get a 
new lease of life for his defunct joint. He succeeded. He employed an attorney 
with a political "pull" to see him through these troubles in the courts and 
from that moment, it is said, his chances of overcoming the prejudices of the 
Acting Mayor grew brighter. 

Day before yesterday he secured a permit in the name of J. Leclerc, 
authorizing the carrying-on of a beer saloon and dance hall before and after 
12 o'clock at night. It was signed by Mr. Mehle, but none of those usually 
consulted about such matters knew that the permit had been granted. 

It is said that had the matter gone through the regular channels, even 
as authoritative an officer as the Acting Mayor would have encountered 
serious trouble in issuing the paper, for opposition to Klinger and his ball is 
as strong in the City Hall as it is anywhere in the city, several gentlemen 
officially near the Mayor being openly and bitterly opposed to the dance hall 
keeper. Some would have refused to handle the paper. Public sentiment is 
thoroughly aroused against not only Klinger but every dance hall. 

When the permit was issued to Leclerc day before yesterday, it was 
granted not only in direct violation of a State law, against the almost 
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unanimous sentiment of the people of New Orleans and the wishes of men 
directly concerned in the city administration, but also in the face of two 
strong protests from property holders and residents. 

Natale Maestri, owner of property in the immediate neighborhood of 
Klinger's place amounting to more than $10,000 and Dick Eagan, owner of 
property worth perhaps more, and the property holders over whose protest 
the permit was granted. 

Messrs. Eagan and Maestri petitioned the Acting Mayor to close the 
hall and the other Protestants presented a strong letter objecting to the place 
under any circumstances. 

Both have had occasion to watch the operation of the dive and find no 
words too strong in denouncing it. Residents in Canal Street just to the rear 
of the dance hall, have also registered complaints, but to no avail. 

The very night of the re-opening a disturbance of more than ordinary 
magnitude occurred in the place. 

Charley Carlise, a youth who had been employed as a waiter before 
this place was closed, made a demand for salary alleged to have been due him 
and being given a kick and cursed by answer started a rough and tumble 
fight that drew a great crowd in the dive. 

Carlise was thrown out of the barroom, picked up on the street and 
taken to jail. He is now bonded awaiting trial on the charge of disturbing the 
peace. 

To carry on his business, Klinger known officially as manager, 
Leclerc as owner pays not a rent more than the usual saloon license. 

It cost fifty cents to get the permit, not counting of course the political 
influence brought to bear, and on the authority of his saloon license Klinger 
operates his barroom, dance hall, beer garden and a furnished room house. 

The Grand Jury, at its next session will take up the matter again more 
than likely, some relief will result. 

It is known that members of the body have visited Klinger's place and 
conducted secret investigations of its workings. 

Four charges are now pending against him in the Second City 
Criminal court and the evidence in those cases will most likely be called for 
by the grand jurors....." (July 3, 1902) 

 
Nov. 15, 1902 

 
"Capo Makes Statement. Police Captain and the Dance Halls. 

Discusses Complaint. Urges Point That Neighbors are Satisfied. Silent As To 
The Law. 

The unexpected Dance Hall was again in operation Thursday night in 
violation, as it is alleged of five district laws, Westandorf, the proprietor, was 
seen this morning at his home. 128 N. Liberty Street, and asked if he was not 
conducting a dance hall why did he let the sign "Unexpected Dance Hall" 
remains in large letters on the front of the place. He said he had been 
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conducting the place only since Saturday, and had not noticed the sign on the 
door, and would have it removed. 

Before the hall was opened yesterday large bill poster in front of the 
building announced the ball, but a very slim crowd responded and to judge 
by the quietness of the vicinity one would have hardly guessed that such a 
thing as a ball was going on. 

The permit from the mayor's office for Thursday night's ball was 
dated November 12. 

REPORT OF CAPT. CAPO 
The unexpected Dance Hall was again in operation Thursday night in 

violation, so it is alleged of five districts laws. Westendorf, the proprietor, 
was seen this morning at his home, 128 N. Liberty Street, and asked if he was 
not conducing a dance hall why did he let the sign "Unexpected Dance Hall" 
remains in large letters on the front of the place. He said he had been 
conducting the place only since Saturday and had not noticed the sign on the 
door, and would have it removed. 

Before the hall was opened yesterday a large bill poster in front of the 
building announced the hall, but a very slim crowd responded and to judge 
by the quietness of the vicinity one would have hardly guessed that such a 
thing as a ball was going on. 

The permit from the mayor's office for Thursday night's ball was 
dated November 12. 

REPORT OF CAPT. CAPO. 
This morning Captain Capo, of the fourth precinct, made his report 

to the chief of police. The report purported to exonerate the police and prove 
that they were powerless to stop the dances. It said that the "halls" were 
conducting peacefully, and as far as the police knew, according to the 
requirements. 

Both the police and Chief Clerk J. T. Buddecke say that if it is pointed 
out clearly to them, that the proprietors are violating the law, they will take 
steps immediately to close up the alleged dance hall. They say as a dance hall 
the place was ordered closed by the mayor three months ago and had now 
operated as such since. An entry in the record of the Fourth precinct police 
station has not been made yet of the permit issued to Westandorf Thursday, 
but the records at the office of the superintendent of police and at the city 
hall have shone that the permit was granted. 

The permits for the previous balls were recorded in the fourth 
precinct as well as the other officers. Officers. A. Rhodes and R. R. Doherty 
of the third precinct were detailed on the ball given Saturday, Nov. 8, and to 
the other ball given on that date at the Frolic Dance Hall, 220 to 222 N. 
Liberty Street, conducted by Henry F. Sharp. Officers M. L. Courtney and 
A. L. Hottler, of the First precinct, were detailed. Both the Frolic and the 
Unexpected Halls display the signs of dance hall in bold letters on the front 
part of the houses. The police record shows that Tuesday, Nov. 11, Corporal 
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Jules Malarcher, collected a permit from Tony Westandorf to have a ball at 
322 Marais Street, with free admission, a permit having been paid for.”  

 
Mr. Bahns Statement 
 
“The Rev. W. A. Cuddy, the Methodist minister, who conducts the 

Door of Hope Mission across the street from the Unexpected Dance Hall, and 
the other Methodist ministers who signed the protest against the place have 
placed the matter into the hands of W. A. Bahns, an attorney, who will bring 
it before the grand jury. Mr. Bahns said both the Methodist and Baptist 
minister will support the movement. The argument that the ministers and 
preachers living out of the tenderloin and the neighborhood of the dance 
hall, cannot make any complaint or have no right to make a complaint, was 
weak and would not hold. 

"Anybody has a right to protest against the violation of the law." said 
Mr. Bahns, "and the dance halls or balls, or whatever they want to call them 
are conducted in opposition to the law. The grand jury will hear from us 
about it. 

"It is absurd for the proprietors of those places to say that they do not 
know the signs of dance halls are on their fronts. They’re big enough to be 
seen and read by anybody. They know full well they are violating the law. 

"In the first place, a public dance hall, whether it is a hall in which to 
give ordinary balls or not, before being established must have the consent of 
the neighbors. If it is to be conducted as a regular dance hall, the city and 
State laws require that the proprietors pay a license of $10. 

"The police have a right and are, in fact, bound in duty to arrest that 
man who conducts the Expected. He is operating against the law; for, as a 
matter of fact, he has not the license to conduct it. The license issued for that 
saloon was given out for the man who kept the place before the present 
proprietor. It was made in his name and the day he sold out the saloon it lost 
the identity, unless there was a new license issued to the present owner's 
name. 

"The mayor has had a legal right to issue the permits to that man. His 
is conducting the place in violation of the law and if the mayor wants 
evidence, let him come to us. We'll give it to him. Neither has the chief of 
police the legal right to recommend such a permit. The mayor could have 
revoked the permits after he had issued them. It is in his power to do so. I 
sent the minister's protest into him in time for him to prevent the violation of 
the law. 

"No one can go into St. Charles Street and build a ball hall without 
the consent of the neighbors and the proper permits, yet this man is allowed 
to do so. If any of our prominent saloons in the business district were to 
annex a dance hall or give a ball in the saloon, the police would soon put a 
stop to it. 

Women Allowed in Bars 
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"Another thing, the proprietor of that saloon or dance hall is violating 
the law when he permits women to drink in the barroom for there is an 
ordinance prohibiting women to drink at bars. I have these ordinances ready 
at hand and can produce them. Whenever the police may want them." 

 
The article continues and speaks about the dance hall on Marais 

Street: 
 
"The permit gives Marais Street hall, giving the number of the street 

and paying the usual fee of $10 for each license, making thirty dollars that he 
pays for the week's privileges. With this license he goes to the city Hall, 
where the regular permit is issued to him. He gets, perforce, a detail of two 
policemen who are paid by him individually and keeps the ball going from 
early at night until late the following morning. His only compensation for the 
expense of getting license, paying the police and musicians, comes from the 
sale of liquors during the progress of the "ball." A peculiarity of these 
"balls" is that the same women are always in attendance at Westandorf's 
balls. The faces are always the same. It is charged that they solicit the sale of 
drinks. 

Westandorf's Marais Street venture is a new one to him. He formerly 
operated a place in Liberty Street. That was when the authorities witfully 
permitted the laws to be violated in that respect. The Marais Street joint was 
then run by tom Bryant, but when Mayor Capdevielle took a hand and 
revoked the dancing permits Bryant went out of business and for a time the 
place was closed. Lately, however, Westandorf put his "influence" to work 
and reopened the old place despite the protests of men interested in the good 
order of the community. 

Chief Journee's Statement: 
Chief Journee said this morning that he had ordered an investigation 

into the operation of the place and if the fact learned by Captain Capo, who 
is in charge of the precinct, justify, he will take steps to remedy the evil. As 
things stand now, however, he cannot interfere. 

"These people get out a regular ball license," said the chief, "and 
there is nothing I can do to stop it. It is not a violation of any law and from 
what I am told the place is run like any other ball room. Westandorf gets a 
license from the charity Hospital and a permit from the City Hall every time 
he gives a ball, and he gets two policemen to remain on duty to prevent any 
disturbance. If there is anything that justifies a complaint these two officers 
are always there and are in duty bound to take the kick and do their duty. 
These balls, I suppose, are run like any other ball. The class of people that go 
there, of course, are not of the elite, but that district has been specially set 
aside for degraded women, and I don't see what harm they can do in that 
neighborhood. These people must have some sort of amusement. Don’t thank 
that I countenance anything of that kind, but I am merely expressing my 
opinion. If that fellow is running a dance hall I'll mighty quick stop him. Of 
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course if his place was in any other part of town, the thing would be 
different, but back there - well, I don't see what harm it can do as sit is now. 

I have turned the protest over to Captain Capo, and if his report 
amounts to anything I will bring it to the attention of the Mayor," continued 
the Chief." (Nov. 15, 1902) 

 
April 24, 1903 

 
"Notorious Dance Hall to Re-Open. Prepare For Grand Opening. 

Dive is Opposite Door of Hope Mission where Religious Services Will be 
Held. 

Despite the efforts of the Protestant Ministers' Association the 
notorious dance hall in Marais Street, near the Door of Hope Mission is 
preparing to have a "grand opening" to-morrow night. Bills to this effect 
have been distributed in Storyville for the last few days, and it is announced 
that the opening night will be marked by a large and select gathering. 

The announcement that the labors of the ministers and some of the 
better element of the city have utterly failed to wipe out a very iniquitous evil 
will be received with regret by all of those interested in the morals of the city. 

Not long ago the dance hall was closed on the ground that it was being 
operated within three hundred feet of a place of worship, which was against 
the law. It has been tight as a clam for several weeks. It is now evident to 
those interested that the complaints against the evil establishment have about 
blown over and that it will be safe to open again. 

Although the Ministers' Association has failed in its purpose, those 
interested in having the place closed will be represented to-morrow night 
when the ball is set to rolling once more, and criminal charges will follow. 

At the Door of Hope Mission there are special services every Saturday 
night. Those who oppose the dance hall believe that this fact alone will afford 
sufficient grounds to have the place to make the existence of the dive a short 
one." (April 24, 1903) 

 
We will not go into it further but just say that this was the practice 

during this era and one feels that somewhere money changed hands. It is also 
why the newspapers, ministers and general public did not encourage dancing 
and jazz. As late as 1924 the city is still having difficulty with the dance halls. 
We find an article in the Feb. 18th, 1924 paper about dance halls: 

 
Feb. 19, 1924: 

 
"DANCE HALL SUPERVISOR IS APPOINTED. WOMEN NAMED 

TO REGULATE DANCING. 
A police matron to look out for the dancing and the dancing girls of 

the ARCADIA, Canal and burgundy Streets, pioneer ten-cent dance halls of 
New Orleans, was appointed Tuesday by Superintendent Molony. 
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The woman is Mrs. Olivia Blanchard, 632 St. Peter Street, who has 
had many years’ experience in social service work 

CAUSED BY ITEM STORY 
Mrs. Blanchard will have full supervision of the dance hall so far as 

the laws permit the police to regulate it. "She will look after everything that 
goes on up there and if any morals need to be directed she will do it," said 
Chief Molony. 

The appointment of a supervisor for the dance hall, Molony said, was 
caused partly by the recent story telling of conditions in the dance hall by 
Dorothy Day in the Item. 

"I had considered it before," said Molony, "but I am convinced that 
the only way to correct things there is to appoint a woman." 

NATIVE ORLEANIAN 
Matrons for the other dance halls in the city, the Roseland and the 

Dreamland, may be appointed. "If I can find the woman," said Chief 
Molony, "I may follow the same course." 

Mrs. Blanchard is a native of New Orleans. She has been in the 
service of the federal government here for a number of years." (Feb. 19, 
1924) 

The accounts of the troubles of the dance halls during the periods 
beginning in 1891 (sure to have been happening many years prior to this 
date) are another reason that early jazz had difficulty in being accepted for 
its artistic value. Jazz and jazz dancing continued to be put down until the 
era of Paul Whiteman, although even in the big band era we hear of troubles, 
especially related to drinking, dope use and more controversy as to the moral 
appearance of the dance steps.  

The Negro style music is beginning to gain a hold on the popular 
music field in the late 1890's. In 1899 the Cakewalk was at its height in 
popularity and was beginning to be accepted by in metropolitan circles (The 
appearance of the cakewalk happens around 1895). This style of rhythm (the 
cakewalk) with its background on the southern plantations and minstrels is 
really the beginning of the roots of ragtime and jazz rhythm. 

The craze of the cakewalk reaches an alarming extent, when the smart 
set actually propose to give it social recognition in metropolitan circles. It will 
be a rich spectacle, that of Willie Vanderbilt "distinguishing himself at his 
big ball, by the swing and patter of the coon dance. O tempora! O Mores!" 
(Shreveport Sunday Judge - (Jan. 30, 1898) 
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The Waltz 
 
On of the most popular dances in history is the Waltz. We will see that 

the turn of the 20th century was noted for the introduction of new dance 
rhythms and new dances. Many of the 'old-fashioned' dances were not as 
popular as the new dance steps coming out.  Dancing schools did not need to 
teach the new steps and dances, as they were simple, especially when 
compared to the intricacies of the formal waltz. We read of this in an article 
of Sept. 30, 1899: 

 
"Passing of the Waltz - Good Old Dance Discarded in Present Age. 

Difficulty presented in Mastering its intricacies cited as the chief cause of its 
downfall - The Less Graceful, but simpler Two-Step is its successor in 
Popular Favor. 

To the carpot knights whose dancing days came to an end a 
generation or more ago the announcement of the dancing masters at their 
convention last week that the waltz is no longer popular, must have come 
both as a surprise and shock. All the statistics however, seem to justify the 
declaration of the masters and to indicate that the good old waltz that 
became popular a hundred years ago, and was danced in Germany no one 
knows how many years before that, is giving way to the quicker two-step. 
The dance that our grandfathers and grandmothers learned only after 
patient practice has been seceded by the two-step that a girl or boy can learn 
in two minutes of sidewalk dancing to the music of a hurdy-gurdy.  

It is not with any measure that the dancing masters make their official 
announcement of the change for to them the transition means loss of 
customers. Of all the round dances the waltz is the most difficult to learn, 
and that fact alone has always made it profitable for the teachers. Nowadays 
when knowledge of the two-step is all that is required to enable a person to 
go through fully half of the line of dances at any function, there is apt to be 
such a demand for professional instrumentalist. So the master’s protest and 
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it will be no fault of theirs if the decline of the waltz is anything more than 
temporary. 

Dealers in sheet music have the same story to tell. They declare that 
the demand for waltz music has been steadily decreasing for several years 
and that the sales of music written into-two-fourths, and six-eighths time 
suitable for the two-step have increased in proportion. 

There are almost as many theories advanced to explain the decline of 
the waltz as there are myths and legends relative to the origin of dancing, All 
are agreed, however, that the ease and quickness with which that two-step 
may be learned is the principle reason for its popularity. Some of the old 
timers who were in their ballroom prior to ten years ago declare that the 
resent death of Strauss had had something to do with the case. But the young 
folks laugh at this, and say that Strauss was a back number in this city long 
before he died, that his music was seldom played at dances, especially at 
fashionable ones, and that it there is any one now who should be called the 
"Waltz King."  It is Waldtuful. Another explanation is that the waltz has 
suffered the fate of the bicycle, only by a slower process. 

 
Tripping the Light Fantastic 

 
There are some ministers who never tire of inveighing against 

dancing, no matter of what character, and the fact their condemnation of it 
has no deterrent effect does not appear to discourage them. Recently, an 
Atlanta preacher, while dilating on the evils of the dance, said: "Who then 
can say there is no harm in dancing? When the Lord positively says that his 
people had sinned against Him by engaging in the dance." 

For this he is taken to task by a correspondent who reminds him that 
dancing is used throughout the divine writings as a mark of rejoicing and 
praise. To prove his claim the minister's critic shows that Miriam, the 
propheters, the sister of Aaron, "took a trimbrel in her hands and all the 
women went out after, her with timbrels and with dances," in praise of the 
Lord. And then Samuel is referred to as testifying that when David was 
returned "the women came out of all cities of Israel singing and dancing to 
meet King Saul, with tabrets, with joy and with instruments of music." And 
again the _____ are appealed to for proof confirmatory and there it is found 
that "Thou hast turned for me my morning into dancing and guided me with 
gladness," and further that there are command to "praise His name in the 
____ dance." But the climax comes with a final quotation from Samuel to this 
effect. "And David danced before the Lord with all his might. Michah, Saul's 
daughter, looked through the window and saw David leaping and dancing 
before the Lord." Of course, it does not necessarily follow that because David 
the practice is to be commended, for it is a matter of Biblical history that 
David was somewhat disposed to wander from that straight and narrow path 
that is now trodden by Christians of rectitude and strong moral courage. 
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But this is not the point. The preacher's critic undertook to show that 
there was no condemnation of dancing in the Scriptures and that on the 
contrary it is recognized as a proper activity to bring joy and bestowing 
praise. However all this may be, it is certain that anyone who undertaken to 
abolish the practice of dancing has a pretty big job on his hands. It has not 
been found yet that indisominate disapproval of this form of amusement-for 
that all that can now be claimed for it-has accomplished much. While there is 
music there will be dancing. Most people have concluded that the better way 
to handle the question is to condemn dancing of such character and in such 
places as may lead to bad moral results. Dances of proper character, and in 
proper places may be permitted without serious danger of any sort." (May 
27, 1904-St. Bernard, La.) 

 
We have given examples of the dangerous atmosphere of dance halls 

in New Orleans and the surrounding small towns. These dance halls were 
rather rough and undisciplined environments. We read of a shootout at one 
of these dance halls, a Negro dance hall. We must remember that this was the 
South during the beginning of the 20th Century and there was segregation 
and a strong feeling among many citizens of the area about the existence of 
these low class Negro dance halls. This situation is explained in the St. 
Bernard Parish newspaper - it speaks of the incident and the aftermath of 
the occurrence: 

 
"Who is in Turn Dangerously Wound by Jim Fouchey. Foul murder 

was committed last Saturday night at a Negro ball given at New House, in the 
Second Ward of this parish. The victim was Nancy Coleman and the slayer 
John Provost, who was seriously shot by Jim Fourchey. The tragedy was the 
result of jealousy. Provost claimed that Fouchey had estranged the affections 
of the woman, who was his natural wife, and he demonstrated with her a 
number of times, to no avail, and last Saturday evening when he again saw 
Nancy and Fouchey together his jealousy was aroused and he promised 
himself that he would call her into account. 

A few hours after he met Nancy at the ball and started to quarrel with 
her. Before those stood near could interfere provost drew his pistol, a 38-
calibre, and opened fire on his wife. The bullet entered the left side of the 
body near the heart and caused almost instant death. The murderer was 
immediately seized by Constable Morrie Pierre, who was in the ball room, 
and a scuffle ensued, during which Provost's pistol was discharged over the 
officer's left shoulder. The bullet grazing his ear. Another report followed in 
quick succession, which was caused by the revolver of Jim Fouchey. Povost 
dropped to the floor, and Fouchey ran out and started in the direction of the 
city. 

Sheriff Nunez was notified of the shooting by phone and with a 
number of deputies instituted a search for Fouchey. In the meantime Provost 
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was taken to Stock Landing in a wagon and thence to the New Orleans 
Charity Hospital in the ambulance. He was shot in the abdomen. 

Fouchey did not try to escape justice, as was surmised, but fearing 
harm at the hands of Provost's friends, he sought refuge, and want of 
charity, prompted him to steal through the quarantine barriers and after 
close contact with small pox patients he circulated among the other Negroes 
and spreads the germs of the loathsome disease, and while the Board of 
Health is trying to eradicate it at considerable expense he is, but his criminal 
carelessness and dense ignorance, feeding the malady and rendering the 
efforts of the health authorities abortive. 

The Voice (Sic: St. Bernard Newspaper) is not opposed to Negro 
amusements, so long as they are confined within the bounds of the law and 
decency, and are quietly and respectably conducted. But when they are 
organized by one or two Negroes for the purpose of acquiring money and 
admittance is a freely granted to the vicious and troublesome as it is to the 
peaceful and self-respecting ones, then it is time to protest and to stop the 
balls. The parish and state have better need for their money than to be 
spending it to feed and prosecute worthless and murderous Negroes, who 
usually take the opportunity to satiate their thirst for blood at these public 
entertainments. 

It would be a capital idea to issue no license for Negro balls, for the 
time being, at least." (May 18, 1901) 

 
There is a follow up article on the same subject in the same issue of 

the paper: 
 
"The tragic occurrence at a Negro ball last Saturday night severed to 

emphasize the wisdom of the Police Jury ordinance providing a high and 
prohibitive license for such public entertainments. Seldom is one given at 
which no trouble, serious or otherwise, does not take place, and it was a 
realization of this and it was a fact which prompted the parochial authorities 
to suppress the public balls. At this moment the likelihood of criminal 
offenses was not the sole objection against the Negro dances. It was the 
danger when small pox had recently developed not very far away from the 
scene of the ball. While it is true that the health regulations are enforced and 
the infected points are quarantined, the indifferences and carelessness of the 
Negro, mainly due to his ignorance." (May 19, 1901) 

 
On Sept. 21 of the same year we find another article in the St. 

Bernard Voice about Negro Fairs and Balls: 
 
"The frequency with which murderous assaults and other difficulties 

have occurred at Negro balls and entertainments given in this parish 
suggests. The necessity or suppressing these public amusements. Where 
Negroes bent on evil doing gather and take advantage of the opportunity to 
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disturb the peace and to attack those against whom they are harboring ill-
feeling for a real or fancied wrong. 

The Voice is not desirous of having the Negro residents denied 
innocent forms of pleasure or amusement and appreciates the fact that a 
great majority of the colored population are law-abiding and hard-working 
citizens who would conduct themselves beyond reproach at a public 
entertainment participated in exclusively by them, but, unfortunately, every 
Negro who pays the nominal admission fee is admitted and that is what 
throws discredit on the balls and fairs, and brings them into disrepute. It is 
seldom that some kind of trouble does not take place at these gatherings, and 
if not at the place where they are given, they occur in the immediate 
neighborhood, and the cause is traceable to them. 

The very recent past has pointed out the fact that the growing practice 
of giving Negro balls and fairs is becoming a menace to the public peace of 
the parish and steps should be taken to regulate them, and if that cannot be 
done, to stop them altogether. The authorities have already devoted some 
attention to these Negro entertainments, and regulated them to some extent, 
but in the light of recent criminal happenings, due directly or indirectly to 
them, they should adopt other measures to prevent shooting affrays and 
disturbances of the peace. The Voice understands that the largest number of 
balls and fairs are given by colored citizens, and in some instances even by 
white men, for personal gain, and it is usually at these entertainments that 
the most serious trouble takes place, and in the future they should not be 
allowed." (Sept. 21, 1901) 

 
It was not only the Negro dance halls that were known for unsavory 

characters. But many halls that were owned or sponsored by respectable 
social organizations as the Catholic Church or various fraternal clubs. The 
trouble usually came in a privately owned dance hall where drinking was 
allowed and encouraged for financial reasons. The private white dance halls 
were also the scene of troublesome behavior and had as its clientele its share 
of unsavory individuals. A shooting broke out in the Pereira's Hall on a 
Saturday night and we read of this shooting in the paper. The account is a 
good description of the incident and the atmosphere of a dance hall in the 
early 20th century in St. Bernard parish: 

 
"Jos Estopinal Shot. He was Acting as peacemaker when Hit by a 

Bullet, Which was Intended for S L. Estopinal From Charles Leon's pistol 
Ursin Pereira's Hall #1 was brought to a sudden termination last 

Saturday night, or rather in the early hours of Sunday morning by a quarrel 
between a number of the participants, which culminated in a shooting affray. 
Joseph Estopinal, who was acing as peacemaker, was shot in the right side of 
the back by Charles Leon while he was holding his brother, S. Estopinal, 
who had some words with Leon and for whom the bullet was interred. Leon, 
after firing one shot, was felled to the floor by a powerful blow with a club in 
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the hands of someone. He was then beaten up with the butt end of a revolver 
about the head and body, and was subsequently locked up by Officer Alcide 
Hernandez. 

The masquerade ball was given at Pereira's Hall, near the courthouse. 
The dancing hall is located in the rear of the building, about sixty feet from 
where the bar is located. The entertainment was well patronized and a 
number of prominent citizens were present with their families. The shooting, 
however, took place in front in the grocery and bar Department, and was 
witnessed by a few persons only. There are, as usual, several versions, one of 
which is that Charles Leon was under the influence of liquor and became 
involved in a difficulty with Joseph and Louis Estopinal. Several blows were 
exchanged and S. L. Estopinal, father of the two latter, was forced into the 
quarrel by Leon, who, is said, was looking for trouble with him. Joseph 
Estopinal, a brother of S. L. Estopinal, held the latter and relieved him of a 
gun, which he had drawn. Leon was taken out of the place and escorted some 
distance away in the direction of his home. Instead of continuing homeward 
he retraced his footsteps, closely following those who had endeavored to 
prevent further trouble. As he entered the building he cried aloud, "Who 
wanted to shoot me?" Or words to that effect and he leveled his pistol and 
pulled the trigger. Joseph Estopinal, who was still holding his brother, s. L. 
Estopinal, and received the leaden missile. Leon was then knocked down, 
beaten and jailed. 

The wounded man was seen at the hospital, where he was brought 
early Sunday morning. He was resting easy and was free from pain. He made 
the following statement: "Charles Leon was drunk and he was hunting for 
trouble. I am satisfied that he did not mean to shoot me, but wanted to cut 
down my brother, S. L. Estopinal, "for they had had trouble before. The row 
started between Leon and my nephew, Louis, and with my other nephew, 
Joseph, and finally my brother became involved in the quarrel. My brother 
drew his revolver, but I took it away from him, and Leon was led outside of 
the place. Suddenly he returned with a rush and fired a shot. I was still 
holding my brother when I was hit." 

Mr. Estopinal's wound was pronounced not serious by the physicians 
and on Sunday afternoon Leon was released on bonds. Sheriff Nunez was 
notified of the shooting and instituted an investigation. 

Messrs. S. L. and Joseph Estopinal, and the former's two sons, Joseph 
and Louis, enjoys the respect and esteem of all who know them. Charles 
Leon belongs to an old family and is well known. The affair is deeply 
deplored." (Feb. 12, 1902) 

 
The new jazz dance was spreading and the town of Donaldsonville, 

LA being the latest. We read about a 'new fad in dancing': 
 
"A New Fad in dancing. 
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At one of the recent carnival balls I chanced to see a number of young 
couples jumping and cavorting across the floor in a manner that was 
hoidenish and ungainly, to say the least. The fact that they were perpetrating 
the offense to the soft and dolcet strains of the "Amoreuse" Waltz seemed 
almost a desecration and added to the barbarity of the romp, and I was 
mentally cataloguing these young people as silly and outré when a friend 
standing near my box queried: "What do you think of the new 'barn' 
dance?" "The 'barn' dance?" I repeated, really puzzled. "Yes-that's it those 
couples are dancing now, it's quite the rage. Haven’t you been reading of the 
'barn' dances that have been given lately?" Oh, yes, I had been reading of 
them, all right, and I daresay I am one among a great many who thought that 
a barn dance meant a dance given in a barn, never guessing that the term 
applied to the manner of the dance itself and not to the place to which it was 
given. There is certainly no poetry of motion in the barn dance - no, not even 
blank verse. It is nothing more than a hideous romp, a jambalaya of leaps 
and slides, a fantastic riot of discords expressed in motion. I don't know 
where the virtue of the strange dance may lie, perhaps it is in the novelty of 
the thing or in the super abundance of animation that characterizes it, 
certainly it is not beautiful to look upon and lacks all the grace and rhythmic 
harmony of the old-time dance." (Feb. 23, 1908) 

 
There is a dance revolution in progress. The old dances are being 

replaced by more modern dance styles. In a 'congress' of dance masters we 
read: 

 
"Napoleon Pioneer, Oct. 24, 1908: 
 
ART OF DANCING LOST. - Choreographic Congress to discuss 

question and provide remedy. 
Is dancing degenerating? Next month, in Berlin, will be held an 

international choreographic congress that will have to answer that grave 
question. M. LeFort, secretary of the French Choreographic Association, 
gives a forecast of the task which will lie before the meeting. 

"The art of dancing," he said, "threatens to lose all its charm if 
something be not done in time. Either dancers turn like teetotums with 
stiffened joints or they make violent efforts to look graceful, with still more 
dire results, leaping about, contorting themselves and gesticulating 
grotesquely. This, sir, is a lamentable state of things. Dancing should above 
all, have grace and elegance, and should impart distinction to the bearing. 
The dancer should study to acquire elasticity and suppleness of movement, 
not the habit of disarticulating his or her limbs - a most disastrous practice. 

Deportment is the first thing to be learned, and it will be useful to the 
proficient pupil in all walks of life. It was thus in the olden times, in the days 
of Provot, of Galant du Desart and of Guillaumme Raynal, who were dancing 
masters at the court of King Louis XIV, who founded the Academy of 
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Dancing. Then the minuet, the gavotte, the pavane, the passepied, the forlans 
were danced. What could be more exquisite? But in 1860 the polka was 
introduced in France. That was the beginning of the end. To dance the polka 
the men held his partner around the waist. The novelty of the thing pleased 
the popular imagination. Good-bye, then, to the beautiful old dances in 
which partners just touched the tips of each other's fingers. The mazurka, 
the schottische followed, and the waltz, imported by Desart from Russia. 

"Nowadays, when a man comes to us to learn dancing, he generally 
stipulates that he is to be taught only those dance in which he holds the girl 
around the waist; what have we come to? Still, there are hopes, after all. In 
the last few years some little has been done to restore to the art of dancing 
the pristine nobleness. Setting aside the inexplicable vogue, now happily past, 
of the Negro cakewalk, we observe that the Boston is increasingly popular in 
drawing rooms. The Boston comes from America. 

Let us thank the Americans, not for the step, which they did not 
invent, as it is none other than our own old-fashioned redowa, but for the 
development that they have given it, and which makes it an admirable 
physical exercise. The Boston gives breadth of movement and expands chest 
and lungs. This year we started with considerable success a new dance 'the 
wave' a kind of more undulating and gliding Boston, recalling the rhythm of 
the sea, hence its name. Next winter we intend to revive the old dances of 
France, the pavans and the gavotte, for instance, and we shall require our 
pupils to sing while dancing, a most graceful practice, and one calculated to 
develop the chest. That will be the chief article of our program at the Berlin 
congress. Paris cor. Phil, N. Am." 

 
In the Baton Rouge area there were also dance halls, hotels and the 

like that were the location of dances. The ministers of Baton Rouge speak out 
about the saloons in these places and there was an ordinance about having 
liquor within a certain distance from churches: 

 
"Ministers spoke against saloon's (Saloons trying to get around the 

Gay-Shattuck Law)" Nov. 27, 1908) 
 
The saloons did combine to defeat one drinking law but many of them 

were closed under the new law: 
 
"The Saloons Combined to Defeat the Dusson prohibition bill 
The only saloon to remain open that came under the new law was 

Weick's Sumter House outside the 'Airline' 300 foot applicable. The 
Istrouma Hotel (a very popular hotel for the younger and college set) Mayer 
Hotel, Blvd. Saloon, Market Exchange and the Louisiana Cafe will have to 
close up their bars if Attorney General Guion's interpretation of law proves 
correct." (Dec. 7, 1908) 
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Amidst the dance revolution the dancing masters express the 
important of dancing for a person's health and dancing should be graceful 
and moral. The next two articles seen to bear out this opinion. The first is 
about girls dancing shoeless and the other explaining the value of dancing to 
regular gymnastic exercises: 

 
Baton Rouge, March 15, 1909: 
 
"Barefooted Dancing. 
We read of young women in various parts of the country giving 

shoeless and stockingless dances for the benefit of charity and for other 
purposes not announced among which perhaps could be numbered the 
gratification of feminine vanity and the desire to attract attention. Apart 
from the propriety of such spectacles and the absence of modesty which the 
old-fashioned love to think is still innate in all womankind, there is the 
matter of the grievous affliction which audiences are going to be called upon 
to endure if this mania continues. The Feminine pedal, no doubt, was 
originally bathing of beauty, but tight shoes and French heels have not 
conserved it, and the suggestion that young women should dance barefoot 
should appall them quite as much as it does us, even if they are not restrained 
by any thought of Propriety. Phil Telegraph.” (March 15, 1909) 

 
March 30, 1909: 

"DANCING CAN BE MADE TO TAKE THE PLACE OF 
REGULAR GYMNASTIC EXERCISE. 

The dance that girls should do that they may inspire health and grace 
is not done on the waxed floor or a ballroom, but on the rough concrete or 
canvas floor of a gymnasium or even the carpet of a ballroom. (Sic: This 
sounds like our present 'jazz dance classes now going on) 

Before the repeat furor artistic dancing that has gained such en 
impetus in the last year or two with watching dance, Isadore Duncan had 
Gertrude Hoffman, our women had learned the benefit of what is called 
athletic dancing. 

To waltz or two-step well develops a swaying grace and is essential to 
social success, but its benefit on the health may be questioned. The hour at 
which social dancing is done, not to mention the heated room, tight clothes 
and rich food late at night, does not make it a great health builder. 

Athletic dancing on the other hand, builds up the muscles of the legs, 
ankles and back increases the endurance of the heart and gives the whole 
body more poise and grace. There is much swaying of the body and use of the 
arms, so that every muscle is brought into play. 

Many of the old folk dances are adapted to this work and when the 
steps are once learned they can be practiced instead of regular gymnastic 
exercises in one's own room. A half-hour of such dancing is said to be equal 
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to a five-mile walk, and if the windows are thrown open during the practice 
there can be no more healthful form of athletic work for girls 

In getting rid of fleshy hips this gymnastic dancing is one of the latest 
fads, and the woman who suffers with weak ankles or if she is inclined to 
stumble and walk uncertainly will find it beneficial. 

As the music of the legs get more exercise than those of the upper part 
of the body, it is well to alternate the dancing with dumb bells or wand 
movements to equalize control of all muscles in the body." (March 20, 1909) 

 
By 1910 jazz has taken hold of the dancing scene and new dances are 

being developed almost monthly. An article in the local New Orleans paper 
gives the names of a few of these dances and gives a good but short 
description of how an early jazz band plays its music: 
 

June 28, 1910: 
 
"New Orleans makes a claim. Now that a siege of erotic dances has 

started in New York, it may be as well to place New Orleans on record as the 
home of "The Grizzly Bear," "Turkey Trot," "Texas Tommy," and 
"Tololo" dance. San Francisco had been receiving the questionable honor. 

Fifteen years ago, at Customhouse (Iberville presently named) and 
Franklin (Now Corzat St.) Streets in the heart of an old Negro dance hall. 
The accompanying music was played by a colored band, which has never 
been duplicated. The band often repeated the same selection, but never 
played it in the same way twice. 

Dances popular in the lower streets of New Orleans society just now 
are the "te-na-na," and "Bucktown Slow Drag." They too, may find their 
way to the stage - authorities permitting." 

 
To try and control the behavior and atmosphere of the dance halls, 

towns would charge a license (with a high price) to halls that wanted to have 
dancing. This begins to happen in many small towns of the nation In our next 
article it is written about Thibodaux, La, a town about 60 miles from New 
Orleans: 

 
"License on Public Ball Rooms 
At the regular monthly meeting of the Police Jury, held at Crowley 

Tuesday a license of $250.00 per annum, effective January 1, 1911, was 
assessed against the public ball rooms scattered over the parish, which places 
have been the hot beds of much crime in the past and the rendezvous of 
"thoughts" and the criminally inclined for years. 

This action of the jury is in line with recommendations of grand 
jurors, past and present, as a result of their semi annual investigations which 
traced to these places a majority of the outing, shouting and murder cases 
coming before them and the present parish officials decided on this plan of 
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suppressing or better regulating them. In the future those who dance at 
public balls will pay the fiddler instead of harassing the court and "doing 
this" for the State - Rayne Tribune,"(Dec. 1910) 

 
With this modern dance revolution it might be good to include some 

explanations of the 'old-fashioned' dances still being danced by the older 
generation. We find an article in Jacobs Orchestra Monthly of April, 1911: 

 
"Dance Designations 
The nomenclature of dances is often curiously interesting, for fact, 

fad, fancy, fashion and foible all play their part in lending names. In Paris, 
almost every important change in the fashion of gowns, means the 
introduction of a new dance, practically unknown to the Western world. 

Most naturally, the orient has been drawn upon for the latest Parisian 
choreographic novelty in keeping with the trousers skirt. The dance, which is 
not new, as it is said to have been long popular in Arabia, Syria and Turkey 
is called "La Cheronille." A prominent dancing master describes its 
movement as follows: 

"Place the right foot behind the left; slide left foot to dancer's left; 
cross right foot; raise left leg sidewise without ending the knee, the toe 
pointing to the floor." 

Naturally, this dance would be impossible with the hobble skirt, but 
with the trousers-skirt it has the very essence of poetic motion. And French 
dancing masters, by the way, hail the new garment for women with joy. They 
say it will force women dancers who hitherto have been content to be pulled 
around the ballroom by their partners, to give proper attention to their steps. 
For with the trousers-skirt every movement of the feet is distinctly 
noticeable.” 

 
With the older and better-known dances the name derivatives are 

equally interesting, and perhaps not generally known. Apropos to the 
subject, here is a list compiled by the London Daily globe. 

 
"The positions taken by the dancers gave the name to the 'quadrille,' 

which is literal French for ' a little square'; while 'country dance' has no 
connection with rustic gymnastics, but is simply a corruption of the French 
court danse, which has reference to the position of the couples opposite to 
each other during the dance. 

 
 The 'lancers' derived its name from the fact that a company of 
lancers for their own amusement originally improvised the variation of the 
quadrille while seated in their saddles. The 'polka' meaning half, and refers 
to the half step which occurs in this lively refers to the half step which occurs 
in this lively measure, of which the more graceful, 'schottische' is a variation; 
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both names, like that of the national dance of Poland, the 'mazourka,' being 
native terms. 

"The short steps peculiar to the old time favorite the 'minuet' gave the 
dance its name, the Latin for 'small'  being 'minutes.’ The 'waltz,' again, 
owes its name to its characteristic movement, the German 'waltzen,' meaning 
to revolve - expressing the circling motion of the dancers. 

"The 'Roger de Coverley' is named after its originator, while the less 
familiar dance known as the 'tarantella' is so called because its vigorous 
movements were supposed to be a certain antidote to the poison of a venous 
spider at Taranto in Italy, where the dance is highly popular. 

The evolution of the dancer sufficiently explain the term 'reel,' 'jig' is 
from the French 'gigue,' and 'breakdown' is a term from across the Atlantic, 
and refers to the final rout before the breakup of a free and easy dancing 
party. 

"Every year dancing takes place in the Parish church of Musgrave in 
Westmoreland, in connection with the ancient rite of rush bearing. On May 
Day twelve young maidens of Brough, approved by the vicar, assemble at ten 
o'clock in the morning at the foot of Brough Bridge decorated with flowers 
and fresh garlands on their heads. Accompanied by a band they proceed 
through the fields to Musgrave, the band playing and the rushbears dancing. 

"The girls are led up the north aisle of the church and hang their 
garlands at the side, there to remain until the following year. The gospel is 
read by the vicar, prayers are offered and psalms sung, after which the clerk 
and vicar retire. A space is then cleared near the altar and a fiddle produced. 
Dancing now commences, and continues until the afternoon. 

"Dancing is frequently seen in Continental churches. During the 
Corpus Christi octave a ballet is performed every evening before the high 
altar of Seville Cathedral by boys wearing plumed hats and the dress of 
pages of the time of Philip III.” (April, 1911) 

 
The controversy over the morals of the new jazz dances is nation 

wide. There are numerous articles in the papers that address this problem. 
We present these arguments against the new dances and when available the 
views to support them. The dance is very closely related to the new music, 
jazz. You cannot separate the two, especially at the beginning of jazz. It is not 
until the latter history of jazz does it become a listening art and not as 
accompaniment to the dance. Its history is intertwined with the dance and 
cannot be separated, thus the entries of the comments on the jazz dances. 

We begin this section with an article from New Iberia, La on June 3, 
1911: 

 
"The Public Balls. Acadia Parish is cursed with no institution that is 

responsible, directly or indirectly for a large percentage of the indictments by 
the grand jury for minor infractions of the peace and for most of the killings 
that are committed in the parish. The public ball is declared by the grand 
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jury to be the most of the disorders in this parish and the police jury has 
been called upon to pass an ordinance calculated to suppress this evil. 

Judge Campbell is authority for the statement that in his 12 years of 
service as district attorney and judge he has been called upon to face at the 
bar regularly every year about the same crowd, recruited every year by boys 
growing up and the ranks occasionally thinned by death, but the main body 
of offenders are from year to year the same class of men and boys - the 
Frequenters of the public balls. 

This same state of things prevailed in Lafayette Parish until about 5 
years ago, when the police jury adopted an ordinance imposing a license of 
$500 on public balls. This effectually, stopped them, and at the last session of 
the grand jury in Lafayette Parish there were no indictments. Before the 
adoption of the prohibitory license ordinance conditions in Lafayette Parish 
were similar to those in this parish. Judge Campbell attributes the decrease 
in misdemeanors to the abolition of the public ball. 

Probably no parish in southern Louisiana has a better reputation for 
observance of the law than Acadia, but the abolition of the public balls would 
improve this matter at an early meeting. Crowley Signal." (June 3, 1911) 

 
We find an article in the Rayne, La. Tribune Newspaper on Nov. 25, 

1911 that deals with the subject of public balls in Crowley: 
 
"License on Public Ball Rooms. At the regular monthly meeting of the 

police Jury, held at Crowley Tuesday a license of $250.00 per annum, 
effective January 1, 1911, was assessed against the public ball rooms 
scattered over the parish, which places have been the hot beds of much crime 
in the past and the rendezvous of "toughs" and the criminally inclined for 
years. 

This action of the jury is in line with recommendations of grand 
jurors, past and present, as a result of their semi annual investigations which 
traced to these places a majority of the cutting, shooting and murder cases 
coming before them and the present parish officials decided on this plan of 
suppressing or better regulating them. In future those who dance at public 
balls will pay the fiddler instead of harassing the courts and "doing time" for 
the State.” ( Rayne Tribune, Nov. 25, 1911) 

 
Even in small towns in Louisiana the new jazz dances are being 

forbidden and continue to be condemned by the church. In Thibodaux, LA 
we read: 

 
"Archbishop Blenk has severely condemned new-fangled dances, 

which bear the odd names of "Turkey Trot," "Bunny Hug," Gaby Glide,' 
etc. He says that they are immodest dances that have originated among the 
people of the underworld. He might have also added that some of the songs 
that are heard now-a-days, which are rather suggestive, must have been 
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taken from the underworld citizenry and therefore should also be tabooed. 
His Grace will doubtless get the unanimous approval of people who believe 
that their boys and girls should be kept from pastimes that lead to 
degradation." (Dec. 12, 1912) 

 
Besides the traditional balls and dances held, the new style of dances 

and moral standards were perpetuated by the popularity of vaudeville and 
the rise of what are to be known as 'Cabarets.' (We will have more on 
Cabarets later in this book.) We read of one individual who presented her 
'new' dance: 

 
May 29, 1912: 

 
"The Fig Leaf" Dance With the Leaf Gone is the Very "Latest." 
Pittsburgh Moral Efficiency Commission is Aroused. Don't Like New 

Dance 
The fascinating little Spanish dancer Dusches even shook Pittsburgh 

with her latest 'Fig Leaf' and 'Oriental.' 
Members of the Pittsburgh moral efficiency commission are 

determined to make an example of Tiny Dusches, a fascinating little Spanish 
dance and four rich young Pittsburgers who are charged with having 
promoted an entertainment at which there was dancing which made the 
"Turkey Trot," "Bunny Hug," "Grizzly Bear" look decidedly tame. 

Tiny Dusches danced in the "altogether," not but admits her draper 
were very diaphanous. She says the only reason she appeared was that she 
wanted money to get back to the bright lights of Broadway. None of the 
young men can remember much about what happened. Tiny gave three 
dances: Spring Dance, Fig Leaf, and Oriental. The witnesses say that the 
Oriental differed from the second chiefly in that the Fig Leaf seemed to have 
been lost." (May 29, 1912) 

 
The controversy continues as the Archbishop of New Orleans states 

his views on the new jazz dances: 
 

Dec. 14, 1912: 
 
"Archbishop Scores Modern Dancing. 
In Sermon, recently delivered in New Orleans, Archbishop Blenk, in 

deploring the prevalence of questionable forms of dancing in polite society, 
declared: 

"The underworld has become the exemplar of too many young people 
who should have for their patron Mary Immaculate. This has resulted in the 
condoning of such dances as the turkey trot, the grizzly beat, the Baby glide, 
and the bunny hug. Has it come to this that our beautiful society - our 
boasted civilization, nay, even our Christianity, should make room for the 
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vile corruption freighted with the miasma of the underworld?" Speaking 
further the Archbishop deplored the behavior of those who allow the 
beautiful crown of their womanhood to be thrown from them and who say, 
"I will go as far as I may in following the habits and customs of those for 
whom there is no God and no conscience. While I do not wish to be 
ostracized, yet give me in society the dances full of the miasma of the 
bottomless pit." 

The Reveille (Sic: the newspaper of Louisiana State University - we 
will have a section on the banning of such dances at the university in a 
separate section.) heartily concurs with Archbishop Blenk, and feels much 
gratified at having similar views, previously expressed in its columns, so fully 
and forcefully endorsed by so eminent a man. The Reveille has been decided 
in its stand against the introduction into good society of those forms of 
dancing which reek with the odor of unmentionable resorts and by their very 
appearance betray their disreputable origin; and it has more than once 
warned those who, either innocently or otherwise, breathlessly disport 
themselves on the very brink of the ever-yawning abyss of immorality, and 
by participating in such shocking exhibitions are guilty of trifling with those 
eternal forces which, rightfully directed, make for a nation's happiness but 
which, perverted, cause the downfall of the most brilliant civilization." (Dec. 
14, 1912) 

 
We can observe the transition period between the old and the new 

dances in an article that talks about the old Virginia Reel and the new 
Grizzly Bear: 

 
Oct. 26, 1912: 

 
"Virginia Reel vs. Grizzly Bear. 
At the dance of the confederate veterans there was an illustration of 

two distinctive styles of dancing - one was the style of our fathers and 
mothers, the other style of the present generation. There was such a contrast, 
such a difference, that it is difficult to understand how both could be called 
dancing. If the old veterans were dancing then the lads and lassies that night 
were doing something else; surely, they were not dancing. They were 
indulging in a popular form of amusement that our fathers and mothers 
never experienced, never saw. As lover of amusement, did they gain or lose? 

To answer that question no better place could have been found than 
at the pavilion the night of the Confederate veterans dance. At one end of the 
hall the old men were dancing their favorite dance - the Virginia Reel - while 
at the other end there was something else going on, and, for lack of a better 
name, let us call it dancing. There is no criticism of the old dance, the 
Virginia Reel. It was the dance of our forefathers and suggested thoughts of 
the days when our father and mothers were young people together; it was 
suggestive of pure,  wholesome amusement, of which no unfavorable 
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criticism was to be found. But what of those peculiar physical contortions 
indulged in at the other end of the hall, called dancing, best indulged in to the 
air, "See, that couple over there, watch them throw their shoulders in the air 
- Bang! Everybody's doing it, doing it, doing it." What does it suggest? Does 
it suggest the dance enjoyed by our mothers? Does it suggest a pure, 
wholesome amusement of which no unfavorable criticism can be found? No, 
it suggests what it is - the "bunny hug." Did our fathers and mothers lose or 
gain by not dancing the "Bunny Hug?" 

An old veteran answered that question when he said to his comrade 
that night: "such dancing is a dad-blamed shame." It is unfortunate that 
such dancing is becoming more and more common at dances given by the 
students of this University. But, you may, it is the style. It may be, but the 
Reveille joins with the old veteran in saying: "It is a dad-blamed-shame." 

If it is the style, it is wondered if the Germans are going to become 
very "stylish" this session. The president of the German Club is to be 
congratulated upon insisting that the Germans be not so very "stylish" this 
session, for when such a style of dancing is repulsive to the ideals of our 
fathers and mothers is condemned by the brother to his sister, and is subject 
to the most unfavorable criticism adds more to destroy the good separating 
that has so long been instilled at the dance given at the university - Watch 
out, German Club." (Oct. 26, 1912) 

 
There are certain new dances that are causing a real stir in society. 

One such is the Tango (which will reach its popular height in 1917). We 
read: 

 
April 11, 1913: 

 
"War on the Tango Reaches Cardinal. Prominent Women protest 

Against Dances Given to Aid Church Fund. 
...That the One-Step and the Tango dancers were permitted Friday, a 

week ago, at the matinee dance and fete in the ballroom of the Plaza Hotel, 
the proceeds of which were applied to a fund for construction of a church on 
the grounds of the Catholic University of Washington, D.C. 

Many socially prominent women who attended the entertainment sent 
to the Cardinal Farley a protest against a repetition of such performances 
where money as being raised for church purposes. It is said that several 
Catholic ped____ also are preparing to ____ their disapproval of such 
dances. 

One of the women identified with the worth of raising the church fund 
said a day or two ago she had heard innumerable criticisms of the affair 
which was regarded as deplorable. "Many persons," she said, "were 
annoyed  and unfavorably impressed by the dances. The dances were got up 
thoughtlessly, to be sure, under the mistakes mention that dancing was the 
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best method of obtaining contributions of money, but the performance 
should never have been permitted. 

Several of the dancers were by professionals, while others were a 
competition of amateurs. There was nothing vulgar about the dancers in any 
way. On the contrary, they were refined and graceful, throughout, but, 
nevertheless, they were tango dances, such as are regarded now as being 
objectionable. The heads of the movement are not considered in any way to 
have been responsible for the future of the danced. 

The movement for the raising of the funds.....” 
(Sic: can't read rest of article.) 
 
As one would expect, it is the younger generation that is accepting the 

new jazz dances, much as the younger generation accepted rock and roll. It is 
not surprising then that there is difficulty on college campuses. We will use 
the trouble at the LSU Campus in Baton Rouge as an example for many 
other college campuses around the nation. The 'dance' problem is taken up 
by the faculty committee as we read: 

 
"Faculty Committee on Social Affairs eliminates Social Dances. One 

German a month, Six Cadet hops. Dance must stop promptly at Midnight. 
According to the rules 

THE FACULTY COMMITTEE ON SOCIAL AFFAIRS 
APPOINTED BY PRESIDENT BOYD LAST WEEK HAS BEEN BUSY 
ARRANGING AND MODIFYING THE SOCIAL CALENDAR OF THE 
UNIVERSITY FOR THE CURRENT SESSION AND HAS ANNOUNCED 
THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT CHANGES. 

Individual fraternity dances in the pavilion are prohibited. 
ONE GERMAN A MONTH WILL BE ALLOWED. 
SIX CADET HOPS A YEAR. 
ALL DANCES STOP PROMPTLY AT MIDNIGHT. 
These rules were finally decided upon after two meetings of the 

committee, which is composed of Lieutenant Roselle (chairman), Professor 
Broussard and Dr. Contee. This committee is a permanent one and will 
exercise active supervision over all social functions held at the university. 

These regulations were decided upon after thorough consideration of 
all circumstances," said Lieutenant Roselle. "The individual fraternity 
dances in the pavilion were prohibited on account of the expensive and 
undemocratic rivalry existing as will be understood by those familiar with 
conditions last year. As to the Germans, it was felt that one a month was 
entirely sufficient. This is satisfactory with the German Club members. The 
social program will be completed by the six cadet hops-three each term. I 
think the arrangement will afford sufficient social diversion for all students. 

As to the rule requiring all dances to stop at 12 o'clock, this was 
included for several reasons. In the first place many of our dances last year 
lasted too late, and, again, if the dancers stop when they are having the best 
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time, they wish there was more a feeling which it is desirable that all guests 
should have." 

Lieutenant Roselle said that in addition to the eight Germans and six 
cadet hops, the Junior Prom, and the Senior Ball would also be allowed. This 
brings the total up to 15 functions during the college year for society to look 
forward to. 

Fraternities will not be prohibited from giving individual dances, 
either in their houses in town or on the campus. Inter-fraternity dances, not 
according two in number for the session may be held in the pavilion if the 
various fraternities handle the matter satisfactorily-between themselves." 
(April 23, 1913) 

(We will cover the dance controversy in later pages>) 
 
Articles continue to appear and deal with the dance revolution: and 

we continue to read about the controversy and of the morals of dancing the 
tango. We read: 

 
June 26, 1913: 

 
"TANGO DIVIDES THE PARISIANS. Caricaturist Sen Approves as 

a Bachelor, But Would Condemn if Married. 
Paris, June 26. A press  inquiry as to the moral affect of dancing the 

Tango is attracting such attention in Paris that even the moralist, Alfred 
Capus, devotes a weekly essay in the Figaro to satirizing the pompous 
seriousness of the foolish letters to the newspaper on the dance. 

The paper Oll Blas finds that mothers are against the Tango as 
scandalous, while men defend it. 

In the illustrated paper Excelsior, Princess Lucien Murat says she 
loves the Tango and finds no dance more chaste as danced by the Spaniard 
and Argentinean. The French, however, are making it otherwise through 
lack of reserve. 

Albel Hermant tells the Excelsior that Tango is disgusting. Jose Maria 
Hoto, the Argentinean who helped to start the dance in Paris, declares that it 
is the most elegant and graceful of dances. 

Cecilia Soret says she only understands Isadora Duncan in dancing. 
Andres Fouquieres calls the Tango a sad bore, unfit for the French 

since it cannot be danced to drawing rooms with the indi______ 
incongruousness that makes society dancing popular. 

Caricaturists Sem would conduct the Tango if he were a married man 
but as a bachelor he approves it. 

Most of the other contributors to the controversy condemn the dance. 
Many Argentineans in Paris assert the fact the Tango is unknown in 

Argentina and the Figaro has a cartoon depicting the astonishment of 
Argentineans at the Tango as danced in Paris. 
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The controversy is enriched also by letters from Count Pradere, 
secretary of the Spanish Embassy, who says it is admirable, but society 
women are not passionate enough in deposition to dance it proper. 

Restus Badet, danseuse, thinks public morals demand the prohibition 
of the Tango. 

Henry Bernatais is indifferent to the question, though tending to the 
rather sympathetic to the Tango cause. 

Pierre Marqueyite says the Tango is all right but is being danced to 
death.” 

 
We read of the arrival of some of the new jazz dances in New York: 
 

July 24, 1913: 
 
"NOTED AUTHOR SCORES THE NEW YORK DANCES - Rupert 

Hughes exposes Degenerate Tangoing and New York is Unshocked. 
New York - June 24 - This, fathers and mothers, is the story for YOU! 

It is a warning to you, a warning which you will need to heed when you hear 
that "the turkey trot" and "the Tango" have arrived in your town. 

The turkey trot and the tango have arrived in New York. There 
'everybody' is dancing them from the Bowery to Fifth Avenue. And what it 
means to the morals of the metropolis of America - the popularity of such 
dances - has just been recorded with wonderful power by Rupert Hughes, the 
famous author of: "Europe-Me." In a new novel entitled "What Will People 
Say" Hughes shows how these so-called "innocent dances" are really 
spreaders of moral looseness and corrupters, indeed of all humanity.” 

 
The new American dances are being danced in Europe and they cause 

a controversy there. In a hotel in Switzerland we read the following: 
 

August 2, 1913: 
 
"A BAN ON AMERICAN DANCES. From Europe comes the news 

that the leading hotels of Switzerland have posted notices forbidding 
American dances. This was the result of complaints filed by British, German 
and other foreign tourists, whose sense of modesty has been so severely 
shocked that they decline to associate with those who indulge in the 
degrading dances. 

The proprietors of these Swiss hotels are to be commended, for if 
American vulgarians behave in such an outrageous and indecent manner as 
to tinge with shame the checks of the sinners of Europe, they can expect to 
more than to be called to account. The self -respecting citizen of this country 
have no sympathy for those who go abroad to make indecent exhibitions of 
themselves. 
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The dances complained of in Switzerland are condemned by 
respectable Americans at home, and it would be surprising if respectable 
tourists from other countries would tolerate them. There is nothing prudish 
about the American who takes these dances abroad; but it would be better 
for them and their country if they had a higher sense of proprieties. (August 
2, 1913) 

 
Another article, from London, voices the views of some of the 

prominent citizens of London: 
 

Jan. 9, 1914: 
 
"Archbishop: One Man Finds It "Too Sad." 
 
London, Jan. 9. The tango which has apparently thrives on cause, is 

likely to become even more popular as the result of an attempted boycott by a 
number of prominent English society hostesses, who have been contributing 
their views on the subject in The Gentlewoman. The tango in the course of 
the European career has won the disapproval of the pope, the Katner, the 
King of Italy, the king of Bavaria, and the queen of England and still 
survived. 

The Gentlewoman's article which is entitled "The Dance of Moral 
Death," says that the tango "is admittedly the creation and manifestation of 
barbarism. How strongly her majesty felt in regard to the matter may be 
gauged by the fact that the Duchess of Devonshire, the mistress of the roes, 
was desired to make it perfectly clear that nothing in the nature of the tango 
would be countenanced at private dances given while the king and queen 
were staying at Obataworth. Moreover, it has also been clearly intimated to 
those who are likely to be the queen's hostesses in the near future that she 
could not consent to visit any house where such performances were allowed 
to take place." 

 
Following is a selection of the criticisms collected by The 

Gentlewoman: 
 
“The duchess of Norfolk says: "In my opinion such dances are not 

desirable; for the tango in itself and in the comments that it lead to is surely 
foreign to our English nature and ideals, of which I hope we are still proud." 

Lady Coventry does not think it desirable that the tango should be 
danced at social functions. 

Lady Layland-Barrett considers it an immodest and suggestive dance, 
altogether impossible for any girl of refinement or modesty. 

Lady De Ramsey strongly disapproves the tango and would never let 
it be danced in her house. 
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Lady Beatrice Wilinson says: "Never having seen the tango danced. I 
am not in a position to give an opinion. If, however, it is anything like the 
horrible dances of Negroid origin which have for the moment ruined English 
ballrooms, I very strongly object to it. 

Florence Lady Lacon says it would be a pity if it were to become 
popular in English ballrooms. 

Lady Templetown says: "I am happy to say I have never seen the 
tango danced, and, having regard to the many photographs etc., which are 
supposed to set forth the attractions, I am in great hopes I never may see it."  

Lady Byron says that the tango is ______ dancing - very often 
ungraceful - but it is the fashion and that is enough for its devotees. 

On the other hand, the tango has strong upholders in society, as is 
shown by the fact that a well-known tango expert into touching the dance is 
the Grand Duke Michael of Russia and his family, to the heart and soul of 
the Lady De Trafford, Lady Mordeley, Lady Hajii, and Mrs. George Keppel, 
Lady Turnbridge is the defender of the tango. She said, “I can see no 
objection to the tango if properly danced….” 

 
There is a controversy at LSU about the Tango being danced at a 

cadet hop. President Boyd remarked that: 
 
"He would make an investigation of the reports circulated, and, if 

they were found to be true, this would probably mean the discontinuance of 
the hops. 

But if the cadet hops are discontinued, it will not be because the 
cadets indulge in modern dances, but because a role of the military 
department has been violated," said President Boyd. "It would be the same 
with any other rule; it is simply a matter of discipline. The cadet hops are 
regulated by certain rules, and if the cadets fail to observe these rules, the 
privilege of attending such dances will be withdrawn." 

The cadet hop is a revival of an old institution at the university, and 
has been meeting with universal approval up until last Saturday night. All 
cadets in the military department are eligible to attend, and, as the cost is 
reduced to the minimum, the cadet hops have afforded a means of social 
diversion for many cadets, who would otherwise have been unable to attend 
such affairs. 

The faculty committee on social affairs, passed a rule early this session 
placing all modern 'animal' dances under the ban at all university dances. It 
is alleged that the cadets violated this rule at their hop last Saturday..." (Jan. 
12, 1914) 

 
In answer to the charges, the cadets and German Club take a hand in 

the dance controversy: 
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"Cadet Themselves Will Take A hand. German Club Probably Put A 
Ban on Modern Form of Dancing. 

University students were uncertain today as to what would be the 
outcome of the charges recently made criticizing the Cadet Hop Club for 
indulging in the so called "modern" dances last Saturday night. The general 
opinion seemed to be that the publicity given the dance last Saturday night 
would effectively kill any further attempt to "modernize" the dances, and 
that the Cadet Hop Club and the German club, and the other social 
organizations, would continue to give their dances as usual. 

The university authorities made no statement as to their probable 
action, and it is uncertain whether or not any action will be taken at all by 
them. Their attitude is that the matter is not of sufficient gravity to require 
drastic action or investigation, and that such importance as may be attached 
to the reports by the public has been created by the publicity given the affair 
in the newspaper. 

Many of the leaders in the student Boyd seem to be of the opinion that 
the social organizations will be allowed to continue their dances, as to 
prohibit them would be, in effect, the same as saying that the students were 
unable to conduct themselves as gentlemen at such affairs, this, they believe, 
would reflect discredit on the student body and the university. 

These same students are of the fixed opinion, however, that the 
modern dance steps, in their more daring forms, will never be countenanced 
by the university authorities. 

The reported move to organize a social club to give entertainments in 
the city and independent of the university authorities is receiving, apparently 
little support. Many of the students who take part in the dances subscribe to 
this idea, but still hold that such dances should not be given on the university 
grounds. Their attitude seems to be that what is done by the students in town 
in their own affair, but their acts on the campus reflect credit or discredit on 
the institution, and, if discreditable, should not be tolerated. 

Much discussion is heard as to the justification of the new dances 
when "properly" danced. Many students and faculty members as well, say 
that they see nothing offensive in the new dances if properly danced, but 
these same persons admit that as danced by local talent they are unusually 
danced "improperly," bordering on vulgarity, in fact, and are justly subject 
to criticism. 

According to this point of view, it would be all right for the cadets to 
dance the new step if they knew how but their present attempts usually result 
in a bungled job and should be stopped. 

The cadet officers had a long meeting to deliberate over the matter 
last night. Their proceedings were kept secret, and nothing was given out this 
morning these officers were in active charge of the hop. 

In the meantime the German Club is holding back the announcements 
of its next regular German. A meeting of the club will be held tomorrow and 
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the matter will then be threshed out. It is expected that they will unanimously 
put the ban on new dance at this meeting." (Jan. 13, 1914) 

 
The Tango has now become popular in the U. S. and we find an 

activity called the 'tango tea" that is a national activity being held in Baton 
Rouge: 

 
"Tango Tea. Who will be the first Baton Rouge hostess to dare give a 

"Tango Tea." They are quite the fad. Quite a number of the college set are 
anticipating with much pleasure the dance at the Worsham Hotel this 
evening as the Tango and other new dances are to be enjoyed as they are 
being in other towns. When the Tango and hesitation Waltz are gracefully 
danced there is nothing more graceful, but like everything else, they are often 
disgraceful. Of course this depends entirely on the temperament of the 
dancers, not on the dance, that seems to shock the world. However, all things 
new do that." (Jan. 14, 1914) 

 
The university officials are not as tolerate as the above article as we 

read: 
 
"Tango is dead at the University German Club put it under the ban. 

Question whether to continue the German Club under the rules or to disrupt 
this organization and form a new one off the campus, independent of 
supervision, so that they might dance according to their own ideas? The 
motion to continue the German Club prevailed by a narrow margin." (Jan. 
10, 1914) 

 
Jan. 10, 1914: 

 
"Tango Dancing. According to policewoman Frances Willsey and 

other officers, the tango dance is responsible for the downfall of many young 
girls in their teens and older women as well. Those who have witnessed the 
dance can readily see how this could be so. It is vulgar in the extreme, and 
utterly unfit for decent society, if not in its original form, the way it is 
commonly interpreted. The simple fact that the police are trying to stop it 
should be incentive enough for every mother to caution their daughters 
against it. It is a novelty, and, like every other novelty, is begging for its 
inning; but the cost is too heavy and it must give way. If we must have 
something, why not resort to our old-fashioned quadrilles, minutes, etc.? 
They would pass any censorship. Let us have no more vulgar dances. (Jan. 
10, 1914) 

 
Many of the students of the university do form a dance club and begin 

to defend the new 'One-Step': 
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"REAL PURPOSE OF NEW DANCE CLUB IS TO DEFEND ONE-
STEP. 

Ulterior motive is to show that modern dances may be danced here 
without causing undue criticism-organization not antagonistic toward 
university. 

That the new dancing club, "La Renaissance," has for its purpose a 
thorough demonstration to the faculty committee and others similarly 
concerned that the modern dances can be danced here properly, is the 
general belief gleaned from the facts concerning the club and the statements 
of its officers. 

The avowed purpose of the club, according to the constitution and 
public statement, is to promote the modern dancing at the University and to 
establish an organization without the need for faculty supervision. The club 
as not expressed any policy of antagonism toward the German Club of any 
other similar organizations, but together has declared the intention of 
adhering to all University functions and abide by all regulations governing 
dances. 

Members of the new club recruited largely from German Club 
membership, are particularly to stress the point of co-operation and co-
ordination whenever anything has been given out for publication. They say 
there is absolutely no spirit of rebellion, but simply a desire to show that the 
one-step and similar evidences of progressiveness now considered essential at 
all social affairs can be carried on here without causing criticism. 

It is understood that one member of the faculty committee has 
expressed himself as being very much in favor of the new club, and has put 
his name up for membership. The officers and members are willing to have 
the faculty participate in the dances, and are in fact anxious that the 
organization should become closely affiliated with the University, but will 
only allow each person to come if they consider themselves only as 
individuals and not as faculty critics." (Jan. 24, 1914) 

 
There appears in the Baton Rouge paper an answer to the "snobs" at 

the university and in the German Club. We read: 
 
"LA RENAISSANCE. Should nothing else be said in favor of the new 

dancing club, there is one feature which recommends its existence - namely, 
Democracy. The chief requisites for membership in this organization, 
composed of lurid social lights, are the possession of one dollar and a 
fundamental knowledge of the One-Step and its infolks. Where it not the 
former requirement the membership would be a large and extensive one, and 
even in the face of the financial stringency there is no dearth of members. 

In comparison with this club the Cadet Hop and German Club are 
impossible snobs. A uniform or dress suit is necessary for the former, while 
to gain admittance to the latter considerable campaigning is necessary. From 
the standpoint of democracy no fault can be found with La Renaissance. 
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The members of the club have surely adopted the right policy - that of 
co-operation with the German Club, of which several are members. They are 
following the proper course for continued existence when they propose to 
attend all the university functions and accommodate themselves to the rules 
governing the officers." (Jan. 24, 1914) 

 
The controversy filtrates to the university band and they are criticized 

for their playing of new music: 
 
"OUR MODERN BAND. Selections from Il Trovatore, the doleful 

wails of Home, Sweet, Home, the romantic and sentimental strain of Sewanee 
River and the marches which delighted the cadets about fifteen years ago and 
which have become more than familiar to them since, have been discarded by 
the up-to-date band in an evidently devil-may-care-devil fit. 

As much as we love progress and in spite of our instinctive response to 
the call of the modern day, the campus will never seem the same without the 
marches which were right up-to-date ten years ago. It will almost seem a 
sacrilege to do a dress parade to the tune of anything modern and we doubt if 
the cadets can keep step with anything except the revered and hoary old 
marches which so long have bored the listeners and strengthened the lungs of 
the horn-tooters. 

While decisive and drastic action is sometimes all right, the band 
slightly overstepped the mark in their appeal for something new. The paper 
on which the music was written doubtless made good kindling but a more 
appropriate resting place for them would have been the showcases in the 
library among the confederate bank notes and the skulls of prehistoric man." 
(Jan. 24, 1914) 

 
A string band plays for a La Renaissance Dance: 
 
"One of the most brilliant and beautiful events of the social season 

was the dance given on Friday evening by the recently organized La 
Renaissance club who are devotees to modern dances. Gottlieb Hall. An 
excellent string band furnished alluring music for dancing." (Feb. 7, 1914) 

 
As the days go by, the tango becomes even more popular and 

continues to written about in the papers: 
 
Paris, Jan. 20, 1914: 
 
"Paris Tango Mad, Many Steps Taught. Afternoon tango Teas Are 

Numerous and Dancing Crowds Restaurants. 
RUSSIAN TOWN PUTS BAN ON NEW DANCE. Chief of Police 

Great Admirer of Emperor Cause of Recent Order. 
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Paris, Jan. 20 - Parisian dancing masters are now teaching 250 steps 
of the tango and many of the more difficult steps are being tried at the public 
resorts. 

Afternoon teas are numerous, and in the evenings restaurants which 
allow the tango are crowded with dancers. American dance tunes, some of 
them of not very _____ origin are played to a considerable extent. One song 
containing the strains of Dixie is often heard. 

Occasionally the One Step and "fish" Walk, and of course the waltz 
and two-step are danced, but preference is given to the tango. 

 
Russia Bars Tango 
 
Vladikavka, Russian Caucasus, Jan. 20th. The chief of police has 

banned the tango here. Not one among the 60,000 Georgians composing the 
population of this city had ever seen the tango and most of them had never 
even heard of the dance until they read the piece of the police head. 
Vladiskavka is the headquarters for this Teegun gypsy dancers, whose wild 
and beautiful dances, surpassing in _____ and abandon the most exotic of 
tangos, is watched every night until the early hours of the morning by the 
pleasure loving persons of this city.....” 

 
Progress cannot be stopped and even the LSU University Orchestra is 

now playing ragtime: 
 
"Orchestra Renders Rag-Time Program At Chapel and Receives 

Student Approval. Loud whistling and Applauding When "Has Anybody 
Here Seen Rover?" is played. Loud whistling and applause Monday in 
Chapel testified to the popularity of "Has Anybody Here Seen Rover?" 
Indeed, so persistent were the sounds of approval that the orchestra had to 
repeat the number. Two other selections, "Peg O' My Heart," and "Sing Me 
to Roseland." were also given and, while they could not be expected to vie 
with the popularity of the preceding number, they were greatly enjoyed." 
(Feb. 14, 1914) 

 
We find an article reprinted in the Baton Rouge paper from Ohio 

University about the Tango: 
 
"TANGO APPEARS AT OHIO. The faculty social committee at Ohio 

State University has approved of the Tango after seeing it danced by a 
professional dancer from New York. The verdict was "Graceful and proper 
and wholly inoffensive when danced correctly.” The fish walk was 
pronounced objectionable." (Feb. 14, 1914) 

 
The University hop is held and the dance controversy is again brought 

to the forefront as some student’s dance the one-step during the evening: 
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"The hops and Germans would probably be discontinued as a result 

of the breach of discipline charged against the cadets at their democratic 
social function. When the report reached the ears of the cadets it was 
received with a spirit of resignation, but also with the feeling that they had 
not been given a chance to "make good." (April 17, 1914) 

 
We are not told what the result of this controversy is but we find that 

only the two-step and waltz are allowed at University dances at LSU: 
 
"Only Two-Step and Waltz allowed. According to the report of the 

committee meeting, the University will frown upon any dances other than the 
straight two-step and waltz. These rules will govern all dances given by any 
organization connected with the University. Although the majority of the 
committee does not know what the one-step resembles, they judge from 
reports that it is unseemly, and no part of it will by countenanced. Some of 
the younger and more socially inclined instructors who are members of this 
committee are reported to be in favor of the one-step with proper limitations 
and applied limits observed. Others have not attended a dance since the '60's' 
but feel leery of the proposition. 

The opinion of the authorities and students is that entirely too much 
significance was attached to the affair from the beginning. At no time did it 
assume the tremendous proportions assigned to it or endanger the stay of any 
cadets at the Louisiana State University." (April 17, 1914) 

 
We find another editorial about the dance controversy at the 

university: 
 
"THE DANCING QUESTION. That the policy and attitude taken by 

the authorities relative to the dancing question is right, we maintain, not only 
because on account of faculty supervision we would be forced to, but because 
it is absolutely proper. As the heads and chiefs of the Louisiana State 
University no other stand could be considered. The desire of the faculty is not 
to qualify as a kill-joy brigade nor do they wish to join the society for the 
prevention of Good Times. Their only object is to maintain the virgin 
reputation of the University from the besmirching marks of unfavorable and 
undue criticism. 

The matter as it stands now largely rests with the partakers of the 
dancing joy. If they can conduct the dances in such a way as not to cause this 
criticism, no matter what particular dance it may be, it is likely that it will be 
adopted." (April 17, 1914) 

 
In the same issue of the paper (Baton Rouge) we read an article about 

the One-Step: 
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"Properly Danced, the One-Step May Possibly Be Allowed. Consensus 
of Opinion is That Authorities Merely Wish to Prohibit Dances Which Bring 
Undue Criticisms on University. 

W. B. Wilkinson. From the present indications, when the Cadet Hop 
Club and the German Club show that the one-step can be danced properly at 
their functions, there is a strong possibility that the dance will be approved 
by the authorities. 

The policy and desire of the authorities, it is believed, is simply to 
prohibit any dances which cause the organizations and the University to be 
criticized, and not to prohibit any legitimate form of amusement. 

Inherently, the one-step seems to be beyond reproach. The question is 
simply one of execution. Improperly danced the one-step becomes an atrocity 
and abandons and violates all laws of grace and fertility. But when properly 
danced it is as graceful as the waltz and the two-step and as righteous as the 
old Virginia Reel. 

The one-step and its allied dances are ordinarily correctly danced in 
other places and in such a way as to bring no undue criticism or concern 
from the organization of but beautiful responses for the function. When these 
organizations here fully understand that this can be done by them, the 
consensus of student opinion is that the one-step will be authorized at these 
dances." (April 17, 1914) 

 
There are a number of private parties that include dancing as one of 

their activities. We read of one such party that uses just a pianist as music, 
and she plays some of the new music: 

 
"Delightful informal dance at Bogan Home. Mrs. L. J. Amiss, who is 

noted for playing the most fascinating dance music, played some of the 
newest and a few of the older inspirations to the hesitation, tango, one-step, 
and other modern dances, which added greatly to the pleasure of the 
evening." (April 25, 1914) 

 
Even the old traditional concert bands begin to put in the new music 

in their concerts. We read: 
 
"....Popular selections ranging from classical music to that which goes 

to the modern dances were rendered in a pleasing style, showing rare talent 
through organization and efficient directorship..." (July 1, 1914) Baton 
Rouge 

 
The dances given in Baton Rouge at the hotels also use new modern 

dance music: 
 
"Two dances on Friday - Gottlieb Hall and the Worsham Hotel. These 

informal affairs on Monday & Friday are attended by a number of 
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prominent society people to keep in touch with the modern dances which are 
variable as the summer winds. The romping raggy dances, thank heaven are 
not quite out in best society and turkey trotting and others in the category 
banished. The Monday & Friday in the Worsham and a subscription dance 
on Wednesday & Saturday all this summer." (July 12, 1914) 

 
There were new dances that were not 'jazz' dances but invented for 

the 'older folks.' Such is the dance called the "Twinkle Dance." 
 
July 20, 1914 
 
"THE TWINKLE DANCE - LATEST CRAZE. Baton Rouge, La. is 

not the only "dance crazed" town on the map for nearly a page of the 
Sunday paper of New York is taken up telling how Mayor and Mrs. Michel 
of New York are doing the "twinkle" step, which is merely an added variant 
of the hesitation, which has been so beautifully danced here for some months. 
It isn't every body who can hesitate gracefully much less 'twinkle" with the 
uprightly ease which this new step demands. One must be lithe and limber; 
like-wise an accomplished waltzer. Many ladies are practicing, however and 
quite a number have planned to go to the Worsham or the informal Monday 
night dance tonight, where a number gather twice a week to enjoy the 
immorality. Quits grace-usually do some dance but there are others who 
possess a sort of individuality which does not admit of the many new twists 
and turns and dips until they practice hours. It is a fascinating sight to watch 
the individual dancers. The following clipping from the Herald explains the 
twinkle business; "The dance takes its name from the quick change of the 
feet which is made in the middle of the step, the feet do twinkle. Indeed. It 
commences with the regular hesitation waltz, starting out with the balance 
step. Begin the balance on the outside foot, take a three-step walk; make a 
quick change of the feet.  

 
Toots Johnson's band is very popular with the young set in Baton 

Rouge and we read of a fraternity dance in which his band plays. We read 
that the younger set is setting the pace for the new dances in Baton Rouge 
society: 

 
"Omega Chapter, Gamma Alpha Fraternity, Etcheshayer Hotel. 

Toots Johnson's Orchestra played a number of the newest modern dances as 
well as the well-known favorites. This dance was informal and simple as 
befits a summer dance enjoyed by the school set, who are practically in 
possession of Baton Rouge's society just now-during vacation." (July 21, 
1914) 

 
We find a letter from a New York native to a friend in Baton Rouge 

about the new dances in New York: 
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"The latest dance. The latest data on dancing comes from Mrs. Stone 

to a Baton Rouge friend, writing from New York, with the Castles the great 
& graceful for authority. Stringed orchestras are used for the dance music. 
There is no close hold, the partners dancing just as far apart as can be. The 
"half & half," will be very popular, and, will be popular with the married 
folk, as the music is a perfect lullaby. In the modern ballroom dancing there 
are no backward steps, everything going to the right around the room. There 
is much method also in the dancing as all dance alike, which makes a 
beautiful effect. The Castles (Vernon & Irene) sailed for Europe on 
Saturday, the 19th." (July 26, 1914) 

 
The LSU Orchestra is now working on some rags as we read: 
 
"Orchestra Yields to Popular Demand For Latest Raggy Music. Will 

Soon Be Able to Play Up-To-Date Dance Tunes - Considered Best in Years. 
Rag! Rag! At almost every assembly is significant of the demand of 

the student body for the syncopated strains of the popular music, and the 
orchestra has been working diligently in an effort to prepare a supply for the 
demand. 

Professor Clarke, in charge of music at the University has received the 
latest in "rags," and he is of the opinion that at an early date the orchestra 
will be able to give us some lingering strains of Castle Walks, One-steps and 
Tangos. 

The orchestra this year gives promise of being one of the best in recent 
years. It is made up entirely of University students and has a very desirable 
instrumentation for rendering music in the best of harmony." (Nov. 7, 1914) 

 
Dances are given that use both the old dances and the new: 
 
"Mr. & Mrs. Smith - Home entertainment. Dancing was the feature of 

amusement and all entered into this fascinating pastime. However the early 
part of the evening was spent in renewing the old dances and the Virginia 
Reel and the Lancers were entered into with spirit and enthusiasm. After 
several inspiring sets of these old-fashioned but graceful sets, the one-step 
and the hesitation were participated in until a late hour." (Nov. 12, 1914) 

 
We again continue reading about the new jazz dances that are 

beginning to get hold of the young set in the world: 
 

Dec. 4, 1914: 
 
"Social life during my youthful days was decidedly pleasant and 

neighborly with balls and parties the chief features. Dancing was as much of 
a fad then as now, but of altogether a different character. In those days your 
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tango, turkey trots and like fashionable dances would not have been 
tolerated for an instant, and the young man who attempted any such caper 
would have been expelled from the ballroom before he had time to secure his 
hat. The cotillion, the lancers, waltz, polka and mazurka were all the rage 
with the jolly old Virginia reel as the windup. 

King balls were given as frequently as once a week, but were confined 
principally to the Creole population. These were gotten up something like the 
endless chain of later days. A king was chosen first and he in turn named his 
queen, generally his sweetheart, and when the ball provided by the king was 
about to be brought to a close, the queen chose a king for the next ball and he 
the queen. The king stood all expenses in connection with the ball, and woe to 
him who failed, for he became an outcast, as it were, from such festive 
occasions. Even though he had the nerve to attend another ball, none of the 
young ladies would dance with him. 

The grandeur of a king ball, depended largely upon the financial 
ability of the king, who was compelled to pay for music, lights and hall, if the 
affair was to be attended more numerously than a private house could 
accommodate. Some of the gallants wishing to show how much money they 
had to spend, gave grand entertainments, while others were more moderate. 
But rich or poor, every one appeared satisfied with the ball. Once chosen and 
your duties discharged, you would not be chosen king again until those who 
took part in such affairs had contributed to the pleasure of his associates. 
King balls were conducted with the understanding that 'he who would dance 
must pay the fiddler." 

These balls went out of fashion with the French language in this 
section. English speaking people believed in every one chipping in to pay 
expenses, and it was chip or be left out. There were no large halls until old 
Pike's Hall (in Baton Rouge, La.) was built, but dances seemed to get along 
pretty well with the Harney House dining room, the upper floor of 
Washington fire Company's house, the Market House Hall and on 
community grand occasions, the rotunda of the state capital. The Harney 
House dining room was a favorite place also for dancing and shows." (Dec. 4, 
1914) 

 
Perhaps not historically important but interesting was the reaction of 

the American Indian at seeing the Tango at the Cotton Palace: 
 

Dec. 5, 1914: 
 
"Indians and the Tango. It is said that the Apache Indians on 

exhibition at the Cotton Palace are by no means enthused at the thought of 
returning to their reservation. The taste of high life they have had here in 
Waco has fascinated them. All who watch these Indians closely are agreed 
that the thing that seems to give them the greatest delight is in watching the 
dancing in the coliseum circle at night, after the band concert. The 
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Aborigines have finished their own lugubrious dance by that hour and bucks 
and squaws gather to see the tango and other dances with Alessendra's 
music. They look on, enthralled by the sight, until the dance ends. Then they 
go away sand a buck may be heard to say, sotto voce to another: "Pgh! heap 
fun white man have." Ordinarily the Indians are very reticent and 
unemotional, but the white man's dance touches them in an effective 
manner.” (Dec. 5, 1914) 

 
The 'Rag' is now king and is heard at every dance and even academia 

is influenced by it. The LSU University Orchestra plays rags and classical 
music at the same concert regularly. In the next article, speaking of the 
University Orchestra we do see the influence of Negro music and of the 
prejudice that is present in this southern University: 

 
"University Orchestra is Popular With Those Who Love Good Music. 

Professor Clarke Prepares Varied Program for Rendition Before Student 
Body. 

For one who loves music Garig Hall is a popular resort on Tuesday 
and Thursday nights, for it is here that the L. S. U. Orchestra holds forth 
twice a week and livens things up with music varying in class from the 
thunderous opera to the syncopated and popular rag. 

In his desire to please all students Prof. Clarke has been forced to 
teach his pupils every class of music. Strains of "Nigger Blues" are followed 
closely by an artistic rendition of "Lucia di Lammermoor" or some other 
masterpiece. This wide range of selections is heartily approved by the student 
body, as is demonstrated by the wild applause given when the orchestra plays 
on Friday at Chapel 

The orchestra this year is one of the best that has appeared before the 
students for several seasons. It is composed of members of the band and 
several talented coeds." (Dec. 12, 1914) 

 
There are still dances being held that try and revive the old dances. In 

a dance in St. Bernard Parish, LA we read: 
 
"The old Virginia Reel, Lancers, and kindred dances, which had 

given place to the modern ones, will be revived at a barn dance to be given 
tonight (Saturday) by the CCCC." (July 24, 1915) 

 
There have been books written on the famous dance team of the era, 

the Castles. They were not 'jazz' dancers but more of the social ballroom 
scene. We do find an article about a new dance of theirs called the 'New Barn 
Dance': 

 
July 31, 1915: 
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Fancy Dances to be Offered at Entertainment. Names of Dancers for 
the time being will be kept Secret. 

Mr. Lyle Saxon chairman of the arrangement committee for the 
electric sign dance which will be held under the auspices of the Young Men's 
branch of the Baton Rouge Chamber of Commerce has returned from a 
scouting trip on which he has been successful in scouting dance novelties 
which will form the headline attraction at the dance on the 12th of August 

The very, very latest thing in Terpsichorean art is the Castle's new 
barn dance. This is not from the Castle normal, but from Mr. & Mrs. Vernon 
Castle themselves. Mr. Saxon will not divulge the names of the dancers who 
will participate in this spectacular dance at the present time, but the secret is 
sure to leak out before the night of the dance. As it will be the prettiest and 
most effective of the novelties which will be introduced, much curiosity has 
been around us to who will dance it. 

The Luhip Fado, the Lre Waltz and other fancy dances are listed for 
the program of attractions other than the promiscuous dancing which will be 
indulged in by all who attend. For the benefit of the older set, the program 
will include several of the dances of other days, so that everybody will trip 
the light fantastic. In other words, a dance revue will be the order of the 
evening. 

And then there will be vocal and instrumental selections interpreted 
her and there....." (July 31, 1915) 

 
The First Regimental Band was a local Baton Rouge Concert Band 

that gave regular concerts. The new dance music is now included in their 
concerts. We have the program that was played by the band and notice the 
versatility of the selections on the program: 

 
1 - March "Universal Peace." 
2 - *Medley Rag "Operatic Rag" 

3 - Operatic Mingle, overture (a) poet and Peasant, (b) Waltz from 
Faust, (3) Cadenza by  Mr. Fridge, (d) Baritone solo from Bohemian 
girl, by Mr. LaCroix, (e) March from  Carmen, (f) Galop from Orpheus. 

4 - March "Under Arms" 
5 - *Two-Step "Tip-Top Tipperary Mary" 

   INTERMISSION 
6 - Overture, Remick's Hat No. 15, (a) Introduction, (b) Mississippi 

Cabaret, (c) Wrap Me  in a Bundle, (d) Come Over to Dover, (e) Over 
the Hills to Mary, (f) On the five- Fifteen, (g) When I Was a Dreamer, (h) I 
Want to Linger, (I) Everybody Rag With  Me, (j) Beautiful Baby, (k) 
Chinatown, My Chinatown, (l) finale 

7 - One-Step, "When I Wore a Tulip and You Wore a Big Red Rose. 
8 - Waltz "Millicent" 
9 - *Rag/Fox Trot "Dicty Duo" 

10- March Militaire, "America Forever," (August 13, 1915) 
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We read of a new modern dance that is called the "Roosevelt Rock: 
 
"Roosevelt Rock, a new dance. There are no holds, each dancer waves 

his arms and the final modern touch is the unusual suffrage note, which 
makes the man follow his fair partner, reversing the usual lead. The step is 
the good old one-step with tango sway." (June 16, 1917) Baton Rouge 

 
Even as late as 1919 we still have the dance controversy going on: 
 
"Pavilion Dances. Once more as the result of a petition from the 

student body the question of pavilion dances is dragged from its year's visit 
to Limbo and again assumes such proportions as made it the most mooted 
undergraduate question of the past year. The fact that the question should 
arise again is not at all surprising. It was predicted in these very columns by 
our last year's editor, and is, as he expressed it, merely a case of history 
repeating itself. 

As far as the Reveille (the university student newspaper at LSU) is 
concerned, we believe that dancers should be allowed in the pavilion. We 
believe good wholesome dances to be one of the best forms of social 
entertainment that college students can indulge in, and we believe without 
qualification that the University pavilion is the proper place for the dances to 
be given. 

Last year when Mr. Harris objected to the shimmy, the tickle toe and 
to the other excesses that it was claimed modern dancing had developed at 
the University, the Reveille was outspoken in its agreement with him. We 
stated at the time that if any resemblance of "orgies" did exist, they should 
be suppressed, and we are still of the same opinion dances, however, do not 
of necessity create excesses. At the Community Club in the city of Baton 
Rouge there are two dances given each week. These dances are open to the 
entire dancing public, and are conducted in such a manner that even the 
most critical can find nothing of an objectionable nature. 

The Reveille is pleased to note that Superintendent Harris is now in 
favor of reinstating dances, and we are doubly pleased with his further 
announcement that he believes the students themselves can see that the 
dances are properly chaperoned. In our opinion the question of chaperons 
was the cause of the greater part of last year's trouble. The students who 
attended the various dances given at the pavilion last year could not 
undaunted what they considered the untactful attitude of the official 
chaperons, and we imagine that the same misunderstanding existed in the 
minds of the chaperons who we do not believe attended the dances for any 
other purpose than that of helping the students. It was purely and simply, as 
we see it, the results that might logically be expected from the way the 
situation was handled. 
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If dances should again be established at the University pavilion, 
especially with such an arrangement as Mr. Harris expressed belief in, we 
have no doubt but that they will be carried on with perfect satisfaction to 
both the students and to the authorities. There is nothing that points to the 
contrary. The only tendency against reinstating that we have seen so far is 
the present situation is the failure of Colonel Boyd to recommend the 
petition. We do not believe, however, that such an action betokens objection, 
but rather only a certain unwillingness to mix further is a situation that has 
already passed into the hands of the Board of supervisors. 

As we see it the great majority of public sentiment at the present time 
is in favor of dances, provided the dances are properly conducted. We know 
that the students of L. S. U. are capable and are willing to conduct 
themselves properly, and because of this we make no qualifications 
whatsoever in our support for the pavilion as the center of future college 
social functions." (Feb. 13, 1919) 

 
In this era of changing fads and what seems to be a lack of ethics and 

morals in the young set, jazz music and the jazz dance are still under attack 
A number of conflicts continue to occur between the students and the 
administration of the LSU University. However we do read of a 'truce' about 
the holding of dances on campus: 

 
"TRUCE DECLARED IN THE DANCE WAR. Representatives 

Agree To Help Enforce rules - Chaperone to Use "Tact." 
An armistice has been declared in the battle over the dance question; 

meanwhile, fraternities and organizations which had arranged for dances 
have permission to give them, with the exception of the senior script dance, 
for May 24, which was called off by the authorities some time ago. The Theta 
Theta dance Friday, which is the first after the conference between President 
Boyd and the representatives, will be given as planned, except that a list of 
chaperons must be submitted. The Kappa Delta dance, scheduled for 
Saturday, has been indefinitely postponed by the sorority. The few remaining 
dances scheduled will be given provided "nothing" happens at any of them. 

Differences of opinion as to what is proper between Dean Tucker and 
the other official chaperons and a number of the dancing set came to a head 
at the Friars' dance Friday, when several couples were reprimanded by the 
chaperons. Several unpleasant incidents happening since than caused 
President Boyd to call a conference of representatives of organizations with 
dates for dances. At this conference the students agreed with President Boyd 
that the official regulations were necessary, but they expressed dissatisfaction 
with the manner in which the rules were enforced. During the past week 
several disgraceful personal attacks have been made on Dean Tucker by 
unknown persons. Some of these were signs denouncing the dean painted on 
the sidewalks and a flare lighted in her back yard, which make it look as if 
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the house were on fire. The students present at the conference with President 
Boyd united in denouncing those guilty of these acts." (May 22, 1919) 

 
We also find another editorial in the Reveille about the dance question 

at LSU: 
"THE DANCE QUESTION. Ever since the first low-browed savage 

capered over the meadow to the tune of a hollow-log drum there has been a 
struggle going on between the conservative and the radicals concerning 
dancing. Sometimes one side has had the better and sometimes the other, but 
in the long run the "advanced" dancers have generally won out, except when 
they indulged in veritable orgies-which occasions are generally followed by 
Puritanical reactions. 

In America today different districts present conditions varying from 
towns where Hell and dancing are considered synonymous to place where 
those who can't shimmy shewobble and tickle toe are hopelessly passé. Here 
at L. S. U. the issues that provoked the difference of opinion between the 
official’s chaperons and some of the students are mostly easy to decide; no 
one can argue in favor of permitting drinking or allowing coeds to sail off 
without permission in automobiles between dances. The fact that such things 
happen at college dances elsewhere is not sufficient precedent for letting 
them go on here. 

What started all the rumpus, however, was the manner in which the 
rule giving chaperons the power to regulate the manner of dancing was 
enforced. People who had always thought their dancing the very pink of 
propriety were informed that they "must dance properly" and some of these 
very naturally took offense. We do not blame the chaperons difference of 
opinion is a fundamental trait of the human race. But we do think the 
dancers should be given the benefit of any doubt which might exist. 
Personally, we are unable to see that it is very wicked for a couple to fail to 
keep a long ways away from each other while they dance. As for the shimmy 
shewobble, if the chaperons can kill it we are with them for it is worse than 
improper - it is funny looking. 

As to the sleeve question, if a girl's mother thinks she is decently 
arrayed in a sleeveless gown that ought to be sufficient. In most civilized 
places, evening dress and sleeveless gowns are synonymous. 

Finally, the Reveille recognizes that the official chaperons have 
honestly been doing their best to improve certain conditions which they 
considered wrong. While we differ with them as to methods and to some 
extent as to aims, we still respect their ideals and condemn anonymous 
attacks by those who prefer to fight in the dark." (May 22, 1919) 

 
There is an army band stationed at Camp Beauaregard. The band 

contains a number of Baton Rouge musicians. The war is now over and jazz 
has a powerful foothold on the dance in America. We find the band playing 
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some of the new syncopated music in their concerts. The program is as 
follows: 

 
1 - March - "Stars and Stripes" 
2 - Selection "Shoe-Gun" 
3 - *Rag, "Hawaiian Blues" 

4 - Overture, "Hungarian Comedy" May 25, 1919) 
 The same band plays a night concert on the same date. The program: 
 
1 - March, "Pasadena Day" 
2 - Selections, "High Jinks" 

3 - *Rag, Twelfth Street" 

4 - Cornet Solo, "Good-Bye" 
5 - *Rag by the Regimental Jazz Band. 

6 - Overture "Morning, Noon and Night in Vienna" 
7 - Selection, "Sextet from Lucia" 
8 - March, "Stars and Strips forever" (May 25, 1919) 
 
The dancing question is still brewing at L. S. U. and Supt. Harris is 

heard from again: 
 
"SUPT. HARRIS STIRS UP THE DANCE QUESTION. Writes 

Letter To Reveille Asking for Justice for Chaperons. HOODLUMS 
SHOULD BE DRIVEN OUT.  Editor Replies with Keen Editorial Blade on 
Edge. 

"The dance question at the University is again brought into the lime-
light by a letter from superintendent Harris to the Reveille, published today, 
criticizing that paper for the article and editorial in the proceeding issue. Mr. 
Harris thinks an injustice has been done the dean of women and other 
chaperons and takers (sic) the authorities to task as well as the students for 
not catching and punishing the culprits guilty of discourteous acts. 

The editor of the Reveille sharpens his blade, and while he agrees with 
Mr. Harris in many things, makes a keen rejoiner. 

Both articles make interesting reading and are given below: 
 
Mr. Harris' letter 
 Dept. of Education 
 Baton Rouge, May 27, 1919 
The Editor of the Reveille 
 Baton Rouge, La. 
My Dear Sir, 
 A news article and an editorial published in the last issue of 

your very valuable paper are calculated, I think to do a grave injustice to 
several of the best women in this state while in the discharge of duties 
delegated to them by the authorities of the university, I feel sure that there 
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was no intentional injustice but the articles to which I have referred placed 
Mrs. Tucker and her assistant chaperons in an unenviable position which the 
facts in the case do not justify their occupying, and it seem right that I should 
correct any false improprieties which your news article and editorial may 
have raised in the minds of some, or all, of the readers of the Reveille. 

There was much talk in the city of Baton Rouge about the effect that 
the dances at the university did not measure up to the standards, that a few 
of the young people who attended these dances were in the habit of drinking; 
that some of the young ladies dressed in extreme fashion; that some of the 
dancers were in the habit of dancing in an immodest and indecent manner, 
and that couples were in the habit of taking automobile rides about town 
during the periods between dances. After I had heard from a number of 
sources such statements as these enumerated above. I held conferences with 
the president of the university, the commandant of cadets and the dean of 
women, and because thoroughly convinced that the reports were founded 
upon facts. It was agreed by the president and the commandant that the 
dances at the university should be conducted in such manner that there could 
be no adverse criticism and that they would be so conducted, or 
discontinued. The standards to govern in the dances were fixed by the 
executive department of the university, and not by Mrs. tucker and her 
assistant chaperones, and the methods of enforcing these standards were also 
prescribed by the president and the commandant, and not by the dean of 
women and her assistant chaperons. These good ladies cheerfully agreed to 
discharge a very difficult duty, at the request of the university authorities. 
They were told that the young ladies were to be properly clad, or they were 
not to be permitted to dance; that persons who persist in dancing in an 
indecent or vulgar manner should be refused the privilege of dancing; and 
that young people who chose to leave the hall before the close of the dance 
should not be re-admitted. My information is that the good ladies who agreed 
to discharge these very unpleasant duties did their work faithfully, with 
discretion and with womanly dignity. They were not successful on account of 
the rebellion of a comparatively small number of persons. The people who 
objected to having the dance conform to the standards prescribed by the 
authorities of the university and to the method of enforcing those standards 
directed their resentment to the dean of women and her assistant chaperons, 
instead of to the authorities of the university, where it belonged, if it belonged 
anywhere. Some ruffian or ruffians set off flares in the back yard of the dean 
of women in the dead of night; they printed outrageous signs on the 
sidewalks and sides of buildings, and they rotten-egged the chaperones as 
they were leaving the dance hall, if such instances of hoodiumiuin were 
permissible, under any conditions, they would not have been directed against 
the faithful women who were attempting to discharge a duty which had been 
delegated to them by the authorities of the university Hoodlums should be 
expelled. 
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You state in your editorial that the acts of hoodlums to which I have 
referred are deeply deplored by the great majority of the student body and I 
am sure that this is true. I do not doubt for one moment that possibly as 
percent, at the young men and young women who constitute the student body 
of the university represent the best homes and the best ideals of the city to be 
found here, or elsewhere. That 25 per cent would not commit an unmanly 
act, and would not condone one by another. But while this is true, it is 
necessary to call your attention to the fact that the hoodlums referred to are 
still in the student body of the university they have not been discovered and 
tarred and feathered and carried out of town on a rail, as should have been 
the case, and as would have been the case if the student body had done its full 
duty in the premises. It will not suffice to reply that the offenders could not 
be discovered. A ruffian who will rotten-egg several able women while in the 
discharge of important duties, secures his chief satisfaction not from the 
throwing of the eggs, but from relating his exploit to others. Feel perfectly 
safe in saying that at last 50 to 100 students know full well who the hoodlums 
were who committed these offenses, and it is their duty to carry the 
information to the authorities of the university. 

As to what the standards should be which should govern at the 
dances, I am perhaps and competent to judge, as I know very little about 
dances and dancing. It can be said, however, with perfect safety that the 
mothers and fathers who send their boys and girls to the university to be 
educated expect these young men and women to be surrounded by 
wholesome, moral influences, and the university should prescribe standards 
which will insure the realization of such expectations. The young ladies who 
attend dances at the university (if it be necessary to have dances there, to 
which proposition I do not at all agree) should be modestly clad - their dress 
should not represent extremes in fashion, and the modern dances (the very 
vamps of which are indecent) should not be danced in such manner as to 
invite adverse criticisms from correct-thinking people who believe that the 
restraints which have always existed between the sexes in families 
subscribing to the proper ideals of life, should not be broken down, and the 
opinion of the mothers of the girls who frequent the dances should no more 
be solicited or respected than in the case of standards covering courses of 
study or other ideals under the control of the authorities of the University. I 
can best illustrate my position with reference to this matter by saying that I 
have notified two of the public school teachers who were justly publicized for 
improper dress and conduct at dances that their certificates would be 
promptly revoked upon a repetition of the offense. 

Yours very truly, 
T. H. Harris 

State Superintendent of Public Education. 
 

The Reveille answers Supt. Harris' letter: 
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"Once more, as a result of Superintendent Harris' interesting if 
somewhat long letter, the dance question finds itself back in the center of the 
stage with the spotlight shining full on it. The Reveille agrees with most of 
Superintendent Harris' statements, but certainly not with the first. We 
cannot, for the life of us, see where our news article or editorial on the 
subject could do anybody an in justice. 

The language Mr. Harris uses concerning the persons who threw eggs 
and set off flares is none too strong; the student body, however, is not 
convinced as to what its duty is and we do not believe that nearly 50 students 
know who the culprits are. 

It must be remembered that there are a number of persons in this 
world whose noses are ever sharp for scenting out evil and who are possessed 
of the desire to make human beings a trifle more virtuous than God intended 
them to be. Some fruits of this desire are forcing girls to wear sleeves on their 
evening gowns, police ordinances preventing art shops from showing 
reproductions of "September Morn" and the law against kissing one's wife 
on Sunday, which prevailed in Connecticut. 

Mr. Harris questions "if it be necessary to have dances there." If not, 
how would he furnish the young men and women of the university with 
needed recreation? He will find that a large percentage occasionally require 
something more exciting than the library or the Y. M. C. A." (May 20, 1919) 

 
The dance question leads to an inquiry by the board of supervisors of 

the university as to the possibility of an investigation: 
 
"INQUIRY ON L. S. U. DANCING FORECAST. Permitting Dances. 

Their Propriety May Be the Points Settled. 
An investigation of dancing conditions at Louisiana State University 

probably will be made by the board of supervisors of the university at its 
next meeting. T. H. Harris State Superintendent of education, said Tuesday. 
The investigation will result from a dispute which took place between the 
students who frequent the dances and the university authorities a few weeks 
ago. 

Mr. Harris said the probable plan of the board will be to determine 
two things. First, whether it is advisable to permit dances at the university. 
Second, if it is advisable, whether they have been properly conducted and if 
not, why not." (June 4, 1919) 

 
Others enter the dance question. The Mother's League of New 

Orleans voices their opinion about the dance problem: 
 
"ENDORSE MOVEMENT TO CALL HALT ON QUESTIONABLE 

DANCES. New Orleans, June 5. 
Resolutions endorsing the move of the Mothers' League to call a halt 

on so-called questionable dancing by members of the younger society set in 
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New Orleans were adopted Tuesday morning by the Council of Parents and 
Teachers at a meeting in Holmes Hall. 

This action followed an address by Dr. John M. Fletcher, professor of 
psychology at Tulane University, on the "Psychology of Play," in which he 
severely criticized modern terpsichorean steps as being contributory to moral 
delinquency and lacking in esthetic qualities. 

After characterizing dance "of the proper sort" as "almost an ideal 
form of play," Dr. Fletcher said: 

"Improper dancing is held to be responsible for one-half of the moral 
delinquency of the world. In the old days, whenever men and women were 
gathered together they gave expression to the spirit of the play in the form of 
charming and graceful folk dances. These dances, and others, such as the 
minuet-which is the personification of dignity-have helped in the making of 
literature, art and poetry of civilization. 

"If the so-called modern dances have made anything in the way of 
literature, art and poetry it has not been discovered. Dancing should refine 
and dignify human life. To fulfill this function it must be reformed and rid of 
many of the unwholesome and immoral tendencies with which much of it 
now is associated." (June 5, 1919) 

 
The Canteen Club of the Community Club of Baton Rouge was a 

place that was opened for the benefit of the soldiers during World War I and 
was a very popular place for both soldiers and other citizens of Baton Rouge. 
They had their own orchestra and issue rules for their club: 

 
"NO PARKING OR SHIMMYING AT CANTEEN. Those Who Want 

to Shimmy Will Remain to One-Step Tonight. 
There will be no parking or shimmying at the Community Club 

Canteen pavilion dance tonight, or any night in the future. 
Instructions to this effect will be issued tonight and every dancer as he 

comes will be given a card, with his ticket, to please refrain from parking or 
shimmying. 

It will be entirely out of form tonight to ask your partner to come 
shimmy and dance with me." 

One-Step is all right and has the approval of the most critical in 
dancing. Even the tickietoe will be permitted, but when it comes to 
"shimmying" or "parking" the Community Club draws the line. 

If you want to "park" or "shimmy" you can't do it to the music of the 
Community Orchestra." (June 7, 1919) 

 
The tern "parking" refers to a couple remaining still on the dance 

floor without moving their feet. 
The dance question is addressed in the local Baton Rouge paper by 

printing comments from various local citizens who express their opinion on 
the question: 
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"EXPRESS OPINIONS AS TO DANCING BAN AT THE 

UNIVERSITY. Students, Alumni, Friends of L. S. U. Make Statements. 
Statements of their opinions as to the ban placed upon dancing at the 

Louisiana State University by the executive committee at its meeting Friday 
evening has been given by a number of students, alumni and friends of the 
university. The regulation against this form of amusement within the 
grounds of the institution is to be enforced until further notice, the committee 
decided. 

The following are among those expressing their opinions: 
 
WADE BYNUM, of the Union Bank and Trust Co. "I have gone to a 

good many dances at the Community Club, Elks home and country Club. 
While I have not danced myself I have been an interested spectator of the 
various dances. I have seen nothing but the very best decorum, and nothing 
at all with which to find fault. As a rule my experience with critical audiences 
has been that they go rather to find fault than to enter into the spirit of the 
innocent amusement, and, of course, they usually find something to growl or 
complain about. This is perfectly natural." 

CAPTAIN J. Y. SANDERS, JR. Attorney and prominent alumnus: "I 
am not at all opposed to dancing as such. I could not take it upon myself to 
pass judgment upon the dancing at the university, whether it has been 
properly conducted or not for the reason that I have not been to a dance at 
the university for several years. I am convinced that the University 
authorities always will act for the best interests of the university, and since I 
am not in possession of the facts in the case I certainly could not presume to 
exercise the action of the university authorities in suspending dancing for the 
present, for, if the authorities sincerely believed that the dancing was being 
conducted in a way to bring discredit upon the university, it is surely their 
duty to remedy the matter by whatever action their judgment might deem 
wise." 

TOM LAWRENCE, President of the class of 1919 and editor of the 
Reveille for the sessions 1918-1919: "I think the restriction is very foolish. I 
consider that the committee acted very shortsightedly in making such a 
regulation, for the students, if, deprived of this form of amusement, will seek 
other reaction not so wholesome." 

W. G. RANDOLPH, Graduate of the School of Law, 1919: "I do not 
object to dancing being prohibited at L. S. U., provided the students are 
allowed to attend and give dances elsewhere, but I object to cutting out 
dancing altogether. I think it is all right to regulate the dancing if it is done in 
the right manner." 

MRS. A. M. HERGET: "While I am extremely sorry that such a move 
was necessary, I think the university authorities must be upheld. The rules 
governing the dances were broken, and in a number of instances the conduct 
of the young ladies and gentlemen was such that it called forth criticism, 
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making it necessary to do away with dancing at the state institution. 
However, if the dances could be conducted properly, I think that there is 
nothing more graceful or more enjoyable for the young people." 

MRS. E. P. FLOWER: "Personally I am very sorry that dances have 
been abolished at L. S. U., but it seems as if dancing had passed the control of 
either authorities or chaperons. It does seem hard on the boys and girls who 
conducted themselves properly to have to pay the penalty for those few who 
broke all the rules.  The young people enjoy dancing and this step will tend to 
make them dance downtown or in places not as desirable, I wish that the 
dances at the university could be conducted similar to those at Mississippi A. 
&. M. College. All dances are under the direct control of the president, and 
he and his wife attend every dance given. If the chaperons see any one 
dancing in a way that brings about criticism they take not of it. Then the next 
time the list of guests is submitted to the president for approval, and such is 
one of the requirements, the names of those who danced in a questionable 
manner fail to secure an invitation. No one knows anything about it, as all is 
done very quietly." 

MRS. DONM R. HEARN: "There has been a lot of unnecessary fuss 
made about the whole matter, and the University is certainly being severely 
criticized, not only in Louisiana but in other states. I have been up to the 
pavilion on a number of occasions, and while a few things were not exactly 
what they should have been, they were not as bad as have been pictured, the 
young people have to have some place to dance, and now that the pavilion 
has been closed to them it simply means that they will find other places." 

 
DANCE ARE BAD ELSEWHERE 

 
The consensus of opinion among the members was that, while dancing 

at Louisiana State University was no worse than other places, modern 
dancing had reached such an extreme that it should not be sanctioned by the 
University....." (June 30, 1919) 

 
There are always attempts to bring back the old dances and many 

believe that there will not be a revival of the old dance style. We read an 
article from Chicago that states dancing teacher say the waltz will not return 
to fashion here: 

 
"CHICAGO. Dancing Teacher Say the Waltz Will Not Return to 

Fashion Here. Chicago is the city of the jazz band and the ultra-modern 
dance. The old-fashioned person who wants to waltz and two-step will find a 
few opportunities in ballrooms here this season, from present prospects. Our 
youth crave not the dreamy waltz and the slow glide over the polished floor, 
but loves to Fox-Trot while the band plays syncopated harmonies with all the 
weird jazz effects. 
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New York say the waltz is coming back into prominence, at least 
delegates to the convention of the American National Association of Masters 
of Dancing indicated that the majority of the 300 members present favored 
and predicted that the waltz would be in supreme popularity; that the 
extremes of the modern dances would disappear, and that women, who have 
been backed over the dance floor most of the time will in the future go "50-
50" forward and backward with their partners. 

 
SAYS WALTZ NEVER DIED 

 
Augustus Bournique, who has been one of the leading dancing 

masters in Chicago for over 50 years, says the waltz does not need to come 
back, for it has never left us. 

The old waltz coming back" he queried. "The old waltz has never 
gone out. We have been teaching it right along, and it is now as popular with 
our clientele as it ever has been. We look for it to retain the same popularity 
this year. The one-step and Fox-Trot will continue popular also. All the best 
dancing teachers here hope to see a decline in extreme types of dancing." 

Other dancing teachers commented on the outlook for this season. 
They forecast that there would be not new dances, but there might be a few 
variations in the Fox-Trot and One-Step. As to the waltz, Miss Marie Helene 
Sanders, a local instructor, has this to say: 

 
THINKS THEY'LL NOT WALTZ HERE 

"The waltz is not very popular with the young people here. Perhaps 
the older generation of dancers will take it up more now, and give up trying 
to wiggle through the contortions of the modern dances. But the young set 
insist upon something more 'peppy.' Our Chicago dancers although they 
copy the extremes from New York, will not follow New York in substituting 
the old waltz for the modern dance." (Oct. 2, 1919) 

 
We find an article about the comeback of the 'old fashioned' dances 

and a ban on the new dances: 
 

Jan. 19, 1920 
 
"Old-Fashioned Dances Are to Displace Jazz. New York, Jan. 19. Old 

fashioned keep your distance dances are to displace the jazz steps if the 
nationwide reform movement untaken by the American National Association 
of Masters of Dancing proves successful The dancing masters it is announced 
count upon the support of mothers, fathers, daughters, sons, dance hall 
proprietors, dancing teachers and hostesses and if necessary the police 
department to exterminate the "half Nelson," "body hold," "Shimmy 
Hook," and other important ballroom grips which are practiced by some 
dancers. 
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Cheap and vulgar music is also to come under the ban and, and 
according to a circular just issued by the association, those in charge of 
community or public dances are urged to show their opposition to 
undesirable dancing by distributing “You will please leave the hall” cards to 
those who persist in offending.   

The women, it is charged are often as much to blame as their partners 
and, in some cases, dance hall proprietors are advised to pick out ten or a 
dozen objectionable couples and issue warnings to them at once. 

"You will soon see the circular reads: "that you have raised the 
standard of your establishment and that the loss will be more than make up 
by double the number of persons.' " 

 
American jazz music is beginning to take over the dance scene but not 

in Argentine where the Tango is still popular: 
 

April 11, 1920 
 
"American "Jazz" Fails to Oust Argentine Tango. Buenos Aires, 

April 11. The Argentine has retained its affection for its national dance, the 
tango, despite the introduction of American jazz music and syncopated 
melodies in the programs of Argentine halls and dances. This was shown 
during the balls held in a resort carnival when tango tunes outnumbered the 
Fox-Trot and One-Step in a proportion of three to one. Several American 
waltzes, however are very popular. The Argentines call the syncopated music 
"Yanqui" tunes. 

Some native musicians have grown rich composing tangos. One of the 
most popular here is called "Fany Agus" (Bread and Water). The title of 
another is translated as "Flower of the Mud."  

 
There is a need for orchestras that play the old time dance tunes. A 

convention in New Orleans uses such a group for their convention ball: 
 

May 22, 1920 
 
"Travelers Enjoy Old-Style Dances. Ball at Athenaeum Feature of U. 

C. T. Grand Lodge Convention.  
Old-fashioned dances were revived Friday night when the United 

Commercial Travelers and Bagman's ball was held in the Athenaeum. It has 
been a long time since such dances as quadrilles, two-steps, Virginia Reels 
and old fashioned waltzes have occupied a place of honor on a New Orleans 
dance program-yet here they were, and they were greeted with 
enthusiasm..." 
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In Thibodaux, La. we find an article that their town might get a bad 
name from some of the activities that were considered immoral during their 
town dances: 

 
"If the dance managers of Thibodaux do not prevent strangers-both 

young men and young ladies-from coming here to indulge in immoral or 
questionable dances it will not be long before Thibodaux has a real bad 
name. This town will be regarded by persons of loose morals as a place in 
which to have a "good time." We'll have visitors here from the four points of 
the compass and thus enjoy a lot of questionable fame. New Iberia, Crowley 
and Jennings forbid strangers to indulge in dances that border upon the 
disreputable and Thibodaux should take the same stand. It is true that self-
respecting young ladies and gentlemen might remedy matters by 
withdrawing from dances wherein immoral dances are attempted or 
tolerated, but they do not seem to have the moral courage to take a decisive 
stand and thus the condition appears to have their approval. In former times 
when a young man tried to introduce improper dances or held a girl in a way 
that was not in accord with gentlemanly bearing he soon found that a 
majority of the self-respecting girls would not accord him dances and he had 
to give up his tactics, but this commendable style of snubbing impolite young 
men is not popular now-a-day and so it's up to the dance managers to act. 
Notify strangers that they must either behave or keep away. They'll behave 
all right if just a little firmness is shown>" (May 22, 1920) 

 
The roots of many of the early jazz dances were said to come from the 

plantation. We read of a description of a slave dance on a plantation as 
described by a Madame Gobar: 

 
June 6, 1920 

 
"They also have another dance called 'pile chactors,' less graceful 

than the carabine, for the woman must dance without moving her feet. She 
remains almost still and the man facing her makes all kinds of movements, 
turns around her, gets on his knees and takes all sorts of extraordinary and 
grotesque poses. Finally the woman warms up, and taking her handkerchief 
from around her neck, she wipes her dancer's face with it. He, by the way, is 
greatly in need of it after his vigorous exercise. 

She continues to take graceful attitudes, shaking the handkerchief in 
different ways. Occasionally she glides toward the musician who plays the 
drum, and wipes his face. 

"I must admit that these dances had a certain charm for me, and 
when I heard the beating of the drum I was greatly excited, and felt like 
dancing also. We did dance the carabine, sometimes, my cousins and myself, 
when our old nurse sang an air. 
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I will never forget these jours de lan on the old plantation, as the 
spectacle was indeed a strange one, which, no doubt, would have greatly 
surprised our Yankee friends, enemies of slavery. Our house was simply 
invaded by the darkies, who sang and danced from morning till night. We 
children enjoyed all this noise, but our grand-parents were often wearied by 
the informal music which lasted all day. Still, no one ever said a word to 
dampen their joy, and it was an acknowledged fact that the day belonged to 
them, and they were to frolic and enjoy it. 

These recollections sadden me as they bring me back to the days of my 
childhood, but I am writing them at the request of my brother, who desires to 
preserve them, saving them from oblivion, where are fast disappearing all the 
customs and traditions of dear old Louisiana." (June 6, 1920) 

 
Different cities around the nation are also banning the jazz dances 

and make dance halls get a license. In St. Louis, Missouri we read of such a 
case: 

 
June 2, 1921 

 
"St. Louis Dance Halls Put Under Licensed Control. An ordinance 

placing all public dance halls under licensed control of the city has become 
effective here. The halls will be regulated by the Department of Welfare. 

Violations of the ordinance will be punishable by a fine of from $25 to 
$50. 

Passage of the act resulted from investigation of the "crime wave" in 
St. Louis several months ago by the board of aldermen. Police officers said 
much crime was traced to dance halls. 

The ordinance stipulates that a license fee, ranging from $20 to $150 a 
year, according to the size of the hall, shall be paid to the city. Licenses will 
be issued after an examination by the Director of Welfare as to the character 
of places. Halls must be closed after 1 a. m., except when operated on permits 
issued for special occasions. 

Persons under 17 years old are barred from halls after 8 p.m., unless 
accompanied by parents or guardians. Proprietors of halls who permit 
disorderly persons or criminals to gather in their halls or permit vulgar 
dancing or vulgar language, will loss their license and be guilty of a 
misdemeanor....." (June 3, 1921) 

 
The young people that attended the dances of the era were the 

supporters of jazz music and jazz dances. We find an article on what was the 
stereo type young girl of the times, the 'Flapper’: 

 
"THE FLAPPER," is the title of an article that appears in the Los 

Angeles Times newspaper. We reproduce it as it is reprinted in the 
Ponchatoula, La. newspaper: 
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"The average flapper does not care for privacy in the various details 
of making her toilet. She can rouge her lips in the midst of Broadway parade 
and comb out her bobbed locks while nibbling her esclair tubes to the music 
of a jazz band. Her womanly idea of preparedness is to have her vanity box 
chained to her arm at all hours. She carries a make-up box instead of a 
prayer book or nursing bottle. We have seen a briolor dab her nose five times 
with a powder rag while traversing a single city block. Before the 
stenographer goes out to lunch she holds active communication with her 
vanity case. She takes this essential equipment with her. When she finds her 
chair in the restaurant out comes the powder rag for another caress. When 
the lunch is concluded there must be more powder and rouge, and a possible 
call for the manicure tools. No girl hesitates at making up in a crowded 
streetcar or in the rush of traffic. She can cold cream herself in front of the 
Grand Army of the Republic. She will paint her eyebrows in honor of the 
American Legion and roll her stockings in company of the wide, wide world. 
She has learned to use a comb in the theatre and her nail polisher in church. 
She can sit on the windowsill and tint her lips while the firemen below are 
waiting for her to jump. She isn't easily disconcerted, and the guy who 
kidnaps her is getting some kid." (June 23, 1921) Ponchatoula, La. 

 
The feeling about the jazz dance continues to be stated in the papers 

and we read of two such articles that are printed in the Ponchatoula, La. 
papers: 

 
Oct. 7, 1921   
 

 “FLORIDA PARISHES PASTORS URGE FAIR TO BAN DANCE. 
Thirty-four ministers have entered a protest with the management of the 
Florida Parishes Fair against the "Modern Dance" being made a part of the 
program. The ministers signing the protest represent 10,000 church members 
of the parishes of St. Helena, Livingston and Tangipahoa. 

The protest has been printed on placards and given wide circulation. 
It urges the stopping of both gambling and dancing at the Fair Grounds, so 
as to "remove all causes of friction and division among our people." 

 
Oct. 21, 1921   

 
"MINISTERS PROTEST MODERN DANCING AT FAIR. Thirty-

four minister in Tangipahoa, St. Helena and Livingston parishes commend 
the board of directors of the Florida Parishes Fair Association for their 
progressive spirit and expressed determination to stop gambling at the fair 
grounds but protest against the modern dance being made a part of the fair 
programme. 

They take the stand that while some fine people participate in and 
patronize the modern dance, they are many in the parishes who look upon 
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the modern dance as nothing less than a snare and a temptation to their boys 
and girls and believe that the fair to be a success in the highest sense should 
have nothing on the programme that would antagonize any of the people. 
They urge the management to stop dancing as well as gambling thereby 
removing all cause of friction and division among the people." 

 
We read again about the necessity of decency in the new dances being 

done by the young, a constant occurrence as the dances evolve into new ones 
and with more aggressive steps and movements to accompany the new jazz 
music. We find an article in the Donaldsonville, La, newspaper: 

 
"On account of the many indecent dances given in Thibodaux in the 

past few months, the city council of that thriving town met recently and 
adopted the following ordinance, declaring such dances a nuisance and a 
breach of decency. 

Therefore, be it resolved, that the board of trustee of the town of 
Thibodaux do now to be on record as being unalterably opposed to the 
indecent dancing now being permitted in the Woodmen Hall, and as being 
opposed to permitting young people who dance at said hall to retire at the 
time of intermission from said hall, unaccompanied by chaperons, and to 
parts unknown for automobile rides. 

Be it further resolved, that the board of trustees do now request the 
officers of the Woodmen of the World in charge of said building, refrain 
from permitting the use of their hall for the giving of any dances wherein any 
such misconduct and breach of decency is allowed, under penalty of having 
this board of trustees pass an ordinance declaring such conduct disorderly, 
and their place wherein allowed a nuisance and under penalty of having all 
such places condemned as a nuisance and closed." (Jan. 115, 1921) 

 
Religious leaders continue to revolt against jazz dancing. A Rabbi in 

New York states his views: 
 

March 25, 1922 
 
"Rabbi Wise Denounces Jazz Dancing. And Defines Term "Flapper" 

in answer to Question. 
New York, March 25. Rabbi Stephen s. Wise, speaking before the 

league for political education, characterized jazz dancing as "a species of sex 
gymnastics" and declared that society as such, was nothing more than a 
"competition in semi-nudity" After denouncing theatrical productions 
containing so-called "problems," Rabbi Wise undertook to answer questions 
hurled from the audience. "What is flapper?" Some one asked. "It's a young 
person thinking too much on inconsiderable trifles, who has not yet come to a 
worth while way of life." 

"How about her parents?" 
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"They are grown up flappers," was the answer. 
Rabbi Wise said he would not even tar and feather some of the 

producers and actors appearing on Broadway, "for even the pitch would be 
defiled." (March 25, 1922) 

 
We still continue to have examples of the old dances being used. A 

motion picture uses some of the old time dances featuring the movie star 
Norma Talmadge: 

 
May 6, 1922 

 
"Old Time Dances Back; Toddle and Trot May Go. 
Are the old time dances coming back and the modern steps going out? 
Is the toddle to be replaced by the 1860 polka and the fox trot to give way to 
the old lancers? 
Certainly there is a renewed interest in the dances of other days. 
Even the motion pictures are doing their part to bring about a revival of the 
stately steps of old, as witness Norma Talmadge's latest first National 
attraction, "Smilin' Through" which will be shown at the Columbia 
Wednesday through Friday. 
In "Smilin' Through" Norma and her company dance the polka, an old 
English waltz and the lanciers. And they were schooled for this dancing by 
Arthur Mortlory, the famous dancing master." (May 6, 1922) 

 
Groups are formed to counter the morals being set by the jazz dances. 

One such is the Moral League of Algiers, La: 
 

July 8, 1922 
 
"Moral League in New Fight On Jazz Dance. Algiers body Asks New 

Orleans' boys, girls to Join Organization. 
The following dispatch came Saturday from Algiers where the army 

of Morality Leaguers, under Generalissimo Leslie Schroeder, has for the past 
two months been at death-grapples with cherry-pickers, tack hammers, 
cheek-pressers, hip-swingers, and lemon-rollers of the fierce jazz dance 
invaders: 

"In our efforts to run the invaders out of Algiers, we have met them, 
but they are not all ours. Re-enforcement's are needed." 

The appeal was addressed to all good boys and girls in New Orleans, 
and accompanied a blank pledge which the Orleanians are invited to sign so 
as to become members of the Morality league, whose only aim in life is the 
death of jazz. 

The communications from anti-jazz headquarters declared police 
should be required to enforce "anti-vulgar dance" ordinances, and said one 
policeman stood like the statue of liberty, outside a dance hall in Algiers, 
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while the "immoral jazz" was inside, weaving its siren spiel, with "fiendish 
criminals" helping in the job. The communication is signed by John F. 
Curry, secretary of the Morality League. 

Girls Shy, is Claim. Generalissimo Schroeder, who is president of the 
league and a scoutmaster in Algiers, said only one girl has promised to join 
the proposed girl’s auxiliary of the league, but that eventually an auxiliary 
will be organized. He has been working for weeks to induce girls in Algiers 
but, as announced recently, has found them "shy." 

The generalissimo added that he did not think New Orleans girls and 
boys, would prove reluctant at joining when they realized the great work the 
"salvation of morals" that the Morality League is performing. Here's the 
pledge he asked them to sign" 

 
MAKE THE NEXT GENERATION SAFE.  
Application FOR GIRLS IN MORALITY.  Send communications to 

Leslie Schroeder, 606 Opelousas Avenue, Algiers. 
 
I hereby make application for membership in the Morality League of 

Algiers. 
Name __________________ 
Age____________________ 
Address________________ 
What do you think of the present dance?________________ 
Why do you wish to become a member of the Morality 

League?_________________ 
Do you understand that this organization is for good girls 

only?__________________ 
Do you believe this fight is a just one?______________ 
Why?_________________________________________ 
If you had children of your own would you left them indulge in such 

dance as of the present day?______________________________________ 
Why?______________________________________ 
 
I strongly affirm as a Christians lady that the answers to the above 

questions are true to the  best of my knowledge.__________ 
Signature ______________." 
 
A large article in the paper, (with pictures) is entitled "Is The Waltz 

coming Back?"  It gives an interesting history of the waltz: 
 
Oct. 9, 1923 
 
"The Waltz Which Came Before the World was Ready for It. It has 

Followed Other Wars and War-Weary Paris Turns to it Now.  
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Psychologists have long held that the measure and rhythm of the old-
fashioned waltz is more soothing to strained nerves than any sort of music. In 
the past the world has sought relief after a period of great stress is the 
melting, sentimental strains of the waltz, and Paris is waiting now. 

In Thuringia 100 years and more ago, _______ found the peasant 
dancing a new dance. It was so gay and audacious, so novel in both step and 
tempo; so enthusing and heart melting, that the armies of Napoleon forgot 
most everything to learn it. 

 
Saw the German Dance. 

 
It was danced by couples. The man took his partner by the waist while 

she clung to his shoulder. The two other arms were held outstretched, hand 
always clasping hand. And round and round the couples whirled to music 
with a strange new lilt, languorous and agitated, soothing and exciting, as 
well as sentimental. 

"Now, that is dancing!" said the Grande Armee. They took it with 
them, pretty nearly everywhere; and, around 1808 or thereabouts, they 
brought the waltz to Paris. 

Of course, there are French patriots unwilling to credit German 
peasants with the great invention. For them (at their head was always 
Charles Malherbe, archiviste of the Paris Grand Opera), the waltz in old 
French. 

 
Says it is French 

"In the 12th century," he told me once, "the waltz was known in 
Provence and called the volta. Then, it was not only danced, but sung while 
dancing; and the song was called the ballads. About 1500 the volta was 
brought to Paris, where it remained in vogue at court all through the 
century. Though slower than the classic waltz, it was certainly in waltz time." 

Around 1700 the volta-waltz turned up in the little courts of Savoy, 
Tuscany, Naples, etc., but did not spread, in any popular way, beyond those 
borders. 

So Lord Byron was correct enough, around 1916, when all the world 
went soft on it, to hail” 

 
Imperial waltz, imported from the Rhine, 
(Famed for the growth of pedigrees and wine) 
To one and all, the lovely stranger came, 
And every ballroom echoes with her name! 
 
No better evidence of the craze could be found than the great English 

poet's long "Ode to the Waltz." Yet, at this distance, it is easy to look back 
and see that it had to await its hour - that of a world fatigued with war 
stress? 
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In the last days of Napoleon, the waltz was really struggling for its 
place in the French capital when”  

 
Gentle Gentle, in her strife with stael, 
Could e'en proscribe it from a parils Ball! 
 
And it reached its vogue in London immediately after the wars of the 

empire, when London and Paris were united, and all Europe craved repose. 
Lord Byron's "Ode" represent the new dance, with the Muses and the 
Graces, arriving on a boat” 

  
...her fairest freight, 
Delightful waltz, on tiptoe for a mate. 
the welcome vessel reach's the genial strand, 
and 'round her socked the daughter of the land! 
 

Polka was Earlier 
 
The lines are doubtless forgotten today, but it was a long poem, 

creating an immense stir in its time, and proceeded by a supposed letter from 
a country squire up in London to learn his steps on which he breaks into 
rhapsodies: 

 
Oh, say shall dull romalka's heavy round 
Fandandos wriggle, or Rolero's bound; 
Can Egypt's Almas tantalizig group- 
Columbia's caperers to the warlike whoop- 
Can aught from cold kamschatka to Cape Horn 
With Waltz compare, or after Waltz be forne? 
 
Evidently, yes; but they did not know it. The original mazurka, a wild 

sortie of cotillion having something of both waltz and polka, was already 
being danced in remote parts by Poles, Hungarians and Czechs. The 
Schottische was to be introduced into Paris sometime later, about `8309. And 
the polka itself, coming from Bohemia by way of Vienna, was to take Paris--
in 1844. 

But the Waltz (take notice) has something absolutely and all its own-
which will bring it back again and again, when the conditions favor, or even 
permit. 

 
It's in the Music 

 
"Of all dance airs," says Malherbee (that archiviste of the Paris Grand 
Opera, learned custodian and specialist of these things), "of all dance airs," 
he says, "The waltz, by reason of the elegant, amiable and relatively 
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passionate nature, is almost alone in approaching what is called great music, 
permitting the composer to give free scope to his learning and genius. Read, 
if you please, the heart - the appeal of sentiment, so the waltz will triumph, 
again and again, by these considerations, when conditions favor. What are 
such conditions? The same yesterday, today and tomorrow, as in the days of 
Lord Byron - a world fatigued with stress of war, and craving softness, 
sweetness and the things of culture! 

 
A Stage Success 

 
If all this should seem to be building much on a small basis, I will give 

you another far away melody to make you sit up and take notice. 
It is a Gayety success in London. "The Last Waltz," brought out in 

George Edwardes' old theater-and a waltz song that took two motor 
limousines with broad, flat roofs to carry to Charles Cross Hospital the 
flowers which it produced for Miss Jose Collins! 

 
 If this should be the last waltz, 
 If dawn must break too soon, 
Just hold me to your heart, dear, 
 and love shall call the tune, 
Our dreams of joy are ended, 
 and tears are all in vain; 
Then let us dance together, 
 That last sweet waltz again! 
 

Dancing as a Volcano! 
 
Not much as verse, you say. The tune is of similar calibre, but it 

haunts - and London goes home whistling and humming it. The music is by 
that master of light opera Oscar Strauss, the original book being disinfected 
for English toe; but it is of no consequently-the audiences simply melt to the 
waltz airs and the personality of Jose Collins. 

 
Old Cotillion Revived 

 
It is headlined "the return of the Waltz Song.”The Merry Widow" 

they say, has been utterly surpassed, and Miss Collins draws down about 
$5,000 weekly of good money. "The Last Waltz," they say, has nothing new, 
but "all the fine old thrills are there, satisfying love of melody and harmony, 
love of grace and beauty, without a hint of jazz, vulgarity or cheapness!" 

At the same moment there comes from New York the story of the 
farewell entertainment given at the house of Oglen Mills, her father, by the 
Earl and Countess of Granard, before returning to England. It was a dinner-
dance of about 100 guests, and pay strict attention here. 
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"There was a cotillion, led by L. F. Holbrook Betts," says the cable 
report, "a revival of the old-time German, as it was often referred to, which 
is a real novelty in dances at the present time. The favors were simple." 

 
A Near Waltz in Paris 

 
In Paris the stream of the fox -trot, it must be admitted, still continue 

to predominate, at this last moment, in excellent society. 
It is "the old fox trot, transformed shimmy, and at present called the 

"Bluzz," but danced utterly correctly in the stiff American manner," The 
"epileptic shimmy" is seen only danced by chauffeurs at Luna Park. 

Along with fox trot, there is danced a quantity of Boston, become a 
hesitation waltz - that is to say, there is a hesitation step in it, and it is done to 
slow waltz music. There is also the One Step, in great present-hour use still, 
and more rapid than the fox trot. The tango continues, always with new 
steps; but they "walk" through it, stepping stiff, with "all graces 
suppressed" and the original tango spirit absent. The Spanish Schottische is 
deemed "amusing." 

All are mere survivals. They continue on by inertia, the remains of 
speed acquitted in time past. In the midst of them, in the best houses as in the 
best public dancing, you hear, suddenly, the soft charm of "The Waltz of the 
Roses" interposed into the program, it stirs up, invariably, a hum of 
approval, a sentimental softening and, once of twice, I have been impressed 
by fixed attention in the public of a "Dancing" that approached to the silence 
where you hear a pin drop, as the graceful paid performers floated in couples 
to the sweet and sentimental waltz airs that can not be heard unmoved." 

 
The tango continues to be the craze of the young dance set and new 

steps are being added to the dance: 
 

May 17, 1923 
 
"La Mome, Paris Importantion, does the Trick. 
As dancing becomes more of a vogue, unpretentious dance halls 

become elaborate ballrooms and the simple two-step is superseded by the 
picturesque tango. 

West, step stylist and chief dancing instructress at Roseland, New 
York's largest ball room, thinks the modern version of the tango is about to 
change flapper dancing and incidentally to influence flapper dress and 
manners. 

Tango languor, she maintains, does not go with short skirts and 
bobbed hair. Finished movements and graceful flowing garments are, on the 
other hand, its natural accomplishments. 

 
NEW VOGUE 
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"La Mome Tango," written by Emile Doloire, musical director of the 

Follies Bergere, Paris, is one of the new members to which Miss West points 
as typical of the recent vogue for leisurely and ceremonious dancing. 

The tango will, she thinks, do more to temper flapperism with 
feminism than the combined energy of all America's irate parents. 

"La Mome Tango" has the added advantage of a step simplicity 
which has been lacking in other tangos," she adds."   (May 17, 1923) 

 
While this is not an essay on the evolving of the Marathon dance, 

there is an article about a lady breaking the record for length of waltzing. 
This just adds more notoriety to the popularity of the dance. She dances for 
52 hours and 16 minutes to break a record: 

 
April 12, 1923 

 
"WALTZ ME AROUND AGAIN, WILLIE!" 
Cleveland Girl Dances 52 Hours and 16 Minutes. 
Miss Helene Mayer, 21, a Cleveland department store saleswoman, 

Thursday established a new continuous dancing record of 52 hours and 16 
minutes, breaking the previous record of 50 hours and 2 minutes made by 
Miss Alam Cummins at New York Monday. Miss Mayer started dancing at 
9:35 a. m. Tuesday and quit at 1"51 p. m. Thursday. 

Their heads swathed in damp bandages, three girls were gliding 
over...a dance hall floor here Thursday, confident that they would surpass 
the 50 hours and two minutes of continuous dancing record, established in 
New York Monday by Miss McCummins. 

Miss Helene Mayer, a saleswoman in the department store here, the 
dance of the competitors, has been dancing since 9:35 o'clock Tuesday 
morning. She hopes to set a new record of at least 60 hours. The other is 
Madline Gottachick, who started at 12:30 a.m. Wednesday, and Gertrude 
Walker, who began half an hour later. 

Bob Williams, who started as Miss Mayer's partner, dropped but 
after almost 24 hours of continuous dancing, Vioncent Reo, who began with 
Miss Walker, then became Miss Mayer's partner. 

At times the dancing is little more than a walk around the room. A 
three minute rest in allowed every seven hours but when the girls get hungry 
they munch on sandwiches and drink malted milk without stopping their 
glides. Shoes get worn out every so often. Then a new pair is brought out and 
the girl is to make the change raises one foot behind her, hopping along as 
best she can, while by-standers remove the old and put on the new. 

The orchestra dwindles and swells alternately. Sometimes there is a 
full contingent of musicians, while at other times the most a pianist or a 
solitary saxophone hold forth alone. 
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At 10:35 a. m. Miss Mayer had been dancing for 49 hours and was but 
one hour and two minutes from the record. 

With her fifth male partner Miss Mayer said she felt better early this 
morning that at any time since starting. She said she expected to dance until 
8 o'clock Thursday night. 

The other two girls, who started several hours after Miss Mayer, 
dropped out of the dancing this morning, after having passed the 28 hour 
record.” (April 12, 1923) 

 
American society was greatly influenced by European vogues and 

Paris led this influence while accepting American jazz dance and 
popularizing them. We read about the dance appeal with the French: 

 
"Dancing Appears Popular As Ever With the French 
Turning away from his hotel with a few hours of idle time at his 

disposal, the visitor in Paris who seeks the show windows of the life of the 
capital will within a few blocks, find what he is looking for in one of the 
many establishments which the French call "dancings." The most popular 
dance number at least a dozen. They are all tea and supper rooms. A 
pompous and uniformed man is on duty at the street door, but the place itself 
is like as not tucked away on an upper floor, away from the noise of the 
street. 

The world passed through these places, but America furnishes the 
nucleus of the stock companies and the audience that stage a constantly 
shifting show. Half the people present have come to dance, the others to 
watch and to talk, and to make new friends. 

Fashion does not parade the streets in Paris. New gowns are 'not seen 
on the Rue de la paix as they may be on the "Main Streets" of America. 
Many of them appear on models at the races, on the stage, and to a less 
extent in theatre audiences but the tourist sees more of the dressmakers and 
the milliner's work at the tea tables or in night cafes than at all the other 
"peacock alleys" to which the visitor has access. 

America jazz bands, or "master of syncopation," still predominate at 
the "dancings," but they are being Frenchified. American music ranks as the 
best for dancing, but Americans abreast of the times at home some times 
notice music they first heard several years ago on the other side. 

When interest begins to lag on the waxed floor entertainers, chiefly 
Americans, are brought on to stimulate trade, and they and the English 
nearly monopolize that part of the show. Professional dancers are also often 
Americans, although the "professional" who dances with the women whose 
escorts come only to look, and who appear on the waiter's check for ten 
francs a dance are more often French and are often bussytail Englishmen. 
“(cc 1922) 
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The moral controversy continues and the pendulum is said to be 
swinging back to decent dances: 

 
Sept. 11, 1923 

 
"Dancing Pendulum is Swinging Back to Decency. 
Los Angeles, CA, Sept. 11. Wiggling, squirming, jazzy dancing is 

losing its popularity in nearly every part of the United States, and modesty, 
propriety and reserve are coming back in the dance halls, according to 
Fenton Bolt, national director of dance reform, who attended the summer 
session of the normal school of American National Association of Dancing 
Masters here. 

The touching of faces semi-embraces and excess of muscular response 
to overdone syncopation are now taboo in virtually every dance hall in 
America, said Mr. Bolt. Man and women have swung back to the human 
normal of propriety and good taste, he said. 

"The most undesirable of jazz dancing was the result of adding a 
dreamy oriental atmosphere to highly syncopated music," continued Mr. 
Bolt, "It is almost impossible properly to supervise dancing when the time of 
the selection is broken up by a great number of beats. When the jazziest of 
music is played, it is hardly possible for the dancers not to respond. 

"Improper department on the floors of dancing schools and public 
balls has become a rarity in the last three years. The campaign conducted by 
the National Association of Dancing Masters for clean dancing is partly 
responsible for the change. It also is to be re-edited to the people themselves. 

"Private clubs and cafes have been beyond the influence of the 
association, and in these privileged places jazz dancing is the extreme may 
still prevail, but the bulk of the nation's dancers, those who attend schools 
and public halls, are dancing with as much modesty, propriety and reserves 
as ever was seen in the days of the waltz, polka, schottische and their running 
mates. 

"The waltz will never be dropped and the two-step is still with us in 
the Fox-Trot, but I believe what is known as the new school of dancing has 
come to stay. 

The west has adopted the reform more quickly and perhaps more 
thoroughly than the east." (Sept. 21, 1923) 

 
It is written that jazz music and jazz will effect future generations and 

asks the question; can the painted jazzing girls of this era give birth to the 
statesmen of the future?  We read: 

 
June 23, 1923 

 
"What Jazz is Doing. Who will be the great man of the coming 

generation? Who will their mother's be? Can the painted jazzing girls of this 
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era give birth to the state-men of the future? We doubt it. The lipsticks, paint 
and powder will be the cause of the dwindle of the Americans just as to much 
dissipation was the fall of the Romans. The jazz dances of the present day 
will spell the decay of the sturdy American men and women of the future. 
What prospective father of native ability could choose a suitable mate to be 
the mother of his and her child from a jazz hall to be the parent of a big man 
or women of the next generation or more?” (June 23, 1923) 

 
In the town of Shreveport, La. the new jazz dances are banned on 

Sundays: 
 
"No more dancing on Sunday in Shreveport (Caddo Parish, La.) is 

allowed the Police Jury adopting an ordinance forbidding Sunday dances 
and requiring wee-day dances to cease at mid-night. That's the way to do 
when people cast reason to the winds. The time will yet come when other 
latter day forms of amusement will also be regulated by law. There seems to 
be lots of truth in that saying that "If you allow some people an inch they'll 
take a foot." The young people and some of the older people now-a-days 
want to take several feet in their desire to over indulge in amusements." (July 
24, 1924) 

 
Just as the transition from swing music to rock music in the 50's and 

60's this was a time of transition from the old fashioned dances and the jazz 
dance. We continually read of what are called 'old fashion dances.' We read 
of one in Ponchatoula, La.: 

 
Oct. 19, 1924 

 
"Those who were experts twenty to thirty years ago will dance again. 

Some of the old time citizens of Ponchatoula and the surrounding community 
are planning to have an old fashioned dance at the new hall here some time 
next week. 

Quadrilles, waltzes, schottisches and the Virginia Reel will be danced 
following the Grand March which will start the evenings entertainment at 
8:30 P. M. None of the latest dances will be danced, as so there will be no 
need of a policeman, though Edward Tucker will be there to enjoy the 
dance." (Oct. 19, 1924) 

 
In a town in Tennessee, we read of the "dance problem." 
 

July 18, 1924 
 
"The Dance problem. The Leader, a newspaper published at 

Covington, Tenn. backed up by the Memphis Commercial Appeal, cries out 
in a large voice against a dance recently staged in Covington. Covington is a 
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small town north of Memphis, an old tow, with a great many very fine people 
in it. According to the Leader, the dance was a disgrace though the 
newspaper acquits the boys and girls of Covington, and lays the blame on the 
outsiders, who had come to Covington to make Rome howl, and to do other 
things. 

Here is a very grave problem; it is a problem of the heart and the 
home, too, and, frankly, we do not know what we are going to do about it. 
We can stop these dances, to be sure. But we do not know how we are going 
to get rid of the automobile and the open road. 

We kid ourselves too much about these things. We have been 
reformed in 40 different ways in recent years. Yet, actually, we are more 
immoral now than we have been at any time in our history. 

We got rid of the jag and took on the jazz. We lifted the libertine out 
of the saloon, and out of the brothel gave him a limousine, and turned him 
loose on the girlhood if the country. It isn't a pleasant truth, but it is the 
truth, just the same. 

These dances are bad, and a whole lot of human hearts are going to be 
ground up by them. They are bad for the reason that the saloon and the 
brothel were bad. But we have not shown much intelligence in dealing with 
any of these things. Is it because we will not be honest with ourselves or with 
our children? Is it because we are too cowardly to say in the open what we 
honestly think of some of our reforms? 

The time is coming when we must come clean in these things. 
We have not been honest and we are not honest now, else we are 

stupider than we think we are. 
For one thing, we must get closer to our children, do more for the, and 

provide wholesome outlets for their innocent and normal urges. Young 
people want to play, and they have a right to play, and they will play without 
hurt to themselves or to us if we but do our duty by them. The boys and girls 
are not to be blamed for what is happening to them. We are to blame." (July 
18, 1924) 

 
We read of another article about the revival of the old-time dances. 

There are still many people that still love to dance the old-fashioned way: 
 
"MARRIED FOLKS TO GIVE DANCE. Big Time Planned By Old 

Time Dancers For Oct. 28th. 
Ponchatoula will put the ban on jazz next Tuesday night when the old 

time dancers will dance the old fashioned dances to the music of an old 
fashioned band. 

The dance is being given by the married folks of Ponchy and the 
invitations are going out to married folks only. Those who used to be the best 
dancers in their time will all be in attendance to dance to the strains of the 
old "Sheet Iron Band." 
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Among the dances planned and which appear on the program are the 
Grand March, Polka, Waltz, Two Step, Virginia Reel, Schottische, Quadrille, 
Lancers, etc. 

The Dance is to be given in "Bradley Hall" which is the name selected 
for the building which was purchased by Bert Branch and which has been 
remodeled and contains a new hard wood floor which was pronounced by the 
hundreds who danced on it during the community Fair as being "perfect." 

The refreshment will be served by two old time "Darkies" who did 
their bit in the days of Slavery, and whom most of the old timers of this 
section are acquainted with." (Oct. 24, 1924) 

 
In 1925 the Charleston Dance becomes the most popular dance. We 

find an article in the paper about this new dance: 
 

Jan. 28, 1925 
 
"THE CHARLESTON-NEGRO DANCE 
 
Among the passing fads of 1925 is the Charleston, other wise a dance, 

and a very close cousin to the cross word puzzle. It originated principally 
from the Negro quarter of the city of Charleston, South Carolina, many 
years ago, but it is very popular with the flappers and tellers of today's 
generation. Last Sunday's N. O. Item gives further evidence about the 
Charleston being a Negro dance as follows: The Robichaux mentioned below 
being we understand a Negro. 

"Wow," shouts the multitude as it twists itself into unthinkable 
contortions and misshapen postures. "Hot stuff, the Charleston!" 

Modern? Well, not exactly. What is known as the Charleston-the 
feverish knocking of knees and twisting of feet that is shaking down 
buildings, morals and avoirdupois, is over a hundred years old, and these 
frenzied dance hounds are breaking ankles and bank accounts in agonizing 
attempts literally to keep step with what they believe are the 'ate' movements 
in world of jazz. 

Such grotesque squirmings and torturous writhing when introduced 
no less than a century ago by the dusky population of the sugar and cotton 
plantations. 

Talk to any plantation owner and he will tell you that these violent 
kneebendings and ankle-twisting comprised the most popular jig of the 
Negro workers, and could be witnessed at any moment of the day or night 
when the twang of a banjo was heard coming from the Negro cabins. The 
only feature of the dance that has suffered change is its name. In the days 
before it had invaded the ball room of society it was known as "The Nigger 
Breakdown," a name which is certainly more fitting than the "Charleston." 
"Nervous Breakdown" would be still more to the point - while "Delirium 
Tremens" would be the essence of perfect description. 
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John Robichaux, orchestra leader of the Lyric Theatre, says that the 
Charleston is nothing but an elaboration of plantation dances of the past 
hundred years. He also says, "I saw the steps in the old reels and jigs around 
Thibodaux, La., when I was a boy 46 years ago." (Sic: This would make the 
year 1877.) 

And now that we have been assured that this dance, which was 
thought to be ultra modern, could have been performed by our great-
grandmothers when they were in their teens, the next question naturally is 
"Who popularized the "Nigger Breakdown," and who committed the sin of 
changing its name?" 

The version most widely accepted is that in Charleston, S. C., about 
two years ago, a booking agent saw a small Negro newsboy on a street corner 
going through series of rhythmical twistings. The said booking agent being 
immensely pleased with the effect and with the thought of how ravenously 
the younger jazz fiends would grab at this opportunity to wriggle, introduced 
this small darkey to some dancing school masters, gave the steps the correct 
amount of publicity and let the daughters and sons and fathers and mothers 
do the rest. 

Incidentally, the two best Charleston dancers of the country are two 
dusky natives of Columbus, S. C., who were chosen from among a group of 
plantation hands and put behind the footlights." (Jan. 28, 1925) 

 
The article spoken about above, is published a week before he one 

given below: 
 

Jan. 21, 1925 
 
"CHARLESTON 
It is called a dance, this gymnastic indictrous, fantastic foot movement 

that is sweeping the country by storm and which, according to one medical 
authority, causes "papilloma, which is an epithelial tumor formed by 
hypertrophy of the papillac." In other words, corns. 

This new series of violent convulsions that is disturbing the country 
better known as the Charleston, has penetrated even the walls of sacred 
institutions of learning. We read where these peculiar gyrations were banned 
at one girls' school because the buildings in which they were practiced began 
to crack under the strain imposed upon them. We heartily agree with the 
authorities of the school, for think how annoying it would be to the neighbors 
to have a building or so come crashing over their heads. 

We have one consolation, however; The Charleston cannot last-no 
mortal can hope to worship at its throne and survive. It will no doubt depart 
to that Limbo of forgotten dances where reside the Bunny Hug, Scissors 
Walk, St. Vitus Prance, Trombone Slide, Panama Glide, Angleworm Wiggle, 
Washington Waddle, Boston Dip, and hundreds of others. 
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Yet why get wrought up over thin latent fad of our dizzy young 
generation? Why not let them tie themselves into knots and contort 
themselves into corkscrew shapes if they want to? Evangelists have been 
presaging the chaos of civilization since the advent of the turkey trot-the 
infant of jazz-yet the Old World still seems to be here. The proper thing to 
worry about now is what will be next? 

In answer to the last question may we not quote F. J. Edwards, who 
although not a dancer, appears to be deeply interested in the Charleston, he 
says. 

Travelers returning from Mesopotamia report that the Arabs of that 
land have a quaint tribal dance in the process of which each dancer taps his 
partner over the head with a ratchet. It is called the Nutcracker. 

May I, with all due modesty, put forward the idea that this simple 
pastime would make an excellent successor to the Charleston." (Jan. 21, 
1925) 

 
There are attempts at explaining the relationship of the dance to jazz 

music. Previous dance music had strongly accented beats on the first beat 
and had a well-defined rhythm texture. Jazz rhythm uses syncopation and 
with this rhythm new dances had to be fitted with the upheaval of the main 
beat of a tune. We find an article on this subject in the pictorial Review of 
August, 1925 

 
"Jazz and the Dance. Where It Comes From and Where It Is Going 
“In previous music articles, we have followed the dance up to our own 

time, and now we arrive at jazz, considered by some to be the typical 
American gift of music to a waiting world. 

Before explaining jazz, let us say that it is not easy to play it well; 
hence the player piano, the phonograph, and the radio make it possible for us 
to play and listen to jazz delightfully and readily. 

Furthermore, use the radio as a benign sampler, and when you hear a 
good piece  "come over," get it for your instruments. In this way you will get 
a large interest on your investment in musical tools and your radio will help 
to make your other players and concerts of even greater utility and joy; for 
never has it been so simple to hear such artists as Boulanger, Gorgoza, 
d'Alvaret, J. Wolfe, Gershwin, Kockanski, etc. 

But what is jazz? Well, some say it was born among the dark-skinned 
in his native African heath, which would seem to be confirmed by our 
knowledge that it came to us from our own Negro influence more than fifty 
years ago. First, we had the old croons and what were called the folk-songs of 
America as written by Stephen Foster in "Swanee River," "Old Black Joe," 
and "My Old Kentucky Home." Also, many of us can remember coon songs 
and minstrel songs such as May Irwin and others used to sing as "Honey, My 
Little Girl," "Kentucky Babe," "Eb'ry Nigger Had a Lady but Me.: Then 
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came our ragtime, such as "Alexander's Ragtime Band," "Whistling Rufus." 
etc. 

Now, some of the ragtime is impossible, while some of it is truly 
American and is the work of genius, and therefore a characteristic 
contribution to our national musical portfolio; for example, Irving Berlin's 
"Alexander's Ragtime Band," also his "Whistling Rufus." 

The outstanding characteristic of jazz and ragtime is syncopation, 
which means an accent thrown out of focus and instead of being on the usual 
strong beat of the measure is thrown on the weak beat. Just as there are good 
polkas and bad, good marches and poor, so there are good jazz tunes and 
bad ones. 

The blues is, to our idea of thinking, a truly melancholy form of jazz; 
it is a result of that scooping on trombone and wail of the saxophone that 
drag out the comic tragedy of the unmelodious-syncopated-tempered 
delirium. 

You will be amused and interested to know that the Barbary Coast 
(San Francisco) has given us from its dives the best people dance in their 
homes and in ballrooms. It is important to realize that the test of good music 
is its persistence. There will probably be but five or six jazz bits for our 
children's children! 

Do you realize that the scooping of the strings in our jazz and in the 
blues, the pulling out of the roaring trombone, and the droning of the 
saxophone, are distinct holdover from our savage brethren and the Oriental 
races? This in itself ought to make us feel indebted to alien races, for they are 
giving us our national music. How can we be nationally snobbish? 

So anxious are the jazzers for tunes that they have cleverly reversed 
and perverted the usual borrowing system. Instead of going to the national 
airs or folk songs for his music, the jazzer goes to the rich harvest of art 
forms, which he distorts and contorts into writhing, twirling, gyrating bits; 
some excellent, some frightful, and some mere sacrilege. In fact, it seem 
rather a violent measure to lay such hands on the "wearevers" (Classics), 
and yet if the jazzer can not make up a good tune, it is best to get a good one, 
frankly, even if an old "wearever" is attacked and attached. 

You will be amused to see how, after all we have said above, the 
modern writers of music are actually taking our American jazz and putting it 
into what they call modern classical music! In Paris and all the other great 
art centers of Europe they are continually giving American jazz concerts as 
we give French or German music recitals. 

Foreign writers, being not too familiar with our bad jazz, feel that 
they have in this type of music an intriguing rhythm which may be idealized 
into an art form; and recently in our own concert halls pieces frankly called 
jazz were played and written by Darius Milhaud, a Frenchman, and Alfredo 
Casella, an Italian. Milhaud called his "The Rag Caprice." Debussy wrote 
the "Golliwog's Cake Walk" (you will love it), Igor Stravinsky, the great 
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Russian composer, also thinks that jazz has its possibilities in truly great 
music, as he proves in his "Ragtime." 

Then in our own land we have "The Jazz Study," by Edward 
Burlingame Hill, one of our most dignified composers. This is for two pianos. 
We also have Carpenter's "Krazy Kat," Whitehorne's "Times Square," 
Powell's "Negro Rhapsody" (for piano and orchestra), the young Texan's 
Harold Morris, unpublished "Second sonata," in which are used Negro 
tunes. 

Some say to-day that most of these compositions are bosh, others that 
they are true music, but we say try them on your piano or whatever 
instrument you play and see if many repetitions make them dearer and 
whether in your estimation they will ever get to be "wearevers." We will let 
you into the secret; we think some of them will. 

In conclusion we want to tell you another way in which music 
develops-namely, as an accompaniment to various fields of effort. Our 
longshoremen, for example, have characteristic tunes which they hum when 
they are working at hauling in ropes, etc. (Remember "Drill Ye Tarriers, 
Drill"?) The packers pack to their tunes; the cotton-pickers too. The 
boatmen on the Volga sing that Volga boat-song which you probably know, 
and if you don't you ought to get it. These are often called labor lilts, 
especially those sung to the spinning wheel, scythe, reaper, plow, etc. When 
you see "Tristan and Isolde" (Wagner) you will hear in the first act the 
sailors sing a very tuneful song in rhythm to the pulling up of the haswsers. 
This is a hangover from the old sailor chanteys, several of which Percy 
Granger has used in his compositions. 

We wonder, as everybody else does how the Incas and the Egyptians 
ever raised their huge stones, many tons in weight, to the heights they did to 
build their temples, mounds, and pyramids. Could it be that they 
accomplished these tremendous feats to the tunes of their quena (flute), 
antara (pipes of Pan), and the cystra, cymbal, and harp?" (August, 1925) 

 
Of course there is a true benefit of dancing - health wise - and the 

moral decay is really not the practice of dancing but the atmosphere and 
style of the dancing. There are articles justifying the art of the dance but 
really the dance does not have to be justified as to its value. We read of one of 
these justifications in our next article on dancing: 

 
August 28, 1925 

 
"Dancing-The Fountain of Youth. 
Dancing is a natural way of giving vent to overflowing spirit like 

singing, it is a delightful way of expressing the joy which bubbles over in 
every happy soul. 

To my mind there is nothing wrong with dancing. It is a form of 
muscular exercise, the same as a calisthenics drill or any joyous rollicking 
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indulged in by children or those who possess the spirit of youth. To be sure, 
dancing is occasionally associated with evil by will, but this is not the fault of 
the dance. It is rather the fault of those who have missed its real beauty of 
meaning and so have failed in its interpretation. 

No one will deny the value of music. Unfortunately, smutty songs are 
enjoyed by a few warped minds who appreciate that form of obscenity, but 
this does not abstract from the charm of opera or the wholesome melodies of 
the great composers. 

The fact that a small number of misguided individuals have used the 
dance to express their various moods in no reason why dancing as a whole 
should be condemned. 

The Rev. W. N. Guthris, of New York City, who has attracted nation-
wide attention because of dancing features in his church, doubtless was 
impressed with the beauty and benefit of the dance. Esthetic dances, 
ballroom dancing properly supervised, and dancing in the home among 
friends are a delightful means of exercise and recreation and are productive 
of much benefit. 

I am having all my daughters instructed in various kinds of dancing 
because I am convinced that it will develop a surpassing degree of vitality 
and health which will be of untold value to later life. It will make them better 
sweethearts, more vital and vigorous mothers, and they will be able to rely on 
nature rather than the cosmetics so many girls to-day seem to think 
necessary when appearing in public. 

Do not be deceived by the few who abuse the dance. 
Look for the charm and beauty of this enjoyable exercise and you will 

never regret the hours spent in this delightful form of amusement." (August 
28, 1925) 

 
We again read about Louisiana State University and the dance. We 

read of a dance being held in the old pavilion and that it is the only dance 
held since 1918 except for the inaugural ball of Governor Fuqua: 

 
"COLLEGE DANCES TO BE HELD ONLY IN OLD UNIVERSITY 

PAVILION. All Must Be Under University Supervision-Frats May Use 
Chapter Houses. 

All University dances must be held in the pavilion on the old 
University campus, according to faculty ruling. The first college dance held 
on the grounds since 1918, when dancing was banned from the campus given 
by a number of students Saturday night, and was well attended. The only 
other dance held there since the ban was the Inaugural Ball of Governor 
Fuqua. 

The rules governing dancing prohibit functions of this nature on 
nights other than Saturday or proceeding holidays, and forbid the usual 
intermission. All dances, whether subscription or organization affairs, must 
be held under University supervision. Fraternities may hold dances in their 
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chapter houses, but such affairs also are to be supervised by the University. 
No coed may leave the dance floor before the end of the evening, and dances 
must close at 12 o'clock unless special permission is granted for nights before 
holidays other than Sunday. 

The Student Council last year petitioned the faculty for a restoration 
of campus dancing, and the petition was granted. The new rule applies to the 
spring formal dances as well as to other affairs, according to Mrs. Mary C. 
Herget, dean of women. 

It was hoped that a hall for dancing might be secured on the new 
campus, and it was originally planned to use the new cafeteria, which has a 
very large and convenient floor space, for the purpose. However, the floor of 
the new cafeteria is of cement, unsuited to dancing and the old pavilion was 
the best alternative avcaiable. It was decided." (Sept. 29, 1925) 

 
The jazz dance is beginning to be accepted by the general public. One 

place that has up to date music are the riverboats. The Streckfus steamboats, 
among them the Capital, were known for its great music and its up to date 
dance policy. We read of an outing of citizens of the West Bank of New 
Orleans (Algiers) that hold a ride on the Capital: 

 
"Knights of Columbus ride on Capital. The latest dance craze is the 

Charleston and this is the place to catch the latest steps to the strains of a real 
orchestra known as the St. Louis Peacock's Charleston Syncopators, who 
play the real music to dance the 'Charleston.' The writer has heard the band 
and puts his stamp of approval on the perfect harmony and real time for 
such a dance." (Oct. 29, 1925) 

 
There continues to be a problem with the new dancing policy at L. S. 

U. as it only includes organizations. We read: 
 
"STUDENT COUNCIL ASKS OFF CAMPUS DANCES BE 

ALLOWED. Also Asks Dances Not As Restricted To Saturdays. 
PETITION PRESENTED TO PREXY AND COMMITTEE. Council 

Points Out Undemocratic Results of Restriction to Campus - Holds That Off-
Campus Dances Are susceptible to University supervision. 

Asking that student dances not be restricted to the University campus 
nor to Saturday nights and nights before holidays, and stating its reason for 
so requesting, the student Council Thursday presented its first formal 
petition of the session to President T. D. Boyd and the faculty committee on 
fraternities. 

The Council argues that restriction of dances to the campus and the 
forbidding of "script" dances will tend to destroy the democracy of the 
campus. 

The full text of the petition follows. 
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"To the Hon. Thos. D. Boyd, President of the Louisiana State 
University, and the Faculty Committee on Fraternities. 

"Petition of the Student Body of the Louisiana State University 
through their duty selected representatives, the Student council, in the 
Matter of Dances, with respect. 

"That for good and worthy reasons herein present, dances by various 
organizations or groups, in addition to being allowed on the campus, should 
be permitted off the campus in certain designated places; and said dances not 
to be restricted to Saturday nights alone, or to nights proceeding holidays. 

"The reasons are few but none the less pertinent and just. 
"When the Student Council in 1924 presented a resolution 

'permitting' dances on the campus, just that was meant, that is to say, that 
'permitted' would be continued in the usual and common sense and not as 
has apparently been the case under the present faculty committee rule, which 
rule would have the meaning to be 'compelling.' 

"The petition of last year's council looked to the future, wished to 
provide an alternative, and not a restriction, as is the case of the faculty rule. 
The last year's council were desirous of having the alternative put in force so 
that the fraternities might be able to give their dances in the prospective 
fraternity houses on the new campus, as at that time, the faculty committee 
did not permit dances to be given on the campus. 

"Under the present ruling the majority of students are left out of the 
entertainment in the form of dancing. As now conducted, a 'script' dance can 
be given unless by special dispensation of the authorities. This automatically 
shuts out a dance by non-organization members and is detrimental to the 
vaunted and justly reigning spirit of democracy in force at this institution. 
Under the present rule the pleasure of dancing is restricted to only what will 
grow to be known as a 'chosen few' if the present ruling continues. 

"Dances given at the Community Club, the Country Club, the 
Harmony Club, the Gold Room, or fraternity houses, are just as susceptible 
to chaperoning and orderly supervision as are dances in Garig Hall or the 
gymnasium. 

"Some have advanced the conduct at dances off the campus as a 
ground for the present ruling restricting the dances to the campus. This, we 
feel, is poor reasoning and not true. The dances at the places named above 
are just as subject to proper regulation, policing and careful and proper 
chaperoning as are the dances now conducted on the campus. 

"The Council of 1924 never advocated the restriction of dances to 
Saturdays and nights before holidays. While we appreciate the authority of 
the faculty committee on fraternities in so restricting dancing, we feel that, 
due to the increase of the student body, and ever-increasing number of 
organizations that such ruling will not permit equal distribution of dance 
dates, so as to allow each organizations that such ruling will not permit equal 
distribution of dance dates, so as to allow each organization at least one night 
on which to give its entertainment. 
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"I conclusion we, the members of the Student Council, respectfully 
urge consideration of this petition and favorable action for the reasons that 
the resolution of the Council of 1924 meant ''permitted' and not 'compelled'; 
that the present ruling is undemocratic in results, and that dances off the 
campus have in the past, and will in the future be as susceptible to proper 
resolution as are the dances on the campus.  

Respectfully submitted this 23rd day of October, 1925 (Signed) W. D. 
cotton, President." (Oct. 30, 1925) 

 
The Reveille, in the Nov. 6 paper contains the following article on 

dancing: 
 
"Dances From the Other Side With all the "growls" petitions, and 

feeling that have circulated around concerning the question of dances 
recently only one side of the case has been presented. While the Reveille still 
maintains its position, it is only fair to show that there is a stand taken on the 
opposite side. 

One who signs herself in a daily newspaper of Baton Rouge as "A 
Town Mother" has this to say: 

"For several years we mothers have been looking forward to the time 
when we could have adequate rules at our beloved State University that 
would govern and protect our young people and keep them from harm and 
criticism. 

"I, for one, want to congratulate those in authority on the splendid 
rules regulating the number, the time and the place of the dances for the 
students. We know too many late hours and study no not go together, to say 
nothing of the moral or physical side of it. 

"We are fully aware of the severe criticisms that have been handed 
our young people in the past for the kind of dances they have had. I know we 
all feel better satisfied that our sons and daughters can go to dances in a 
place provided by the University and under University chaperonage. 

You may scoff, student, and perhaps not without cause But, as we say, 
there is the other side." (Nov. 6, 1925) 

 
A dance is held by the DeMolay and we read that the latest 

Charleston music will be played. 
 
"Dance-DeMolay. The New Orleans Foot Warmers, an orchestra that 

dispenses the latest Charleston music, will furnish the music. John Cieutat, 
chairman of the music committee, has exercised great care in his search for 
an orchestra that would satisfy the most critical and he feels sure that the 
New Orleans Foot Warmers are the key to this problem." (Nov. 12, 1925) 

 
John Philip Sousa had one of the most popular and famous bands of 

his day. He stated that he did not object to the new jazz music but only to the 
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poor musicianship of the jazz musician. Sousa always played popular music 
at his concerts as well as classical. Arthur Pryor wrote and arranged a 
number of ragtime pieces for the band. Sousa was scheduled for a concert in 
Baton Rouge and the following article appeared in the paper: 

 
"Make it Snappy' American Music Motto, Says Sousa. Here Dec. 24. 

"Make it snappy" is the watchword of the American music public says Lieut. 
Col. John Philip Sousa, who this season is making his 33rd annual tour at the 
head of his own band. He and his famous band appear at the Columbia 
Theatre on December 24. Each season he finds that the thousands who hear 
his program in all sections of America demand more action and more 
novelty-but particularly more action. More numbers and shorter ones, is 
their slogan. 

"The musician should remember that the people who attend his 
entertainments are the people who dance to jazz music, attend the movies, get 
their news from the headlines, go out to lunch and get back to their offices in 
15 minutes. And drive 60 miles an hour in an automobile enroute to the place 
where they expect to loaf all day," says Sousa. "The American lives so fast 
that he is losing his ability to give his full attention to one particular thing for 
more than a few minutes at a time. I find that the way to hold his attention-
and his patronage-is to give him music of the tempo of the country in which 
he lives. 

"When I am in New York, I attend the performances of the symphony 
orchestra. Always I watch the men in the audience, and particularly those 
who seem to be business men. As long as the theme is subject of frequent 
variation, they are the most appreciative person in the hall. But if a passage 
is long and involved, their minds will be wandering off to other things, 
generally to business. Even while the strings play allegro non tanto, the tired 
business man is back at his desk. 

"This lack of attention does not indicate a failure to appreciate good 
music. It merely indicates a trend of the national mind resulting from nation 
habits of live, and the musicians should learn to meet it rather than to decry 
it." (Dec. 19, 1925) 

 
The Charleston is still one of the most popular dances in 1926 and 

there are Charleston contests at local dances. We read of one such dance in 
Ponchatoula, La: 

 
"BIG PRIZES FOR CHARLESTON DANCERS NEXT 

WEDNESDAY. The great success of the two Charleston Contests held on 
Wednesday and Thursday nights of this week have lead the management of 
the Ideal Theatre to more than double their prize money for next Wednesday 
night. 
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Ten dollars is offered for the first prize. Five dollars for the second, 
three dollars for the third, tow dollars for the fourth and one dollar for the 
fifth and sixth prizes. 

It is expected that Charleston dancers from miles around will be 
present to try for the good sized prizes offered." (April 1, 1926) 

 
More dance halls are being opened and the Donaldsonville paper 

comments on the number that are being opened and the morality of these 
dance halls: 

 
"A Lafourche Parish public speaker recently severely condemned the 

number of dance halls that are springing up over the parish. He said that 
they are in many cases "blinds" for the sale of liquor and to contribute to 
immorality among the young men and girls of the parish. In his opinion he 
declared, the license should be raised so as to put a stop to the erection of 
additional dance halls. "Nearly all the money young men can secure," he 
continued, "is spent at the dance hall and therefore the average young man is 
without funds for worthy purposes. The condition discourages marriages and 
brings on a situation that is said to contemplate. 

"There is undoubtedly much truth in what the speaker said. There 
was a time when a couple of dances during a season were sufficient to satisfy 
the desire of the young. Later dances were given monthly and it was not 
every young man who could even stand the financial strain caused by a 
monthly disbursement for dances. Still, the craze for dancing and money 
making on the part of the dance hall promoters became so great that two or 
three public dances a week are becoming common things. If the dance halls 
limited themselves to dancing only the condition might not be so bad, but 
when, as is said to be the case at times, liquor is dispensed then the dance is 
no longer an innocent social affair. It becomes a debauchery and as such 
deserves to be condemned by everybody, especially mothers who ought to try 
and safeguard the purity of their daughters. 

There was a time that certain families would not allow their daughters 
to attend what were known as "Terrebonne dances," the dances being staged 
between Thibodaux and Schriever. The mothers, with justification, 
condemned those dances because some of the boys got drunk, lights were 
blown out and fights often occurred. Today, however, some mothers do not 
appear to be as particular about their daughters' association." (April 10, 
1926) 

 
There are new dances coming out almost weekly. We read about some 

of these new dances in an article in the Baton Rouge paper: 
 
"Local Dancers Twist New Step Into Distinctive Baton Rouge 

Creations. Every locality seemingly has a characteristic dance or an original 
interpretation of a general dance. 
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The students of the Louisiana State University and the younger social 
set of Baton Rouge have a characteristic dance that evidently has grown out 
of the Charleston and the "Tickle Toe," a popular dance of a few years ago. 

Generally a selection of music is responsible for the introduction of 
new dances as is the proven case of the Charleston by "Yes Sir, That's My 
Baby," and "Black Bottom" by a real Negro jazz band with slow throbbing 
strains and the "Carolina" by a piece of music of that name. 

This typical dance of Baton Rouge may be attributed to the Negro 
Jazz Band's interpretation of "Casey Jones." 

This dance is done on the toes springing up and down with every beat 
of the music, turning rapidly to the left completely one or two times and is 
usually done with short steps forward and backward according to the 
manner the couple desire. As in every other popular dance, there is always a 
touch of originality with every dancer. 

The younger set of Shreveport have a dance similar to the one popular 
here but it is done much faster. This can be attributed to the orchestras of 
that city for they play very much faster than the local bands. 

Although this dance has been prevalent since the invasion of the 
Charleston there are numbers who have gone back to the old form of dance 
which evidently grew out of the waltz. 

New dances come and go but the waltz and the dances that grew out 
of it go on forever. The Charleston came with a vaudeville act last year and 
started that craze. There was a mad desire to learn it. After this was 
accomplished everyone lost their desire to do this dance. 

One thing that has become noticeable since this dance has gone out of 
vogue, is the individual demonstrations of mastering one of the new steps and 
adding another difficult twist to the Boyd, and you are not very agile and a 
mediocre contortionist you can now obtain much recognition. 

The Valencia has not made its appearance in this city nor has the 
Carolina despite the effort made by Harry Carrol and his revue recently, 
though it is very popular in New Orleans. 

During the reign of the Charleston there were practically no Waltzes 
played at dances, but they are regaining favor and are danced more at each 
dance. The younger set are tiring of the fast dancing and are probably 
returning to the slower dances until some new and more varied step makes 
its appearance. 

Before the war and days of jazz the popular dances were waltzes, One 
Steps and two steps, but some musician found that music could be played 
faster and have as much appeal to the white race as the tom-toms have to the 
African native. Hence the origin of the fast and perky dances of today." (Dec. 
2, 1926) 

 
America is unique, as it does not really have a national music or dance 

as the rest of the world. It is now said that the jazz and the jazz dance are 
America's native music. We read about this subject in our next article. 
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Feb. 13. 1926 

 
"America Has No National Dance. Most countries have steps which 

are distinctly their own. 
Whether the current frenzy called the Charleston is destined to be a 

permanent addition to the art of dancing, or whether it shuffles out of the 
spotlight of popular fancy, after, the 'turkey trot,' the 'bunny hug,' the 
'camel walk,' the 'shimmy,' and other high-pressure steps of the past, 
discussion of it has revived interest in characteristic national and folk dances 
in many part of the world," says a bulletin from the Washington 
headquarters of the national Geographic society. "America has no generally 
recognized national dance..."In the cast of some steps it is necessary only to 
name the dance, and its birthplace flashes to mind, so thoroughly have the 
country and the same of its most characteristic dance become linked. The 
Jig-Ireland, the hula-Hawaii, the tango-Argentina, the polka, Bohemia (now 
Czechoslovakia); the nautch-India, the minuet-Old France. These are only a 
few examples of dances which automatically furnish their own places and 
date lines. 

EGYPT'S STAR DANCE. The most ancient dances are believed to be 
astronomical dances of the early Egyptians. The object of these dances was to 
inspire a feeling of harmony among the planets, and to so influence them that 
their effect on life might not be harmful. The Greeks took the star dances 
from the Egyptians and found a place for them as the chorus, or background 
of their tragedies. The Romans, as in other arts, produced few original 
dances, but they developed their heritage from the Egyptians and Greeks. 

In the more primitive civilizations dancing and religion were almost 
anonymous. As for the lower starts of humanity; 'A savage does not preach 
his religion, he dances it, Livingston wrote from Africa. For all sacred 
occasions in the lives of ancient people...are dances...For funerals, for good 
times and for harvest, for war and for peace, where today we find people 
praying in church for rain, or for the restoration of friends to health, ancient 
man danced for these things. 

"One of the liveliest of the world's dances is the tarantella, the 
diversion of Naples. It is executed with tambourines and was formerly 
supposed to cure the bite of the tarantula, a large venomous spider. Another 
version of the origin of the dance says that it is based on the theme of 
'lsmorra,' a game consisting in guessing at the number of fingers suddenly 
held out by an opponent. Until recently visitors to Asia Minor were delighted 
and mystified with the gyrations of the famous Turkish whirling dervishes. 
Originally of religious significance, the art of the dervishes had degenerated 
so that not long ago the new Turkish Republic prohibited the dance. 

 
Earliest Turkey Trot 
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Environment and the imitative impulse doubtless have played their 
parts in modeling many of the more picturesque and exotic step of savage 
peoples. Of great interest to the students of animal life are such mimicking 
steps as the kangaroo hops of the Australian and the Tasmanian: The gorilla-
like movements of a cotillion of natives in the heart of Africa and the calf-
hard tactics at a herdsman's ball. In the mechanical puzzles of the American 
Indian harvest and war dances may be visioned the embryonic 'turkey trot' 
or 'bunny hug.' 

The close association of early dances with warfare is brought out in 
such survivals as the sword dances. The Scotch sword dance is the most 
graceful and least bloodthirsty of these. Chinese and Turkish sword dances, 
however, are not so esthetic. While wildly beautiful, they are not wholly free 
from danger. Natives of the Fiji Islands have a war dance in which clubs are 
flourished guests with a ceremonial dance, in which spears and other 
weapons are rushed...within an inch of visitor's head." (Feb. 13, 1926) 

 
Today when we look back at the various dances of the jazz era do we 

think that those opposing them were looking at them in Victorian standards? 
Do we not think that today's contemporary popular music scene is immoral, 
and the dancing is not really dancing, and that there are even more 
suggestive ways of dancing today?  

It seems as if the jazz dancing crowds are winning their fight, but still, 
some try to uphold the high standards of the times. A principal in Conn. 
takes a stand on his views: 

 
 

Feb. 13, 1926 
 
"School Head Quits as Dance Protest. Meriden, Conn. Because jazz 

music of today's dances tends to demoralize boys and girls, David Gibbs has 
resigned as superintendent of the Meriden schools. He handed in his 
resignation after the board of education agreed to a trial dance at the school. 

The board's rules provide that no dances shall be held in the school 
without the sanction of the principal and superintendent. Doctor Gibbs 
believes there has been no change in dancing conditions since three years ago 
when high school dances were stopped because of unruly conduct. He says 
that is a near-by town the janitor collected many empty whisky bottles after a 
high school dance recently. Doctor Gibbs has held his office 15 years." (Feb. 
13, 1926) 

 
The Pythian Temple Roof Gardens was a popular dance spot in New 

Orleans. We find both an article and picture talking about this location: 
 
"Pythian Temple Roof Garden has been entirely renovated and put in 

first-class shape for the many spring entertainments. The Temple is one of 
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the finest and most up-to-date amusement resorts of its kind in America 
owned and operated by colored people. 

This Garden was erected at a handsome sum, representing $75,000. 
The amusements here are all high class and are talked about all over this 
country as one of the finest places of its kind that colored people have an 
opportunity to attend. Towering two hundred feet in the air, it gives to its 
patrons the kind of comfort and convenience that goes to make a pleasant 
outing, especially during warm weather. Hugh exhaust fans carry out 
excessive heat and the many windows, when opened, turn the place into an 
open-air resort. 

Neither does it ever grow too old for enjoyment in the winter place, 
for it is efficiently heated by steam, and often on the coldest nights the huge 
windows have to be opened for a while to allow the cold air to come in and 
cool things off. 

Mr. William Washington is the efficient proprietor and manager and 
needs to be recommended for the high-class institution that he is conducting 
for the race. He states that the Roof will be reopened Saturday, April 3, for 
inspection." (April 8, 1926) 

 
The local dance halls are still giving dances and some are called 

"Jitney" dances, referring to pay for admittance. The origin of this term is 
given in an article in the Thibodaux, La. paper: 

 
"TERM "JITNEY" TRACED TO LOUISIANA NEGROES. The 

word "jitney" which has been used intermittently and in various sections of 
the United States for many years, and which suddenly sprang into general 
use at the time of the 5-cent dance and flivers were striving to.....the local 
traffic problems of many cities, had a curious origin. 

A minstrel troupe was playing in Baton Rouge, La., in a theater where 
the highest gallery was reserved for Negroes. No gallery tickets were sold, a 
member of the troupe being placed at the door to take cash. The door was in 
a poorly lighted space, and later the collector discovered two-score of plain 
metal disks the size of a 5-cent piece, that had been passed as nickels. 

One of the minstrels showed the disks to a Negro, who explained 
"Dem's jitneys." 

They were jettons-the metal disks used as markers in a gambling 
house. A Negro attendant had stolen the jettons and was passing them as 
money. The minstrel troupe seized upon the word and thereafter a 5-cent 
piece was a jitney, and the word spread until it came into common use." 
(July 16, 1927) 

 
We find another article about the promiscuous dancing halls of the 

day: 
 

Sept. 1, 1927 
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"Complaint About Dances. Considerable comment is going the 

rounds about the promiscuous dancing halls bobbing up all over the parish, 
and the conduct obtaining in some of them Unless these places are well, or 
properly regulated, and made safe and decent places they should be 
suppressed altogether - Thibodaux commercial Journal.” (Thibodaux, La.) 

 
“It is not astonishing that there should be "considerable comment" as 

the Journal remarks above, about some of the dances that are given now-a-
days. We do not know anything about the conduct that prevails at the 
country dance halls, but from what we have observed regarding some of the 
private dances in Thibodaux we think that the town authorities should take a 
hand, just as the town officials did some years ago when they put a stop to 
some of the wild dances (patterned after some of the disgraceful dances that 
are presented upon the screen) that were then given here. Then the town 
made it necessary to get a permit to give a dance Now, the mayor should be 
authorized, when a committee calls upon him for a permit, to require that the 
committee pay for a special policeman, whose duty it shall be to see that 
dances are conducted in an orderly manner and not so as to disturb the peace 
for blocks around. The town should define what is "an orderly manner" and 
see that the special policeman maintains that order. The "orderly manner" 
should include not putting out lights during the dance and yelling like 
Indians. 

No sound argument can be advanced in behalf of dances that are not 
properly conducted. At least, it cannot be said that disorder is necessary for 
pleasure, because hundreds of dancers are given pleasure every Sunday night 
at the Thibodaux pavilion, there being no putting out of lights and yelling 
and boisterousness are not tolerated." (Sept. 1, 1927) 

 
The Prince of Wales was a jazz fan and often when royalty showed an 

interest in something it was picked up and became a national fad. Such is the 
case when the Prince of Wales danced the "Yale Blues." The article gives a 
description of the dance: 

 
June 7, 1928 

 
"Musician Popularizes Dance as quickly as Prince of Wales. 
The Prince of Wales danced the new blues rhythm- "Yale Blues," at 

the Park Lane Hotel in London. Bearing this stamp of approval the dance 
immediately became the craze of the day. Its tune and steps both being of 
English origin added to its popularity until it almost became a national 
mania. 

In New York, Bernie Cummins, orchestra director of the Hotel 
Biltmore, and music arbiter of many Greek letter fraternities, heard tales of 
this English Fox-Trot and cabled for copies of it. 
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Within the week he started playing it and fraternity men returning to 
their colleges from Christmas holidays in New York, introduced it on the 
campus. Within two weeks the "Yale Blues" was known all over our country. 
Now Bernie Cummins is wondering whether the Prince of Wales or he can 
start a dance quicker - Here it is: 

Forward Step - Gentlemen R. F. forward (S) L. forward (S) open 
chasse to right side (QQ) close L. F. to R. F.(S) and brush through. (S) 

1st Ride Step-Open chasse to side (QQ) step on L. F. and bend knee 
(S) bend right knee regaining direction for another movement. (S) 

2nd side Step-side Walk L. F. (S) side Walk R. F. (S) followed by L. R. 
(QQ) step on L and bend knee (S) bend right knee and regain line of dance. 

Outside Tilt-Step outside of partner .L. F. (S) R. F. (S) Swing L. F. 
forward with slight rise on R. F. (S) pass L. F. behind right (Q) step to right 
with R. F. (Q) bring L. F. to right and brush through (S) 

Reverse Cross Turn- L. F. toward 1/2 reverse turn ((Q) Step back on 
R. F. 1/2 turn (Q) draw L. F. over R. F. (S). Step back on R. F. (Q) balance 
forward (Q) balance backwards making a 1/2 turn (S) bring L. F. to side of 
R. F. and make 1/2 turn on right heel (S) step to side with L. F> (S) step back 
with R. F. (Q) close L. F. to .R. F. (Q) changing feet with slight spring, the R. 
F. taking long step forward (S). 

Tempo, 34 bars per minute. 
Time, common 
(S) Represents two beats. 
(Q) represents one beat. 
R, F, (right foot) 
L. F. (left foot) 
Walking steps should be dragged. Side movements performed with a 

slight sway from knees. 
S denotes a slow step, Q a quick step and QQ two quicksteps coming 

together. 
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Even as late as 1929 we still have the discussion about dancing being 

immoral. Even today I guess we still have the same controversy: 
 

June 22, 1929 
 
"Dancing Not An Evil. 
There are some ministers who never tire of inveighing against 

dancing, no matter of what character, and the fact their condemnation of it 
has do deterrent effect does not appear to discourage them. Recently, an 
Atlanta preacher, while dilating on the evils of the dance, said: 

"Who than can say that there is no harm in dancing? When the Lord 
positively says that his people had sinned against him by engaging in the 
dance?" 

A preacher is taken to task by a correspondent who reminds him that 
dancing is used throughout the divine writings as a mark of rejoicing and 
praise. To prove his claim the minister's critic shows that Miriam, the 
prophetess, the sister of Aaron, "took a trimbel in her hands and all the 
women went out after her with trimbrels and with dance," in praise of the 
Lord. And then Samuel is referred to as testifying that when David was 
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returned "the women came out of all cities of Israel singing and dancing to 
meet King Saul, with tabrets, with joy and with instruments of music." And 
again, the psalms are appealed to for proof confirmatory and there it is 
found that “Thou bast turned for me my morning into dancing and girded 
me with gladness," and, further, that there are commands to praise His name 
in the dance" and with "timbrel and dance." But the climax comes with a 
final quotation from Samuel to this effect: "And David danced before the 
Lord with all his might....Michah, Saul's daughter, looked through the 
window and saw David leaping and dancing before the Lord." Of course, it 
does not necessarily follow that because David indulged in Terpsichorean 
feats the practice is to be condemned for it is a matter of biblical history that 
David was somewhat disposed to wander from that straight and narrow path 
that is now trodden by Christians of rectitude and strong moral courage. 

But this is not the point. The preacher's critic undertook to show that 
there was no condemnation of dancing in the Scriptures and that on the 
contrary it was recognized as a proper method of showing joy and bestowing 
praise. However, all this may be, it is certain that anyone who undertakes to 
abolish the practice of dancing has a pretty big job on his hands. It has not 
been found yet that indiscriminate disapproval of this form of amusement-
for that is all that can be claimed for it-has accomplished much. While there 
is music, there will be dancing. Most people have concluded that the better 
way to handle the question is to condemn dancing of such character and in 
such places as may lead to bad moral results. Dances of proper character and 
in such places may be permitted without serious danger of any sort." (June 
22, 1929) 

 
We continue to read about dances that present both the latest in 

modern jazz music and the old fashioned dances as the waltz. We read in the 
Donaldsonville, La, newspaper: 

 
"Waltzing contest at Local Swimming Pool. (Sic: the pool had a large 

dance area) At the regular Wednesday night dance given each week at the 
open-air pavilion at the local Redmen Swimming Pool, to be given next 
Wednesday night, September 18, the feature of the occasion will be a 
waltzing contest to be conducted. There will be three judges, and the couple 
adjudged the best waltzers will be awarded a cash prize. 

As usual at the Wednesday night dances, music will be furnished by 
the famous and popular White elephant Orchestra of this city, who are 
always right there with the stuff when it comes to playing all the latest and 
most popular dance "hits." The Redmen's open-air pavilion is a lovely 
dancing place. Situated near the river, there is always a delightful breeze 
which adds so much to the pleasure of dancing, and the floor is ideal. Go to 
the dance next Wednesday night and waltz your way to the prize to be 
awarded." (Sept. 14, 1929) 
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By the 1930's jazz has become 'the' popular music of the world. No 
longer are the dances considered risqué. The swing era is upon us and it is 
the era of the 'big bands.' Jitterbug and later, the Latin rhythm element 
influenced dances and is presented. Dancing becomes one of national pride. 
Jazz is now not only dancing music, but also listening music with bands like 
the Paul Whiteman Band becoming the most famous band in the land. 
Whiteman is crowned the "King of Jazz." In the 20's, jazz influences 
classical music and the most prominent composers of classical music see the 
benefit of using the new sounds of jazz in their music. No longer is jazz only 
an improvised music. We should give credit to the great arrangers of jazz 
music in the 20's that enabled every dance band to sound like a jazz band, 
this arranging talent reaching its zenith with the big bands. It is not until the 
era of bebop that jazz again becomes a listening music and this new 
revolution in music is definitely not dance music. Thus the de-emphasize of 
jazz as dance music occurs around 1945.  
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The Dances 

 
The Cakewalk 
 

The cakewalk was one the most famous of a group of 
plantation dances that were competitive. This dance developed as a 
parody of owner's aristocratic manners by slaves. The slaves had 
witnessed the owners dancing the quadrille and other pattern dances, 
and imitated their stiff upper bodies while contrasting it with loose leg 
movements. Eventually the owners began to enjoy watching the comic 
antics and held contest between dancers and plantations for the best 
dances. It was customary for the winner to receive the prize of a cake. 
The use of improvisation as a way to display a dancer's individual 
traits was paramount in the development of the dance in America. 

 
The Quadrille: 
 
 The French Quadrille was the most popular dance around New 
Orleans during the birth of jazz. It was a very refined dance and was 
danced by most of the population of the city, both Creole, Black and 
white. By explaining the Quadrille and its steps we will be able to 
compare this refined dance with the soon to be popular jazz dances 
and understand the influence of jazz on the dance scene in New 
Orleans. 
 Lady Jersey introduced the Quadrille from Paris in 1815. The 
earliest printed description found is in an anonymous booklet entitled 
Le Maire a Danser, or the Art of Dancing Quadrilles, published in 
London in 1820. 
 Four couples should dance quadrilles, each couple occupying 
one side of the square, as shown in the diagram. 
 
* A gentleman; # a lady, facing the way the pointers direct. 
 

The gentlemen of each couple stands on the left of his lady 
partner. In a regular ball-room, the location of the first couple in each 
Quadrille is usually on the side of the square nearest to the head of the 
room, which is generally the end farthest from the main entrance; the 
second couple stands opposite to and facing the first; the third couple 
is on the right hand of the first; and the fourth couple stands on the 
left of the first and opposite to the third. 

The first and second are designated the head couples, and the 
third and fourth, the sides. 
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It is not advisable to introduce more than four couples in a set, 
although it is occasionally done, in cases where the space for dancing 
is limited, or when there are not couples enough to form two sets. 

The Quadrille consists of five figures, each of which has its 
appropriate music, which is always divided into strains or divisions of 
eight bars each. In counting each bar consists of two counts or beats; 
each movement always takes eight steps or counts to perform it, and 
occupies, therefore, four bars of the music. When all the couples and 
sets are in order, the signal is given for the music to commence; the 
first eight bars are merely preparatory, during which the partners of 
each couple salute one another; each gentleman bows first to his own 
partner, then to the lady of the couple on his left; each lady courtesies, 
first to her partner, and then to the gentleman of the couple on her 
right. 

 
First Figure: 
 
Head couple:  Right and left - 8 bars 
  Balance - 8 
  Ladies' chain -8 
  Balance - 8 
   repeat. 
Side couple: the same, twice 

    
Description of the Figure 

 
As the end of the introductory eight bars, the first movement 

commences: 
 
Head Couple right and Left - the first and second couples cross 

over, each lady passing between the opposite couple; each gentleman 
and opposite lady touch right hands in passing, the gentleman 
afterwards joining left hands with his partner and turning her half 
round, occupying opposite couple's original places. This takes up four 
bars of the music, or eight counts. The same movement repeated 
counts eight, finishes up the eight bars, with couples in their original 
positions. 

Head Couples Balance - Each gentleman of head couples 
crosses hands with his partner, right hands uppermost, and crosses 
over with her to the opposite side, passing opposite couple on the 
right. This takes eight counts; return to places again, passing to the 
right; eight counts. 

Head Couples, ladies' Chain - The ladies of head couples cross 
over, giving right hand in passing, and then left hand to opposite 
gentleman, who turns her half round; eight counts; the same 
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movement repeated bring the ladies to their respective place again; 
eight counts. 

Head Couples Balance, as before; or Half Promenade - This 
latter consists of the Balance movement across, eight counts, ending 
with couples facing one another; then Half Right and Left back to 
places, each lady passing between opposite couple, each gentleman 
touching right hands with opposite lady, and then joining left hand 
with his partner, turning her half round to place; eight counts. The 
entire foregoing figure is then performed by the side couples. 

It is well here to remark that whenever a gentleman offers his 
hand to a lady, he should present it palm upwards; the lady lays her 
hand palm downwards upon his. 

 
Second figure 
 
Directions for Calling 
 
Lead Couple - forward Two 
Forward and back  4 bars 
Cross over, Ladies inside 4 
Chassez to Partners  4 
Cross over to places, Ladies inside 4 
Balance   8 
  
Repeat 
 
Side couples - the same, twice 
 
Description of the figure 
 
Eight introductory bars of music are first played; then, 
Head Couples forward and Back - First (and second) 

gentleman joins right hands with his partner; the head couples 
advance together four steps and retire to places; eight steps 

Cross Over - Again advance, drop hands, and proceed straight 
across, each lady passing between opposite couple; count eight. 

Chassez To Partners - The partners face each other, and 
chassez four steps to the right and four steps back again to the left; 
count eight. 

Cross Over - Straight to places as before, each lady passing 
between opposite couple. 

Head Couples Balance - In same manner as described in the 
first figure. The whole movement is then repeated by the head 
couples, and performed twice by the sides. 
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Third figure 
 
Directions for Calling 
 
Head Couple: right Hands Across 4 bars 
Left Hands back   4 bars 
Balance in Centre   4 bars 
Half promenade to opposite place 4 bars 
Two Ladies forward and back 4 bars 
Two Gentlemen forward and back 4 bars 
Forward Four and back  4 bars 
Half Right and Left   4 bars 
 repeat 
Side Couples: the same, twice. 
 
Description of the Figure 
 
Eight introductory bars of music 
 
Head Couples, Right Hands Across - First and second couples 

cross straight over, the ladies passing between opposite couple, 
touching right hands in passing, count eight; returning, ladies join 
and retain left hands with opposite gentleman, turning half round so 
as to give their right hands (crossed over their left) to their partners; 
count eight; the four dancers, holding hands, take a step forward, and 
another backward, repeating so as to occupy eight counts; then all 
drop left hands, and half promenade back, to opposite couple's places; 
count eight. 

Head Ladies forward - the two head ladies advance four steps 
and retire, counting eight; 

Head Gentlemen Forward - the two gentlemen execute the 
same movement, count eight. 

Head Couples Forward Four - Gentlemen join hands with 
partners, advance four steps and retire; count eight. 

Half Right and Left - Both couples cross over, gentlemen 
joining left hands with partners and turning them to place; count 
eight; 

The entire figure is repeated by the head couples, and 
performed twice by the sides. 

 
Fourth figure 
 
Directions for Calling 
Head Couples:  
Forward and back 4 bars 
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Forward Four, first Lady cross over  4 bars 
Forward Three and back   4 bars 
Forward again, Ladies cross over  4 bars 
Forward Three    4 bars 
Forward again    4 bars 
Four Hands Half Round   4 bars 
Half Right and Left    4 bars 
 repeat 
Side Couples: The same, twice.  
 
Description of the figure 
 
Eight bars of introductory music. 
 
Head Couples forward four - Each gentleman of the head 

couples join right hands with his partner, advances four steps and 
retires; count eight. Again advances four steps; first gentleman leaves 
his partner, who joins left hand with opposite gentleman, who retires 
with both ladies, the first gentleman retiring to his place alone; eight 
counts. 

Forward Three - The second gentleman and two ladies 
advance four steps and retire; he again advances, and hands the two 
ladies to first gentleman (who advances to receive them) and retires, 
the three retiring at the same time; eight counts. The first gentleman 
and two ladies advance four steps and retire; advance again and meet 
the second gentleman, all joining hands in a circle; count eight. 

Four Hands Half Round - The four dancers turn half round to 
the left and each couple then retires to opposite couple's place; count 
eight. 

Half right and Left - Both couples cross over, the ladies passing 
between the opposite couple, and partners turn left hands to places; 
count eight. 

The same figure is repeated, the second gentleman leaving 
partner with the first gentleman. The same is then performed twice by 
the sides. 

 
Fifth figure 
 
Directions for Calling 
 
All: Promenade 8 bars 
Head couples: Forward Two (Same as in second figure 16 bars 
Balance - 8 bars 
 Repeat 
Side Couples: the same twice 
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All: Chassez. 
 
Description of the Figure 
 
This figure generally commences with the music, with only a 

preparatory chord. 
 
All Promenade - The partners of each couple dross hands, 

uppermost; all promenade to the right around the space of the 
Quadrille, reaching their places at the end of the eight bars of music; 
count sixteen. 

Head Couples Forward Two. Head Couples Balance. - The 
same as in second figure. 

The entire figure is repeated by head couples, and performed 
twice by the sides. Finally - 

 
All Chassez - The partners of each couple face one another; 

chassez to the right four steps, and return; salute; the gentleman 
offers his arm to his partner, and the dance ends. 

Instead of All Promenade, in the foregoing figure, Hands All 
Around is frequently introduced. This is executed by all joining hands 
in a circle, swinging eight steps to the left and eight steps to the right 
back again; or sixteen steps to the left entirely round; count sixteen. 

 
There are many diversified figures in the Quadrille and many 

are mentioned by name: The Prince Imperial Quadrille, The 
Harlequin Quadrille, the Irish Quadrille, The Ladies Own Quadrille, 
The surprise Quadrille, The Prairie Queen Quadrille, The Waltz 
Quadrille, The London Polka Quadrille 

 
The Lancers 
  
 At once one can see the training that is needed to understand 
and dance the Quadrille. Even more complicated is the Lancers. The 
combination and movements which form the figures of the Lancers 
are certainly more attractive than those in the plain Quadrille. They 
are necessarily somewhat more complicated, and require, perhaps, a 
greater degree of precision in attempting to execute them. They 
consist of five figures, and can only be dances by four couples in a set.  

The Lancers were original done by mounted horsemen and 
later brought to the ballroom.  

 
First Figure 
 
Directions for Calling. 
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Head Couple: Forward and back 4 bars 
 Forward and Turn Opposite partners 4 bars 
 Cross over 4 bars 
 Back to Places 4 bars 
 Balance to corners 8 bars 
  repeat 
Side Couples: The same, twice 
 
Description of the Figure 
 
Eight bars of introductory music. 
Head Couples forward four steps and back; count eight. 

Forward again, and each gentleman turns opposite lady, and returns 
to place; count eight  
 Cross over - The first couple join hands and cross over, the 
second couple separating to allow the first to pass through between 
them; count eight. 
 Cross over again to places, the second couple this time joining 
hands, and the first  couple separating to allow them to pass between 
them; count eight. 
 Balance to corners - Each of the four gentlemen advances four 
steps toward the lady on his left; retires; again advances, turns her 
round with both hands, and returns to place. 
 The entire figure is repeated by the second couple, they passing 
first on the inside in crossing over, and outside in returning. The third 
and fourth couples follow the same routine, each in turn. 
 
Second figure 
 
Directions for Calling 
 
Head Couples;  Forward and back 4 bars 
   Forward and leave Ladies in Centre 4 bars 
   Chassez to Right and Left 4 bars 
   Turn Partners to Places 4 bars 
Side Couples:  Divide, all Forward in Two Lines 4 bars 
   Forward again and Turn partners to Places
 4 bars 
repeat 
 
Side Couples: The same, twice 
 
Descriptions of the Figure 
 
Eight bars of introductory music. 
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Head Couples forward - Four steps and retire; count eight. Forward 
again, the ladies remaining in the middle, back to back, and partners 
salute; count  eight. 
Chassez to Right and Left - Make four steps to the right and return; 
count eight. Turn  partners to places with both hands; count eight. 
Side Couples Divide - The third gentleman and fourth lady form in 
line with the first  couple; the third lady and fourth gentleman 
form in line with the second couple. The two lines advance four steps 
and retire; count eight. They again advance and  turn partners to 
places; count eight. 
 
Third Figure 
  
Directions for Calling 
 
Head Couple: Forward and back 4 bars 
  Forward and Salute 4 bars 
Ladies All: Cross Right Hands Half round 4 bars 
  Left Hands Back again 4 bars 
Repeat 
 
Side Couples The same, twice 
 Instead of "Ladies Cross Right Hands and Reverse," a Ladies' 
Chain is sometimes performed. 
 
Description of the figure 
 
Eight bars of introductory music. 
Head couples advance four steps and retire; count eight. Again 
advance and salute opposite couple, and retire; count eight. 
Four Ladies Cross Right Hands - The four ladies advance to centre, 
each giving her right hand to the opposite lady; they make four steps 
forwards to the right, holding hands; then all turn half round, joining 
left instead of right hands, and make four steps forwards to the left. 
At the same time the four gentlemen take four steps to the left around 
the ladies, turn half round and return four steps; then each gentleman 
takes his partner by the right hand; count eight. Lastly, each couple 
turns partners to places; count eight. This is repeated, and then 
danced twice by the side couples. This figure is called the Moulinet, or 
Windmill, and is a pretty combination if done neatly and with 
precision. The Ladies Chain, described in the first figure of the plain 
Quadrille, is often substituted for the Moulinet. It is only within a few 
years that there has been any attempt to discard the Moulinet in this 
figure; and there does not appear to be any good reason why it should 
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be done, as the Ladies Chain is not an improvement, and certainly 
deprives this figure of its original character. 
 
Fourth Figure 
 
Directions for Calling 
 
Head Couples: To the Right 4 bars 
  To the Left 4 bars 
  Turn Partners to Place 4 bars 
  Right and Left 8 bars 
  repeat 
Side Couples The same, twice. 
 
Descriptions of the Figure 
 
After eight introductory bars of music 
Head Couples to the Right - The gentlemen of the two head couples 
lead their partners to face the side couple on their right, and salute; 
count eight. They then lead their ladies over to opposite side couple 
(the head couples passing to the right of each other), and again salute, 
counting eight. The two head couples turn partners to places and 
salute; count eight. 
Right and Left - Head couples cross over, each lady passing between 
opposite couple; partners take each other by left hands and turn half 
round to opposite places; count eight. Return in same manner to 
places; count eight. 
This figure is sometimes omitted. 
 
Fifth Figure 
 
Directions for calling 
 
All:  Right and left All round 16 bars 
First couple:: Face Outward  8 bars 
All:  Chassez Across  8 bars 
First Couple: Down the Centre and back 8 bars 
All:  Forward and back  4 bars 
  Forward again, Turn partners to Places 4 bars 
 
Repeated four times, each couple facing outward in turn. At the close 
of the entire figure, Right and Left All Round 
 
Description of the Figure 
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The dancing commences after a single introductory chord by the 
music. 
Right and Left All Round - Each gentleman joins right hands with his 
partner. The gentlemen start to the right, giving left hands to the 
ladies, who start to the left, and give right and left hand, alternately, 
until they have got half-way round, and find themselves facing their 
partners again, Count sixteen; salute, and repeat the same movement 
to places again, and salute; count sixteen. 
First Couple Face Outward - The first couple join hands and 
promenade (sometimes polka) to the right, entirely around the inside 
of the Quadrille, ending with their faces outward, with back to the 
opposite couple. The second and third couples fall in column facing 
the same way as the first couple; count sixteen. 
All chassez Across - The four gentlemen make four steps to the right, 
passing behind their partners, and stop; count eight; then four steps 
back again to the left. The four gentlemen retire a step to the left, and 
the four ladies the same to the right, in tow single files, the four in 
each file turning round so as to face the other file; count eight. 
First Couple Down the Centre - The first couple join hands and 
promenade down the files, and back again to their places at top of 
each file; count eight. 
All Forward - All make four steps forward and four back; count 
eight. All forward again, and turn partners to places, each couple 
standing ready in position for the right and left all round; count eight. 
The whole figure is repeated four times, each couple taking the lead in 
rotation. The whole closing with Right and Left All Round; after 
which, All Chassez, salute, and the gentlemen lead partners to their 
seats. 
The foregoing method of dancing the Lancers is the one usually 
adopted; there are, however, some very effective varieties occasionally 
introduced which are deservedly popular. 
 Other Lancers include "The Saratoga Lancers," "The Tuxedo 
Lancers," "The Royal Lancers," and "The Waltz Lancers." 
 
The German or Cotillion 

 
We have read earlier about the German Club of Louisiana State 
University. Its name comes from the social activity called the 
"German" or the "Cotillion." A German consisted of a number of 
dancing activities which was led by a leader. There were a series of 
different type dance activities that the guests took part in. As an 
example, one of the activities was what we call musical chairs. We 
have all played that game when we were young. A brief explanation is 
seen in what was called "Parallel Chairs." 
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Parallel Chairs 
  
 Two rows of chairs are placed back to back, six in each row. 
The gentleman seats his partner, and selects five other ladies whom he 
seats on alternate chairs, reaching a vacant chair on the left of each 
lady. He then selects six gentlemen, with whom he forms a chain by 
joining their hands, and conducts them rapidly, describing a course 
according to fancy, in different parts of the room, which he may 
prolong or vary at will. He terminates his eccentric movements by 
winding round the chairs which the ladies occupy; at a signal he takes 
a seat, and the other gentlemen do the same, and each gentleman 
dances with the lady on his right. The unhappy victim who fails to 
secure a chair and partner returns to his seat alone. 
 
 This example is only one of many 'games' played at a German. 
A creative leader comes up with many new ideas and variations on 
activities that usually are accepted and enjoyed by the guests. In a 
German you dance with most of the guests, not only your partner. 
This is a very good social activity and gives the guests a chance to 
dance and participate with others. Within these 'games' there is an 
opportunity to dance a quadrille, lancer waltz, polka and other dances 
of the era. The German was a very popular form of not only dancing 
but a night of fun and entertainment. Good leaders were much in 
demand. One German dance book lists over a 100 different ideas for 
each 'dance,' depending on if the activity begins with one person, who 
in turn gets all the others involved, or if we have a group, like in the 
parallel chairs game. I will list one example from one person 
beginning to a group: 
 
Figure beginning with one couple 
 
The gentleman seats his lady in the centre of the room, to whom he 
presents two gentlemen. The lady dances with one, and the other seats 
himself in the chair just vacated by the lady. The gentleman then 
presents to him two ladies, with one of whom he dances, and the 
presenting gentleman dances with the other.  
 
Figures beginning with two couples. 
 
Royal Arch - Each gentleman selects a lady, and each lady a 
gentleman; the four couples form a Quadrille. All perform the ladies 

Grand Chain to places again. The two head gentlemen advance two 
steps each towards the centre of the Quadrille, facing each other; the 
four ladies join hands around them, leaving the two gentlemen of the 
side couples outside the ring; the two inside gentlemen stretch out 
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their arms over the ladies' ring, each giving one hand to each of the 
outside gentlemen, raising their arms so as to form a double arch on 
each side of the Quadrille. The ladies dance round in a ring to the left, 
under the arches, until each has resumed her former position, when 
all waltz to seats. 
 
Figures beginning with three couples 
 
Zigzags - Each lady selects a gentleman, and each gentleman a lady. 
The six couples arrange themselves behind one another, and about 
three feet apart. When the column is in order, the first couple waltz 
zigzag in and out, through the spaces between the couples, and taking 
position at foot of column. When all the couples have dance zigzag 
down the column, two lines are formed; all forward and dance. 
 
Four or more couples 
 
Gentlemen Cheated - The four ladies place themselves one in each 
corner of the room, the gentlemen each select a gentleman, and the 
eight circle around one of the ladies, who selects on e of the gentlemen 
to dance with; the seven gentlemen circle around a second lady, who 
also selects a partner; the six circle around the third lady, and after 
she has selected a partner, the five circle around the last lady; when 
she has taken a partner the four men left pair off and dance together. 
 
Unlimited couples 
 
Winding Alley - Each lady selects a gentleman, each gentleman a lady, 
and form a circle. The gentlemen swing their partners half round 
towards the centre of the circle, and leave them standing facing 
outwards, making an inner ring, and affording a passage-way about 
three feet wide between the two circles. The leading couple waltz 
round through this passage until they arrive at their place. The 
gentleman then exchange positions with his partner, she taking his 
place in the gentlemen's circle, and he taking her place in the ladies' 
circle. Each couple in turn perform this figure. It terminates with a 
general waltz. 
 
Figures with Accessories. 
 
One of the most popular and creative parts of the German are the 
activities done with accessories such as balloons, scarfs or other items 
that are to be used in the figure. 
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One couple - The lady is given a rubber balloon attached to a long 
string; her partner then selects two gentlemen, and the three endeavor 
to tread on the balloon; the lady tries to prevent them by pulling the 
balloon about the room; the gentleman who succeeds in treading on 
the bursting the balloon, dances with the lady, the other gentlemen 
retiring.   
 
Flying Hat - The first gentleman holds behind him in his left hand a 
hat, which he keeps with the open part upward, as if it were standing 
on a table. The second gentleman holds in his left hand a pair of 
gloves rolled up, which he endeavors to throw into the hat without 
losing the step or cadence of the Waltz. When he succeeds, he takes 
the hat, and gives the gloves to another gentleman, who repeats the 
same game. Amongst good waltzers this figure gives rise to a 
multitude of amusing incidents. 
 
Riddles - Cards for ladies, each with a riddle; cards for gentlemen 
with the answer to one of the riddles in each. Each lady in turn reads 
her riddle, and is paired by the gentleman who has the answer. 
 
Basket, Ring, and Flower - The gentleman presents to his partner a 
basket, containing a ring and a flower, and retires to his place. The 
lady gives the ring to one gentleman, the flower to another, and the 
basket to a third. The gentleman who receives the basket must dance 
alone, holding it in his hand, the one who has the ring may choose a 
lady to dance with him, and the one who has the flower is to dance 
with the lady who presented it to him. 

From the above descriptions one can now understand the 
German. There are so many variations of each figure or activity that 
each German is a new experience and the guests are wondering what 
new, amusing figures will the leader come up with. One can see the 
innocent entertainment that a German presents, one that was typical 
of the era. One can also understand why the new type of dance where 
one would bring his girl to a dance and want only to dance with her, 
not exchanging his girl all evening. Compare the German to a dance 
in which we are familiar with and one can see the dance revolution 
that took place, each type being so different from the other - one a 
group social activity where each guest would dance with all the others, 
and the jazz dance where a couple would mostly dance with each 
other, many times doing dances where partners were held close and 
even 'parked' on the dance floor. One can see the outrage of the 
German participates at the way the new jazz dances were conducted. 
 To do the Quadrille, Lancers and participate in the German, a 
person had to be schooled in the many figures and dances presented. 
The young people would often be sent to a dancing school to learn the 
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social graces of the dances of the era. The jazz enthusiast could learn 
the simple jazz dances in minutes, not months of learning that was 
needed for the older dances. It is no wonder that the younger, 
impatience generation took to the jazz dance. Why spend months or 
years learning the dances when one could pick up a jazz dance easily 
and quickly - and dance these new dances with your own beau. 
 
The Waltz 

 
 There is a definition of the Waltz in the Encyclopedia of Dance 
that states: 
 
"The real origin of the Waltz is rather obscure, but a dance of turns 
and glides, leaping and stomping appeared in various parts of Europe 
at the end of the 17th and the beginning of the 18th century. In Italy it 
was the Volta, France has it Volte, Germany the Weller and Austria 
had its Landler. These were round dances but at the end of the dance 
itself there was a short period in which they circle would break up 
into couples who would whirl madly round and round and finish with 
a jump in the air. In the Landler the hopping gave way more to a 
gliding motion and that is why it is considered the forerunner of the 
Waltz. The Waltz can be traced back as far as 400+ years. The Waltz 
regained its real popularity in the 20th century. The Waltz blossomed 
out as the Hesitation Waltz in 1913. Until the development of the 
hesitation, couples had waltzed in one direction until dizzy and then 
reversed until ready to drop. The Waltz had degenerated into an 
endurance contest. The Hesitation resulted in the Waltz as it is done 
today. The slow Waltz was once known as the Boston Waltz. Today 
the slow Waltz is the American Waltz, English Waltz or just Waltz, 
and the faster is the Viennese Waltz." 
 
Another small article was found on the Internet taken from the 
Grolier Electronic Publishing, Inc. 
 
 "The Waltz is a turning, gliding dance in 3/4 time that 
overcame initial opposition to revolutionize, and ultimately dominate, 
social dancing from 1750 to 1900. It’s most shocking innovation was 
the closed hold, in which each couple danced face to face with arms 
wrapped "immodestly" around one another, now the accepted 
ballroom position. A direct outgrowth of the German and Austrian 
Landler and Deutsche, the Waltz appeared in France after the 
Revolution (displacing the minuet) and in England in 1812. Its 
universal adoption marked the first occasion in centuries that mass 
taste prevailed in dance without the official sanction of either courts 
or dancing masters. The Waltz required little skill: six evenly accented 
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steps completed a full turn in two bars of music; the turns were 
repeated endlessly as the couples swiftly circled the dance floor. The 
brilliant waltz music of Johann Strauss, Sr., and Josef Lanner 
inspired the Viennese Waltz, which stressed the first step in the 
sequence and doubled the prevalent tempo. Today's polite waltz is 
virtually identical to the vigorous original." 
 
 The Waltz became very popular in Vienna, with large dance 
halls being opened to accommodate the craze: the spread in 1807, and 
the Apollo in 1808? In London, it caused a great sensation, and Lord 
Byron, when he first saw it, found his lady friend clasped closely by 
"A hug hussar-looking gentleman, turning round and round to a 
confounded see-saw, up-down sort of turns like two cockchafers 
spitted on the same bodkin." 
 A sedate type of the faster Viennese Waltz, at about 90 beats 
per minute, evolved in America around 1870 (the Boston). It retained 
the turning figures and added a dip, and the partners held their hands 
on each others hips.  
 The dance we know as the waltz in America is described as 
close to the one being danced in England in 1910. The dancers, with a 
slower tempo, added more figures, eventually some with syncopated 
beats. 
 
 The technique of the Waltz step is simple in nature and we will 
give the basic steps: 
 
 "Step with the left foot forward counting 1, slide the right 
forward count two, then bring the left foot to the right, count three. 
Then begin on the right foot and repeat the first step. With this basic, 
steps are added turns in rhythm to the music and going front and 
backwards as you wish. One can hesitate for a three count on either 
foot, then continue with the three-count step. Many variations can be 
introduced but one keeps the same counting to the 3/4 music rhythm. 
 
The Mazurka 
 

About 1845 the Mazurka became known in England. It had a 
considerable vogue in Paris and the Courts of Eastern Europe. It is of 
considerable importance, as it exercised an undoubted influence on 
other dances. It is derived from a Polish folk dance from the province 
of Masovia, subsequently taken up by the officers of the Polish army, 
brought by them into the ballrooms and later introduced into Russia, 
Germany and France. Generally in 3/4 time, it has that peculiarity of 
many Polish dances of one strongly accented beat. 
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In Western Europe it appears to have been danced as a set 
with four or eight couples. Though there were certain ore or less 
recognized movements, notably the pas de mazurka itself, it was a 
dance in which much extemporization was permitted and expected. 
Nicholas Legat says: "Like the Polonaise, the Mazurka may also be 
embellished with a variety of figures improvised by the director of the 
dances." 

Cellarius also speaks of this freedom to variate: "The real 
dancer of the Mazurka not only varies his steps, but more frequently 
invents them, creating new ones that belong only to himself, and 
which other would be wrong I copying with servility." 

Coulon, in 1844, likens the dance to a "Russian Cotillion," and 
states that it was introduced into England by the Duke of Devonshire 
on his return from Russia after his residence there as British 
ambassador. 
 
The Polka 

 
The Polka was introduced to society around 1844. It is said 

that it was created by a Bohemian girl. (Anna Slezak in 1834) The 
basic step consists of a preparatory hop followed by a chasse done 
first to the left then to the right. It is in duple time. 

It is said that it was originally a Czech peasant dance.  It was 
introduced into the ballrooms of Prague around 1835. The name 
means "half-step."  

It is said that in 1840, Raab, a dancing teacher of Prague, 
danced the Polka at the Odeon Theater in Paris where it was a 
tremendous success. Dance masters in Paris took the new dance and 
refined it for their saloons and ballrooms. These dance academies 
were swamped with pupils and recruited ballet girls as dancing 
partners to help them teach the Polka. This attracted many young 
men who, like young men, were not only interested in the dance but 
also in the attractive teachers. This may be one reason that dancing 
developed a bad name. 

By the middle of the 19th century it was introduced in England 
but didn't reach the popularity it had gotten on the continent. By this 
time it reached the United States. Both the Waltz and the Polka 
eventually replaced the contredanse and the cotillion. 

 
The Galop 

 
The popularity of the Polka led to the introduction of other like 

dances, including the Galop - A dance coming from Hungary. It was 
in 2/4 and it was a springy step, also with a glissade and a chasse 
around the room with occasional turns. The music used many times 
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was a fast Polka. The Galop was particularly popular as the final 
dance of the evening. 

 
The Steps: - slide right foot forward about twenty inches, 

counting 1, change to left, 2; leap forward with right, 3; hop, 4; and 
repeat. Turns and backward steps are also used. 

 
Schottische 

 
The Schottische is similar to the Polka. It is characterized by 

the clapping of hands after having taken three hopping steps. It is 
written in 4/4 time. The dance had a considerable vogue in England 
during the mid-19th century. First danced in England around 1848 it 
was a round danced with music somewhat similar to the Polka, but 
played slower. We read  

 
"In the year 1850 there appeared in all parts of Europe the 

"Schottische," a round dance which had, as early as 1844, been 
executed in Bavaria under the name "Rheinlaender," and in the 
Rhemish countries it was known as the "Bavarian Polka." It is 
German in origin and one can only hypothesize that when asked to 
play the dance a Polka was used in slower tempo." 

 
In regard to the Schottische the Director of the English Folk 

Dance and Song Society remarked: 
 
"The Schottische was invented by the dancing master 

Markowski nearly a hundred years after the appearance of the 
Exossaise. This couple dance was given the rhythm of the Strathspey 
and may have been from the first danced to Scottish airs, but its name 
and association with Scotland clearly exercised a great appeal. It does 
not seem to have had any vogue in Paris and it is not mentioned by 
Cellarius in his book "La Danse des Salons" (1847). But it found 
favor in North Britain, where the rhythm (now styled Schottische) 
was long familiar, and not only in Scotland. When the invented 
Schottische couple dance reached the Border it found a ready soil in 
which to root, for there the reels and hornpipes had that "snap" 
which is now regarded as the distinctive feature of Scottish traditional 
dance music. The Keel Row is a Tyneside song, and that is in 
Schottische time. A "broken" hornpipe played with snap can be made 
indistinguishable from a Schottische. 

It was no doubt the appreciation of the exciting effect of the 
Scottish snap which prompted the Polish dancing master to his 
invention. The snap itself may well have grown out of the technique of 
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playing dance music on the bagpipes, which are sounded by a stream 
of air kept under pressure and released only in "staccato" spurts." 

 
The steps: The couple standing side by side, gentleman's right 

hand at the back of the lady's waist, and the lady's left hand resting 
lightly on the gentleman's right shoulder. Begin with the right foot for 
the lady, left foot for the gentleman. For the lady, step right foot 
forward to the fourth position, counting 1 bring left to right in first 
position or third position behind (change), placing the weight on the 
left foot, 2' leap forward from left to right, in fourth position, 3; hop 
on right, at the same time extending the left foot forward in the fourth 
position (raised, that is with the foot lifted from the floor), 4; one bar. 
Repeat, beginning with the left foot. 

 
While there were many other type social dancing I have given 

the most popular and those that show that some learning was needed 
to dance the above dances, although the Waltz and Polka were not as 
refined or intricate as the Quadrille and Lancer, and the multitypes of 
the German.  

Couple dancing was the new way to dance and dances were 
invented to emphasize this desire of the dancing public.  

 
The Jazz Dances 

 
We begin with the Cakewalk, not that it was a social dance but 

that its rhythm influenced the latter popular ragtime. The cakewalk 
was a competition dance characterized by a big, strutting step with 
the back tilted back. It is written that a cake was awarded the dancer 
that had the best steps and struts. These competitions were very 
popular in the south in the late 19th century. The height of the 
published cakewalk was in 1899, beginning at around 1895. The Rag 
was the immediate relative of the cakewalk and it is said that when 
three cakewalks were combined into one composition, with transition 
material between them we have the first Rag. 

One written mentioned that the cakewalk originated in Florida 
at about 1880. It is characterized by its rhythm. This rhythm usually 
appeared in the 12 and 13th measures of the first strain. It is joyful 
music with very melodic lines. Even the great P.S. Sousa played 
cakewalks for his audiences that were often arranged by the great 
trombonist, Arthur Pryor. 

 
The One-Step 

 
The One-Step evolved during the turn of the 20th century and 

the earliest one step I found in dance band arrangements was in 1903 
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and reached it popularity in the late teens of the 20th century. In the 
early 20th century we find a tutor book of B. Feldman - "How To 
Dance the One-Step." We will give you this lesson and its explanations 
and pictures: 

 
FELDMAN'S How To Dance The ONE-STEP 

 
There is no sequence of steps danced in the One-Step, and no 

hard and fast rule as regards the dancing of the variations given. The 
gentleman by his leading must convey to the lady the various types he 
wishes her to do. The lady must never lead; only follow the steps 
indicated by the Gentleman. As the steps must be danced very 
smoothly on the soles of the feet. Great care must be taken to keep all 
forward and backward steps narrow, that is to say, the heels close 
together; the steps may be long, but they must not be wide. The most 
important step of all in the One-Step is the smooth walk, which is 
taken forwards and backwards and in all directions. Avoid all 
exaggerations and contortions. Keep the knees fairly loose, as in 
walking. Do not put in any extra shoulder movement. If the body is 
kept in an absolutely natural position, the shoulders will move slightly 
of their own accord in harmony with the feet. In the following 
description the Kick Step, Curve Step, Dip Step, and Side Lift should 
not be attempted until the other more simple steps have been 
thoroughly practiced and mastered, as the former are rather more 
complicated and not is such general use. 

 

 
 
Figure 1 - Gentleman with his weight on left foot, right foot 

forward; lady with her weight on right foot, left foot back; 
gentleman's right hand on lady's waist almost underneath her left 
arm. He places his left hand over her right, holding same slightly 
above her waist. 

 
Figure 1 -Walk  - Gentleman walks forward six steps, 

commencing with his right foot, finishing with his weight on his left 
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foot, slightly turning on this step, close right foot up to step, step back 
on left. Lady walks back six steps, commencing with left foot, 
finishing with her weight on her right foot, close left foot to right, 
slightly turning on it, step forward on right foot. At the end of this 
movement the lady will be in a position to walk forward on her left 
foot, and the gentleman back on his right foot. Gentleman walks back 
four steps, commencing on his right foot, turning slightly on the 
fourth step left foot), take right foot to side, close left foot to right. 
Lady walks forward four steps, commencing on her left foot, slightly 
turning on fourth step (right foot), slide left foot to side close right 
foot to left. 

 

 
 
Side Step - No 2, Fig. 2 - Gentleman walks forward two steps, 

commencing with right foot (count 1,2), slide right foot to side (3) (see 
photo). Lady walks back two steps, commencing with her left foot 
(count 1, 2), slide left foot to side. 

Figure 3 - Gentleman close left foot to right. Lady close right 
foot to left. Repeat this movement four times in all. 

Kick Step No. 3, Fig. 4) Gentleman walks forward four steps, 
commencing with his right foot. Lady walks aback four steps, 
commencing with left foot. Gentleman lift right foot up forward 
(count 1, 2) (see photo). Lady kick left foot back (count 1, 2) 
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Figure 5 - Gentleman lift left foot up forward (count 3, 4). 
Lady lift right foot back (count 3, 4). Repeat this movement again, i.e. 
walk four steps, kick 1,2,3,4. Gentleman walks four steps forward, 
commencing with right foot, finishing standing on left foot, step to 
side with right foot, close left foot to right. Lady walks back four 
steps, commencing with left foot, finish standing on right foot, take 
left foot to side, close right foot to left.  

Turn - No. 4, Fig 6 - Gentleman places right foot against lady's 
right foot (see photo), the lady at the same time stepping back on her 
left, taking a small step. 

 
Fig. 7 - Turning on the soles of both feet (1), gentleman take 

left foot around lady outside, turning on it (2). Lady take left foot 
around gentleman outside, turning on it. Repeat this, counting 3,4. 
Gentleman walks forward six steps, commencing on his right foot, 
lady walks back six steps, commencing on her left. 

Curve Step. No. 5, Fig. 8 - Gentleman curve right foot forward. 
Lady curve left foot back. 

Fig. 9 - Gentleman takes left foot to side. Lady takes right foot 
to side. 

Fig. 10 - Gentleman close right foot to left. Lady close left foot 
to right, pause for fourth beat. Gentleman curve left foot back, take 
right foot to side, close left foot to right. Lady curve right foot 
forward, left foot to side, close right foot to left. Gentleman walks 
forward four steps, commencing with his right foot, lady walks four 
back, commencing on her left. Repeat. Curve step again. 
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Fig. 11 - Gentleman walks forward four steps, commencing on 
his right foot, left foot, right foot, turning on left foot. Lady walks 
back four steps, commencing on left foot, turning on her last step 
(right foot). The gentleman will now have his back to centre of room, 
and the lady facing centre, as in photo. 

 

 
 
Traveling Step No. 6, Fig. 12 - Gentleman close right foot to 

left. Lady slide left foot to right. Gentleman slide left foot to side, slide 
right foot to left, slide left foot to side. Lady slide right foot to side, 
slide left foot to right, slide right foot to side. Repeat this movement 
four times in all, counting 1,2,3,4. Take a small turn on the last step 
(left foot), walks back four steps, commencing with right foot. Lady 
take a small turn on last step (right foot), walk forward four steps, 
commencing on left foot. Gentleman step to side with right foot, close 
left foot to right, turning so as to face line of direction. Lady step to 
left with left foot, close with right foot turning. Gentleman will now be 
facing forward and lady backward. 

 

 
 
Step No. 7, Fig. 13 - gentleman step forward on right foot, 

forward on left, feet together, forward on left foot, bending the left 
knee (see photo). Lady step back on left foot, right foot, feet together, 
back on right foot with knee bent. 

Gentleman walk two steps forward, right, left. Lady walk two 
steps back, left, right. Repeat this Dip Step once more. Gentleman 
walk forward four steps, lady walk back four. 
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Side Lift. No. 8, Fig 14 - Gentleman step forward on right foot, 

forward on left, feet together, left foot back, standing on right foot in 
between the lady's feet, pause. Lady step back on left foot, back on 
right, feet together, right foot forward against gentleman's right foot, 
raising left foot at side. Lady lower left foot, standing on it. Gentleman 
walks forward, commencing with left foot, and lady back, 
commencing with right foot. Walk forward, backward, and turning, 
ad lib. 

 
Two-Step 

 
The Two Step appeared around 1890, the earliest arrangement 

I have is 1893. Its origins are unclear but may include the polka, galop 
and/or waltz. The dance consists of sliding steps to the side in 2 over 4 
time. It was one source of the fox-trot, which became its successor 
about 1920. It is more or less a double quick march with a skip in 
each step done as rapidly as a couple can go forward, backward and 
turning. 

 
The Charleston 

 
The Charleston is dance that used a frenzied combination of 

swinging arms, kicking legs, and turned-in toes and knees in a 
syncopated 4/4. It was the ballroom sensation of the 1920's. It is 
thought that it was named about Charleston, S.C. and probably 
evolved from the black dance steps common in the South, specifically 
the Jay-Bird and the Juba. It took on a fast, flapping kick in Harlem. 
It was introduced in "Runnin' Wild, an all-black revue and took the 
U.S. by storm. Those who avoided the Shimmy as too effeminate 
danced with greater abandon than the women. 

 
The Black Bottom 
 
 This dance succeeded the succeeded the Charleston. It is said 
to have come from New Orleans. The stomping steps, the knee sway 
and the shuffling are characteristics of the dance. 
 
The Grizzly Bear 
 
 This is a dance that the woman threw and wrapped herself 
around her partner in what at that time (1900-1910) was considered 
very shocking. A simple ragtime dance followed its daring overture. 

 
The Shimmy 
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Probably the most controversial dance of the 20's. It was a 

shaking of the shoulders and the whole body. Two of the vaudeville 
gals that featured the Shimmy was Gilda Gray and Bee Palmer. 

 
Fox Trot 

 
The fox Trot is said to have originated in the summer of 1914 

by Vaudevillian Harry Fox (born Arthur Carringford in Pomona, 
California, in 1882). In early 1914, Fox appeared in vaudeville in the 
New York area. His troupe was hired to provide vaudeville between 
shows at a theater. As part of the act Fox was performing trotting 
steps to ragtime music and people began to refer to his strutting as 
"Fox's Trot." It was G. K. Anderson to settle the style of the fox-trot. 
The popularity spread and evolved into a ballroom dance. It was a 
dance that could be adapted to the slow syncopated 4/4 rhythm of 
early jazz. The Fox Trot probably was the most significant 
development in all of ballroom dancing. The combination of quick 
and slow steps permitted more flexibility and gave much greater 
dancing pleasure than the one-step or two-step which it replaced. 
There is more variety in the fox-trot than in any other dance. 
Variations of the foxtrot include the "Peabody," the "Quickstep," and 
the "Roseland Fox Trot." 

The original dance had a tempo of about 160 beats per minute. 
It rapidly became popular in New York and a year later in London. It 
was fashionably regarded as a rebellion against 19th century dancing, 
as it used parallel feet (rather than the turned out feet of the Victorian 
dances). Around 1922, the trotting steps were discarded for a less 
energetic movement called the Saunter. By 1927 the dance was called 
the Slow Fox Trot and was characterized by smooth gliding 
movements. Since that time, the dance has been developed into two 
derived forms internationally: the Quickstep and the Slow Fox Trot. 
The slow Fox Trot is performed to slower music (120 beats per 
minute), and retains the walks and pivots of its predecessor.  

 
Dance Steps: 
 
PREPARATION STEP 
 
Left foot forward, heel-Toe. Body turn slightly left. (CBM) 
 FEATHER STEP 
Collect right foot, body recover to center 
Right foot forward, Heel-toe-Rise (inside partner) 
Left foot forward, toe, body turn right 
Right foot forward, Toe (outside partner), left shoulder leading 
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 Reverse turn 
Collect left foot, body recover to center 
Left foot forward, heel-toe-rise, turn body to left 
Right foot take big step forward (to allow girl to step inside 

partner on the next    step)-on toe backing LOD. 
Left feet brush close to right foot to delay for girl to do a heel 

pull 
Left foot directly back directly into LOD, on toe. 
Small step so that girl is not pulled off balance. 
Girl forward inside partner. 
 FEATHER STEP 
Collect right foot, body turn left 
Right foot back directly into LOD on Toe-Heel, body turn left 
Left foot back directly into LOD on Toe but foot face LOD, 

diag. to Wall body under turn. 
Right foot forward LOD and diag. to Wall on Toe, outside 

partner 
Body still under turn with left shoulder leading. 
 THREE STEP 
Collect left foot. Body completes the turn and recover to LOD, 

diag. to Wall 
Left step forward. Heel Toe 
Right step forward. Inside partner. Heel Toe rise 
Left step forward. Toe. 
 NATURAL TURN 
Collect right foot 
Right step forward'  
Step left forward 
Brush right foot close to left. Delay for girl's heel pull 
Small right step back into LOD. 
 OPEN IMPETUS 
Collect left foot, Back left foot, toe, Heel 
Weight of left heel, turn 135 dig. Right 
Weight on right toe, continue turn 45 dig. Left foot back 
 FEATHER STEP 
Right back 
Left to left side 
Right to left side, CBMP 
Collect left, left forward 
Right forward, U turn 
Left forward (same as preparation) 
Start again from beginning. 
 

The Tango 
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The Tango evolved in Buenos Aires at the end of the 19th 
century. It is said that it evolved from the Milonga, a lively, suggestive 
Argentinean dance, and the Habanera of Cuba. By the 1920's it had 
become a standard ballroom dance in Europe and the United States. 
It evolved into a flowing, elegant dance accompanied by somewhat 
melancholy music with a characteristic tango beat. The Tango caused 
a sensation in dancing circles and is danced in both the closed position 
and in various types of extravagant dance relationships which 
incorporate a particular freedom of expression.  

The Tango uses some of the same step patterns as other 
'walking' dances, including the fox Trot and the Quickstep. No other 
dance but the Tango connects two people more closely and 
emotionally as well as physically. Part of this is the dance position. 
Partners face the same direction (the woman's right, the man's left) 
and so dance almost cheek to cheek. You also keep your arms around 
each other for the entire dance. Begin the dance in a standard dance 
position, keeping your upper body straight, then shift your weight 
onto the balls of your feet. This will push you and your partner 
together. The man pulls his partner toward him with his right hand 
behind his partner's back. The partner places her left hand on your 
upper arm just above his biceps and pushes against him. Extend your 
other arm (the woman's right, the man's left) to the side in the usual 
ballroom manner. Do NOT let your arm sink like a lead weight, or 
flop around like wet spaghetti. Instead press very lightly against your 
partner's hand.  

There are hundreds of step patterns that can be used. The 
simplest, most basic tango pattern is the walk. Start from the neutral 
position (feet close together). The woman steps backward with her 
right foot, then backward with her left. The man steps forward with 
his left foot then forward with his right. Don't leave your legs apart 
after the second step. Instead bring your free foot (the woman's right, 
the man's left) up beside your supporting foot. Don’t put any weight 
on the free foot. This brings you back to the neutral position, poised to 
do another Two-Step Walk or some other pattern. In the Tango you 
do not do standard step patterns in standard sequences to a set 
rhythm. Instead you create new step patterns and combine them in 
ways new to you. Creativity and improvisation are valued more than 
correctness by the best Tango dancers. Perhaps this freedom is one 
reason for the popularity of the dance during the jazz era of dancing. 

 
The Lindy Hop & Jitterbug 
 

Ray Bolger, a famous dancer named the dance after Colonel 
Lindbergh after his flight over the Atlantic. This 'swing' dance had as 
much 'air time' as possible. However the acrobatic style of 
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exhibitionist was toned down for the regular dancers. There are many 
varied steps and it is not a dance that stations the partners together, 
many of the steps being done by holding your partners hand extended 
and doing dance steps apart, swinging in circles, going under the held 
hands and inventing new steps in various hand positions. In the mid 
1930's a bouncy six beat variant was named the Jitterbug, being 
introduced in 1934 by band leader Cab Calloway in a tune called the 
Jitterbug. 

By the end of 1936 the Lindy and Jitterbug was sweeping the 
country. 

 
THE BIG BANDS 

 
The musical ensemble that accompanied the dance evolved 

from the 'society band' of the early 20th century (Sic: Violin, flute, 
clarinet, cornet, trombone, piano, bass & drums) to what became 
known as the dance band or 'big band.' Saxes were added until the 
instrumentation of the dance band included: 5 saxes, three trumpets, 
three trombones, and 3 or 4 rhythm instruments. Later the brass 
section was enlarged and some bands contained 4 trumpets and 4 
trombones. 

Once the swing era was on its way the accompaniment was this 
'big band.' While the dance teachers did not accept the new swing era 
of jazz their efforts could not be maintained and they began teaching 
the Jitterbug as part of their repertoire. 

 
Vernon & Irene Castle 

 
This dance team was the most famous during the evolving of 

the jazz dances. It was the Castles with their music director James 
Reese Europe that changed the world's dancing habits. Prior to them, 
dances were private and held in supper class homes. Dance Halls were 
not considered to be proper for polite society. But from about 1910, 
the world's dancing habits changed. 

Prior to cc 1910 the popular dances of the day were the Waltz, 
the Schottische and the Polka. The catalyst for the dancing of dancing 
styles was the introduction of the Fox Trot cc 1912. But, the Castles 
propelled the dance into wide public acceptance. The Castles began 
dancing around 1914 and developed other dance featuring the one-
step and the Maxixe, a Brazilian dance first introduced in Paris in 
1912. It was in 2/4 time of rapid tempo with a slight syncopation. In 
this dance strict attention must be paid to the carriage of the head and 
the posturing of the arms. 

The Castle's dance exhibitions caught the public's fancy, and 
soon everybody wanted to go to a ballroom and dance. 
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From 1914 the dance was paramount in social activities. The 
dances of this period are given below: 

One Step, Two-Step, Turkey Trot, Castle Walk, Tango and so 
many others. The leaders of the dance band began to get popularity 
and each had their own arrangers and each developed a 'personal' 
sound that identified their band. Ex: The Glenn Miller sound and the 
Guy Lombardo sound.  

Some of the biggest names of this big band era include: Paul 
Whiteman, Vincent Lopez, Wilbur Sweatman Orchestra (with Duke 
Ellington), Eddie Eilkins, Art Hickman, Isham Jones, Ben Bernie, Ted 
Lewis and later the great Benny Goodman and the Dorsey brothers. (I 
will not list the numerous big bands that were playing as the list 
would be gigantic. 

There is a good account of the Castles in the Christian Science 
Monitor: 

 
"The Castles showed and taught people of two continents how 

modern dances ought to be danced. They eliminated the vulgarity and 
replaced it with refinement. They restored poetry to motion. 
Multitudes of people who had no time to waste upon ordinary 
dancing, as participants or spectators, took kindly, and even 
enthusiastically, to their dancing exhibitions and instruction. Little by 
little to, the Castles changed the atmosphere of the dance-hall. Little 
by little they made it possible for discriminating people to witness, 
with some degree of pleasure, stage and screen dancing. 
Unconsciously, perhaps, because with all their popularity and success 
they remained as modest as they were unaffected, the two achieved a 
notable social reform. Dancing was running down to the depths when 
they first came upon the scene, and before the war separated them 
they had reversed the current. The Castles furnished an illustration of 
the good that may be accomplished in any calling if the effort is 
rightly and skillfully directed." 

 
We find an article written by Irene Castle about the activities 

of their dance entertainment on tour: 
 
"Jim Europe - A Reminiscence. 
We went on a tour called "The Castle whirlwind tour" in the 

winter of 1913-1914 accompanied by Jim Europe and his wonderful 
orchestra. On this tour we played 32 cities in 28 days, which would 
have been a hardship without the inspiration of this splendid music. 
Every man in the orchestra was a star at his own particular 
instrument. The French Horn player - an African - had won medals of 
honor at the conservatory of Music in London. Tyler, the first 
violinist, played such marvelous and ever - new - obligatoes to the 
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tune of Paloma, which Jim Europe had arranged a tango 
orchestration of - that we would completely forget our routine and 
dance languidly around enthralled by this remarkable performance. 
The second half of our program was devoted to a dancing contest on 
the stage in which a large part of the audience took part. The best 
dancers were generally equally good enough to make the final 
decision a difficult one, so we had to depend on Jim Europe's ability 
to change the tempo of the piece he was playing without an apparent 
pause. Without changing the tune he would jump from one-step to 
waltz time and in this way we were able to weed out the couple or 
couples who did not at once perceive the change and swing easily into 
the new time. 

There was one car full of the colored musicians and another 
private car devoted to our company - three other dancing couples and 
ourselves. We were almost always to be found in the car of our 
colored friends. Someone invented a court, in which anyone, white or 
black, caught committing the slightest offense, was tried each evening 
as soon as our performance was over and we were on our way to the 
next show town. Wearing tan shoes in the orchestra pit, whistling in a 
dressing room, being late for a cue or taking a drink before the show, 
were serious offenses calling for a summons. The offender generally 
suspected there was a warrant out for his or her arrest and did his 
best to escape the process server. One could engage counsel, from 
amongst the company or defend one's own case. The eloquence of our 
manager, dear Gladwyn MacDougal, a Canadian who had fought in 
the Boer War and traveled extensively, ever failed to hold us 
spellbound for hours as he pleaded for an acquittal or light sentence. 
The punishment allotted each offender was decidedly amusing and 
varied - a certain number of stinging blows deftly administered in the 
form of an old fashioned spanking, aided by a shoe tree, was the most 
popular one for the orchestra boys. 

The winning dance couple in each city in which we played was 
brought to New York for a grand championship at the Madison 
Square Garden, where the competition was so hot - and a decision so 
hard to reach - that poor Europe's orchestra had to plays without 
stopping for many hours. It was finally won by Salig Baruch and his 
wife, whom we were never able to make take one misstep - however 
often and violently we changed the rhythm. 

Perhaps I am not telling you enough of Jim Europe himself. He 
was an exceedingly intelligent fellow with a profound knowledge of 
music. Not only did he conduct beautifully but he composed some very 
fine pieces. He was tall, rather heavy of build and wore glasses. His 
was a very commanding figure when he faced his men and he used 
such discretion in the choice of his men, that he soon supplied the 
dance music for all of the most fashionable parties in New York. 
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Under his guidance colored orchestras sprang into such favor as they 
have not enjoyed since his death. He held his men together because of 
their great respect for his musical knowledge and the intelligence he 
showed in booking his orchestras with only the best of restaurants 
and theatrical enterprises. He would not employ a man who could not 
read music and he would not tolerate dissipation or irresponsibility. 
The importance of his leadership was not appreciated until after his 
death when his men all scattered and largely disappeared. Without 
Europe to make contracts for them and hold them together - they split 
up and were submerged in the great sea of colored musicians - not all 
of whom are exceptionally gifted. 

It was Jim Europe who suggested the "Fox Trot" to us - for all 
I know he invented it and deserves all of the credit for this most 
popular dance of today. I cannot trace the origin of the name but I do 
know that the tempo was the invention of his ingenious musical mind. 
He played it and we made (Check Opportunity, March, 1930-pg 90) 

 
The Castles were the leading figures in the dance scene of the 

late teens of the new 20th century. We find an article "When America 
Learned to Dance" that speaks of their careers and influence: 

 
"When America Learned To Dance. On Sunday, May 28, 1911 

- a little over twenty-six years ago - there was a wedding in the New 
York suburb of New Rochelle. 

Not a particularly important wedding, one would have said. It 
was held at the house of Dr. and Mrs. H. T. Fotte, who were not 
widely known. The bride was their slender, very pretty daughter 
Irene, who wanted to be a dancer and had recently been given a minor 
part in Lew Fields' production of The Summer Widower in Brooklyn. 
The groom was better known. He was an agile, humorous, carefree 
young English actor, just past his twenty-fourth birthday - the first 
actor Irene Foote had ever met. His real name was Vernon Blythe, but 
he had adopted the stage name of Vernon Castle. He had taken small 
parts in a number of musical shows, had shown a talent for farce and 
for original and eccentric dancing, and during the past year had 
blossomed out into considerable success as "Zowie, the Man of 
Mystery" in The Hen-Pecks, Fields show which was having a good run 
on Broadway. 

The high point of Vernon Castle's contribution to this show 
was a barbershop scene in which Lew Fields was the barber and 
Vernon was the customer: Fields shampooed Vernon lavishly, 
crammed an egg into his mouth, and singed off his red wig, which 
exploded with a loud bang. The degree of fame which Vernon Castle 
had achieved as Zowie may be measured by the fact that the report of 
his wedding was given three inches of space on an inside page of the 
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following morning's New York Times. If you had whispered to the 
wedding guests that within three years the bride and groom would be 
the most brilliantly successful and admired couple in America, and 
that they were destined to influence profoundly the temper of social 
life throughout the country, bringing about changes in social customs 
and attitudes which would still affect our daily life twenty-six years 
later, you would surely have been considered a little touched in the 
head. 

Yet, as it happened, events that very day were conspiring in 
their behalf, though they did not know it. May 28, 1911, was a Sunday 
- this being a convenient time for an actor's wedding. Sunday is also a 
convenient time for actors' celebrations. On this evening of May 28 
the annual Friars' Frolic was to take place in New York. Among the 
scheduled soloists was a youth even younger than Vernon Castle. 
Born Izzy Baline, he had come up from poverty and obscurity in the 
Bowery to a song-writing job in Tin Pan Alley, and had signed his 
songs Irving Berlin. Having done well enough to be elected to the 
Friars, he was confronted with the necessity of throwing together a 
new song for the Friars' Frolic. So he pulled out of a drawer a tune 
which he had never put to words, and hurriedly concocted a lyric. 
Thus casually was born a song which was to inaugurate a new era in 
American popular music - and also, incidentally, was to pave the way 
for the Castles' extraordinary career. Berlin called it Alexander's 

Ragtime Band. 
To understand the far-reaching social movement of which the 

bride and groom of New Rochelle were to find themselves the leaders, 
and for which Alexander's Ragtime Band was to serve as a sort of 
introductory theme song, one must project oneself back into the 
prewar atmosphere of early 1911, when the rotund and smiling Taft 
was President, and ex-President Theodore Roosevelt had not yet gone 
on the warpath against him, and Woodrow Wilson was the newly 
elected governor of New Jersey; when England was preparing for a 
coronation - that of the fifth George; when Christy Mathewson was 
pitching for the Giants, and visitors to New York came home singing 
the praises of Hazel Down in Pink Lady, and the American 
suffragettes had just held their first big parade, the "husbands' 
section" of which had received jeers and catcalls from one end of Fifth 
Avenue to the other; when the best-selling books were such 
confections as The Rosary and The Winning of Barbara Worth; when 
the ownership of an automobile was a mark of considerable personal 
prosperity; and when men wore high, stiff turnover collars with the 
necktie emerging at the bottom of a narrow opening between the 
flaps, and women wore high-collared shirtwaists, lisle stockings, 
narrow skirts reaching to their shoe tops, and huge hats of a gross 
tonnage since unequaled. 
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More specifically, one must understand what was the state of 
dancing - and, for that matter, the state of mind of the dancers. 

In such historical works as deign to admit that history - being 
the story of how people lived - may be made on the ballroom floor as 
well as in the halls of government, you will read that for many years 
preceding 1911, the popular dances in America had been the waltz 
and the two-step. That is not strictly correct. For some time there had 
been at least two current varieties of waltz - the "old fashioned waltz' 
(as it was condescendingly called by those who had abandoned it) and 
the Boston.) 

They were so different that anybody who had taken his 
dancing instruction in a small town, or had modeled his style on stage 
waltzing such as Donald Brian's in The Merry Widow, would have 
been helpless and bewildered at a debutante party at Sherry's or the 
Bellevue-Stratfird or the Somerset. The fashionable dance in the 
urban East - its supremacy weakening as one traveled westward (or 
downward in the scale of fashion) - was the Boston; in fact, so 
complete was its domination that a New York or Philadelphia or 
Boston debutante might have danced the whole season through 
without hearing from a dance orchestra any music but that which was 
adapted to the Boston's gait. The men who danced with that 
debutante in 1910, and who nowadays are readily reduced to a 
condition of middle-aged nostalgia by hearing the melodies to which 
they capered - the waltz songs from The Arcadians, My Hero from The 

Chocolate Soldier, Beautiful Lady from The Pink lady, We are the 

Dollar Princesses, and of course that classical climax to every evening 
of romantic, champagne-fed excitement, The Beautiful Blue  Danube - 
such men have reminiscent visions of themselves lightly and nimbly 
Bostoning. 

Nimbly is the word. Let those middle-aged victims of nostalgia 
turn on the phonograph nowadays, adjust a waltz to the proper rapid 
tempo, and try to Boston with a never-so-agile contemporary, and 
they will be convinced that the Boston was a strenuous, almost an 
athletic, dance. 

It endured as long as it did because - broadly speaking - only 
the young danced. Elder members of Society (with a big S) emerged at 
rare intervals for their traditional assemblies and cotillions, and in 
humbler circles there were occasional "grand balls" - like the 
policemen's and firemen's - at which middle-aged people might be 
found on the dance floor; nevertheless, it is true that through the 
length and breadth of middle-class America few people danced after 
they were married or had reached the age of, say, twenty-five. There 
was no dancing in restaurants; there were few attractive public 
dancing places of any sort. In general, dancing was one of the childish 
things which middle-aged America had put away. And of course one 
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must realize that in the more evangelical communities dancing was 
still under suspicion. 

America's age of innocence had not yet come to an end. That 
worthy but forbidding code which we sometimes refer to as Puritan 
and sometimes as Victorian - that way of life of which the starched 
shirt front, the black Sunday suit, the high whaleboned corset, the 
street-sweeping skirt, and the full-sleeved bathing dress were signs 
and symbols - was passing but not yet in full flight. Young women, it 
is true, had taken up sports with a will, and many of them had become 
sunburned amazons in middy blouses and serviceable skirts and 
sneakers - or even, in the absence of male company, in bloomers. In all 
but the strictest groups the chaperon had so relaxed her vigilance that 
young people went off for a day's picnicking without her, and some 
parents actually permitted their daughters to go to the theater 
unattended except by their young male escorts. Petting, if not rare in 
respectable society, was at least secret. Although there was much easy 
camaraderie between young men and girls, among the well-brought-
up there was astonishingly little sex about it, considering the human 
material and the opportunities. Among their elders there was far less 
easy social give-and-take between the sexes than now. And 
incidentally, no decent woman was ever seen in a bar; and at late as 
1912, when the wife of a Russian ambassador lighted a cigarette in a 
Baltimore hotel she was promptly asked to refrain; women were not 
expected to smoke in public. 

But a change was coming. 
If there is anything more difficult than to generalize about 

social customs in a country so large and diverse as the United States, it 
is to set a date for a change in those customs. One cannot pick a year 
and month and say with certainty, "At this moment jazz and the new 
dances began." Ragtime had been popular since the nineties; jazz, 
which grew out of ragtime, had been in process of evolution for years 
before 1911`. Likewise, the origins of the new dances went back a long 
way. Yet this much is sure; within a few weeks of the time when 
Alexander's' Ragtime Band was included in the program at the 
Columbia Burlesque house in New York, it was sweeping the country 
as few songs have done before or since. To most of those who heard it, 
Alexander seemed to embody a new and exciting rhythm. When Irving 
Berlin amazingly followed it in short order with several other 
successes, including That Mysterious Rag, The Ragtime Violin, and, 
Everybody's doing It, the new rhythm became more and more firmly 
established in popularity. And it was at about this time that the new 
dances which made full use of this rhythm - the Turkey Trot, Bunny 
Hug, Grizzly Bear, and their swarm of imitators (Gotham Gabble, 
Humpback Rag, Gaby Glide, Shiver, and the like) - spread like a 
prairie fire. 
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In essence these new dances were simple; the partners walked 
a sort of rocking, swooping walk, swaying outward with each step. 
Performers in the restaurants began to teach them to the customers; 
somebody had the bright idea of letting the customers dance to their 
heart's content; other restaurants followed suit; people who had thus 
learned these ambulatory exercises were soon seizing opportunities to 
practice them, even at formal parties; and so the new vogue spread. 
At first it was regarded somewhat as the vogue of the Charleston was 
regarded in the nineteen-twenties - as a mere passing novelty; the 
dances were stunts, vulgar but amusing. But they were so ridiculously 
easy to learn, even for the uninitiated, they were so agreeably 
unstrenuous, the fury of moral indignation which they aroused among 
the custodians of morality so advertised them, and a generation ready 
for liberation from formality so reveled in their rowdiness, that they 
began to make their way into widespread use. Meanwhile they were 
gradually being smoothed down into a standard form in which the 
dancers did not need to rock so much - the One-Step. It was an 
ungainly dance even when well performed. As novices performed it - 
hugging grotesquely, rocking, ambling heavily - it looked like a 
peripatetic wrestling match. The touch of genius was needed to give it 
style and distinction. 

The young couple who were presently to add this touch of 
genius was still quite unaware of their mission. Vernon and Irene 
Castle were both in the cast of The Hen-Peck during the 1911-12 
season. When the show closed, they went abroad again, Vernon 
having his eye on a part in a French revue. It was not until he left it in 
disgust, and he and Irene decided to try their fortune as a dance team 
in the restaurants of Paris that they found themselves. 

They were engaged to appear at the Cafe de Paris - "tous les 

soirs, au souper, Vernon et Irene Castle, dans leur danses 

sensationelles." They planned to dance in costume with the sort of 
rough-and -tumble performance which were then in vogue. But the 
evening before they were to make their first appearance they went to 
dinner at the Cafe to get the feel of the place. A Russian nobleman 
who was dining there recognized them and asked them to dance. And 
so it happened that they went out on the floor, not from behind the 
scenes, but from a table among the other diners; not in costume, but 
in orthodox evening dress; Irene was in her wedding costume, with a 
train, and they modified their dance accordingly. 

From that moment their success was meteoric. 
The Russian nobleman sent them a three-hundred-franc tip 

and asked them to repeat. Vernon was all for returning the money, 
but the prudent Irene insisted that they keep it (and heaven knows 
they needed it). They repeated. The next evening they were not behind 
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the wings, but again with the other diners. Their performance caught 
on. 

They began to be invited by the socially elect of Paris to 
perform at private parties. Within a few months they were at 
Deauville, earning high pay at the Casino - high pay which Vernon 
promptly gambled away at baccarat. They returned in triumph to 
America to appear at Louis Martin's in New York, doing all sorts of 
elaborations and improvisations on the modern dances, and their 
success swelled - incredibly, magically. 

One evening when they were tired, Vernon suggested that they 
should just walk round the room, rising up on the toes with each 
stride; it was a preposterous dance, they both thought, but it made an 
instant hit, and by the spring of 1913, the "Castle Walk" was all the 
rage. You simply walked to the music, lightly, with a happy lift - the 
man stepping forward, his partner, backward; when you wanted to 
turn, you simply leaned in and slanted round; if you chose to keep on 
in a slanting position, you found yourself describing a diminishing 
spiral; then you straightened up and started off again. A silly dance - 
but it was easy to learn, easy to do; it was gay; and as the Castles 
danced it, it had a style all its own. 

For the truth is that the reason the Castles became so 
successful was not simply that Irene was exquisitely slender and 
lovely, that Vernon was lithely authoritative, and that their dances 
were ingeniously devised and dashingly executed, but also that they 
brought to the awkward and vulgar-looking dance forms of the 
current mode a combination of easy gayety and almost patrician 
fastidiousness. They sublimated the dance craze, thus appeasing the 
moralists and entrancing every beholder who had an eye for beauty in 
motion. They have never been better described than by Gilbert Seldes 
in The Seven Lively Arts; 

 

"Vernon, it is possible, was the better dancer of the two; in 

addition to the beauty of his dancing he had inventiveness...But 

if he were the greater, his finest creation was Irene. No one else 

had ever given exactly that sense of being freely perfect, of 

moving without effort and without will, in more than accord, in 

absolute identity with the music. There was always something 

unimpassioned, cool not cold, in her abandon; it was certainly 

the least sensual dancing in the world; the whole appeal was 

visual. It was as if the eye following her graceful motion across 

the stage was gratified by its own orbit, and found a sensuous 

pleasure in the ease of her line, in the disembodied lightness of 

her footfall, in the careless slope of her lovely shoulders...There 

were not steps, no tricks, no stunts. There was only dancing, and 

it was all that one ever dreamed of flight, with wings posed, and 

swooping gently down to rest." 
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Their success expanded. New York Society competed for their 
time with showmen and restaurant promoters. Presently they were 
installed as the presiding deities of Castle House, a combined 
restaurant and dancing school which was sumptuously housed in a 
massive building in East Forty-Sixth Street, with such patronesses as 
Mrs. Stuyvesant Fish and Mrs. Anthony J. Drexel, Jr. They 
performed at a sort of nightclub atop a theater in West Forty-Fourth 
Street - Castles in the Air, it was called. They had a restaurant of their 
own called Sans Souci. Occasionally they would motor to Long Beach 
to show themselves at the Stylish Castles-by-the-Sea. They were in 
huge demand on the stage, and in due course became the star 
attractions of Watch Your Step. Music authorized by them, with 
pictures of them on the cover, sold in quantity. Vernon devised the 
script of a motion picture in which they danced. The Castle House 
Orchestra was in fashionable demand. They went on tour, and the 
country was thrilled. 

Yet they took it all with happy-go-lucky ease: Edward B. 
Marks tells of going to their Lexington Avenue house and finding 
them sitting on the floor playing with novelty dolls. And how the 
money rolled in! For a time their income reached the huge - by pre-
Hollywood standards - figure of $6000 a week. By this time they had a 
country place in Manhasset, and Vernon played polo and showed his 
German shepherd dogs. Now they were indubitably king and queen of 
the dance craze. 

And what a craze it was! The dancing began in the afternoon 
with thes dansants, otherwise "tango teas" - not only in the hotels and 
restaurants but in private houses, for it became the fashion to 
entertain at tea dances (at most of which tea was actually served, not 
cocktails). Businessmen would sneak away from the office early to 
disport themselves; if they did not bring their own partners, some 
restaurants would provide them with professional partners - and 
would do likewise for unattended ladies. Sleek young men, hoping for 
such opportunities, hung about the anterooms of the cafes: "lounge 
lizards," they were scornfully called by their less-sleek rivals. There 
was dancing between the courses of dinner, dancing after the theater. 

There was a constant succession of new steps, invented or 
imported - the Hesitation, the Tango, the Maxixe, the Lame Duck, and 
at last the Fox Trot, which in 1915 or thereabouts began gradually to 
push the others into the background and become the standard mode. 
(The Fox Trot had a slower tempo than the One-Step, permitting the 
dancers to take sometimes one step to a beat and sometimes two, and 
thus to vary the pattern easily and casually.) Each restaurant had its 
paid performers to rival the Castles - Joan Sawyer and Jack Jarott, 
Mae Murray and Clifton Webb, Maurice Mouvet and Florence 
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Walton, and hosts of others. And there were innumerable dance 
contests, the winners of which hoped to be signed up for vaudeville 
engagements; one of the young men who got his start this way, as a 
cup-winning Tangoist, was Rudolph Valentino. 

The newspapers featured all manner of odd incidents and 
accidents; the librettist of Mlle. Modiste broke his leg doing the Tango, 
Mayor Mitchel of New York invented the "Twinkle," the Secretary of 
the Treasury was reported to be an enthusiastic dancer, John D. 
Rockefeller, Jr., was taking Tango lessons, a man of 102 learned to do 
the Tango and died within a week, a high-school boy's death of heart 
failure in a trolley car was attributed to excessive dancing. 

Inevitably those who had been brought up in the staid Puritan 
tradition were scandalized. The uproar of the protest was loud and 
incessant. Public officials denounced "the lascivious orgies going on in 
so-called respectable dance halls." Booth Tarkington, in Penrod, said 
that the new dances had been brought to "what is called civilized 
society" from "the dives of New York." William Inglis reported in 
Harper's that though he had seen drunken sailors cavorting, this did 
not compare with what he had seen at thes dansants in popular 
restaurants; there was something "so clutchingly familiar" in the 
manner of the girls' partners, he said, that an observer felt he was 
"intruding on a scene that should have no witnesses." Ethel Watts 
Mumford wrote that "the very air of these places is heavy with 
unleashed passions," and warned American mothers of the traps 
which the city was "laying for young unwary feet." A newspaper 
dispatch from Philadelphia announced that fifteen young women 
employed at the Curtis Publishing Company had been dismissed after 
they were discovered Turkey Trotting during the lunch hour. And 
that it was not simply elderly bluenoses who questioned the propriety 
of the craze is underlined by the fact that the Tango was banned at 
the Yale Junior prom of 1914. 

Turkey Trotters were even haled into court. For example, 
Mark Sullivan recounts in Our Times a remarkable episode which 
took place in Westchester County, New York. An eighteen-year-old 
girl was arraigned for disorderly conduct which consisted of dancing 
the Turkey Trot and singing Everybody's doing It. Her lawyer 
demanded a jury trial and got it; and at the trial the judge permitted 
him to sing Everybody's Doing It to the jurors. The spectators joined 
in the chorus; the jury applauded with great gusto and brought in a 
quick verdict of "Not guilty." Not so fortunate was a girl in Paterson, 
New Jersey, who actually got a sentence of twenty-five dollars or fifty 
days in prison for Turkey Trotting! And when Edward Bok, the 
editor of the Ladies Home Journal, tried his hand at dance reform by 
publishing pictures of the Castles doing the supposedly innocent 
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gavotte, polka, and waltz, he received so many hundreds of protests 
from outraged readers that he abandoned his campaign in dismay. 

The dancing went right on, however. Thousands of plump 
middle-aged men and women who had not been on a dance floor since 
they were boys and girls discovered with enthusiasm that Castle 
Walking around a room together made them feel young again. "The 
frontiers of senescence" - to quote Elmer Davis - were "Pushed back 
forty years." Middle age was reclaiming itself a territory which it had 
hitherto abandoned to exclusive occupation by youth; a territory 
which incidentally it still occupies as a matter of course. Today we do 
not think it in the least strange to see men and women in their fifties 
and sixties cavorting at the St. Regis; it was the dance craze which 
dealt one of the heaviest blows to the theory that the dignity of 
maturity is dependent upon stiff joints. Dancing had, furthermore, 
been democratized: by 1915 or a little after, the colonel's lady and 
Judy O'Grady were dancing almost identical steps - a thing which had 
not happened since either of them could remember. 

The craze had brought about other changes in American life, 
too. For one thing, it had played a considerable part, perhaps a 
leading part, in altering women's clothes. When the Castles went to 
Paris in 1912, the hobble skirt was in fashion. By the time they were 
touring the country in Watch Your Step, skirts were fuller and easier. 
Compare the pictures of Vernon and Irene taken in 1912 and 1913 
with those taken in 1915 and you will be struck by the difference; 
Irene's earlier costumes are fussily designed, binding at the knees, 
cumbersome; the later ones are simpler, less constricting, and far 
more graceful, though the skirts still reach within a very few inches of 
the floor. Hats had become smaller and lighter, too, and no wonder; it 
was almost as hard to dance in a huge hat as in a tight skirt. Not yet 
had the boned corset been widely abandoned, though Irene Castle in 
her book recommended an all-elastic garment as well suited for 
dancing; not yet did many women follow her example in bobbing her 
hair; not yet were cosmetics generally used by respectable women - 
unless perhaps secretly, with intent to deceive. One of the grave 
charges made by a critic of the new dances in 1913 was that at a 

dansant in New York he noticed that at least a third of the girls had 
artificial complexions. Not yet was lipstick used. But changes were in 
the air; these other things were to come in due course. The process of 
liberation from the heavy habiliments of Victorian propriety - a 
process which had begun much earlier and was to continue for years 
to come, with much benefit to women's health - was moving into 
double-quick time. 

The change in women's costumes was paralleled by a less 
readily visible but equally real change in their social status. Gradually 
they were acquiring more independence, were becoming less 
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sheltered, less innocent of the world. To be sure, this change was slow; 
Mary Pickford of the long golden curls and the sweetly childlike air 
still had several years to reign as the embodiment of the national 
feminine ideal. Nor, for that matter, did women yet have the vote. But 
they were emerging nonetheless - and the more surely because the 
dance craze so strikingly encouraged easy, casual, informal social 
intercourse between men and women. When Mr. Smith may call up 
Mrs. Roberts and ask her to meet him at 5:30 under the clock at the 
Biltmore and then dance with him at the hotel restaurant, and she 
may come because "Everybody's doing it," and propriety no longer 
forbids, she has won a sort of liberty which may be more important in 
her eyes than the vote. 

The stream of social history, it is true, is always full of 
perplexing eddies and crosscurrents. We have been speaking of 
relaxation and liberation - yet it was during these very years that the 
prohibition movement, which certainly did not represent relaxation 
and liberation, was gathering headway for its sudden triumph at the 
end of the War. And as we have already seen, the forces of Puritanism 
did not give ground readily. Yet I think it is fair to say, nevertheless, 
that the dance craze constituted an opening engagement in that 
revolution in manners and morals which was to excite America during 
the nineteen-twenties - that revolution which was to bring with it 
short skirts, short hair, lipstick, corsetless dancing, smoking among 
women, mixed drinking at the bar, necking in the parked car, a sharp 
in crease in the divorce rate, and other new and disturbing 
phenomena. And if this opening engagement resulted in a victory for 
the forces of liberation, this was in large measure due to the fact that 
Irene and Vernon Castle's leadership was so contagiously light-
hearted and the example which they set was so gracefully 
distinguished. 

By the time the Untied States had entered the World War the 
craze had come to an end. Not that the declaration stopped the 
dancers: still there were tea dances, still the Fox Trot music sounded 
every evening in thousands of hotels and restaurants (sometimes more 
piercingly now, for the saxophone was making its way into dance 
orchestras); sometimes it seemed as if the only difference, now, was 
that half the men wore olive drab. Yet there were sterner matters to 
occupy people's attention. Besides, the new dances had long since lost 
their novelty; what had been an exciting vogue had become a settled 
custom. And the Castles were no longer dancing. 

For while the thunders of war still seemed remote to many 
Americans, English-born Vernon Castle had decided that his country 
needed him. In December, 1915, he had left his dancing for military 
service. Presently he was in France, flying a plane, bringing down two 
Germans, winning the Croix de guerre. There was one delicious 
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evening when, returning to the United States, he sat in a box at an 
Indianapolis performance of Watch Your Step, and Frank Tinney 
pulled him to the stage and the audience roared applause. But the end 
was not far away. He was sent to Fort Worth, Texas, to teach novices 
to fly; and on the 15th of February, 1918, he was killed. Just as his 
plane was about to land, another plane, piloted by a student, rose 
unexpectedly in his path. It made an abrupt turn to avoid a collision - 
and succeeded in doing so. But it did not have sufficient altitude, and 
it crashed. 

Vernon Castle Dead! 
Newspaper readers glanced at the headline and their minds 

went back to the days when his dancing with the lovely Irene had set 
the keynote for an era. How long ago that seemed already! The era, 
too, was dead, thought the changes which it had brought would 
continue to affect American life for a long time to come." Scribner's, 
Sept. 1937 

 

While this study is basically the dances of early jazz and the 
20's we will end this part with an article on swing of the 30's: 

 
"Swing Grows Up. A Prophecy For Days to Come. 
It has been called unpleasant names. It is the latest "Pied Piper 

of Hamelin," luring youngsters from the path of righteousness. It is 
today's violent villain, playing a role not unlike that of liquor during 
prohibition. When the old-timers get together to indulge in a bit of 
headshaking, disapproving tongue-clicking, and general what-is-this- 
younger-generation-coming-to prognosticating, it is swing that often 
gets the censorial spotlight. They call it a dangerous stimulant, 
barbaric, blatant, and raucous. 

Yet here it is. The most popular diversion in colleges. The 
favorite sport of youngsters. The important subject in dancing 
schools. The best seller in popular records. Not long ago a swing 
concert drew 24,000 people out to Randall's Island, near New York 
City. Swing has even invaded Carnegie Hall. 

I am undeniably prejudiced, but I see nothing wrong with 
swing or with its young fans. Each age has its dance. Each dance is an 
expression of the times. The minuet expressed the frilly courtliness of 
the 18th century. The waltz expressed the beginning of man-and-
woman freedom of the 19th century. 

Swing is a reflection of a restless, tense world. One can't expect 
this brittle age to produce anything but a brittle dance. But because it 
may astound some people by its apparent wildness, because other 
people can find no beauty in its free syncopation and teasing rhythms, 
it does not follow that there is anything morally wrong in swing, or 
that its devotees are "critters of the devil." Young people always need 
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an outlet for physical energy. Here is a strenuous outlet in a strenuous 
age. 

Swing has excitement, swing has freedom. May of today's boys 
and girls seem to need that excitement for blowing off steam. Swing is 
free; one can dance to it in a personal and individual way. Lack of 
convention appeals to the youngsters. A chance to put their own ideas 
into a dance makes the dance interesting. Swing is not holly unlike 
Grandmother's "Paul Jones." 

I do not believe that swing sessions have any sinister 
significance. After playing for thousands of youngsters I am 
convinced that swing is no more to them than a game - a good 
strenuous game after eight hours in an office or good solid study in a 
classroom. 

Swing became fashionable largely through the enthusiasm of 
the colleges. I think I have played at more college dances than 
anybody. I've seen the students and their friends in Yale, in Princeton, 
in Pennsylvania, in Amherst, in Bowdoin. I've watched them at formal 
and informal affairs. It is true they go after their good times with 
enthusiasm and abandon. They do like life and action. It may seem 
wild, but it isn't. 

It's a strange thing. There is, no doubt, a terrific college craze, 
for hot tunes. I have written some of these tunes, and they have been 
popular in the colleges. Students like my "Dipsy Doodle," "Satan 
Takes a Holiday, "Study in Brown," "Stop and Reconsider." Yet, 
while hot swing gets the publicity, while clever novelties come and go, 
the colleges still continue to be fond of the love ballad, the boy-meets-
girl, sweet melodies. The moon is still there outside the dance hall. The 
lilac bushes still are sweet to them. And for romance they still want 
romantic songs. I get five times as many requests for "Star Dust" as 
for a novelty number. 

In recent months I have noticed a change in the style of 
dancing itself. When swing first struck the youngsters, they danced 
with exaggeration. I remember playing around Philadelphia once 
where they did something called "The Cherry Blossom." It was 
roughhouse. But now college students are getting down to dancing 
rather than throwing themselves around. It is swing now - not sling! 
To the shade of Johann Strauss the new dances may resemble the 
witches' wobble; but to my eye there's now much grace in them, a 
great deal of beauty, a good amount of youthful charm. 

Swing is a young people's dance, however. When Mother aged 
45, weighs 155, begins to shag, well! 

I've mentioned before that swing dances allow scope for 
individuality. As this dancing becomes more of an art and less of a 
tumble, genuine styles develop. Colleges are now working out their 
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own dance forms. I notice the differences as I go from one college to 
another. 

One thing all colleges agree on: currently the shag is the most 
popular dance. Why? Perhaps because it's easy to do. It goes with 
almost any step. As a dance it is a development of all the dances of the 
last 15 years. And one can shag even on a crowded dance floor! 

There are really two kinds of swing - jam swing, called 
"sandblasting" in some colleges, which depends on improvisation by 
the members of the band; and dance swing, or what I call "lifty" 
swing, which depends mostly on teamwork by the band and on the 
arrangement of the tunes. 

I began as an arranger. I used to arrange for Glen Gray, 
Tommy Dorsey, Isham Jones, and Ferde Grofe. So I may be entitled 
to my opinion that the colleges are beginning to turn away from jam 
swing and are taking more interest in good arrangements. Both kinds 
of swing are jazz with a certain lift in it, a certain piquant bite, an off-
the-beat surprise rhythm. In a sense all swing is a return to the 
original purpose of jazz - a free style of playing jazz tunes - freed from 
some of the overelaborateness of symphonic jazz. 

College fans ask me how one can tell good from bad swing. 
Anyone with a natural feeling for it can soon learn by listening. One 
soon turns away from crude effects and wah-wah tricks and begins to 
appreciate musically playing and arrangements that are made with 
original ideas, and taste and tact. I'd like to emphasize that I believe 
good arrangements to be the lifeblood of good jazz. This is true 
whether arrangements are improvised or, as I prefer them, worked 
out beforehand. 

Consider that, in a piece of classical music, all the notes are 
there. In swing one starts only with the melody and arranges around 
it to make it exciting or banal. In other words, the swing arranger 
really creates the music. Somewhere I read a good comparison. Swing 
arranging can differ like two artists paintings of the same countryside. 
The finished paintings will show the same scene, the same cow, the 
same barn - but what a difference in the approach, in the color, in the 
excitement, in the whole feeling each painting gives you! That's 
arranging. 

College boys and girls ask me how to form their own swing 
bands. I like to hear that question because it shows that the boys and 
girls will keep the interest in modern music alive. 

Well, first of all, you have to be a good musician. You must be 
able to play with absolute ease. If the notes bother you, you can't lift 
them and toss them around. Make no mistake about it - swing laying 
demands real musicianship, split-second precision, absolute accuracy 
of pitch. But - more than that - swing playing is a gift. Either you have 
it within you, or you haven't. Neither study nor hard work will give 
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you that natural swing feeling. That's why swing musicians never can 
explain to others how they get their results. 

Form your band, I say, with just a few musicians - six or seven 
as a start. More make an unwieldy band, at least in the beginning. 
The most important instruments in a swing band are the first sax and 
the first trumpet. (Keep that in mind, too, when you listen to a band.) 
If they are good, you're a long way along. Then start with stock 
arrangements of popular tunes. When you have mastered those, you 
can work out your own style. By a recording machine, if you can, and 
make records of what you do. Then play the records back - and be 
hard on yourself. 

Often I an asked, "What will swing be like a year or two years 
from now?" Who can tell. I don't pretend that it's going to last 
forever. But it has come a long way since that day, almost twenty-five 
years ago, when a blind Negro named Stale Bread was supposed to 
have played the first jazz in the streets of New Orleans. And if I have 
to be a prophet in my own game, I would say that future swing will be 
less wild. There will be less noise and more beauty, less stomping and 
more lift, fewer tricks and better construction. That's always the way 
when an art grows up. Its rawness disappears. And I do think swing is 
an art. A good bit more gaudy than the classical Muse, but fascinating 
nevertheless. 

Perhaps what I said thus far may convince some that swing is 
not an evil influence on young people. In any case, I should like 
everybody to read this paragraph: 

"Like an electric shock, the notes animate all hearts. Men and 
women, young and old, acknowledge the power of this music over the 
ears and soul. The young men spring to their places... the girls are 
remarkable for the willowy languor and lightness of their movements, 
the voluptuousness of their attitude. . . Partners tease and entreat and 
pursue each other by turns. Suddenly the music stops and each 
dancer shows his skill by remaining absolutely motionless, bounding 
again into full life as the orchestra strikes up . . . The supple swaying 
of the dancers fills the spectator with ecstasy . . . strange, throbbing, 
deepening notes - dissonance unknown to music but curiously 
characteristic, effective and intoxicating." 

Isn't that a good description of swing? But it happens to be a 
description of an old, old Spanish dance - the fandango. The 
description is in Vuillier's "History of Dancing." Today the fandango 
has attained the dignity of the ballet. Forty-nine years ago it was used 
in that super-respectable, super-delectable Gilbert and Sullivan 
operetta, "The Gondoliers." II don't believe it ever did hurt anybody. 
I don't believe swing will. (Larry Clinton, Good Housekeeping, Oct. 
1938) 
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A TRIP TO THE PAST TO THE NEW ORLEANS DANCE 
HALLS 

( From Old Articles Researched) 
 

Between the shadowy humidity of the late daylight hours and 
the mysterious unpredictable hours of early evening; between the 
reality of recorded sounds on flat, heavy discs and those sound that 
swirl in the inner recesses of a jazz musician's brain - let us close our 
eyes and imagine hearing these jazzy sounds and travel back to the 
'pleasure hours' listening to the exciting sounds of the New Orleans 
jazz bands of the twenties playing in the atmosphere of the smoked 
filled, dimly lit and noisy confines of a New Orleans dance hall. 

It is early spring, around 10:00 at night, as we climb the stairs 
leading to the taxi dance hall at 108 Carondelet called the Music Box. 
It is upstairs on the 2nd floor and overlooks Canal St. though its 
entrance is on Carondelet. At the top of the dimly lit stairs, (showing 
signs of being well traveled), the right, is the billiards room, busy with 
the odd-appearing pool hustlers lost in the art of rolling balls. At the 
left is the dance hall, the door closed as is custom or tradition. I take a 
handful of change from my pocket, find the price of admission (10 
cents), open the door and hand the coin to a woman cashier. I turn 
and walk to the back of the hall, a room that is about 70 feet long and 
about 30 feet wide. I immediately notice how smooth the dance floor 
is. There are windows covering the side of the walls, almost always 
open to attempt to catch the seldom occurring breeze to alleviate the 
smothering New Orleans humidity. Surrounding the dance floor is a 
waist high railing, which separates the dancers from the observers. At 
present I notice about a dozen 'hostesses' and I am told that other 
girls would be acquired if the need existed. At this particular dance 
hall it was seen to that the 'girls' made no immoral movements or got 
into improper positions while dancing. The girls were not noted for 
their b beauty and appeared to be of a rank of the ordinary but they 
all danced gracefully and cheerfully. 

I decided to dance with one of them. I first had to pay for the 
dance, which was 10 cents. The girl in her late teens told me that the 
girls working there share a percentage of the ticket. A collector came 
around the crowd of dancers and I handed over my ticket to him. We 
were dancing to a 6 piece jazz orchestra. The music had a very good 
sound, a sound that was typical of the music we were accustomed to in 
New Orleans. The musicians played with a peculiar technique and the 
dance set was structured according to a regular schedule. Each piece 
was played through in three movements; first; a slow dreamy waltz, 
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than a jazz number with some great creative variations - then 
climaxing with a piece with accelerandos and crescendos. This 
marked the time for each separate dance and also for the collector of 
the dance fee. It was interesting that the musicians arranged their 
time on the bandstand so as to rest part of the time, some of them 
playing one movement and others the next part of the medley, then all 
coming in on the climax, thus there is no intermission of the music or 
the dancing. Each dance is about 2 minutes long. 

After a few dance I retired to the refreshment stand in the 
front of the hall. I noticed a policeman and a matron were in 
attendance. I thought that this dance hall was one of the more 
respected of the New Orleans dance halls. 

It was now near closing time, making it around midnight 
(although on special occasions it might stay open longer - i.e. during 
Mardi Gras.) I noticed some of the girls going home together, but, 
none left with anyone who they danced with. I was also told that most 
of the clientele were men of the clerk status, and some were from the 
country, this being apparent from their clothes. 

The next night I got an earlier start and presented myself at 
the Alamo Dance Hall on Liberty Street, between Canal and Iberville 
at around 8:30. I think I arrived too early as the hall was not at all 
crowded. In fact, the manager, a very soave, 'sheik' type in 
appearance who I imagined was in his early 30's, danced with some of 
the girls. I thought perhaps it was because he wanted to make the 
place look busy, hoping to pick up business. I did not dance but 
thought I would just observe for awhile. But because it was so slow I 
decided to leave and return at a later time. Doing this I could be sure 
that the hall would be crowded and, if I continued to be an observer, I 
would not stick out as not belonging to the regular clientele. 

Upon returning about 10:00 I stayed the entire evening, taking 
note that the action started late and got 'fast' toward the closing hour. 
At the height of action I counted 20 hostesses. There was also present, 
at this dance hall, the traditional policeman and matron, but I noticed 
upon certain occasions they were subservient to the manager. They 
seemed to be there to give the place a moral character but could, and 
did at times, become 'blind' to certain occurrences. Their presence did 
add a sense of re splendor respectability to the hall. The two halls had 
a common atmosphere and structure which one expected of a 
traditional New Orleans dance hall. 

Having taken Friday and Saturday to visit the Music Box and 
the Alamo dance halls, and being a working man for the next five 
days, it was not until the next weekend that I returned to New Orleans 
to try my luck at two popular dance halls that were next to each other 
on Iberville Street, between Rampart and Burgundy. They were both 
on the ground floor. One was called the LaVida, the other the Fern. I 
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later learned the musicians called the Fern, the Budweiser-due to the 
sign that hung from the front of the building. The LaVida had the 
larger gambling room, three tables full, where stakes started at 50 
cents upwards. The two nights I mingled between the two I observed 
that the Fern usually had the bigger crowd, perhaps due to the fact 
that the Fern was on the corner with the refreshment stand and the 
cigar stand in the front portion of the establishment with the lunch 
counter inside the vestibule of the hall. Each had gambling and all 
other things were very similar. The refreshment stand was the 
gathering place where the 'hostesses' and the men came between 
dances. The LaVida had a delicatessen in front of the dance hall. 
Lunches were served inside the hall also, to one side of the hall. The 
Fern this particular night was more popular, perhaps due to the fact 
that the hostesses and men could eat and flirt out of the sight of the 
matron, who usually contained herself inside the hall around the 
dance floor. Talking to one of the patrons I learned that in 1924 
Anthony Parenti and the Melody Boys played at the LaVida, and the 
orchestra tonight was lead by John Handy and Jim Robinson. I found 
out that the following musicians played in the band at the Fern. Eddie 
Faye played trumpet, Harold Peterson was the drummer, Buzzy 
Williams played piano and Charlie Fishbein bowed the violin. Seated 
at his left was the sax player, Florenzo Ramos. Standing behind him 
was Joe Kinnerman holding up the string bass. Finally on the extreme 
left was Stalebread Lacoume, a blind banjo player. They were all 
dressed in black tuxes with ribbon ties. There was a drape behind the 
ground hanging like a painted peacock tail. All in all, with the grand 
piano and the bandstand decorated with tapestry, it presented a 
classic air of respectability. 

The building housing the Fern was basically a two-story 
building with an attic. Most people referred to the place as the 
Budweiser as earlier stated. One could not miss the large Bud sign 
supported by a pipe which extended from the second floor wall. A 
balcony was present for the entire length of the building. There was a 
large doorway in which to enter, the transit being covered by another 
advertisement for Bud ("Bud Beer on draft.") Part of a window on 
the right of the door and in the center of another door was a shadow 
like mural showing a band playing with palm trees flanking the left 
and right sides. The door on the right was the entrance to Mabel's 
Tavern. 

The two halls had about 20 'hostesses'. I found out that some of 
the regulars would buy a $1.00 worth of tickets and dance out that 
entire group of tickets with the same girl. Then they would repeat the 
situation, buying $1.00 worth of tickets, using them all to dance with 
the same girl. Was there a method in their madness? Was it so that 
the hostess would receive the entire percentage from the tickets? 
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I was standing near the entrance and overheard the matron 
rebuking one of the hostesses. The girl must have been around 15 or 
16, and was rather pretty. She was small with dark hair and eyes. She 
was smoking a cigarette as the matron talked to her. Evidently the 
matron felt that the girl had danced too many dances with the same 
guy and the guy gave her $5.00 to take a taxi home. The guy in 
question was standing near and seemed apprehensive - perhaps 
because the girl could lose her job because of this and he would surely 
be barred from the dance hall. 

There was no impropriety of conduct on or off the dance floor 
at either of the two places when I was there. I am told by a 'regular' 
and responsible party that there is a considerable relaxation of 
discipline when the matron goes home after her appointed hours are 
up, and especially during Mardi Gras, when dancing goes on from the 
afternoon till morning - supervision being present only from 7:30 till 
12:00. At the LaVida the band was headed by Kid Howard, a black 
trumpet player. 

It is now Saturday night, the same weekend and I am presently 
walking on Burgundy Street. It is around 10:30 and I am headed to a 
place called the New Slipper. I had heard that Abbie Brunies and his 6 
piece orchestra was providing the music. They were all white men and 
were suppose to be good musicians. As I entered I handed my hat to a 
fat woman in a black dress. I could hear a girl with a parlor voice 
singing - it was not as loud as the other bands I had heard. I entered 
looking in the direction of the band. In the front of the band was a 
'fake' radio mike. I heard the leader, Abbie Brunies read 'fake' 
telegrams commenting on his orchestra. It was a gimmick and I 
thought it was okay except that if I had wanted to just dance and not 
have talk break up a mood I was trying to create with a girl, I would 
want less talk and more dreamy music. The other musicians in the 
band were: Merrit Brunies, Emile Christian, Johnny Fischer, Freddie 
Rose and Sidney Arodin - all on a bandstand that had a large 
suspended slipper on the back wall. The hall was richly decorated and 
the atmosphere contained the 'mystery of wickedness'. During the 
break between musical selections I recalled I could not hear any street 
noises. I also got the feeling that the whole atmosphere and motif of 
the hall was to give people like myself a touch of the 'real night life' of 
New Orleans. 

There were about 6 waiters besides several hostesses. I looked 
around the hall and noticed there were only 12 couples present. These 
couples included the hostesses. A customer must accept a hostess, not 
accepting one was considered out of class. The waiters will almost 
insist on each customer meeting and being joined by a hostess; in my 
case, a rather tall black hair girl, fair complexion with green eyes and 
a dark maroon dress. I found out everything sold for 25 cents, 
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including drinks. Rather than a feeling of friendly, easy, relaxed 
evening it seemed to be one of routine, with the dancing was a way of 
leaving the table only to return to renewed drinks than reenacting the 
same routine again with the 25 cents price repeated. The dance also 
was about 2 minutes long. I noticed most all of the hostesses, were tall 
and stately and whose stale dignity was painful. While the band was 
good, the evening was rather uninteresting. I noticed there was not 
present either a policeman nor a matron. I also noticed there were 
rooms back of the offices. I was told that the New Slipper, along with 
the Frolic and Kellys, were recently closed by revenue officers but had 
just recently reopened. The Frolic was on Bourbon Street just across 
the street from Kellys, which was in the old Absinthe House. 

Having a female escort the next weekend in town, and wishing 
to show her a good time, we drove out of the city in the direction of 
Lake Pontchartrain, several miles out - not very far from the 
lakeshore and beyond the Basin Blvd. to a club called the 
Honeysuckle Inn. The Inn was about 2 blocks before the bridge 
leading to West End, near Canal Street. This Inn, most of the time, 
admitted gentlemen only when accompanied by a lady. If they did 
admit a single gentleman, he was encouraged to take no part in the 
program and treated as an observer. Cover charge along with food or 
drink, was the usual 25 cents. On the bandstand was a 6 piece white 
orchestra. The hall was about 70 feet long and 40 feet wide. It was 
dimly lit with subdued pastel lights and decorations. I noticed about 
30 couples which appeared to me to be of the better social class. The 
building was on low land built up with brickbits and other fillers and 
the parking space covered with gravel and shell. I was told that 
closing time was around 3.00 am but if the action was moving then we 
might want to stay later. The Inn was owned & operated by old man 
Matrango who named it Honeysuckle because he had a home with 
honeysuckle around it. 

There was a competitive club called the 25Cent Inn just across 
the entrance driveway. I was told it also had a regular clientele and 
the manner of running the business was similar to the Honeysuckle 
Inn. Both of the clubs were back in the marsh perhaps to be just 
beyond the jurisdiction of the city police and yet still in reach of car 
service. Having frequently the Honeysuckle Inn on numerous 
occasions I can say that the program or routine is usually the same 
thing repeated over and over each night with the band playing 
occasionally a new song. I told myself that the next weekend I would 
take a break from routine and go and dance on the "Showboat' 
stationed at the foot of Canal Street. Their dance hall is larger (50 x 
200) and there are very brief stops between dances with many 
encores. 
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I was curious to compare the above dance halls with the 
colored dance halls of the city called the Pelican and the Astoria. 

Upon arriving at the Pelican (303 S. Rampart) and of which I 
heard was doubtless the best of its kind in New Orleans; a policeman 
at the door admitted no one into the club without the previous 
permission of the Manager, a colored man called Emmanuel Ridgely. 

Knowing the director of music of the other Negro club, the 
Astoria, I preceded to meet Prof. Cook. I explained to Prof. Cook, 
whom I had met through another friend, to write me an introduction 
to meet Mr. Ridgely.  

Both of the halls, owned by the same man (a white man) seem 
to co-operate but both having a distinct clientele. The Pelican catered 
to a regular clientele of the more intelligent Negro boys and girls that 
work for 'white folks' as chauffeurs, house girls, etc. The Astoria 

caters to the class just below them in social status. I must admit there 
is just as much social class among the Negroes as there is among the 
white folks. A Prof. Grant arrived at the door and escorted me up a 
flight of stair and as I approached another gentleman, Prof. Grant 
said, "I want you to meet the proprietor, Manuel Ridgely, a stanch 
Methodist." 

Manuel Ridgely was in his forties (actually I found out he was 
45), stood six feet tall and was courteous and dignified, respectful and 
one could tell as he showed me the place, highly intelligent. Ridgely 
runs the dance Sunday night from 8:30 to 12:00, which is the night off 
duty for most of his clientele. I asked Manuel if he ever kept the dance 
going past 12:00. He said, "No Sire, you see, I have girls here who 
ought to be at home a certain hour. It is known that I never vary 
closing at 12:00. Their parents can tell how long it should require for 
them to get home. Thus we can have some sort of co-operation about 
guarding the morals of the young people. 

I wondered if the hall and orchestra, and the help, was ever 
rented to organizations for an evening. Manuel answered; "Yes Sir, 
but never without my management." I later found out that Manuel 
was not only the proprietor of the dance hall but manager of 
everything in that building. The owner of the building is a prominent 
white man who has control of most of the Negro enterprises on that 
corner and in that section and has controlled the section for 30 years. 
The owner comes down every morning and checks up on all the 
business. Manuel told me he has worked for the owner for 16 years. 

Stationed at the Pelican, during business hours is one 
policeman who is a very active aggressive person who keeps a strict 
behavior place and several very intelligent woman who act as 
matrons. In the Pelican we see a high moral conduct code that is not 
foreign to a fair profit in the business of furnishing amusement to the 
public. The Astoria is also a money making venture and is of a high 
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grade as a Negro restaurant, dance hall, although serving a different 
class of Negroes and managed in a somewhat different way. The co-
operation between Manuel and the director of the Astoria seem to 
indicate that they are owned by the same principle. Manuel seems to 
be general manager of both of them. 

When comparing the New Orleans dance halls with those of 
other cities it is seen that all human activities in all places follow 
generally a common pattern. There are 1) cabarets or restaurants, 
which have dancing as part of the program furnished for their diners 
- or dancing as the main attraction with refreshments of some kind 
furnished the dancers. 2) The rented halls, which are to be hired to 
other group organizations on occasions, the group furnishing its own 
program and management. Some lodges and secret order and even 
religious organizations have halls which come under this heading. 3) 
Regular public ballrooms. These last are of two kinds: 1) the so-called 
'closed' halls, which merely means that they are closed to ladies who 
are not 'hostesses' employed as partners by the management; and 2) 
Dance Palaces: These are not so numerous as are usually furnished in 
magnificence. This is the classifications of the New York dance halls. 
In New Orleans there are no dance palaces. The Showboat for the 
white people and the Pelican dance hall for the Negroes are the 
nearest approach to palaces and nearest comparison as to 
management. This type is the least objectionable and the 'closed' hall 
with 'hostesses' is the most objectionable of all types of dance halls. 

In addition to these types of dance halls in the city there is 
outside the city the roadhouse. While this type of dance hall does not 
exist in New Orleans proper and hence is outside the bounds of this 
little discussion;' yet the patrons are residents of the city and must 
receive recognition as belonging to the system. The roadhouse 
constitutes the most serious problem of all forms of the dance types of 
amusement. It is outside of the control of the city, usually in tan 
adjourning political division (parish), which exercises no control 
beyond the prevention of violence. It is at a distance from residential 
areas, on a good road easily accessible from the city and other 
communities. If offers opportunities for young people to form contacts 
outside of where they are known. It has dancing, refreshments, 
including liquor - one may furnish his own or order it from the every-
ready bootlegger, and even rooms above the dance hall, without even 
the thought of hotel regulations and a detective. The mere statement 
of the situation is sufficient to suggest the graveness of the problems 
connected with it and the almost impossibility of eliminating sex-
promiscuity. 

In New Orleans there has been no demonstration of correct 
dancing. There are 63 chartered dance halls in New Orleans. The 
people of the higher social circle have their own group dances under 
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their own auspices in their own homes. The rest of the world here 
dances either at the showboat or at some of the dance halls described. 
Some of the dance hall hostesses are just as fine girls as any among the 
entire population of shop girls, who can get a job sometimes at a 
dance hall when there is not job open at the department stores. 

Public dance halls in New Orleans until about 10 years ago. 
(Sic: 1920) were simply regulated by the police. The proprietor paid 
the city whatever tax was required and the dance regulated itself 
somewhat by natural social selection and preference, different halls 
being patronized by clientele of different types, the police being called 
only in case of trouble. Usually the proprietor had a 'bouncer' to 
throw out anybody who got rough and the police only came when 
needed or to 'pick out the remains' in case of casualty. In the saloon 
days there were dance halls back of saloons or in the neighborhood, so 
that dancing and drinking were co-operative. 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

There is no doubt in my mind, with the facts given in this book, 
that jazz evolved from dance music of the era, and by those musicians 
who were attempting to play music for the dance faking the parts that 
were unknown. By the process of faking these musicians could fill in a 
measure or more of music that was not known as to the regular 
melody but could hear the harmony parts that would go along with 
the melody. Early jazz was danced to. It was not concert music nor 
was it a solo improvising media. This emphasize on improvising was 
important in the early Chicago era of jazz not its early origins. The 
early 'jazz' ensembles used what is called "collective improvising;" 
each player making up parts not familiar with, only knowing about 
the individual style of the musicians in the ensemble. This collective 
improvising resulting in much dissonance of the combined parts. 

Jazz was not accepted as 'good' music at first, although it was 
accepted as accompaniment for the dance. If there was no dancing, 
there would have been no jazz. The city of New Orleans was and is a 
festive city and usually had more dances than they had bands to 
furnish music. This shortage resulted in many inferior musicians 
attempting to play the music the public wanted for dancing. 

Early jazz and the jazz dance were not accepted in polite 
society and indeed were said to be accompanied by 'low-lifes,' 
criminals, prostitutes and other less than acceptable characters. As 
the moral levels of society changed, many early standards lowered, 
and with the emergence of better musicians, jazz progressed to an 
artistic level and was then accepted into the musical scene of first, 
American, then the world. 
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The emergence of the support of the younger generation made 
this transition from the old dances to the new jazz dances possible. 
Whether you take a liberal or conservative view of the acceptance of 
new types of music, new styles of clothing, and new standards of 
morals, progress goes on and we find changes in the ethics and morals 
of society. The ministers saw the danger and I think they were correct. 
Whether it could have been stopped or changed? - Probably not. We 
can thank the Castle's for their efforts and indeed by example they 
did manage to refine and bring the dance to an acceptable level.  

Jazz, and the dance, when performed properly, by good artist 
can and did reach out and continued its artistic progress and 
development. We must get the populace to do likewise. New jazz styles 
and new dances will be introduced and, let us hope they raise the level 
of the arts and not bring them to only an economical level. So often 
money is the bottom line. When we reach the point that we can accept 
them as artistic we will arrive at a significant step in their progress. 
Plato had stated that a change in the arts results in changes in society. 
Until we understand and believe this, the state of the arts will not 
progress and change in what I think is a positive way. All activities 
created are not always artistic, many are just activities, and should 
not be accepted as art. No art for art sake. No creation going by the 
name of art is art. Early jazz was not art; it was simply an attempt at 
playing dance music. The early jazz dances were attempts at self-
expression and not the art of dancing. The origins and beginning of an 
art usually are not thought of as artistic endeavors, but more self-
expression. Let us not ever not try to express ourselves. Let our 
society be a free one in which to have the freedom to express 
ourselves. But, these attempts should be in good taste. This is so true 
today and will be true tomorrow. Our leaders and 'true' artists must 
continue to develop and evolve the arts to preserve our society and 
our way of life. We must all do our part to support the true and 
artistic endeavors of talented individuals and have an open mind to 
decide if a performance or endeavor is art and not just 'shock' 
entertainment. 

 
TIME LINE OF EVENTS 

 
1559 - Waltz (Volt) found 
16th Century - close hold introduced 
1815 - Quadrille in England 
1845 - Mazurka in England 
1848 - Schottische in England 
1953 - Varsoviana introduced 
1890 - First Paris Cabaret 
1896 - Cake Walks appear in sheet music 
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1906 - Saxes introduced in dance band arrangements (1917-2 saxes), 
 (1922-3 saxes) 
1910 - Tango finds its way to Paris 
1911 - Darktown Follies (Harlem - Cakewalk, Texas Tommy, Ballin' 
 the Jack) 
1912 - First New York Dance Cabaret 
1913 - Fox trot introduced 
1913 - Tango introduced in U. S. 
1913 - Turkey Trot introduced/Tommy Dancers 
1915 - Tom Brown's Band to Chicago from New Orleans 
1916 - Hawaiian Music Popular 
1916 - Dance Bands Called Jazz Bands 
1917 - King Oliver to Chicago 
1917 - ODJB at Reisenwebers in New York 
1918 - Shimmy Comes to New York 
1918 - Campus Dances Banned at LSU (to 1925) 
1919 - Parking" prohibited at Baton Rouge Community Club (June 7) 
1920 - U. S. Census - population 117.8 million. 
 Prohibition begins (Jan. 17) 
 Darius Milhaud composes "Le Boeuf sur le toit" in Paris (First  
 important classical composition using jazz elements) 
 First regularly scheduled radio broadcast-WGI,Boston 
 `(March) 
 Radio station KDKA, Pittsburgh first regular station with 
 regular scheduled programming. 
 Paul Whiteman's Orchestra releases "Whispering," first 
 record to sell 1 million copies 
1921 -  
1922 - Black Bottom Introduced 
 Women's fashions deemed too revealing by Pope Pius XI 
 Louis Armstrong Joins King Oliver in Chicago 
 Isadora Duncan performs at Carnegie Hall 
 Fats Waller's first recording "Muscle Shoals Blues" 
 Dance marathons become the newest craze 
1923 - Bessie Smith records her first sides. 
 Louis Armstrong records for Gennett Records 
 Jelly Roll Morton first recording (June) 
 Sidney Bechet's first recordings "Wild Cat Blues" 
 First 'mixed' recording session - Morton & New Orleans 
 Rhythm Kings (July 17) 
 B.B.C. first transatlantic radio broadcast 
1924 - George Gershwin premieres "Rhapsody in Blue" 
 Bix Beiderbecke cuts first sides with the Wolverines (Feb. 18) 
 The Charleston (around since 1913) becomes the craze. (from 
 Runnin' Wild) 
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1925 - F. Scott Fitzgerald's "The Great Gatsby" 
 Josephine Baker in Paris (October) 
1926 - Valencia and Carolina introduced 
 Bootlegging amounts to 3.6 billion (April 7) 
 The Vitaphone - talking pictures process introduced 
 Benny Goodman makes first records with Ben Pollack's Band 
 Duke Ellington first significant recording "East St. Louis 
 Toodle-Oo" 
1927 - Lindy Hop 
 Bix Beiderbecke piano solo "In a Mist" 
 Isadora Duncan killed in auto accident 
 Duke Ellington opens at the Cotton Club in New York 
 Jerome Kern writes "Showboat" 
 Martha Graham's contemporary dance school open in New 
 York 
1928 - Louis Armstrong's "West End Blues" is recorded 
1929 - The Broadway Melody (early talkie musical) is a sensation for 
MGM studios 
 Fat Waller's "Hot Chocolates" featuring "Ain't Misbehavin" 
 Count Basie's "Blue Devil Blues" is recorded (with Walter 
 Pages' Blue Devils) 
 

POPULAR SHEET MUSIC OF THE 20'S 
 

1920: 

Look for the Silver Lining 
Wild Rose 
Rose of Washington Square 
Second Hand Rose 
When My Baby Smiles at Me 
I'll Be With You in Apple Blossom Time 
1921 

Sheik of Araby 
I'm Just Wild About Harry 
My Man 
All By Myself 
Ma-He's Making Eyes at Me 
There'll Be Some Changes Made 
1922 

I Wish I Could shimmy Like My Sister Kate 
My Rambler Rose 
Toot, Toot, Tootsie! 
Chicago Three O'clock in the Morning 
Way Down Yonder in New Orleans 
Kiss in the Dark 
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1923 

Yes! We Have No Bananas 
Who's Sorry Now 
That Old Gang of Mine 
Downhearted Blues 
I Cried for You 
I won't Say I Will, But I Won't Say I Won't 
1924 

Deep in My Heart 
All Alone 
What'll I Do? 
Fascinating Rhythm 
The Man I Love 
Lady, Be Good 
It Had to be You 
Tea for Two 
I'll See You in My Dreams 
Indian Love Call 
1925 

I'm Sitting on Top of the World 
If You Knew Susie, Like I Know Susie 
Manhattan 
Yes Sir, That's My Baby 
Sweet Georgia Brown 
Alabamy Bound 
Show Me the Way to Go Home 
Always 
1926 

Someone to Watch over Me 
Blue Skies 
Bye, Bye Blackbird 
The Birth of the Blues 
Are You Lonesome tonight 
When the Red, Red Robin Comes Bob, Bob, bobbin' Along 
Tip Toe Through the Tulips 
1927 

Manny 
My Blue Heaven 
The Varsity Drag 
Me and My Shadow 
Ain't She Sweet 
Side by Side 
Make Believe 
Ol' Man River 
Girl of My Dreams 
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Sidewalks of New York 
Back in Your Own Back Yard 
Lucky Lindy 
S'wonderful 
1928 

I Wanna Be Loved By You 
I Can't Give You Anything But Love 
Love Me or Leave Me 
 Button Up Your Overcoat 
Lover Come Back to Me 
Makin' Whoopee 
Frankie and Johnnie 
1929 

With a Song in My Heart     
Star Dust      
Ain't Misbehavin' 
Puttin' On the Ritz 
What is This Thing Called Love? 
Orange Blossom time 
 You Do Something to Me 
Why Was I Born? 
Without a Song 
More Than You Know 
Happy Days are Here Again 
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THE CABARET SCENE 
The Dancing Cabaret 

 
Dancing was a very popular entertainment around 1912. Jazz had not 

invaded the scene and would not fully arrive on the national scene until 1915 
when Tom Brown, of New Orleans, brought his jazz group to Chicago. In 
1917 "King" Oliver brought his jazz band to Chicago. Around 1910 we find 
a movement in New York that resulted in what was called the "Restaurant 
Cabaret." This was an establishment that put together vaudeville 
entertainment with food. This type of establishment made vaudeville a local 
thing. Entertainers no longer had to travel the vaudeville circuit but could 
remain in one location and present a show each night while the audience 
could be "wined and dined" at the same time. This movement is important as 
two years later (1912) there was founded the "Dance Cabaret," a place 
where the patrons could dine, dance and at first, observe a show. Eventually 
these places dropped the emphasize on shows and became what we call 
"supper clubs," where dancing and food was the feature. This set the stage 
for the use of jazz bands as the orchestra by which the patrons danced the 
many new jazz dances that were coming on the scene. Eventually most dance 
cabarets had jazz orchestras using the new rhythms and dances. 

 
The history of the cabaret movement began in France 

 
The cabaret idea began during the Exposition in Paris in 1890 when a 

show called the "Cabaret du Mont Parnasse" presented both entertainment 
and refreshments. The movement gained momentum and it was not until the 
opening of the Follies Bergere that New York was introduced to this form of 
entertainment. The restaurant cabaret grew and even threatened vaudeville 
in the city. Because of the popularity of dancing these cabarets soon opened a 
dance floor. They soon found out that their patrons were as interested in 
dancing as they were to see a show. Soon the cabaret was transformed into 
the dancing cabaret that might still feature a few entertainers but the 
emphasize had developed into dancing as the main feature. As the style of 
dancing evolved the cabarets presented what the patrons wanted. The scene 
changed with the popularity of the jazz band, and we soon had jazz bands in 
all of the cabarets. This points out the popularity of the dance and its partner 
- music - two arts that were not presented as separate arts. The dance needed 
music and early jazz was strictly dance music. Jazz might not have developed 
into the popular style of music had it not been for the dance. 

Another reason for the change to the dance cabaret was that the 
presentation of cabaret shows became very expensive and resulted in the 
closing of many restaurant cabarets. But the dancing cabarets flourished. 
Some cabaret shows were costing $1000 a week for entertainment. An 
orchestra was needed for the show. But with a dancing cabaret only the 
orchestra was hired, thus saving much expense in the operation of these 
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dancing cabarets. The restaurant cabaret idea was put into Churchill's and 
was a great success; it is estimated that one Saturday night they turned away 
1000 people. Soon other establishments began to present this type of 
entertainment. Competition with vaudeville and with each other gradually 
would bring about the dancing cabaret. We must remember that these places 
were commercial establishments and so long as the money came in the 
presentations continued. Once the dancing cabarets become popular it was 
economically feasible to change the entertainment format and give the public 
what they wanted, and that was dancing. 

In the March 14, 1912 Variety we find the following entry: 
 
"The dancing cabaret around New York are doing a terrific business. 

Right down the line (with possibly one exception) from Healey's at Broadway 
and 145th Street, to Healey's at 66th, (Geo) Rector's, Reisenweber's Follies 
Bergere, Murray's, Martin's and Bustanoby's, the floors are crowded all the 
while after eleven at night until two, three or four in the morning. 
Bustanohy's gets the latest play. One can drop in there at 3:30 and find a 
crowd. Everybody dances. The other night at Martin's Diamond Jim Brady 
was out on the floor, going it with the ease and grace of a 20-year old. He is 
some little turkey trotter. Healey's at 145th Street has the most attractively 
laid out Cabaret in the city. The stage (containing an orchestra also) is just 
on the edge of the dancing floor. The latter is located in the center of the 
rather large restaurant, giving a good view to everyone in the place. All these 
Dancing Cabarets are obliged to open their extra floors Saturday night. The 
dullest evening of the week is Sunday. The drink checks run large, with very 
little food ordered. The one trouble is that in the lower Broadway places, the 
dancing floor takes up so much room; there are comparatively few seats left. 
The Dancing Cabarets draw a fairly nice class of people, more classy in some 
places than others. This may be particularly marked any night excepting 
Saturday when the mob gets out. The prices and the clothes around stop a lot 
of people from going in these expensive places. They are great for wine 
buyers. Nine tables out of ten will order champagne. Rector's (Geo) has 
started "Afternoon Teas" in the dancing Cabarets. They run from four until 
six, and are reported popular." (March 14, 1913) 

 
We also read that the Dancing Cabarets are becoming popular at the 

expensive of the Restaurant Cabarets: 
 
"The Restaurant Cabarets are being affected by the Dancing 

Cabarets, in New York anyway. The restaurateurs might just as well accept 
this as a fact. Where some of the restaurants are closing an hour or so early 
than formerly, with a light trade in the evening, the Dancing Cabarets are 
playing to capacity until the signal bell sounds. Perhaps the only Dancing 
Cabarets that simmers out early is Murray's (on the balcony), 42nd Street. 
Some of the dancers have the bug so strongly they go from one to the other, 
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usually winding up at Bostanoby's on 39th Street, which remains open the 
latest. It's the same crowd practically all over after 2 a. m. They are there 
night after night, with the same partners as a rule, showing off a new step or 
two picked up from the last time. The latest is the "dip" during the "bear" 
dance. "The dip" is dippy, but the dancers seem to like it. On a crowded 
floor they are bending into one another and blocking traffic. The other night 
at Bustanoby's the orchestra play a "tango" but no one would go to it until a 
couple of stage people (one a juvenile lead and the other a soubret) went out 
on the floor and put over a Tango that could stand comparison with any 
shown professionally so far. The big surprise was no one knew the juvenile 
had it in him." March 21, 1913) 

 
Everyone seemed to dance. We read of one woman's activity at one of 

the cabarets: 
 
"The other evening in a Dancing Cabaret (New York) a woman who 

looked to be 50 and weighed at least 210 never missed a dance. She went 
right down the line, from "Tommying" to waltzing. At three in the morning 
the indications were she would never go home again." (March 21, 1913) 

 
This small article gives us the information that both the new style 

dancing and the old waltz were being played as dance music during the 
evening. This would not last, as the jazz dances would eventually take over.  

Even the famous Winter Gardens are about to open a cabaret for both 
eating and dancing. We read: 

 
"The Winter Gardens, New York, will have a cabaret, probably two 

of them. The present restaurant on the second floor of the Broadway side will 
have a singing cabaret, while the floor above will be converted into a dancing 
cabaret, with entrance to it on 50th Street, by way of elevators. The 
Schuberts are being negotiated with to rent the two floors for this purpose. If 
not reaching an agreement with any one the Schuberts may operate the 
cabarets themselves." (March 21, 1913) 

 
The Follies Bergere open a Dancing Cabaret at their restaurant: 
 
"The Follies Bergere (Broadway and 47th Street) opened a Dancing 

Cabaret on the restaurant floor Monday. It also has a ballroom upstairs, 
called "The American Beauty Room." The Follies is vacillating between a 
regular and Dancing Cabaret. Although many of the people in the 
restaurants after theatre want to dance, the entertainers interfere, using rags 
that could be danced to, for songs instead. A couple of professional dancing 
pairs do the "Tommy" on the floor and the stage, while the diners are seated 
about waiting for an opportunity to exercise. In the regular Follies Cabaret 
this week are 11 girls and 4 men. The management could better decide which 
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it wants to feature, dancing by the patrons who want to or the entertainers. 
Also it might discontinue the use of the spotlight upon the dancers. They are 
surrounded by tables and don't particularly care to be in as special blaze of 
light, while the steady stream blind those who may be in its path. Last week 
the Cafe Boulevard put in a Dancing Cabaret. It is not improbable there will 
be other restaurants around to recognize shortly that late diners like to 
dance." (March 21, 1913) 

 
The momentum is swinging to Dancing Cabarets and we read: 
 
"Professional dancers at the Dancing Cabarets will be relegated to the 

rear pretty soon, if the couples who dance only for enjoyment continue to 
improve at the rate they have the past few weeks." (March 21, 1913) 

 
We have seen how the new dances affect dress, mostly in a positive 

way. But there is an interesting item about the patrons wearing cowboy 
outfits: 

 
"Tommy dancers around New York might just as well decide that the 

cowboy outfit does them no good. There's no class to this style of dressing, 
and the Cabarets demand class. "Tommy" and "trotting" of all sorts have 
become popular in New York (Sic: we must remember that New York is 
leading the way) as predicted in VARIETY long ago, but the professional 
"Turkey Trotters" who still cling to the idea that to get it over you must put 
a western tinge to the work haven't advanced any. Another phase of this 
"class" thing; evening dress won't make a dancer classy unless he or she is 
there other wise, but it will help some." (March 21, 1913) 

 
The roadhouses around New York seem to be more fragrant in 

allowing their dancers to perform at their own will. We read: 
 
"Some wild turkey trotting is being done in the road houses adjacent 

to New York this summer. Late at night the dancers are going to it without 
restraint. In one popular stopping off place in Westchester the colored 
orchestra is led by a "mark-time man." He makes the time by clapping his 
hands. The leader always speeds it up, and with the fast beats of the drum 
(perhaps also the late hour) the couples on the floor cut loose, dancing as they 
would never dance at home or in the city Cabarets. Very good dancers too 
frequent these country places. Most seem to be in training for trotting, as 
they have a routine. Last Saturday night at one upon-the-road resort two 
couples never missed the orchestral playing during the evening. Any one of 
the dances they performed on the floor would have been sufficient to have 
the authorities close a theatre. But no one minds it at the road houses, and 
the next couple must follow suit or look foolish." (June 27, 1913) 
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Dancing continues to be popular and the Brighton Beach Hotel has a 
dance floor: 

 
"The Brighton Beach Hotel has a dancing floor, well patronized. The 

former extra dining room off the main lobby has been converted for dancing, 
giving the hotel a large space, and a secondary floor is provided for the rush 
with the large parlor to the rear." (June 27, 1913) 

 
The New York Roof Cabaret has a special seating near the dance floor 

for those who pay extra for that privilege: 
 
"The New York Roof Cabaret is a peculiar proposition just now. The 

Roof is prettily decorated and drawing business, but the composition of the 
attending crowd is such that the patronage must fall one way or another, 
either toward fifth Avenue or Tenth. Seated around the large dancing floor 
(a special attraction in itself) are many evening dressed folk, who pay the 
extra charge of a quarter to be secluded. When the music strikes up, 
however, the dancers on the floor look altogether different, as though the 
truck drivers and longshoremen had taken a night off with their kitchen 
mechanics. It knocks the class helterskelter. This will likely be one of the first 
things looked after by Carter Dehaven, who has taken an active and financial 
interest in the roof, with William Morris. The formal opening under the new 
regime occurred last night. One noticeable departure in the conduct of 
Cabarets is the price list for drinks at the New York. It is the same as in 
effect at any Broadway bar. It’s a wonderful thing to be charged regular 
prices in a New York Cabaret. Eddie Pidgeon is attending to the press work 
for the Roof, which will ensure the class eventually. The New York Roof 
seems destined to become a classy dancing resort. It has everything, from the 
largest restaurant dancing floor in town to the skies above on a warm night." 
(June 27, 1913) 

 
The dancers continue to want the floor for dancing and are not as 

interested in the show. This point is covered in an article in Variety: 
 
"The Dancing Cabarets around with entertainers are still holding the 

dancers off the floor when some ragtime singer slips over a ditty. As the 
singers usually select the best rags, the dancers are deprived of this music for 
the evening. Excepting those Cabarets where the patrons wear shoes held 
together by spikes, the dances would not interfere with the singers, if they 
must sing. The Cabarets giving the most dances are the ones doing the best 
business just now." (July 11, 19113) 

 
The change from the restaurant to the Dancing Cabarets continues 

and there is a slump in the Restaurant Cabaret: 
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"In New York the Cabaret business has taken a slump, and along 
with it has gone most of the entertainers. The bigger restaurants cannot 
afford the expensive Cabaret program in this weather, with the result that 
there are entertainers now in plenty either headed for the resorts or looking 
elsewhere for work." (July 11, 1913) 

 
In nearby Long Island there are a number of resorts that are 

frequented by New Yorkers. We read of a place named "The Holly Arms" 
that hosts a dancing championship and that has dancing with a colored 
orchestra: 

 
"The Holly Arms at Hewlett, Long Island is holding an all-summer 

contest for the amateur championship of America by the kind permission of 
the Terpsichorean Club of America, of which P. Cooper Tully is secretary. 
The dances are held on Wednesdays, closing Sept. 10th. The Holly Arms will 
present a cup to the winner. If the dancers from the Barbary Coast in Frisco 
want to get in line all they have to do is to make the jump to Long Island each 
Wednesday, for this amateur American Championship. From the business 
the Holly Arms did last Sunday night it seemed foolish to bar foreigners. A 
few English, French and Russians would have come in handy, although there 
were some Russians there. The Holly Arms is a pleasant place, inside and 
out, with a large dancing floor. A colored orchestra with but one idea about 
music keeps a few dancers stepping about. They dance with much decorum 
at the Holly Arms, almost too much, but the crowd comes up there from the 
Rockaways and they know one another." (July 11, 1913)" 

 
We read of some couples coming to a dance together but dancing with 

other people. I give this article as it emphasizes how popular dancing has 
become and how they even have special shoes for some dances: 

 
"The trotting bug has taken hold of some people with a tight grip. At 

one of the out-of-town resorts there may be seen a couple of couples who sit 
together when not dancing, but who never dance with one another's partner. 
These 'nuts' go to the dancing place prepared to work. The girls carry ballet 
slippers which they change for the trotting, and their escorts strip down to 
waists and trousers for the warm atmospheres. When the young men are in 
their dancing apparel they look like yachtsmen. If they would only bring the 
yachts around some evening to show the crowd they were there with that 
stuff too, the remainder of the audience wouldn't mind their occupation of 
the entire place for the whole evening while drinking four horse' necks. A 
report spread around the other night that one of the couples were married 
but they danced together too often for that." (July 11, 1913) 

 
We next read of a Cabaret named the "Danse d'Hiver" and the article 

gives the prices for dancing, etc.: 
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"The Danse d'Hiver is the title conferred upon the dancing place in 

the Audubon Theatre building at Broadway and 165th Street. The hall is 
conducted by William Fox, who operates the theatre. A dancing floor, 
32225x100 will accommodate 650 couples. No admission is charged and only 
soft drinks are sold. Ten cents is demanded from each visitor for a hatcheck, 
and five cents is collected from all couples who dance. The five cents charge 
is payable each dance. About 22 dances are given during the evening. 
Saturday night it is said the gross from the dancing couples amounted to ore 
than if an admission of 75 cents had been charged at the door from every 
patron. The crowd attending the Danse d'Hiver is claimed to be a very nice 
and orderly one. The Audubon is located in a quiet section of the upper West 
Side. Similar places exist in some Middle Western cities, and have been 
reported in New York as big money makers. At the Audubon space for the 
dancers between dances is found in side reception rooms, also a ten-foot strip 
around the hall, with tables and chairs, accommodates them when resting." 
(Sept. 19, 1913) 

 
Other cities also, of course, have Dancing Cabarets. We read of the 

Detroit scene: 
 
"Billy Williams, in Detroit, says someone has been introducing that 

city. He claims Detroit has Cabarets where women appear and that the town 
also holds dancing Cabarets where drinks may be had when the couples are 
not ragging. Bill wants Detroit put back on the map as a regular place. He 
says there is such a thing as judging a city by "the serve-self cafe route," 
which probably means that you must pay for your own drink, buying only 
for yourself." (Sept. 19, 1913) 

 
The Hunt's Point Palace, at Southern Boulevard and 163rd Street is 

playing five acts as a Cabaret show, and permits dancing. (Sept. 13, 1913). 
The Cabaret scene still continues to fluctuate between purely cabaret shows 
and dancing. The ones having only shows are still not doing as well as the 
Dancing Cabarets. We read: 

 
"The Cabaret men of New York are up in the air. Starting with Labor 

Day, business has been at sixes and sevens. Save Saturday nights, holidays 
and the nights of the World's Series ball games, attendance at the Cabaret 
restaurants has been 'way below that of the same period last year. The 
Cabaret men are divided in their judgment of the causes of the slump. Some 
blame it on the weather, others on the extension of the dance craze, others on 
a general money stringency. The most optimistic of the restaurant men admit 
a fall of 20 to 30 per cent, from last season's trade. Frank Forsyth, who books 
most of the cabarets, concedes a fall-off of about 25 per cent, in the demand 
for acts. The depression is general, affecting the Cabarets of the lower East 
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side, Harlem, the Bronx, Brooklyn and Broadway in about the same 
measure. Shanley's reports the same number of turns on its bill as last 
season, but the Cafe Boulevard admits curtailment. The Cafe Boulevard 
managers, however, say this is due to their plan to retire from the East Side 
and occupy the College In space under the old Albany Hotel, commencing 
next month. Reisenweber's is maintaining the same Cabaret forces, 
numerically, as last season, but have extended the dancing space until now it 
takes in three floors. Henley's Cabaret last season began in November.  The 
stage program starts there this season about Election also, although the 
dance floor is now in action. Churchill's, the Garden, Faust's and the Pekin 
report the maintenance of their full complement of performers. Churchill 
may start dancing on the balcony (Broadway side).Wallach's has cut its 
Cabaret down. Barer's is listed as contemplating no cut." (Oct. 17, 1913) 

 
The article continues and speaks of the spread of the Cabaret activity: 
 
“The Kaiser Hof directors, employing only seven entertainers last 

season, say that number will be this season's limit. Up atop the roof of the 
New York, William Morris is putting up a stiff bill, and drawing steady 
crowds, especially after the regular shows is out. Over in Newark, the Broad 
St. Hotel and the Hotel Navarre, that introduced the Cabaret craze to New 
Jersey, are still closed tight since the raid by the police, who claimed the 
hostelries were run indecently, and still have their managers in the meshes of 
the law. The raids killed the Cabaret business in Newark. The hotels in 
Pittsburgh are offering diluted Cabaret shows. Montreal has a single honest-
to-goodness one, while Cincinnati is running wide open, and even adding 
Cabaret performers to the picture houses. The blight is on the Cabaret in 
Chicago, and each of the popular haunts for this sort of diversion is under 
police surveillance, with the ban on any song or number that a suffragette 
might term offensive. Despite the Barbary Coast raids in Frisco, the Cabaret 
business there is flourishing subterraneously, and expected to do so openly 
where the Panama Fair advanced crowd gets in. The hotels of Boston, 
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Norfolk, Memphis and Jackson never did embrace 
the Cabaret rage. Most of those cities make a feeble show of restaurant 
entertainment with an occasional singer, and infrequently a team of dancers. 
The salaries of Cabaret performers have not suffered so far by the slump, 
singles drawing from $30 to $50 weekly, as an average, and teams $60 to 
$100, with $75 the average. Especially good dancing teams in the first class 
programs draw as much as $125, but the women are expected to make from 
three to six changes of costume weekly. $450 was the New York's Cabaret 
salary of Wallace McCutcheon and Joan Sawyer, a sum that represents the 
average Cabaret salary of Maurice and Florence Walton, incomes largely 
augmented by regular theatrical stage appearances and private lessons. A 
great many of the New York hotel men are inclined to reduce the Cabaret 
bills. Some are disposed to chop it out the thing entirely. But just now all are 
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waiting. If the advent of cold weather doesn't drive folks into the Cabaret 
restaurants, a general slashing is predicted." (Oct. 17, 1913) 

 
Many establishments are offering free dance instructions and 

continue to hold dances: 
 
"Matinees have been installed on the New York Roof (Jardin de 

Danse). They run from 3 o'clock until 7 daily. An admission of one dollar 
entitles the patron to fifty cents' worth of liquor, food or tea. Free instruction 
in trotting is offered to guests. Joan Sawyer will give an illustrated 
blackboard-dancing lesson each afternoon. During the season the New York 
will have a series of special nights, two or three a week. The first was tried 
last Friday. It was a masque ball affair, but no one would wear the masques 
provided. In the next attempt the New York will insist that dancers, after 11 
o'clock don the masque. A fancy dress ball up there may be tried." (Oct. 17, 
1913) 

 
Another new Dancing Cabaret opens in the "Fields' Theatre Roof": 
 
"The dancing Cabaret on Fields' 44th Street theatre Roof is about 

settled. It will open when the new policy of entertainment is started in the 
theatre downstairs by the Schuberts and Fields. The basement will be 
converted into a rathskeller. It is ideal for that purpose." (Oct. 17, 1913) 

 
The Tango is popular at this time and other new dances are being 

introduced: 
 
"Still another rival to the Tango has been introduced, but a weakly 

one. It is the "Crawling" dance. After waltzing a minute the dancers part, 
and extend themselves at full length on the floor; keeping to the music, they 
slowly rise, rejoin each other and continue to waltz." (Oct. 17, 1913) 

 
The Feb. 20, 1914 Cabaret section of Variety has a number of articles 

about the dancing and the music happening. We give each article beginning 
with the music the cabaret orchestras are playing and criticizing them for 
playing too much sheet music: 

 
"The cabaret orchestras about town, or most, should get up earlier 

and look the city over. Several of the leaders have apparently forgotten any 
music was ever written excepting for a popular sheet music publisher who 
will "give up” to have his pieces played. As a result some of the orchestras 
are still suing rags the publishers themselves recall with difficulty. It sounds 
funny and looks badly to the well-informed when these old tunes are 
continually repeated in Broadway dancing cabarets. More so, too, after 
several of the production numbers that are ever so much better suited for rag 
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dancing. These production melodies, tuneful and with an easy swing, will 
make the average rag composer change his style of composition. They are 
really waltz rags and hard to resist. The "coon song" music alongside of 
them is harsh, noisy and discordant. That may be also a cause for one or two 
of the more progressive orchestras taking up the "French rag" for dance 
time. It's soft and much more melodious than the American-made tune for 
trotters. The "Maxixe" and "Tango" music is having an influence on the 
choice of selections for the remainder of the dances in the "society" list. (Feb. 
20, 1914) 

 
Resorts are still having dance contests and they seem to be popular. 

We read of one contest at the Danse La Fleur: 
 
"The contest fever has hit pretty strongly in all the neighborhood 

dancing resorts. Monday night is contest night at the Danse La Fleur 
(Hamilton theatre).  The section on upper Broadway turned out solid this 
week and the contest aroused as much enthusiasm as an extra inning ball 
game. A different method of judging will have to be devised if the contests 
are to hold their interest. Dancers known to the judges get all the best of it. 
This is driving promising aspirants to cover. As judged at La Fleur Monday 
night the contest became a farce. A certain few with noisy followings friendly 
to the judges caught all the attention, while many of equal if not superior 
ability never got as much as attention from the judges. It is but a question of 
time before the winners of these local dancing contests will be offered booing 
in the houses in their vicinities, and for the reason better judging should be 
given." (Feb. 20, 1914) 

 
Another contest is written about at Bustonoby's on 39th Street: 
 
"Bustonoby's on 39th Street has gone the other dancing cabarets one 

better. It holds a dancing contest every evening. Bustonoby's has not lost any 
business through the increased competition. It continues to draw its own 
peculiar crowd, largely composed of college boys. Bustonobly's matinees are 
about the best patronized in New York. It's a small place, with little floor 
space, but the good music may be the answer." (Feb. 20, 1914) 

 
Dancing is still being blamed for low morals, this time stating that 

dancing is affecting the family: 
 
"Dancing cabarets may be said to have caused more family 

disturbances in the time they have existed than happened among an equal 
number of people of the same calibre for five years preceding the real 
dancing fad which struck New York about eighteen months ago. The 
afternoon "dansants" are undoubtedly the cause of most broken homes than 
the nigh affairs. Women with open time on their hands wander into this 
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afternoon place of couples, or more. It means dancing sooner or later, and 
with strangers. The women may escape it the first or second time, but they 
fail in the other if continuing these "afternoons." They are as firm a habit 
with some for as poker playing is to others. The men, the majority of them 
married or elderly, likewise manage to spend with time to kill the latter part 
of the afternoon around the dancing restaurants. It usually ends on way, and 
after the pace of the day's doings in the dance line, home doesn't look like it 
used to. If the cabarets could talk or the waiters tell all they know, the state 
would have to open a few extra courts to keep up with the rush." (Feb. 20, 
1914) 

 
Healy's Cabaret is also having dancing contest as we read: 
 
"Healy's, at 66th Street tried to settle the amateur championship of 

Greater New York among the rag dancers in a contest held there Wednesday 
night of this week. Healy's announcement stated that this was the first event 
of the kind held, but it could hardly say that since Holly Arms held a similar 
contest that lasted all during the past summer, and still the question who the 
amateur champion isn't settled. But about 20,000 dancers believe they are so 
the question will likely remain open for some time." (Feb. 20, 1914) 

 
There is an article stating that dancing is growing more polite: 
 
"Fancy stuff" isn't popular any more in the better cabarets either. 

Straight dancing that carries with it any intricate movement goes, but the 
couples who try to imitate the Tenth avenues' "Tommy Work" fine no 
recognition. Even the dip is in bad form, though used quite often, mostly 
from long practice. Dancing is growing more polite, although often any one 
wise to that sort of thing will se some." fancy work" going on among couples 
on a crowded floor. And this rag stepping is the worst in the world for that, 
and the easiest, if the dancers want to go to it." (Feb. 20, 1914) 

 
The Turkey Trot seems to be on the way out as we read: 
 
"The old trot seems to have passed. A turkey trot contest now 

simmers down to three or four couples quickly with the trot almost forgotten. 
What is now called a trot is a cross between a hesitation waltz and a tango 
danced in ragtime. It seems too bad, for it not only does away with the trot 
but also has quite finished the tango, by far the most graceful and quaintest 
of all the modern dances." (Feb. 20, 1914) 

 
There is an article about the bringing back of the 'old dances" as a 

professional dance team performs the gavotte and the minuet: 
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"Emily Hooper and Elsworth cooks, who dance in the Tea Room at 
the Hotel Astor, are doing the old-fashioned gavotte and minuet, instead of 
the more "modern" "society" dances. The Astor patrons appear to like what 
is almost now an innovation in ballroom work. Jack Haskell and Angie 
Wiemers are presenting the other type of stepping at the Boheme." (Feb. 20. 
1914) 

 
The newest Dancing Cabaret is the Alamo and we read of its 

existence: 
 
"The Alamo, Harlem's newest dancing rathskeller, looks to be over. It 

is doing business. That the girls from the burlesque shows which play "Hutig 
& Seamon's Theatre above it go downstairs to the rathskeller after the 
performance hasn't hurt the male patronage any. The Alamo has about the 
best dancing floor of any of the rathskellers." (Feb. 20, 1914) 

 
There is a slowing down of the entertainment scene during the First 

World War and little is written about the Cabarets during the war. It is not 
until 1916 that we begin to find Variety again covering the Cabaret scene. 
The Dancing Cabarets are still in existence as seen by a Jan. 7, 1916 article in 
Variety. We read of the difficulty for orchestra leaders outside of New York 
to keep up with the music. Variety begins to list the new songs that are 
coming out. It is a good list that lets us know the titles of the popular songs 
that are published and played by the orchestras. From this we can see the 
styles of dancing and the influence of the jazz band, especially once the war is 
over: 

 
"Music for Dancing Cabarets outside New York must be a continual 

problem to the orchestra leaders. So many new numbers are put out in New 
York, with so comparisity many new popular pieces for the dance band out-
of-town orchestra directors that drop into New York every once in a while if 
he wants to keep-up to-date. It isn't always convenient through distance or 
other wise to do that, so Variety will print in its Cabaret Department about 
every two months a list of the most enjoyed dance music in the Broadway 
restaurants. If an orchestra leader will provide himself with the list, he may 
be certain of having the latest and newest dance music on his stand. The 
following list is printed for the first one. The name of the publisher follows 
the title in brackets. 

 
FOX TROTS - "Ragging the Scales" (Von Tilzer); "Tar Hell blues" 

(Shapiro, Bernstein); "Blame it on the Blues" (publisher unknown); 
"Louisville," "Hello. Hawaii, How Are You," "I Love a Piano," "Hula 
Hula" (last two from "stop, Look, Listen") (Waterson, Berlin & Synder); 
"Same sort of somebody," "Underneath the Stars" (Remick); "Hello, 
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Frisco," "Hold Me in Your Loving Arms" (Witmark); "Ragtime Pipes ____" 
(Winter Garden; publisher unknown). (Sic: total 18) 

ONE STEPS: - "Operatic Rag," "Molly Dear, It's You I'm After," 
"Hungarian Rag," "Loading down the Mandy Lee," "Sweetest Girl in 
Monterey" (Remick); "Siamese Patrol" (Stern & Co.); "Memphis Blues" 
(old but always good; publisher unknown); "Floradora Sextet" (old but 
being revived; publisher unknown):"They didn't Believe Me" (T. B. harms-
Francis, Day & Hunter); "I'm crazy Over You" (W. B. & S,); "Chin Chin," 
("Hip, Hip Hooray"); (publisher unknown) (Sic: total 19) 

 
WALTZES - "Auf Wisderschn: (from "The blue Paradise"; 

publisher unknown); "Miniture" (Stern); "Waltz Pondra," "Sphinx" 
(Schirmer); "Love's the Best of All" (Witmark). (Sic: total: 5) 

 
TANGOS - "Bon Gorno" (W. B. & S.); "Seducion" (Schirmer); 

"Underneath the Stars" may also be used as a Tango. (Sic: total 3) 
 
Some orchestras of late have been playing a medley of old-time rags, 

to secure more speed, and they have proven popular. A combination of "The 
Robt. E. Lee" and "On the Mississippi," is liked." (Jan. 7, 1916) 

 
New musical trends appear. One such is the fad for Hawaiian music: 
 
"Hawaiian music for dancing may yet find its way to the cabaret. The 

soft string music has been having a big sale of late on the disc records, and 
seems destined to grow popular. It makes a good record and that is why the 
phonograph people took it up. That the public wants it for parlor 
entertainment is an indication of a popularity that could carry it over on a 
ballroom floor, especially for waltzes, fox trots and tangos, if played by a 
Hawaiian orchestra. For one-steps many want a brass, preferably a 
saxophone, interpolated but that is a matter of choice. The question of noisy 
and nice music has been obtruding itself of late in the Broadway restaurants. 
The proprietors apparently can't decide just what style will suit best their 
patrons. The noisy rathskeller orchestra makes an excellent combination 
after 2 o'clock, when the crowd can stand livening up, but it's problematical 
if the mixed attendance before that hour is looking for undue excitement." 
(Jan. 7, 1916) 

 
Variety continues to publish music list although some directors find 

fault with it. Even as far as London, England, the list is used: 
 
"Popular dance music for the cabarets as published in the Cabaret 

Department of Variety, Jan. 7, has caused several orchestra directors to write 
Variety, finding fault with the list for different reasons the main one 
appearing to be in was incomplete and Variety did not know all of the 
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publishers. The out of town leaders who wrote in seemed to think Variety 
was attempting to tell them what to play. The leader of the Hotel Fuller, 
Detroit and Variety must be crazy if it thought such a list every two months 
would be of any value, since popular dance music switched about so swiftly. 
Variety agrees all of the writers are right, but they have taken the matter too 
seriously. There was no especial occasion for Variety to even mention the 
names of the publishers, as all leaders receive the lists and know who they 
are. Nor did Variety consider it worth going to the trouble of finding out who 
published any of the numbers when the name did not come readily to mind. 
The list in Variety Jan. 7th was merely printed for information for such 
orchestra leaders as might care to have it. Further than that, Variety was not 
concerned. It may be said, however, the list was constructed from the 
numbers mostly used by three Broadway Cabaret orchestras. Oscar Lifshey 
of New York, who wrote concerning the popular music article this letter is 
published complete in the forum of this issue), and Variety should have 
listened to orchestras playing for New York’s "400" (probably meaning 
"society'). Mr. Litshey mentioned Henri Conrad's, Frank Mckee's, 
Frantzen's and Marke's orchestras, adding they "are the only prominent 
orchestras and these men constitute the only real judges of dance music in 
New York." 

Giving so much credit in one sentence ought to start something. 
Mr. Lifshey also forwarded a list of popular music in addition, he 

says, to the list Variety printed. It is as follows: 
 
ONE-STEP -  "Fox Trot Wedding Day" (Harms); "Circus Day in 

Dixie" (Remick);"Fron-Fron" (Stern); "Old Fashioned melody," "Road to 
Home Sweet Home" (Broadway); "Green River" (Snyder); "Grey Mother" 
(Witmark); "Grey Mother" (Witmark); "Ladder of Roses" (Harms): 
"Colored Regiment" (Schirmer). 

 
FOX TROTS - "kangaroo Hop" (Remick); "Home Town" (Feist); 

Fox Trot from "Around the Map: (Hawkes); "Tandem Fox Trot" (Ricordi); 
"Bugle Fox Trot" (Stern). 

 
WALTZES - McKee Waltzes, "Leontine" (Ricordi); "Perfect Day" 

(Jacobs-Bond): "Illusion," "Classique" (Stern); "Passing Salomne" (Feist). 
 
TANGOS - "Marigny," "Vlad" (Stern), "Admiration" (Ricordi). 
 
Hereafter Variety will publish the list of the mostly played dance 

music in New York once monthly. If Mr. Lifshey prefers, after the list is 
made up, it will be submitted to two orchestra leaders who play for the "400" 
and two who play for the common herd on Broadway before it is published. 
Mr. Lifshey may name the two "400" leaders and Variety will select the 
Broadway fellers. 
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Monday, Jan. 17, the day Variety of Jan. 7 arrived in London, a 
London producing manager cabled his New York representative to send him 
all the music mentioned in Variety's list." (Jan. 21, 1916) 

 
Variety's list of songs played is given below from the May 24, 1916 

issue: 
 
"DANCE MUSIC in the most popular regard at the Broadway 

cabarets has undergone no great change since the most favored of the 
melodies were last published in this department of Variety. It's merely a 
matter of the additions to that list, and as reported by Earle Fuller of Fuller's 
De Luxe Orchestra at Rector's, they are: 

 
ONE-STEPS - "Loading Up the Mandy Lee" (Remick); "Where Did 

Robinson Crusoe Go With Friday on Saturday Night?” "Young America," 
"They Are on their Way to Mexico," "Array Go On I'm Going Back to 
Oregon" (Snyder's); "Robinson Cruse," "Blue Paradise," "In a Hurry" 
(Schemer); "I Think We've Another Washington and Wilson is His Name: 
(Farina); "Yodel EE, Voided You" (Leo Edwards); "There's A Broken 
Heart For Every Light on Broadway" (Fiesta); 
Chinese Blues" (Tell Taylor); "Nathan" (Kinds); "She's Your Girl and My 
Girl," "Let's Be Ready" (Richmond); "Helper Skeletal," "Peter Piper," 
"Toots" (Richard); "I Love You, that's One Thing I Know," "On the Shore 
at Le Lei WI," "Evelyn" (also fox trot). "If Peter Only knew" (Harms). 
(Total 21) 

 
FOX TROTS - "Chin Chin," "They didn't Believe Me" (Remick); 

"Yaska Hula Hacky," "Long Live the Ladies." "Jelly Roll" (Synder's); 
"Siam," "Those Good Old Days Back Home," "You Can't Get Along 
without  'Em or With Them" (Feist); "Shades of Night" (Stern); "You Wake 
Up in Chicago in the Morning," "Fox Trot Wedding Day" (Harms); 
"Katinka: (Schrimer); "Ever since That Town of Mine Went Dry," "They 
Can All Hit the Trial with Holliday But I'll Hit the Trail with You: (Howley) 
(total-14) 

 
WALTZES - "You Can Tell I'm Irish (Synders); "La Confession" 

(Stern); "Without You, Sweetheart, I'm so Lonely," "Let's Kiss" (Remick); 
"Pierrot and Pierrette" (Edwards). (Total 5)- (May 24, 1916) 

 
The Crystal Room in New York spends a large amount of money for 

their dance place in the hotel: 
 
"The Crystal Room of the Ritz-Carlton cost $40,000 to equip. It's the 

dance place of the hotel. An admission of one dollar is charged and the crowd 
doesn't begin to gather until about 11:30 o'clock at night. Up to this week the 
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Crystal Room had taken in at the gate about $38,000, and will have paid for 
itself from the admissions before the season is over." (May 24, 1916) 

 
The Hawaiian music fad is questioned as to its longevity: 
 
"The Hawaiian fad, frenzy or fancy has divided opinion as to its 

longevity. Many claim it will not last throughout this season. Many claim it is 
good for this season anyway, referring mostly to the Hawaiian music. Those 
against it base their prediction upon the very limited range of the Hawaiian 
music, and tests proving that where there was not a dancer as a special draw, 
the music itself failed to encourage cabaret business.' (Oct. 6, 1916) 

 
We find the monthly Variety music list in the Oct. 6, issue: 
 
"The popular dance music for the cabarets, as played from the latest 

output by the Earle Fuller Orchestra at Rector's, covers about the full list for 
the season's opening, excepting a few of the older melodies retained. The 
numbers are: 

 
FOX TROTS - "Parisian Waltz," "Home Sweet Baby," "And They 

Called it Dixieland," "Arizona," "Down Honolulu Way," "Pretty Baby" 
(Remake); "Blues for Home, Sweet, Home," "Million Dollars worth of Love" 
(Calmer-Pack & Abraham’s); "The Kiddies" (Fischer); "Shadowland," 
"Good Little Girl," "Dangerous Girl," "Cradle Rock," "Some Girls Do," 
"Honolulu blues" (Feist);"My lady of the Nile," "My Castle in the Air," 
"Bachelor Days," "I Left Her at the Beach," "Pick 'Em Up," "Have a 
Heart," "Only One for Me" (Harms); "Made to Order for Me," "South Sea 
Isle," "Chase the Blues Away" (Berry Von Tilzer); "Nashville," "American 
Jubilee," "Yacci Wacki Woo," "The Bee" (Broadway); "No matter What 
You do," "If You'll Come Back to Me," "Florilla Blues," "Joe Turner 
Blues," "Hesitating Blues," "Snakey Blues," "St. Louis Blues," "Yellow Dog 
Rag," "Jog Blues," "Showboat’s Serenade" (Pace &  Handy); "Introduce 
Me; (Sam Fox); "My Own Ina," "Under Rambling Roses," "Army Blues" 
(Stern); "Walking the Dog" (Schemer); "Whiled," "Money Blues" 
(Richard); "Don't Know where I'm At," "Chattanooga Blues" (Syndicate), 
"Hawaiian Blues," "Bouncing Rubber Ball," "Blue Goose" (Frostier), 
"Morning, Noon and Night,," "Bunch of Blues," "Saxophone Rag," "Jelly 
Roll blues" (Roster), "Those Blues" "Chicago Blues" (Root), "Indiana 
Blues", "Hesitation Blues" (Billy Smith), "Lost My Heart in Honolulu" 
(Shaper-Bernstein), "Romany," "Call of a Nation," "Florida Among the 
Palms," "Come on and Baby Me," "Homesickness Blues," "Twilight" 
(Waters, Berlin & Snyder).(total-65) 

 
ONE-STEP - "Go Get 'Em," "Sunshine of Virginia," "Mississippi 

Days" (S-B), "whole World Love You," "china Lady," "Midnight Frolic" 
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(Remake), "After dinner," "Shades of Night," "Out of the Cradle," "Sunset 
Valley" (Stern), "Love Sand," "Uncle Tom," "Polka dot" (Richard), "Any 
Old Name" (Granville), "Make Hay While the Sun Shines in Virginia" (K. P 
& A.),"Brown Skin" (Rossiter), "Ole Virginy" (Sam Fox), "Big Ben: 
(Jabors), "Ole Miss" (P. & H.), "Honkey Tonkey," "Do What Your Mother 
Did" (B'way), "Paprika Jansi," "The Harlequin," "Cavalry Wiggle,," 
"Kahola Honolulu" (Fischer), "Take Me to May Alabama," "Dixey and 
Uncle Sam: (Witmark), "Just One Day," "Lovely Lola Lo" (Joe Morris), 
"Bachelor Girl and Boy," "Making of a Girl" (Schirmer), "Girls," "Throw 
Me a Rose," "I've Saved All My Loving," "My Skating Girl" (Harms).(total-
35) 

 
WALTZES - "Kelly," "Never Nearer Heaven," "Yaska Hula" (W. B. 

& S.), "My Rose Garden" (Remick), "Babes in the Woods," "Love Flies 
Everywhere," "Garden of Romance" (Harms), "Call of the Woods," "Youth 
and Beauty," "Song of the Night" (Ricordi), "Give Me All of You, " 
"Erstwhile Susan," "Ireland Is Heaven," "Love, Here's My Heart" (Feist), 
"In the Evening" (Rossiter), "Pierrot and Pierette," "I Love You" (Stern) 
(total 17.) 

 
In an article of Oct. 27, 1916 we read that jazz bands are found in 

"practically all of the high class places of entertainment: 
 
"Chicago, the home of "Walkin' the Dag," "Ballin' the Jack" and 

sundry other cabaret features, has added another innovation to its list of 
discoveries in the so-called "Jazz Bands." The Jazz Band is composed of 
three or more instruments and seldom plays regulated music. The College 
Inn and practically all the other high class places of entertainment have a 
Jazz Band featured, while the low cost makes it possible for all the smaller 
places to carry their Jazz orchestra. A number of the organizations are 
reported to be considering the possibilities of invading New York and it 
would not be surprising to note the disappearance of the classical orchestras 
for the syncopated groups." (Oct. 27, 1916) 

 
Upon reading about Chicago as the origin of "Ballin' the Jack" there 

is an article stating a different opinion: 
 
"Chicago's claim to originating "Jazz Bands" and "Ballin' the Jack" 

are as groundless, according to Variety's New Orleans's correspondent, as 
'Frisco's assuming to be the locale for the first "Todolo" and "Turkey Trot" 
dances. Little Negro tots were "Ballin' the Jack" in New Orleans over ten 
years ago, and Negro roustabouts were "Turkey Trotting" and doing the 
"Todolo" in New Orleans as far back as 1890, he says. "Jass Bands" have 
been popular there for over two years, and Chicago cabaret owners brought 
entertainers from that city to introduce the idea to New Orleans' "Brown 
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Skin" dance is also to be instituted in the Windy City shortly, is the claim." 
(Nov. 3, 1916) 

 
Dancing Cabarets are beginning to screen their patrons and the 

'captains' stop any ineligibles from coming in. Churchill's leads in this 
policy: 

 
"Churchill's is doing a smashing business. The famous restaurant 

headed by the only "Cap" Churchill has had a good, strong, steady play for a 
long while. It endured also over the summer. Captain Churchill is always in 
his restaurant, it seems, looking after his guests, and not a little of the fame of 
Churchill's throughout the country is due to that. The Captain knows them 
all and no ineligibles can get past him, leaving the dancing floor only for 
those the restaurant wants to cater to. Had other Broadway dance cabarets 
followed Churchill's in the matter of exclusion of undesirables at the 
afternoon dancing, much of the cabaret scandal of the past year would never 
have happened. In restaurant circles it is claimed Churchill's sold over 
$400,000 worth of food last year, liquids not included....." (Nov. 3, 1916) 

 
Ice-skating is becoming popular and Healy's has both an ice rink and 

a dancing floor: 
 
"Healy's Ice Rink, on the fourth floor of the Healy establishment at 

66th Street, is also to have a revue. The ice rink will be a square in the centre 
of the room, with a dancing track between it and the tables. Exhibitions and 
displays on ice only will be given by professional. The revue will be done on a 
mat placed over the Ice. The Healy people expect the new department will 
open around Nov. 15. But the date has not been fixed." (Nov. 3, 1916) 

 
We find another music list in the Nov. 3, 1916 Variety: 
 
"The latest popular dance numbers as played by Earl Fuller's Novelty 

Orchestra at Rector's (and reported to Variety by Mr. Fuller) are mentioned 
below. These are I addition to the full list last printed about a month ago, 
some of which retain their popularity, while others have faded away. 

 
FOX-TROTS - "Tiddle De Winks" (Remick's), "Looking Them 

Over," "Way Down in Ioway" (Waterson, Berlin & Snyder), Honolulu, 
America Lover You," "Jackson Moans on His Saxophone," "Read  the 
Kisses," "Make Those Eyes at Me," "Not Your Nationality," "Not So Very 
Far From Zanzibar" (Leo Feist),  "Hands in His Pockets," "Mary Ann 
McCue" (Harry Von Tilzer), "Naughty, Naughty, Naughty" (Shapiro-
Bernstein),  "Operatic Nightmare," "Simplicity" (Sam Fox), "Eyes Have a 
Language of Their Own" (T. B. Harms), "Joy Man Blues" (Billy Smythe). 
(Total 16) 
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ONE-STEPS - "They're Wearing Them Higher in Hawaii" (Shapiro-

Bernstein), "Some Time" (Wm. Jerome), "A Word of Sympathy" 
(Remick's), "Step With Pep" (Stern's), "Keep Your Eye on the Girlie You 
Love" (Feist), "Listen to This" (Fox), "Sometimes You Get a Good One," 
"Someone More Lonesome Than You (Harry Von Tilzer), "I've Been 
Looking for You" (Harms) (total-9). 

 
WALTZES - "Love Me at Twilight" (waltz arrangement Waterson, 

Berlin & Snyder), "I Got More Than My Share" (Feist), "Waters of Venice" 
(Broadway), "Riverside Bells" (Ricordi), "Valse Eternelle" (Fisher). (Total 
5) 

 
The Cabaret movement continues to grow and we read of this growth 

in the Dec. 22, 1916 Variety: 
 
"The restaurant cabaret (which takes in the dance cabaret as well) 

has gone ahead within the past year, instead of sliding backward as many 
predicted a year ago. 

The cabaret condition, while extending in expansiveness outside New 
York, is tending toward limitations in the Metropolis. These are limitations 
of the resorts. But few new ones have opened of late, and there have been 
some closings. In the latter are two or three among the oldest known in the 
better grade dancing cabaret division. 

Those remaining open with cabaret entertainment have elaborated 
upon the early cabaret shows. There are exceptions to this however, in two or 
three of the Broadway places. Those going in for bigger things in the cabaret 
line have increased the cost of their bills and revues, some restaurants now 
paying $2,000 or more a week for the entertainment. 

Attendance is practically becoming directed toward a very few places 
in New York which harbors shows. It looks as though by the time the 
summer sets in the patronized places will be even fewer in number. 

Dancing has not lost its popularity in the places catering to it but the 
rag dance craze has unquestionably died down in comparison with the 
universal popularity it enjoyed for a brief while. Now the matter of dancing 
seems to be the music. The best dance music has grown to be an attraction by 
itself, thus proving the good dancers are in the majority among the crowds 
frequenting the cabarets." (Dec. 22, 1916) 

 
The cabaret owners were accused of 'white slavery’ and we are told 

that the great danger in the dance cabarets is the waiters: A number of 
cabarets have their all-night license taken away: 

 
"The Strand has lost its dance license, it having been revoked pending 

the trail of the charge against the restaurant management for "white 
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slavery," filed recently when the Strand Roof Restaurant was raided by the 
police. The all-night licenses of the Pekin and Tokio places have been 
suspended, obliging those places to close now promptly at one. Wallack's has 
an excise violation against it, and that might affect its liquor license, if a 
conviction is secured. A conviction against the Strand will also operate 
against its liquor license. The Strand has retained John B. Blanchfield to 
defend the white slavery charge. According to the story heard regarding the 
Strand Roof raid, it followed after one of the two or three vice committees 
had started out to obtain evidence. In the Strand matter it is said that a party 
of well dressed young men, among whom was a private detective, called at 
the Roof two or three times, each time tipping one of the headwaiters 
liberally, and the party purchasing freely of liquids, mostly wine. The 
headwaiter tip is said to have been $10 each time, and the third night he was 
tipped $20 (twice $10). When the second tip was given it was rather late. The 
fellow who handed over the money a reported to have said to the waiter, 
"Can you get us any girls"? Fellows who are free with $10 bills around 
waiters are going to get what they want in a New York restaurant, for a 
restaurant can not control its waiters that far. The waiter phoned to a 
dancing place on the east side, asking if there were four girls there who 
wanted to have a good time. Four girls came over. None of the girls had been 
in the Strand that night if any had ever been there. Nor were they actually 
vicious girls or girls of the street. They wanted a good time, and after the 
whole party left the Strand, they want up to another Broadway cabaret. It 
was then quite late. Upon leaving the second restaurant the party separated, 
two of the girls saying they roomed together and insisting upon going home, 
while the other two girls are reported to have accompanied two of the men. 
The raid on the strand followed the next day, the white slavery charge being 
based on the restaurant through its employees having procured these girls. 
Restaurant men in New York and also others aware of the circumstances 
think it leaves a large question where the direct fault shall be laid upon those 
who procure the commission of a possible crime in this manner or those who 
commit it after almost irresistible inducements have been offered. The great 
danger in the dance cabarets is the waiters. A fellow at a table might ask a 
waiter if he could meet this girl or that, either in the room or perhaps in the 
chorus of the cabaret revue. The waiter might make the try if the tip proved 
worth the effort. The waiter only cares about his tip. One restaurant was 
quite well known for furnishing girls or sending out for them. Some 
restaurants managers are very wise and alert a waiter would not the attempt 
trying is knowing the house was against the practice. But it could happen in a 
restaurant and the management knows nothing of it." (Jan. 26, 1917) 

 
Earl Fuller was the orchestra leader at Rector's and this 

establishment had a 'musical competition: 
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"Monday night Rector's had a musical competition, with two of Earl 
Fuller's own orchestra was playing in the ballroom. The upstairs bunch just 
cut loose to let the opposition below know what they were up against, and if 
the new set heard the old, it must have worried them, for the ballroom 
orchestra put more ginger into the music. Monday night than has ever been 
heard in a New York restaurant. Fuller's new combination played very well 
for their debut and seems to be there, after a change or two has been made. 
Its leader, Nat Harris, is a peppery young fellow of good appearance and his 
fiddling with movements help to put the orchestra over. The instruments are 
a baritone saxophone (playing bassoon parts-something new in orchestras 
around here), two banjos (doubling for violins in concert playing), flute, 
clarinet, alto saxophone, drums and cello (for concerts). (Jan. 20, 1917) 

 
Jazz Bands, ass earlier stated were popular in Chicago and now we 

wait to see what their influence is in New York: 
 
"The Jazz Band has hit New York at last, but just how popular it will 

become here is a matter that is going to be entirely in the hands of certain 
authorities that look after the public welfare. There is one thing that is 
certain and that is that the melodies as played by the Jazz organization at 
Reisenweber's are quite conducive to make the dancers on the floor loosen up 
and go the limit in their stepping. Last Saturday night the Jazz musicians 
furnished the bigger part of the music for dancing at the 600 Club and the 
rather "mixed" crowd that was present seemed to like it, judging from the 
encores that were demanded and from the manner in which the dancers 
roughened up their stepping. The band carries its strongest punches in the 
trombone and the piccolo, the latter hitting all the blues." (Jan. 29, 1917) 

 
Saxophonist F. Wheller Wadsworth is mentioned in an article about 

the revue at the Winter Gardens. We read: 
 
"A big word of praise is due F. Wheeler Wadsworth, orchestra 

director, who is not only an A1 musician, but is a willing worker. 
Wadswroth, a corking good saxophonist by the way, also furnishes the "Jazz 
music" for the public dancing." (Jan. 29, 1917) 

 
By giving the new music list we get a good idea of what is being played 

and danced. We also can find out the types of dances the bands are playing 
and can see that jazz music being used more and the amount of fox trots and 
one-steps far outweigh the waltzes. Seldom are other dance styles mentioned 
but I am sure that occasionally some other styles, like the tango can be 
requested by the dancers and played by the orchestra. The list is from the 
April 6, 1917 Variety: 
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"The new popular dance music of the Broadway cabarets for the past 
month as reported by Earl Fuller in Fuller's Orchestras, Rector's is: 

 
FOX TROTS - "I Love My Billy Sunday," "You Don't Habe to Come 

from Ireland" (W. B. & s.), "Hawaiian Butterfly," "Jazz Band" (Feist), 
"Dixie All the Time," "Black Eyed Susana" (Remick), "Indiana," "Asia 
Minor" (S. B. & C0.), "Sweet Hawaiian Babies" (K. P. & A.), "For You a 
Rose" (Edwards), "A Pal Like You," "Till the Clouds Roll By" (Harms), 
"Cute Little wiggling Dance," "Sue Goes Down in Dixie" (Broadway), 
"Slavery," "He Will Understand," "Only Dreaming" (Schirmer), "Kilalo" 
(Ricordi), "Don't Leave Me, Daddy," "The Camel Walk" (Triangle), "Some 
where in Delaware," "Love Is a wonderful Thing" (Stern)  (total 22) 

 
ONE-STEPS - "Let's All Be Americans Now" (W. B. & S.), "Oh, 

Johnny" (Forster), "Hong Kong" (Feist), "Pickens," "Bob" (Schirmer), "It 
Wasn't My Fault," "Honeymoon Inn" (Harms), "Back to Childhood" 
(Stansy), "Crossing the Bar" (Vandersloot). (Total 9) 

 
WALTZES - "A Wonderful Thing" (Remick), "Oriental Nights" 

(Harms), "You're Mine" (W. B. & S.), "Dodola" (Ricordi), "Moonlight 
Blues" (McKinley)  (total 5) 

 
The dancers reportedly prefer jazz music to dance by. We read that 

jazz bands are furnishing more and more the music of the cabaret: 
 
"Music is becoming more and more potent and prominent among the 

cabaret attractions. Gingery, swinging music is what the dancers want and it 
often is looked for by those who do not dance. A group of men the other 
evening each knowing only too well all the cabarets of New York, decided the 
best restaurant orchestras in the city are Rector's, Healy's, and the Tokio's. 
These orchestras get nearer to legitimate "jazz stuff" than any of the others. 
The genuine "Jazz Band" at Reisenweber's however, notwithstanding the 
sober opinion of it, appears to be drawing business there. Late in the 
morning the jazzers to work and the dancers hit the floor, to remain there 
until they topple over if the band keeps on playing. It leaves no question but 
what they like to dance to that kind of music and it is "a kind." If the 
dancers see someone they know at the tables, it's common to hear "Oh, boy!" 
as they roll their eyes while floating past and the "Oh, boy!" expression 
probably describes the Jazz Band music better than anything else could." 
(March 16, 1917) 

 
The Jazz Band at Reisenweber's is probably the ODJB (Original 

Dixieland Jazz Band from New Orleans) and we read: 
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"The Jazz Band at Reisenweber's has discarded the rube clothes now 
playing in evening dress. Rector's is preparing a Jazz Band for the ballroom 
floor. Earl Fuller is placing the combination together." (March 16, 1917) 

 
Jazz Bands are very popular in Chicago cabarets: 
 
"The most popular attraction in Chicago cabarets are now the Jazz 

Bands or Orchestras, and every cabaret regardless of its size, has a Jazz 
aggregation. Bert Kelly is credited with the introduction of the Jazz 
Orchestras in and around Chicago. Kelly featuring his own organization at 
the College In, beneath the Sherman House. Kelly also has placed Jazz 
Orchestras in the Fort Dearborn Hotel, Grand Pacific Hotel and Al 
Tearney's Cabaret on the South Side. The College Inn Jazz combination is 
probably the best of the local outfits with Kelly at the banjo and Gus Mueller 
playing the saxophone. Kelly's crew plays for the dances between the ice 
attractions which give the show proper in the floor rink. At Harry James' 
Casino on the North Side the Jazz band is also a big drawing card, but James 
has strengthened his amusement and there with a so-called jug band. The 
Jug band is a Jazz band with a "juggler" blowing bass notes into an 
ordinary whiskey jug. The tone resulting resembles the music of a bass viol." 
(Dec. 25, 1917 

 
To understand the background of the Cabarets one should read "The 

Night Club Era" by Stanley Walker. Originally Frederick A. Stokes 
Company, New York published it in 1933. It gives the inside situation in the 
running of these cabarets. After prohibition beginning on July 1, 1919 and 
going into effect on Jan. 16, 1920, these clubs went underground and there 
was a continuous run in with the police and prohibition agents. Much 
corruption went on during this era and lasted until the repeal of Prohibition 
in 1933. Many of the cabarets were owned and run by people connected to 
the gangs and liquor was served and graft was paid throughout the era. 
Upon reading the book one can understand the many raids that were done 
and the difficulty of running a cabaret that served the forbidden alcohol. 

Raids were going on before prohibition but more for a moral reason 
than alcohol. We are constantly reading about bans on dancing, and cabarets 
closed down for various reasons. But still the dancers came and danced. We 
read of another problem with dancing at the cabarets: 

 
"Buffalo cafes and cabarets are staging their big drive to regain the 

right to have dancing, recently denied by the mayor after it had been allowed 
for some time and with financial benefits to the cafe men. 

Hans Geyer, of the Teck Cafe, one of the highest class "after-the-
show" places in the city, appeared before the council Monday in support of 
his petition to have the city ordinances amended so dancing will be allowed 
in hotels with less than fifty rooms. 
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The Buffalo Federation of churches was arrayed in opposition, while 
a claim of discrimination was set up by the petitioner, who contends that the 
present ordinance has taken after-theatre parties desiring dancing away 
from the cafes and has given them to downtown hotels, where dancing is 
allowed. The Rev. Thomas O. Grieves said that the ordinance might be a wee 
bit discriminatory, but that it was fearful that if restrictions were lifted the 
low-down cabaret would thrive again as it did for several years. He suggested 
that the section permitting dancing in hotels on the same floor where liquor 
is sold be repealed. The Schoellkopf Holding Co., owners of the Teck 
Building, was represented and lined up with Mr. Geyer. Counsel said they 
were not out to stop dancing in downtown hotels, but they did claim the same 
privilege should be extended to Mr. Geyer and hotels having less than 50 
rooms. 

The council deferred decisions, and will report next week. Indications 
are that the restrictions will be lifted somewhat, but not to the extent that the 
cabaret will come into its own again." (May 10, 1918) 

 
A follow up is given in the same column and states Chicago is through 

with cabarets: 
 
"Chicago is through as far as the cabarets have anything to do with 

jazzing up that town. The Chicago Common Council passed a resolution 
Monday abolishing the special permits during the war and about the same 
time Judge Buell refused to enjoin the city from interfering with Terrace 
Garden of Chicago. The court said the ordinance was beneficial for the 
public and he would regard it as valid. With entertainment, music and 
dancing all widely separated from liquor in any one spot; Chicago now ranks 
with Mt. Vernon or Elkhart as an all night resort. Even the picnics in the 
wildest town of the west must either pass up the booze or dancing during the 
summer." (May 10, 1918) 

 
There are still some police raids going on. Atlantic City is mentioned 

as one place having certain bans on the running of these cabarets. But we 
hear of a 'jazz band' playing there: this is one of the earliest articles that use 
the name of a 'jazz band.' 

 
"There are at least four cabarets flourishing in Atlantic City despite 

the iron clad rule enforced by action of the city commissioners July 1. They 
are known as "Bevo Cabarets," and are located in the back section of the 
city. Sam Singer is reported to be the proprietor of two of these place, one of 
which is located on North Michigan Avenue, and within the precincts of 
them, the jazz band, the evolution of the dancers and the discordant noise of 
the patrons continue well past the midnight hour. The police are in a 
quandary, as the ordinance eliminating the cabarets does not appear to apply 
to this latest development. The ordinance merely prohibits cabarets where 
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liquor is sold, but none of the places in which the cabarets are running 
dispense anything more exhilarating than "bevo," a beer camouflage, and 
soft drinks. One of the beachfront cafes is reported recently to have made a 
step toward lifting the cabaret ban and when the authorities intervened, they 
were met with the assertion that the "lid was off" in the back section of the 
city. The owners were not aware that only soft drinks were sold in the 
establishments mentioned. Unless the rulers amend the ordinance to cover 
the present situation, it is probable that more of their kind will spring up in 
other sections of the resort." (August 22, 1918) 

 
A new place at City Island, New York is opened with music and other 

activities: 
 
"The Chateau Laurier - There will be an artificial alke with music 

and gondolas, perhaps mosquitoes also, and the Chateau will then be a novel 
New York summer resort. It is now drawing large business, right through the 
Pelham Bay Naval Camp, which must be gone through to reach it, as the 
road divides the camp. There are two attractions at the Chateau at present 
besides its pleasant site - the dance floor and the orchestra. The latter is the 
Billy Arnold's Troubadours, although Billy is absent. He is in the Service. 
His brother, Henry Arnold, age 19, is the leader. The others are Charles 
Moore, the crack drummer (exempt under the draft), Charles Klinder 
(rejected) and Lowie Cohey, age 18, one of the best piano playing 
entertainers heard around New York since Mike Bernard was a kid. The 
Arnold combination gives entertainment besides playing. It contains 
specialists and they do little bits during the evening that make it real 
pleasant. Harry Weeber, the saxophone players of the outfit, leaves this week 
for camp." (August 2, 1918) 

 
In an article in the Oct. 25, 1918 Variety we find an interesting 

account of a dancer named "Frisco" who is said to have started the jazz 
dance. We also read about some jazz bands that are playing: It was people 
like Frisco that other dancers copied and used his steps on the dance floor: 
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Joe Frisco 

 
"Frisco" Assisted by Lauretta McDormott and Jazz Band. Dances. 11 

minutes. Full Stage. Fifth Ave. 
Popularity or fame (or whatever you wish to call it) is an overnight 

thing in the show business sometimes. Frisk is the fellow who claims to have 
invented the jazz dance; tickled Broadway with his "heater" and his funny 
"steps" about a season ago and since then has been working all the while. At 
the time of his first appearance in Chicago with Brown's Band, he had to be 
pushed onto the stage. Frisco had visited the Longacre Square previously, 
but briefly, appearing at the Montmarte Cafe when, as he tells it, the 
Shubert's "gave him the air." That sent him back to Chicago, which to him is 
the city of Jazz .He capered about the cabarets there occasionally. Most of his 
time was spent in that section of the Loop known as "Randolph and Clark 
Streets," especially in a little late-hour lunch room known to the "bunch" as 
"The Greasy Vest." Many professionals and others were wont to stop in 
there now and then. To them Frisco always served a laugh or two, his 
stuttering not impeding, but rather accentuating his humorous sailors while 
in Chicago, Frisco taught the mysteries of the jazz dance to Loretta 
McDonald. When he landed in Ziegfild's "Midnight follies" (then downstairs 
in the "Follies") Loretta appeared on Broadway too. First she was in the 
short lived "Words and Music," then to a cabaret and lately she has been 
atop the Century in the "Midnight Revue." They are now "tossing it off" in 
the present act, having for music Bert Kelly's "Dixieland Jazz Band (the 
billing of "Dixieland" was dropped in the Palace programs this week). The 
latter, also supposed to be from the Loop, figure partially in the turn, but it's 
principally Frisco and Loretta. The billing states that Frisco is the most 
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imitated dance in the world. (What Frisco means is Broadway). At present 
that is the world to him). Between them the pair offer six dance numbers, 
none long, which always is a good feature of Frisco's "stuff." first time open 
with the "Cry Baby Trot," with Loretta looking very nice in a short-skirted 
colored silken frock. While the jazz band does a number, they change 
costumes for the "Kitchen Stove Rag," which has them outfitted a la the 
Bowery. They could have made that typically Chicago and given some of the 
real brand of the "shimmy" but seemed careful in doing but just a trace of it. 
Frisco follows with his own jazz dance, which he announced he originated 
(and he didn't stutter in saying it). Loretta in her silken knickers did the 
imitation. A waltz number by both is succeeded by Frisco's mis-step dance 
(with the straw hat). To him it is the comedy number of the routine. It is 
funny. The finish has the pair in the "Yellow Dog Rag," probably so called 
because Loretta wears another nifty short frock of yellow satin, trimmed 
with black and heightened by emerald green tights. Figuring the presence of 
the jazz band, Frisco has probably framed the turn as it is for around New 
York, where it is sure to score as much on his name as the odd dances." ( 
Oct. 1918) 

(Sic: Joe Frisco Biography by Ed Lowry) 
 
Jazz bands are being formed in other cities in the United States. We 

read of one forming in Syracuse, New York: We might add that the First 
World War is over. 

 
"The Jazzphiends, a new jazz and novelty orchestra recently 

organized at Syracuse, New York by Leon W. Parmiter, former professional, 
is meeting with big success. During the peace celebrations following the 
signing of the armistice "The  Jazzphiends" found themselves a popular 
organization. It is the only pure jazz outfit in Syracuse, and their many 
original novelties and general "pep" and ginger have made their popularity 
great. The instrumentation is as follows: Frank Redmond, saxophone; Ed. 
W. Bentley, trombone; Lester Schmunck, piano and Larry King, drums, 
traps and xylophone." (Dec. 6, 1918) 

 
We find another dance music list in the Dec. 6, 1918 issue of Variey: 
 
"The dance music popular in New York restaurants at present as 

compiled for Variety by Earl Fuller of Rector's orchestras is: 
 
ONE--STEP - "Circus is Coming to Town," "Rock a Bye, Baby," 

"On the Level You're a Devil," Hate to Get up" (Waterson, Berlin & 
Synder), "Madelon" (Remick & Co.), "After You're Gone," "Oh Frency," 
"Goodbye Alexander" )Broadway Music Co.), "Sensation" (Feist), "Me-
ow," "Howdy" (Sam Fox), "Beautiful Night" (Schrimer), "When You Come 
Back" (Witmark & Sons), "Oriental" (Daniels & Wilson), "Peter Gink" 
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(Jacobs), "Sand Dunes" (Will Rossiter), "Arabian Nights" (T. B. Harms). 
(Total-16) 

 
FOX TROTS - "Wish I Could Sleep" (W. B. & S.), "Smiles," "Out of 

the East" (Remick), "Mummy Mine," "Rose Room" (Sherman-Clay), 
"When I Feel Sad," "Jazz De Luxe," "Sweet'n Pretty" (B'way), "Sorry I 
Made You Cry," "Ja-Da," "Old Dixie Land in France" (Feist), "Hindustan" 
(Forater), "Rocking the Boat" (Ricordi), "Indianola" (Stern & Co.), 
"Chasing Rainbows" (McCarthy & Fisher). (Total 15) 

 
WALTZES - "A Little Birch Canoe," "Till We Meet Again" 

(Remick), "Djer Kiss" (Feist), "Missouri" (Forster), "Sometime" (Schrimer), 
"Beautiful Ohio" (Shapiro, Bernstein & Co.), "Nona" (Vandersloot), 
"Waters of Venice" (B'way). (Total 8) (Dec., 6, 1918) 

 
How will prohibition affect dancing and jazz music? One person, A. 

B. Cookwright thinks "that when prohibition starts, dancing will become 
more popular than ever, gaining those now opposed to it through the liquor 
attachment." (Dec. 13, 1918) 

Some dance halls and other public places were closed in Milwaukee, 
not due to the liquor association but because of an epidemic: 

 
"Milwaukee dance halls and cafes were closed last week by health 

board orders through recurrence of the epidemic. Theatres were left open, 
although it was expected in Milwaukee Tuesday this week that the theatres 
might also be ordered shut at any time." (Dec. 13, 1918) 

 
We next read of a new dance called the "shimmy." A most famous 

dance of the era it is considered rather risqué and we find a number of 
articles about this dance and its improprieties: 

 
"SHIMMIE (or Shimmy) dancing is not in favor with the officials in 

all places and parts of Greater New York. It has received the attention of the 
police in Brooklyn and that may not be an isolated case. "Shimmying" say 
the police where they have had occasion to comment upon this particular sort 
of "jazzing" is not a ladylike illogically way of prancing either as an amateur 
or professional. Many will agree with the cops. Others, and they are mostly 
professional jazzers, disagree, either in good faith or for business reasons. 
They claim the offending shimmyers do not do the dance right, that they 
don't wriggle their shoulders at the same time, which takes it out of the 
shimmy class, but they fail to state just what class that leaves it in. It’s the 
most pernicious dance for the young set ever permitted in public, and the 
young set takes the example from the stage, where it is allowed in almost any 
form, and no form of it is good form. Just why decent people who would be 
shocked if accused of doing a cooch dance in public should do it under the 
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name of "jazzing" or "shimmying" and not be ashamed may be one of the 
mysteries of the dance craze, and it certainly has gone plumb crazy in this 
latest dance." (Dec. 13, 1918) 

 
Dancing is still going strong in the cabarets and this new dance the 

"Shimmy" is mentioned: 
 
"Dancing has held up during the year in the restaurants. It is the 

strongest attraction in the street format places. The "Shimmy" dance came 
into New York this year and is attracting attention to the places allowing it. 
The "shimmy shewaabbvie" as it is properly known came from the west. It is 
nothing more or less than a lewd dance and any objection to it is well based. 
If followed in the jazz beginning and is a jazz annex. It may be with much 
difficulty danced decently. 

Bare legs and bare dressing are again to the fore in restaurant shows. 
This was ordered stopped some time ago, but is again prevalent." (Dec. 27, 
1918) 

 
In the same column as the above we read a paragraph about dancing 

and liquor: 
 
"With the war over, the New York restaurants anticipate splendid 

business and if it were not for Prohibition there would be naught to mar 
their contentment. They say that people must dance and will go to the places 
though liquor may not be had. But that is part of the "bull." It's the liquor 
that does the business in the cabaret. Everything in and about the cabaret 
commences and stops with liquor. It starts the eating, it starts the buying, 
and even with the awful liquor the cabarets are now selling at awful prices, it 
starts everything else connected with the night life of Broadway." (Dec. 27, 
1918) 

 
We have a good description of the shimmy in our next entry, which 

have the clergy up in arms against the shimmy: 
 
"The clergymen of the Washington Heights section are opposed to the 

"Shimmy" dance as done in some of the dance halls, academies and cabarets 
in that part of New York. They are about to call a meeting at which they will 
endeavor to pass a resolution calling on the Mayor to have the police 
supervise some of these affairs. Rev. Herman L. Martin is the prime factor in 
the movement to abolish the dance which is described as follows: "The 
"Shimmy" is the latest dance in the cabarets succeeding the fox trot in 
popularity. It is supposed to be an Indian dance, the real same being 
"Shimmyshawawa." It came into vogue with a 'jazz' song called 
"Indianolia" a wild sort of a tune. The "Shimmy" is danced more with the 
body than the feet. Almost every muscle in the body is used, and couples 
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when dancing look as though they were afflicted with some nervous element, 
which causes them to hop, jump, squirm, twitch, shiver and shake. The head, 
arms, shoulders, chest and whole body shiver and shake in time with the wild 
syncopated 'jazz' music. The partners hold each other in embrace, much the 
same as in other dances, and proceed to "Shimmy" slowly around the dance 
floor." (Jan. 3, 1919) 

 
Famous entertainers are being hired by the cabarets. One such is 

Sophie Tucker. We read about two articles on her appearance at 
Reisenweber's Cabaret. In the first we read of her use of the jazz band and 
then we read about some of the songs she sings which include a "shimmy 
song': 

 
"Sophie Tucker is high, low, jack in the game now at Reisenweber's 

Jazz Room. Sophie does three turns during the evening. Three songs each 
turn and her boys' band, otherwise modestly named "The Five Kings of 
Syncopation" pay for the dancers, also Sophie and besides there is a jazz 
combination. Miss Tucker through the place noisy the night she opened, but 
that was because there was a crowd there, and the jazzing musicians blew 
hard for more. Now Miss Tucker doesn't think it's so noisy because she 
wants the crowd there all the time. Sophie has an interest in the gross 
receipts. This isn't Miss Tucker's first cabaret experience as an entertainer. 
She was at Atlantic City for a spell, and before that maybe. But she's a good 
entertainer in the Jazz Room and a pleasant hostess, which, with her very 
wide acquaintance, is bringing real business to Reisenweber's." (Jan. 3, 1919) 

 
"Sophie Tucker has certainly jazzed up the "Jazz Room" at 

Reisenweber's. It's a popular place in New York's nightlife now. That Miss 
Tucker is drawing business to the Jazz Room is self evident, since the 
complexion of it's patronage since she commenced beginning there has 
altogether changed as well as bettered when compared with the bunch that 
frequented the room before she assumed the entertaining control of it. Miss 
Tucker is singing about twelve songs nightly, in three different turns, 
accompanied by her own orchestra that also plays for the public dancing. 
The songs Miss Tucker has used since going to Reisenweber's are" 
"Everybody Shimmies Now," "After You've Gone," "I Ain't got Nobody," 
"Where Have You Been Hiding All These Years?," "What Do You Mean by 
Loving somebody Else When Your Love Belongs to Me?," "I'm Glad I Can 
Make You Cry," "A Good Man is Hard to Find." "You'll find Old Dixieland 
in France," "Please Don't Take My Harem Away," "If We Had 'Em Here 
Like They Had 'Em' There," "Down on the Farm." "You will Find a Lot of 
sunshine in My Old Kentucky Home," He goes to Work in the Night-time 
and she Goes to Work Every day," "Oh, How She Can Dance," "I'm a Jazz 
Baby," You Can't Shake That Shimmie Here," "Everything is Junky Dory," 
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"I'm Glad My Daddy is in a Uniform." Since starting in the Jazz Room Miss 
Tucker arranged to sing twenty numbers." (Jan. 10, 1919) 

 
The shimmy continues to be popular but some places are trying to 

control it: 
 
"Nix on the shimmy is the order handed to the sharpshooters hoofing 

it in the regular places along the Alley. The police warning has had its effect 
but at that there are some who can not resist a little "shiver and quiver" at 
the finish of a particularly shimmying jazz. At Reisenweber's New Year 
night, the head waiters had the feat when manger Schultz appeared on the 
floor of the Sophie Tucker room and waded right in among the dancers, 
singling out dancing couples, telling them to either cut the wiggle or quite the 
floor. For the rest of the evening two of the captains stood on the edge of the 
dance floor and played hide and go seek with the dancers. The latter, while 
dancing demurely by the watchers, would break out with a shimmy twice as 
wild as what they had been doing prior to the time warned. But this was only 
until Mr. Schultz Again appeared. Somehow the "Shimmy" dancers appear 
to select certain resorts where that kind of dancing is made more prominent 
than other s during the public playing of the band. In other places the 
dancers do not seem to care to shimmy, or if they do, do it with moderation 
and in a manner that brings no adverse notice or comment." (Jan. 10, 1919) 

 
Some of the clubs in Harlem are summoned by the police about the 

allowing of shimmy dancing: 
 
"The dance hall proprietors of Harlem were summoned Jan. 6 by the 

Police Department and ordered to eliminate "shimmy" dancing. A 
conference of the proprietors was held and they announced a willingness to 
abide. The owners of the various dance halls have had large signs placed 
about the dance floor. The police intend sending out a squad of plainclothes 
men to see that the order is obeyed." (Jan. 10, 1919) 

 
One dancer was taken to court about doing the shimmy and the judge 

asks him what the shimmy was. He promptly demonstrated the dance. The 
result is amusing: 

 
"The "shimmy dance" was exploited in a New York Police court last 

week when a lawman, Harry Reimer, asked for a warrant against the 
management of the Moulin Rouge for his ejection from that cabaret's dance 
floor after essaying a "shimmy" Getting down to cases, the magistrate asked 
just what was the status of a "shimmy" among dances. When the 
complainant gave a physical demonstration, the judge almost had him 
thrown out of the courtroom also. Afterward the magistrate relented and 
told Mr. Reimer he should be pinched instead of the restaurant. It gave the 
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"shimmy" about the best ad it has had outside the restaurants since it 
arrived in New York. And they are still shimmying in some of our best 
cabaret circles." (Jan. 24, 1919) 

 
The crackdown on shimmy dancing results in some cabaret owners 

banning the dance and asks the orchestras to also play some waltzes, etc. 
during a set: 

 
"Shimmy watchfulness has resulted in some cabaret proprietors 

decreeing that one-step dances shall be played but intermittently with waltzes 
and two-steps receiving more attention from the orchestra. Some restaurant 
people are growing real rough in dealing with "shimmy" dancers from the 
public. Those who can't resist shoulder exercise (if confirming it to the 
shoulders only) are unceremoniously bounced off the floor and after the pay 
their check-out of the restaurant." (Jan. 31, 1919) 

 
Jazz Bands are being exported to Europe. The most famous being the 

Original Dixieland Jazz Band is on their way to London: 
 
"A farewell ball is to be given to the Dixieland Jazz Band at Webster 

Hall Feb. 7. The band is to sail for London, Feb. 16 to open at the London 
Hippodrome in the new review. At the same time a number of others signed 
by de Courville will sail, and the ball is to be a general Broadway Farewell to 
them Bee Palmer (of the Frolic) is to leave and she is to be the belle of the ball 
according to the present plans. (Jan. 31, 1919) 

 
With Prohibition the cabarets are having slow business. As a result 

they begin to start a 'new' type of amusement-the dance hall: 
 
"A new type of amusement has begun to percolate through the 

country since the advent of prohibition. If local proprietors are to be believed 
it promises to duplicate in public favor the early days of the cabaret form of 
amusement. It is the dance hall where they sell the customer a string of 
coupons at ten cents a coupon, each one good for a dance. The house 
provides the partners or "instructesses," and the unaccompanied male can 
take his pick of 40 or 50 of these girls and dance to his heart's content. The 
girls get 40 per cent, or four cents "kick back" from every dime, and they 
have been averaging in the neighborhood of $20 weekly at one place of this 
type on Broadway. The scheme was first tried out on the West Coast in 
Frisco. The spoilers called this form of hall a "Creep Joint." The practice of 
billing the girls as "instructresses" and charging ten cents a lesson from the 
public is said to legalize it. The cabarets in eliminating liquor and installing 
"kick less" beverages at prohibitive prices have driven out a certain class of 
patronage which the new departure is aiming at and succeeding in reaching. 
The "creep" is aimed at this citizen and so far seems to be succeeding 
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admirably. One of the places located on Seventh Avenue did about $1,500 
last week, and several others located in the theatrical district are reporting 
big takings. Another form of revenue is the soft drink bar at which the 
dancers line up and obtain refreshments between dances. The girls dance on 
an average of sixty times nightly, so they need refreshments quite frequently. 
One proprietor has a similar establishment in San Francisco and has a six-
story building with dancing on each floor. He is optimistic he can duplicate 
his California success in the metropolis." (Dec., 26, 1919) 

 
There seems to be no future for the cabaret because of prohibition but 

liquor begins to be imported illegally and the era of bootlegging is brought 
about. The cabarets become 'speakeasys' and the gangster era is upon us. 
There is an article about the future of the cabaret scene: 

 
"Cabaret agents see no future for the cabaret. Many are preparing to 

give up their agency business. Prohibition has killed the restaurant cabaret. 
The agent believe, as it existed when the places were wet, out and out. While 
there are reports here and there of new revues being produced, they are 
exceptional cases and probably more in the line of an experiment. With 
National prohibition here, a restaurant may provide some sort of an 
entertainment to draw and hold guests, but from the outlook of the past two 
weeks it cannot well be an expensive show. The Broadway restaurants from 
the day of the decision upholding wartime prohibition just simply died. Even 
the dinner business dropped away off, and after theatre there was but a 
sprinkling of people anywhere, though several places continued to sell liquor. 
In the same ratio with the country bone dry, there could hardly be an 
incentive strong enough to draw only those wildly anxious to dance-sober 
and no one sober will pay probably the high prices of food and soft drinks 
the cabaret restaurants will attempt to charge. A few cabarets may keep 
going for awhile, but, their prospects are ultimately no brighter than that 
now of the others. That prohibition has killed the cabaret seems agreed upon. 
But is was a gay and joyous though expensive novelty while it lasted and it 
had no small hand in bringing about its own death." (Dec. 26, 1919) 

 
There is a lengthily article about the "Good-Bye" to the Cabaret 

Business but there is still the dancing crowd to please. Liquor and dancing 
are now separated but jazz is still the music of the era and would get even 
more popular. While Prohibition is a set back we know that it continues to be 
popular and goes underground to the speakeasys where the patron could 
both dance and get liquor. There is an article about the cabaret situation that 
mentions dancing: 

 
"Good-Bye To Cabarets Seems Most Likely Swan Song Now. No 

Trade To Support Big Revues Now. Boozeless Menus Keep Checks Down. 
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Lack of Real Eats Has Kept Good, Solid Family Trade Away. Booking 
Agents Out, Too. Nothing to Book, the Answer. 

With the fatal January 16 gone, the cabaret agents and proprietors 
are looking about them, giving their prospects a self-once over, as it were. 
And unanimously to a man, they admit the business on the whole is "rotten," 
to quote them.  The agents say they know of but half dozen places locally that 
can afford a revue profitably with the revenue and profits being honestly 
derived by virtue of the good food and patronage these places are associated 
with. 

As far as the cabaret booking agent is concerned, their number has 
been and will be considerably decreased for the simple reason there are not 
many cabarets to be booked. It is only the agent who has a revue or two 
going, several orchestras and clubs who can make a go of it in that field. 

From the restaurateur's standpoint, the one who has built up a 
"family" patronage, consisting of a regular flow of people who come to one 
particular place for the food it dispenses, the musical and entertainment 
trimmings being secondary in their esteem, a continuance of the former 
success may prevail. This type of folk comes not for "wild parties" but for 
food, willingly paying for the pleasant surroundings and the good music. The 
convert charge - one form of gentle graft - finds no one complaining to any 
extent. 

That a number of cabarets have changed and are in the process of 
changing their policies must only be interpreted that they depended on their 
revue and the booze to fetch 'em flocking. With booze tabooed, the menu 
apparently is not very popular. This deficiency on the "beasts" returns 
prohibits the maintenance of the show with the result that they have been 
compelled to close or change policies. When as famous a landmark as the 
Cafe de Paris (or Rector's) must change into a Palaise de Danse, one may 
acquire an idea that all's not well in cabaretdom. This accounts for the 
numerous "creep Joints" that have sprung up on and about Times Square. 

The average Broadway frequenter craves excitement and with liquor 
banned, late hours and festivities present themselves as but poor alternatives. 
With the report that midnight vaudeville is to be a feature comes the 
intention of several cabaret proprietors to hold late hour dancing parties. 
Where on o'clock was the deadline at liquor dispensing resorts, cabaret and 
restaurant men contemplate extending the spieling privilege another two 
hours or so now that the "wet" stuff is no more 'legally. Afternoon dancing is 
becoming more and more the vogue in places where an orchestra only 
presided evenings formerly. 

The outlook for the cabaret business is not very bright, the restaurant 
men believe. Plans of revues and star attractions have been discarded one by 
one as impractical. People seem to frequent cabarets - that is those that will 
do - for the food a particular resort may be noted for, or because they have 
no other place to go." (Feb. 8, 1920). 
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Vaudeville was one of the popular forms of entertainment during this 
era. It is where many of the jazz dances are first presented publicly an 
influenced popular entertainment and dance styles. Vaudeville, with the ban 
on booze, begins to have midnight shows and we read a long article on what 
the next dance craze will be. There is a good history of vaudeville given: 

 
"After the shimmy and jake - what then? What will be the next craze 

to dominate vaudeville and hold sway until displaced in favor by a new fancy 
of the fans. Of course, the shimmy will pass and the jazz thing will run its 
course in due time, but not until a logical successor to each has poked its nose 
over the horizon. 

For a survey of the vaudeville field covering the last 30 years and an 
analysis of the various fads and crazes that have come and gone during that 
period discloses that once an amusement craze gets a solid grip, it will hang 
on until something equally novel or bizarre arrives to replace it. 

About 30 years ago Carmencits, the leading Spanish dancer of her 
time, appeared at Koster & Bial's Music Hall. In those days termed a concert 
hall, but which was really the daddy of the present cabaret. Carmencita's 
specialty was the Fandango, a sort of waltz done with castanets, and 
containing steps, somewhat similar, although not done to the same tempo as 
the modern tango, which reached the proportions of a full-fledged craze in 
1913. Well-conceived press agenting made Carmencita's name a household 
word almost immediately and soon hundreds of imitators sprung up over the 
country. 

The variety, comics of the day burlesqued the Spanish dance, much 
after the fashion of the Egyptian and classicala travesties of today.  Within 
three months after Carmencita's opening, the amateur dancing schools had 
taken up the fad and turned out thousands of pseudo Carmencitas, with the 
result that every school, church and lodge entertainment held at least one 
castanets wriggler and often three or four. There were Carmencita hats, 
shoes, perfumes, yachts, etc., and in many instances children were even 
named for the popular dancer. The Spanish-craze lasted about two years, 
waning when the "skirt" dance arrived to topple it off the popularity 
pedestal. 

Amelia Glover was one of the first to popularize the skirt dance, 
appearing with Reed and Collier in "The City Directory," a farce comedy hit 
of its period. Previous to the Spanish craze most stage dancing performed by 
women had been done in ballet costume, with tights and ultra abbreviated 
skirt. The Spanish dance brought in the knee length skirt, which was further 
lengthened to the ankles by the advent of the skirt dance. The change in 
costuming proved a like able innovation, after the many years the ballet 
apparel had held forth. The skirt dance quickly found its way into variety 
and for a year or so dominated the bills, just as the shimmy has done during 
the present season. 
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The fans, however apparently longed for a glimpse of the undressed 
female figure after three years of the medium and ankle-length skirts. When 
Lois Fuller hoved into the spotlight with the "serpentine" dance in full-
length transparent skirts, both Miss Fuller and the serpentine jumped into 
favor at a single bound. Closely following the serpentine came the fire dance, 
with electrical effects, crude indeed, as judged by present standards, but 
genuinely startling at the time. The butterfly and similar terpsichorean 
variations of the serpentine were also exceedingly popular. 

High kicking next became the vogue and vied with the serpentine and 
its variations for the blue ribbon, eventually passing its competitors. With the 
high kicking craze likewise entered the "split" and different forms of 
legmania, holding the public eye for three or four years and gradually 
settling down to a standard form of vaudeville dancing. 

Although dancing has played a prominent part in vaudeville crazes in 
the last three decades, other forms of entertainment have frequently cut in 
and shared the honors for a time at least. 

A case in point was the advent of living pictures, also first introduced 
at Koster & Bial's. They were imported from Paris and were an immediate 
sensation. Reformers howled their heads off, clergymen denounced them 
from the pulpit; and opportunist politician eyes intended to make the living 
pictures posers cover up. 

But the public wanted to see living pictures, and they saw them in 
bunches. Traveling vaudeville combinations of the early '90's had the living 
pictures as extra attractions with consequent heavy business at the box office, 
and even the smallest of filly-by-night "turkey" burlesque shows got busy, 
and with the aid of a few union suits the choristers were soon showing 
human reproductions of such masterpieces as "The Storm," "The Deal," 
"Psyche at the Well" and other undraped art classics. The living pictures 
held their own for years, and although the fad finally passed as a craze, the 
undraped tableau thing boobs up now and then in present day bills, in the 
camouflaged guise of "plastic poses," "Human statuary," etc. 

One of the hardest crazes that ever hit vaudeville was the "Hontchy 
Kootchy" dance. This was first introduced at the World's Fair in Chicago, in 
1892, as a specialty in the Mautch Village. Native music accompanied the 
dance, played on weird sounding stringed instruments and weirder clarinets. 
The melody was an odd minor strain, based on an Oriental theme, and the 
first 20 bars  became extremely popular, forming the basis of numerous 
songs and instrumental pieces. The following summer in 1893, Coney Island 
had 15 or 20 "cooch" theatres running full blast, each claiming to have the 
original "Fatima." One of these dancers later became a vaudeville headliner, 
as Rajah, following her "discovery" at Huber's Museum by the late Willie 
Hammerstein. 

Willie Hammerstein, probably the greatest natural press agent who 
ever lived then or since, made Rajah a vaudeville star overnight. One of the 
chief factors in making the "cooch" dance a rage was the publicity resulting 
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from the Seeley dinner, given in honor of Herbert Seeley, a nephew of the 
late P. T. Barnum. "Little Egypt," an unknown exponent of the "cooch" was 
one of the performers engaged to entertain the Seeley dinner. One of the 
other performers or some one made a "rap" to the late Police Captain 
Chapman, known to Broadway fame in the '90's as "The Czar of the 
Tenderloin.”Just as "Little Egypt" was getting ready to pull a few of her 
niftiest wriggles, Captain Chapman, heading a squad of "bulls" entered the 
premises and pinched the outfit, including the diners as well as performers. 

The spectacular raid was front-paged in the dailies for a couple of 
weeks and the incident was incorporated as a burlesque in one of the Weber 
and Fields shows. This put the "cooch" on the map permanently, and 
although it never made any strong headway in vaudeville, it found a ready 
field in burlesque. Just as the classical bunk of the past few years has never 
been called by its right name, the burlesque managers termed the cooch 
"Oriental fantasy," "Egyptian Serpentine" and similar high-sounding 
names. Burlesque audiences know it for "the cooch," however, and stood for 
it until five or six years ago, when it finally slipped into the limbo of forgotten 
things. 

On the fads of the "cooch" came an entirely different form of 
entertainment, destined to become sensationally popular. This was the 
illustrated song craze. Bushels of mushy ballads and descriptive songs, about 
the fellow who left his home in the country and promised the girl to return 
"when the harbor lights were gleaming," "roses were in bloom" and so on, 
were written and illustrated with slides purporting to visualize the "story." 
Most of the slides were awful, but the public "ate them up." Among the first 
to get in on the illustrated song craze were Maxwell & Simpson, the Maxwell 
being Joe Maxwell, now a vaudeville producer, Joe Howard and Ida 
Emerson (then a vaudeville team), and the late Mayer Cohen, the music 
publisher. Joe Howard is presently in vaudeville, still singing "Hello My 
Baby" with quite as much pep as he did with the stereopticon 
accompaniment around 1897. 

The slides had a long run, holding favor amazingly for 12 to 14 years, 
and taking on a new lease of life when the picture in motion started about 
1905. The films, however, with their well-defined action and realistic 
characteristics, eventually forced the illustrated slide song into oblivion. 
During the past eight years or so, songs have been illustrated with moving 
pictures, but with indifferent success. 

Plantation songs and Negro melodies have been popular for over a 
hundred years in America, but the modernized "coon” song really came into 
being as a craze around 1912. About three years later, rag time, which is the 
basis of the present jazz music and all of the shoulder-shaking and wriggling 
epidemica, such as the "Grizzly Bear," "Bunny Hug," Texas Tommy" and 
various trots popular in the last ten years, arrived in vaudeville. The 
origination of ragtime is clouded in mystery, thousands of claimants having 
sought to show they originated the syncopated stuff. There is little doubt, 
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however, but that Ben Harney has as good a claim to the originating of rag 
time piano plays as say, if not better than most. Harney, according to 
authentic records, first brought the rag craze east about 1895, appearing as a 
single act with the Shadow show. Jim McIntyre, of McIntyre and Heath, 
claims to have done a ragtime song at the London on the Bowery in 1879. 
Others also claim precedence. Mr. Harney's "Mr. Johnson Turn Me Loose" 
and "You're a Good Old Wagon But You Done Broke Down" were the first 
songs to be regarded by the public as real "rag." Ned Wayburn, now a 
musical comedy producer, also did a piano and rag singing specialty in 
vaudeville around 1895. Wayburn's feature number was "Syncopated 
Sandy" somewhat popular at the time, but never reaching the fame of 
Harney's "Mr. Johnson." 

With the entry of the Harney brand of rag, every piano player in the 
country, professional or otherwise, started to pick up the syncopated rhythm. 
Although Harney is credited with origination, in less than a year there were 
hundreds of pianists who could rag it far better than he. Various 
modifications of the rag style have sprung up subsequently, but the central 
theme of them is the same. The rag dancing of 18955-98 also bears a close 
relation to many of the "trots," "Glides," etc., of more recent periods. 

For a while freak acts raged in vaudeville, but passed with Willie 
Hammerstein, who seemed to be the only one possessed of the knack of 
handling them properly. What looms up in the distance as the biggest 
"bunk" craze that ever turned vaudeville upside down, was the "Salome" 
dance. This came to vaudeville via grand opera. It was produced for a single 
performance in 1906 at the Manhattan Opera house, imported to this 
country by Oscar Hammerstein. The big feature of the "op" was the dance, 
done by Salome, with the John the Baptist head as a first aid prop. One after 
another of the leading female stars of vaudeville dropped their regular turns 
or else incorporated a "Salome" in their act, the craze holding favor 
remarkably well, until it was finally edged off the rostrum by the "Bunny 
Hug," "Turkey Trot and "Grizzly Bear." 

The usual pulpit ravings and reformers denunciations helped 
"Salome," the same as it has always helped any other salacious fad. It lasted 
for four or five years, to be succeeded in vaudeville by other wriggly dances 
and later by a run of cork plays. The crook plays, like their predecessors 
were overdone and frequently very bad, holding nothing except the "crook" 
element. The best of the lot was the late Paul Armstrong's "Romance of the 
Underworld." This, in addition to carrying a cast of merit was also mounted 
in a style approaching a Broadway show. 

Another craze that came to vaudeville via the legit was "Floradora" 
around 1900. The sextet was the big noise of the "Floradora" show, and, 
although a sextet meant six, the singing and dancing vaudeville doubles 
copped the music and idea, and sextetted to a fare-thee-well. The soldier 
songs around 1899-1900, strange to say, were all written after the Spanish 
War had been over for a couple of years. This made no difference to the 
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public. However, and the war song which told of a soldier boy bidding 
farewell to his sweetheart to fight for his country, with the word "Goodbye" 
playing a prominent part in the title, although relating to incidents that had 
long passed, continued to clean up for five or six years. Everybody did war 
songs, including acrobats and buck dancers and the effect was often very 
funny." Dec. 26, 1919) 

 
A restaurant man was asked about the number of dance places there 

were in the east and his answer follows: 
 
"The question of how many dance places there are in the east was put 

to a restaurant man by a Variety representative this week and the reply was 
"a thousand would be a conservative estimate." According to him, over twice 
the number of cabarets and restaurants had sprung up in the two years 
following prohibition had came to life in the five years preceding the 
Volstead Act which seems to answer the booze questions. 

Before liquor was prohibited in this country a bartender was 
normally expected to produce 10 drinks from a quart bottle and now 
anywhere from 20 to 22, and sometimes more drinks are produced from 
undersized bottles. $1.50 and $2 a throw-with the patrons taking a chance on 
what kind of liquor they're drink at that. 

Outside of the "firewater" there's the orchestra side to the restaurant 
situation. The past five years have been a source of great financial profit to 
the musicians playing dance music. Besides playing at their establishment, 
there have been "club" and private assignments with the more prominent 
combinations being grabbed by the phonograph people for a series of 
records. In addition there is also the vaudeville end for the bands. No less 
than 17 acts in big time vaudeville alone are using bands. An approximate 
list of the acts using their own musicians reads something like the following; 
Paul Whiteman, Paul Blese, Isham Jones, Rosco, Sophie Tucker, Courtney 
Sisters, Nat Nazarro Jr.,  

 S. Navy Jazz Band, Rosamond Johnson, Creole Cocktail, Spirit of 
Mardi G. Ras, Pearl Regay, Harry Harkins, Ford Sisters, Versatile Sezxtette, 
Lew Brice and the LeRoy Smith combination, which is due to break in very 
shortly for the twice daily.” (Nov. 4, 1921) 

 
We find a article that criticizes the ministers about their opinions on 

dancing and that they should, instead of going to the cabarets just look at the 
dancing of the debutantes:" 

 
"Really the Methodist ministers should keep away from the regular 

dancing cabarets, and watch, instead, dancing of the debutantes. The debs of 
the social set, Fifth Avenue not excepted and especially included. The other 
night at a fashionable dancing cabaret, tables had been reserved for a party 
of 50 young people, who came directly to the restaurant at a late hour from a 
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coming-out party. No any of the girls were over 19 and not one of the young 
fellows over 21. They were nice boys and girls, and strictly of the Fifth 
Avenue following. But how they danced! The girls appeared to be perfectly 
unconscious of their dancing, and they were the spoilers. The young men 
merely danced with them. These little ladies have developed a style of 
dancing always described as "dity dancing" in the New York cabarets, as 
much as four years ago. They danced with a continuous shaking of the head, 
and the head not alone. Over half the young women were doing an actual 
cooch dance on the floor without knowing it. Some of the positions 
maintained would not be permitted in a Broadway cabaret. They swung their 
skirts as their partners swung them about. One or two of the girls, through 
the manner in which the young men were holding them, had the skirt of their 
dresses above their petticoat. It led a watcher present to remark that 
"modern dancing among the young set should call for no under dressing of 
any kind." Yet the young people presented a pretty and youthful picture as 
they swirled around the floor...." (May, 1922) 

 
Clubs are now charging an admission charge to enter and dance. We 

read: 
 
"The $2 and $3 cover charge which one eat and dance establishment 

around New York is charging, while possibly not keeping away the clientele 
sought after, is indicative of the general situation which confronts anyone 
who desires to dine and step to good music at nominal prices these days. The 
general admission in both restaurants and hotels, evenings, seems to hove 
around $1 and $1.50, but what has something on that routine comes to light 
downstairs at the Pennsylvania Hotel in the Grille Room, where 50 cents is 
the initial tax, except Saturdays, when it goes to $1, that is backed by a band 
that ranks with any in town and a price list where a couple, with a bit of 
discretion, can get away with a banquet check that reads around $4. The 
Grille has an exceptionally large dancing space, can seat about 600 people 
without putting tables on the floor, is open six days a week for tea, dinner 
and supper dancing, and nothing resembling liquor is served, with the band 
quitting nightly at 12:45. 

Vincent Lopez has the orchestra which has started to draw the young 
bunch away from the other hotels and Broadway places. Between the band 
and the prices it's about the best combination of the two around. That the 
Grille is doing business may be witnessed by the fact that it turned in around 
$125,000 in receipts during the week of Washington's Birthday. 

The present Lopez combination playing under Lopez's direction is 
made up of Bill Hamilton, Harry Brown, Ernest Holst, Bob Beers, "Hank" 
Waak, Ed Schere, Harold Geiser, Bob Effros and Dave Berends." (March 10, 
1922) 
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We read that the old Reisenweber's Restaurant has a room called the 
"Bandanaland" which has a revue and dancing. We quote from the article: 

 
"Sissle and Blake, composers of "Shuffle Along," provided all new 

songs for "Bandanaland," excepting "Dapper Das." The floor revue runs 
about 42 minutes, having a colored orchestra that also plays the dance music. 
Behind the orchestra's stand is a background of a steamboat on the 
Mississippi ...." (May 5, 1922) 

 
The cabarets are forbidden to have dancing after 2. A. M. but has 

elaborate plans rehearsed to avoid the police and keep dancing going until a 
later hour. We read of one place that practices this evasion of stopping 
dancing at 2: 

 
"One of the New York cabarets in the middle-section of the city has 

evolved a scheme to frustrate the attempts of the police to stop dancing at 2 a. 
m. by virtue of the recent police order commanding that all public dancing 
cease at that hour. This place has a system that, upon the approach of any 
policeman to the resort after 2, a bell is rung and a whistle blows in the 
restaurant, when the orchestra rushes to the kitchen, while all of the dancers 
to their tables. By the time the police arrive, there is no sign of merriment. At 
the all's clear signal the music and dancing resume. This happened the other 
night in the cabaret four times between two and six. When the get-under-
cover signal is heard, the rush to kitchen and tables starts at once, with the 
music and dancing abruptly ceasing." (July 28, 1922) 

 
The problems of the cabarets will continue until the repeal of the 

Amstead Act. We know the pendulum swings both ways and we find that this 
era evolves into the big band and/or dance band era where the bands playing 
in a jazz style playing all types of dance music, dancing styles become more 
refined and begin to include 'swing' numbers, waltzes, fox trots and other 
ballroom dancing. We read in an article in Metronome that the "old-
fashioned dance music is again in vogue: 

 
"Old-Fashioned Dance Music Again In Vogue. A renewed interest in 

old-fashioned dance music is suggested by the popularity of the waltz in New 
York's largest dance hall, opened a few months ago. Recently the orchestra 
in the hall played an "old time" thirty-minute waltz for the dancers, who 
even then did not have enough and who applauded wildly, called for more 
and got it. 

Increasing crowds are responding to the lure of good music at the 
ballroom, which in its spaciousness and artistic atmosphere has nothing in 
common with the gaudy "dance palaces" of Broadway. The ballroom 
comprises 58,000 square feet and on Saturday nights from 22,500 to 27,000 
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persons dance there. The old-fashioned waltz and jazzless music are said to 
be nightly bringing in new converts. 

Not the least of the attractions of the new ballroom are the shaded, 
many-colored lights which gradually fade away during a dance and flash 
back with subdued brilliance when the music stops and the dance is finished. 
Another feature is the mural paintings by Arthur Crips illustrating the 
History of the Dance. 

"We believe the new hall is the kind of place most people will enjoy 
visiting," Robert M. Catts, owner of the hall, recently said. "It has been 
made as complete and beautiful as it is possible to make a ball room. And we 
have noticed the effect on the people. They have instinctively reacted to the 
atmosphere of the place. There have been none of the unpleasant experiences 
which sometimes occur in public dance halls. Almost without exception the 
dancers are the young workers of the city, business and professional people 
who are unable to pay the prices which prevail at many of the places of 
amusement, but who appreciate the quality of entertainment they find here 
and the medium charge." 

 
Another man who has been connected with dancing many years and 

who has studied dance halls in all countries, said of the success of the new 
ballroom: 

 
"Give the people good music, intelligent music, and you will have 

intelligent dancing." (Metronome, march 23, 1926) 
 
We return to the city that gave America jazz and jazz dancing. We 

find an article in the Nov. 15, 1936 Times Picayune about the history of the 
cabarets in New Orleans: 

 
"There's Little That's New in Cabarets; New Orleans Has Had Them 

218 Years. Bright Spots of Night Life Here Have Always Been Headaches to 
Officials, Records Show. 

When New Orleans' younger set borrows the family automobile and 
starts a around of the city's cabarets, for one of those Cabarabian Nights of 
1936, about the only new things about the performance are the automobiles, 
the clothes, electric lights and the names of the drinks. All the rest is ancient 
history in New Orleans. 

New Orleans didn't invent the cabaret. But New Orleans had them 
from the earliest days of the city's history. They sprang up somewhere 
around 1718. They’ve flourished ever since. And all those 218 years they 
have been an official headache. Faded old documents recently uncovered in 
the Cabildo archives reveal that from the start New Orleans demanded 
places where it could absorb drinks with a kick in them, and be amused the 
way it wants to be amused, from a floor show to what-have-you. New Orleans 
got exactly that and let the authorities do the worrying. They worried plenty 
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back in those colonial days. They taxed and they regulated and they told the 
police this was their job, just as they do in these days. 

Back in those early days of the 1700's in New Orleans the cabarets, as 
they say in Hollywood today, "had everything." though the ones that had 
floor shows were not the places papa took Mama and the children and the 
maiden aunts when the family took an evening off and rambled, seeking 
diversion between dinner and bedtime. Night clubbing and family 
respectability didn't mix, then. 

 
Straight from Parks 

 
They defined a cabaret as a tavern, a house where alcoholic drinks 

were sold retail. The floorshow, if any, was lagniappe, thrown in for good 
measure. It was so hotsy-totsy it smoked murkily. The cabaret had come to 
New Orleans straight from Paris. The very name came from the old French 
word "cavere" meaning an empty space. 

The connection seems perfectly clear. You went to a cabaret when you 
had an empty space in your stomach that clamored for heart-warming and 
pulse quickening drinks and an empty space in your brain that clamored to 
be filled with excitement. You find both in those colonial cabarets of New 
Orleans. Strong stuff too. 

With the opening of the first New Orleans cabaret more than 200 
years ago the city fathers taxed them for the alcoholic liquors they sold. So 
naturally the profession of liquor smuggling started in New Orleans right 
then. New Orleans earliest drinks were brandy and rum. There was no water 
purification plant in the city. 

So they used to any you started by putting a little brandy or rum in 
your water and ended by putting a little water in your brandy or rum. And 
into New Orleans in the dark of the moon the smugglers whose customers 
were the cabaret keepers ran their cargoes of kegs of brandy and barrels of 
rum, and the cabaret keepers hid them and poured them into kegs and 
barrels that bore the proper legal stamps and marks of paid taxes. It was 
amazing how long it took to empty a brandy keg or rum barrel on which the 
tax had been appid. Some cabaret keepers vent day, (Sic) when they get 
friendly and confidential can tell you that didn't become a Lost Art. 

 
Still Wrestling 

 
Bienville, founder of New Orleans was the first official to whom the 

cabaret problem gave a headache. He wrestled for years with the liquor-
smuggling industry, catch-as -catch-can. He was still wrestling with it when 
he quit his job and went back to France. He bequeathed his battle to his 
successors. They're wrestling with it yet. 

Nobody has uncovered yet the original document of New Orleans 
police regulations on cabarets. But it is known there was one, for in 1726, just 
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eight years after the city was founded, one Monsieur Dupont, who kept a 
cabaret, was arrested and charged with violation of the law against selling 
alcoholic liquor on Sunday during Divine service. There had to be a law if it 
was violated. And during this same period the old Cabildo archives record 
police raid after police raid on New Orleans cabarets for violation of the 
ordinance. Only the ordinance itself is missing. 

Buy 1746 when New Orleans was a 28 year old metropolis with a 
population of 1100, of which 800 were whites and 300 were Negroes of both 
sexes, the number of cabarets in town had grown so swiftly that Monsieur le 
marquis de Vaudreull, governor of Louisiana and Monsieur Le Normant, 
commissioned general ordonnaieur of Louisiana, put their acting official 
heads together and worked out a New Orleans cabaret law on August 20, 
1744. It was proclaimed at the close of the parochial mass, Sunday, August 
21, 1744, by Larche deia Marino, Copies of it were posted on official bulletin 
boards "In the customary places of the city so that none may claim 
ignorance. 

The de Vaudereuil La Normant team had put over a fast play  
 

Limits Numbers 
 
They limited the number of New Orleans cabarets to six. They 

ordered those six cabarets licenses to be put up for sale at public auction, 
instead of setting a license fee, probably figuring that competition would 
bring in more revenue. They exempted from this cabaret law the canteen for 
the French troops and the canteen for the Swiss troops." as the soldiers could 
run their own service canteens probably at much lower prices per drink than 
the commercial cabarets. 

They ordered the money in moderation. (What was 'requisite 
moderation.' In 1746, one wonders?) We forbid them to furnish these articles 
to a soldier, under the severest penalties (well, the soldiers had their 
canteens) and to Indians and Negroes, under the penalty of paying a fine of 
10 crowns (about $50 today), of being sentenced to the pillory, and of 
forfeiting by confiscation all the wines and liquors found in the house and 
shop of the offender; and should there be a repetition of said offense, said 
offender shall to sentenced to the galleys for life. 

 
Had "Blue Laws" 

 
"We also forbid tavern keepers, under penalty of losing their 

privileges as such, to retail refreshments on Sunday and other holidays 
during Divine worship. 

"We also decree that said tavern keepers shall be closed, under 
arbitrary penalties, at 9 o'clock in the evening of every day, and after that 
time that no one be entertained in said taverns. 
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We said tavern keepers shall pay for their privileges each (in addition 
to that they paid for their license at public auction) the sum of 200 livres to 
the ecclesiastical treasury of this parish (the church treasury), which needs 
very much such relief, and also the additional sum of 100 livres for the 
maintenance of the poor of this town, who are in a great state of destitution" 

There was a cabaret law for you! But on August 24, 1746, just 190 
years ago, after the town crier "best the drum and announced the news in all 
parts of the city," in the presence of what the officials called "a large crowd 
of people" gathered in today's Jackson Square, then the Place d'Armes, the 
competing cabaret keepers of New Orleans bid feverishly for those six 
licenses. Supervising that auction were Monsieur Jean Baptiste Raguet, 
councillor of the superior council, and Monsieur Fleuriau, procereur-general 
of the king of France. And New Orleans women in that crowd of cabaret 
competitors were bidding holly alongside and against the men. 

Somebody whose name is unrecorded bid 60 livres for the first of the 
six annual licenses. Monsieur Sable raised it to 100 livres. Madame Avilie (or 
Haville) raised it 120 livres. Monsieur Dubois raised it to 200 livres. 
Monsieur Wila (or Wiltz) raised him to 220 livres. Monsieur Dubois came 
right back at him with 230 livres bid. Monsieur La Simard, hitherto silent, 
bid 260 livres. The boys with the big bankrolls were getting into the game 
and now the pikers were being frozen out. Monsieur Lafrance bid 300 livres. 
Monsiseur Dusigne called; "Four hundred livres!" and everybody gasped. 
Monsieur Nicolas Judice bid 440 livres. 

St. Lorend, who bad been doing sums in his head, grimly raised the 
ante to 460 livres. Dusigne smiled scornful and called: "Five hundred livres! 
St Lorend had been whispering to friends. Now he bid 650 livres. Again 
Dusigne smiled scornful and bid 700 livres. The crowd was running a 
temperature. This man Dusigne acted as if he could bid all day. Judice made 
one more pass. "Seven hundred and fifty livres!" he called hoarsely. 

Buty still calm, still smiling scornfully Monsieur Dusigne bid 775 
livres. Silence fell, Dusigne had them licked, and he knew it. They consoled 
themselves with the thought that they had made him pay high for it, and 
anyway, there were five more cabaret licensees coming up and so Monsieur 
Dusigne became the first of New Orleans' six licensed cabaret proprietors in 
1746. 

St. Lorend, Judice and Dubois bid again for the second license. But 
Lorend Lerabel, a dark horse, silent hitherto, won it for 715 livres. 

 
Madame Aville Wins 

 
Nicolas Judice came back with blood in his eye when the third license 

was put up. He got it for 750 livres after spirited bidding. 
Madame Aville (or Haville: It is spelled both ways in the document) 

had rallied financial support somewhere and won the fourth license for 780 
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livres after hot bidding. Councillor Raguet had to sign the agreement for her, 
"Madame Haville having declared she could neither write nor sign." 

The fifth license brought on another battle, and another dark horse 
won it for 790 livres, the highest figure yet. He as "M. La Gros called 
Latendresse." Mister Fat One called The Tenderness would be the literal 
English translation, whether for his billows of soft fat or his loving ways 
nobody now will ever know. 

The sixth and last cabaret license went, to the man recorded both as 
"Wils", and Wills (though he signed "Wifts"), who had dropped out of the 
bidding on the first license at 230 livres, but bid in the sixth for 795 livres, the 
record to for the day.  

Councilior Raguet and Fprocureur General Fleuriau reported over 
their signatures that the day's bidding had brought in 4605 livres to be paid 
quarterly in advance by the successful bidders, and the New Orleans cabaret 
problem was supposed to be solved. 

 
Sends petition 

 
It wasn't solved at all. Only 17 years later the problem of the legal 

cabaret was a worse official headache than ever. Nicolas Lafrenierre, 
procurcur-general of the king, in New Orleans on September 3, 1763, 
addressed a bitter petition to the superior council. He is the man who was to 
be shot by order of Don Alexandro O'Reilly, Spanish governor of Louisiana, 
for leading the first New World revolution against an Old World king when 
France secretly gave Louisiana to Spain. But in this petition he wrote: 

"The rear if the city is infested with numbers of men without 
occupation. The just and severe ordinances of our kings have always 
provided for the expulsion of such folk from the city. These people require 
constant attention and deserve the utmost severity. Most of them were 
brought here at the cost of the king, and lodged and fed on the plantations at 
his expense. The object was to establish cultivators on a rich and fertile soil, 
and to provide the city through these people with the necessities of life. 
Living here, they defeat the consummation intended, they increase the cost of 
living, they are the first at the markets, and are consumers instead of 
creators. 

"To accelerate their earnings, and to meet the expenses they incur, 
they adulterate the liquors they illegally sell, and expose the alavce to violent 
maladies. While furnishing them drink they incite them to pilfer and to steal 
from the houses of their masters indiscriminately all they can find: The 
handkerchief, the towel and empty bottles, etc., all have a price and 
disappear in the traffic of these clandestine taverns and cabarets. The Negro 
drinks and loses his senses. He recognizes neither restraint nor the necessity 
of submission. He would not be violent if he did not find in these secret 
taverns and cabarets the means to satisfy his brutal passions. What hidden 
pernicious disorders have resulted! 
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Invokes Order 

 
"Under these conditions I invoke the declaration of the king of August 

27, 1701: "We declare to be vagabonds and without occupation those who 
have no profession, nor trade, nor fixed domicile, nor means of support, and 
who are not recognized by and cannot furnish evidence of good life and 
morals from persons of dignity and faith, shall be condemned to leave this 
city within one month for all delay, and to establish themselves on the land 
(on farms in the country) and in default that they be arrested on the demand 
of the procureur general and prosecuted criminally and condemned 
definitely by the superior council." 

That period, points out the late Henry P. Dart in the Louisiana 
Historical Quarterly, reprinting these documents, was in the twilight of the 
French regime in Louisiana, after the secret transfer of Louisiana by France 
to Spain, and before the arrival of Don Antonio de Ulios, first Spanish 
governor. No record survives of any French action on this illicit cabaret 
problem in New Orleans. Doubtless they passed it on to the Spaniards. 

 
54 Operate 

 
By 1789, under Spanish rule, the cabarets that paid taxes in New 

Orleans had leaped in number from the original lawful six to 54. They are 
revealed in the original Spanish report of Don Mathias de Alpuente, mayor-
domo de los propriosty rentas of New Orleans (City steward or treasurer) for 
the year of 1789. The original, as translated by Laura I. Porteous, allows a 
tax income of 1810 pesos for 905 casks of rum, taxed two pesos a cask. 

It shows 1478 pesos 6 and a half reales tax income for the 54 New 
Orleans cabarets at the rate of 30 pesos a year. 

And it shows that the old New Orleans cabaret keepers of 1759, when 
the city was 71 years old, who had paid their taxes, were  (I do not give the 54 
listed) 

New Orleans continued growing. So did the taxes levied on them. 
As 1937 draws hear, New Orleans has approximately 2000 places of 

business that under French and Spanish colonial construction would be 
classified as "cabarets or taverns." They are houses where intoxicating 
liquor is sold retail, some with music, song and dancing and other 
amusements. We call most of them saloons, today. 

Beginning January 1, 1937, when the newest saloon license schedules 
go into effect they are to pay these taxes: 

City of New Orleans, $360 a year for license to sell any or all 
intoxicating drinks. 

State of Louisiana, $5 for a permit to sell beer, $5 for a permit to sell 
any other intoxicant alcohol in excess of 6 per cent. 
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Occupational tax on a sliding scale according to amount of business. 
For places doing $5000 a year or less business: city of New Orleans, $5 state 
of Louisiana, $5 

United States tax, $25 a year to sell alcoholic drinks. 
But whatever the change of flag that flies above New Orleans, 

whatever the changes of ideas in the minds of the men who rule, whatever the 
change in the amount of the taxes, the cabaret and all it implies continues 
part of New Orleans life, as it was from the beginning. 

 
Classifications of Dance Halls 

 
There are basically about 14 different types of dance halls that can be 

discussed, each having a certain purpose and characteristic that makes then 
individual type halls. 

 
1 - Cabarets or Nightclubs. They types usually had vaudeville acts as 

part of their entertainment. The Cabaret began as a dinner/entertainment 
spot with little dancing. When dancing became so popular the vaudeville acts 
were dropped and it became what is known as the Dancing Cabaret with 
dinner and dancing. Both are what have been called the Supper Club. 

2 - Dance Palace. A spacious ballroom that is highly decorated with 
the focus on dancing with refreshments usually are available. 

3 - Dancing Academy - Operated by dancing teachers with 
instructions in dancing with special dances for their pupils 

4 - Municipal ballroom and/or pavilions - Operated and owned by a 
municipally with the benefit for the local citizens and of social welfare for 
these citizens. 

5 - Social Service dance - Put on by social agencies and other 
humanitarian groups, often-social clubs and churches are the sponsors. 

6 - Benevolent/Fraternal dance - Put on by fraternal orders (such as 
Elks, American Legion, etc.) for their members and special guests and 
classified as a "lodge dance" or Charity Ball." 

7 - Pseudo/club dance - Put on under the guise of a bona fide club but 
in reality a public dance operated for profit. 

8 - Hotel dance - Public or semi-public dances by residential hotels, 
usually highly social in nature  

9 -  Restaurant dance - A restaurant with space for dancing, attended 
independently by small groups and no social benefits other than 'having a 
night out dining and dancing.' 

10 - Dance pavilion - An open-air platform usually put up by a city or 
college for the use by their patrons, and of course in seasonal. It is frequently 
associated with amusement parks and picnic grounds. 

11 - Roadhouse - Located outside the city limits whose main function 
is the dispensing of refreshments, food and entertainment with dancing an 
incidental service. 
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12 - Pleasure boat dance - an excursion boat that gives their customers 
a boat ride and a large dance floor to use during the ride. 

13 - Rent party - a party held to pay the rent with usually among 
Negroes with emphasize on dancing and refreshments. 

14 - Taxi dance hall - a place where girls are paid to dance with 
customers. Many times called a 'private club,' but this terminology used as a 
ruse to avoid routine police surveillance. 
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APPENDIX 

DANCE ARTICLES FROM ANTHOLOGY 
1901 - COSMOPOLITAN - OCT. 

 
FROM BREAKDOWN TO RAG-TIME - by Charles Reginald 

Sherlock - The most genuine things that have been done upon the stage in the 
guise of Negro portraiture are as far apart as 1830 and 1895. The attempt 
began with the breakdown of Thomas D. Rice and George Washington Dixon 
and ends with the rag-time of May Irwin and Fay Templeton; as an example 
of fidelity to nature the "Jump Jim Crow" of sixty-five years ago is to be 
compared only to the modern self. "You won't get no money you needn't 
come runnin'. In the main the intervening years have been filled with various 
forms of mimicry of the American Negro that can be described in no other 
way than as broad caricature of the subject. You would look in vain in real 
life for the counterpart of the traditional darkey of the stage, as depicted so 
delightfully by a long line of Negro minstrels, among whom performers like 
Dan Bryant, Eph Horn, Billy Birch Charley Backus, Cool White, Nelse 
Seymour, Cal Wagner, Dan Emmett, Dave Reed, Sam Devers, Harry 
Stanwood, Hughey Dougherty, Billy Emerson, Lew Benedict, Mike Barlow, 
George Thatcher and George Wilson take rank as premiers. Amusing they 
were, beyond question, but they sketched so roughly in burnt cork that their 
portrayals were as unreal as most of the theatrical properties" which went 
along with them. It has been many years, indeed, since performers of the 
highest repute in Negro minstrelsy have attempted to imitate even the dialect 
that still remains one of the distinguishing marks of the race they 
represented. As a matter of fact, Dan Bryant-and who ever wore the sable 
mask with greater honor?-was never so happy as when singing "Shamus 
O'Brien" in black face and an Irish brogue! In costuming the different 
creations with which their fame was identified all these celebrities went to the 
farthest extremes, gross exaggeration being the invariable rule. With 
something akin to underline action by the most famous performers has been 
distinguished by big feet and diminutive hats, trademarks that seemed 
destined to resist innovation for all time. Only with the advent of rag-time, 
four or five years ago, did this style of dress start on its way to the rag-man. 
So it happens that the stage copy of the genuine Negro is to-day nearer the 
original in essential characteristics than anything that has gone before, for 
we have him in the modern form as New York knows him on Thompson 
Street, and as he disports himself in the colored colonies of other cities. 
Miscegenation, or something worse, has peaked the nose of the Negro of 
slavery days, has taken the kinks out of his wiry locks, and has holy stoned 
his complexion, but the shuffle of the tarheel still remains, as do his ingrained 
love of song and dance, his heedlessness of life in general and his love of show 
in particular. In these traits, accentuated for theatrical purposes, he is being 
made visible to-day. 
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It is to be said, therefore, that the modern performer has ceased to 
seek the extreme and fantastic at the expense of truth, and is now going to 
original sources for his material. This is what was done at the beginning, or 
what may be termed the beginning, by Thomas D. Rice, whose "Jim Crow" 
was for so long a period the accepted type of the stage Negro. Blackened 
faces had figured in the drama long before Rice's time-as far back as the date 
of a first production of "Othello"-but to him seems to belong the distinction 
of having brought the Negro forward as truthful picture. Rice, and Rice's 
predecessors in burnt cork, and "danced Juba" and executed breakdowns, in 
every description of motley wear, regardless of the actual quaintness of the 
droll people they pretended to represent. Rice found an old cripple of a 
nigger, doing odd jobs around a livery stable in Louisville, and made him his 
own. By the closest mimicry he put "Jim Crow" on the stage, dressed in 
tatters as he dressed, shaking his palsied legs as he did and singing his very 
words: 

 
"Wheel about, turn about, Do jis' so. An'; ebery time I wheel about I 

jump Jim Crow."  

 
Rice seems to have originated the only real Negro of his day. The 

cotton fields of Georgia, the sugar plantations of Louisiana, the wide acres 
sown with tobacco in Virginia, as well as the levees of New Orleans, of 
Natchez and of Memphis, swarming with black people, seem to have been 
fallow ground in the estimation of the actors of fifty, sixty and seventy years 
ago. "Jim Crow" ran his course, and in quick sequence was followed by the 
"Dandy Jims," the "Spruce Pinks," the "Bone Squahes," all fanciful 
delineations of the Negro, in so far as they avoided use of the better material 
at hand. Except that the cars now set apart by law for the occupancy of 
colored folks in certain Southern States usually go by the name of "Jim 
Crow," this designation is only a memory. Even the fact that Joseph 
Jefferson, the grand old man of to-day's stage, made his first appearance as a 
pocket edition of Rice's "Jim Crow," and with Rice, when the former was a 
toddler of three years, has not made the title more familiar. 

After "Jim Crow," the stage seems to have returned to a Negro 
representation that scorned the truthful picture, droll as the truthful picture 
ought to have been. But the fact is, we have had a traditional, not a real, 
Negro on the stage. First of all, he has not dressed the part. After smutting 
their faces, the performers most famous in this line have done little else to 
keep up the illusion. May Irwin in rouge and rice powder gives a better 
imitation, in as much as aside from the black face she is the beau ideal of 
somebody's "baby," or somebody who loves his "baby." Looking for the 
genesis of the art, we find that for whole epochs the "long-tailed blue" was 
the prevailing fashion. This garment got its name from a song that had its 
reign in 1838. Aside from the perennial use of tremendous soles and 
miniature hats, the rule has ever been to deck out the Negro in pantaloons of 
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red-and-white checks of titanic size and coats of outlandish pattern. 
Variations of these general forms have come down to us like heirlooms. 
There came a period along in the '50's when there was a break in these vain 
devices, the outcome of which was the introduction of a plantation darkey 
who wore "pants"-the costumers who made the garments cut the word as 
well as the gunnybag-held up by one suspender in a very precarious manner. 
This type of Negro came as close to nature as the profession ever got. He was 
the shiftless, good-for-nothing nigger, whose companion-piece many years 
later was Topsy in "Uncle Tom's Cabin." With the advent of the darkey 
whose badge was the one suspender came a style of dancing that most 
resembled the dancing of the real Negro. It was called the "Essence of Ole 
Virginny," and may be said to have reached its highest perfection many 
years later in the performances of Dan Bryant. The jig and reel in one form 
or another appear to have antedated the "essence" so -called, the widest 
departure from these dances having been in the efforts of those who "jumped 
Jim Crow." The rocking heel, which is an element of pedal motion in every 
Negro dance, was first exemplified by Rice as "Jim Crow." In that respect 
his dancing was typical of the Negro race, even if its originator did draw his 
inspiration from a single source. Frank Brower and Murt Sexton, two 
performers of note in their day, had both danced "essences" as Dixon had 
danced to the song "Old Zip Coon," seven or eight years earlier. Old prints 
of Dixon in this specialty show him doing a step that must have been the 
foundation of the "essence," a dance that made work for the hands as well as 
the feet, the palms being held at right angles with the wrists, while the arms 
were extended in a sort of pushing gesture. The essence had a long lease of 
life, due, no doubt, to its having been made a conspicuous feature of Negro 
minstrelsy, in the regulation form of the entertainment, after it had been 
established as such by Billy Whitlock and Dan Emmett in 1843. Until their 
band was organized and made a bid for popular favor, the stage Negro had 
been an unattached straggler whose individual efforts had been sandwiched 
between the acts of dramatic productions, chiefly as interludes to a bill of 
farces, but occasionally as a sugar-coat for a heavy dose of Shakespearean 
tragedy. In their new combination of talent, including Whitlock, Dan 
Emmett, Frank Brower and Dick Pelham (who’s "Ginger Blue" is a pleasing 
memory), new possibilities were quickly developed, and one of the results 
was the gradual evolution of the half-circle in which, from that day to this, 
the "first part" of every minstrel performance is given. The Christys (E. P. 
and George) are, however, credited with the eventual arrangement of the 
minstrel bill into acts in about the order that has since prevailed. Next in 
historical succession came the walk-around-and as an accompaniment to it 
the older breakdown, for which Dan Emmett wrote a long list of songs. 
"Lucy Long" walk around, if not the first, was among the first, and there 
followed "Old Dan Tucker," "Walk Along, John," "Chaw Roast Beef," 
"Early in the Mornin'," "I Ain't Got Time to Tarry," "High Low Jack," 
"Loozyanna Lowlands" and others. The walk-around was always made the 
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finale of the first part, and was usually repeated at the end of the show as a 
spectacle on which to drop the curtain. It was intended to be written in 
march-time, and to its spirited strains the whole company would 
circumnavigate the stage, in a dance-step that was little more than a jerky 
elevation of the legs below the knees, much like the "Buck and Wing" dances 
of the present day. It was as long ago as this-the walk-around being in 
highest estate with Bryant's Minstrels in the sixties-that the spatting of 
dance-time with the outspread palms on the knees was invented. To this 
manual accompaniment the breakdowns were often done. Cleverly executed, 
this tattoo will set the saltatorial nerves in motion as quickly as the catchiest 
music. 

As the minstrel troupes multiplied in number, and new acts were 
demanded to enliven the programs, the clog-dancers came to the fore, and 
faithful representation of the Negro drifted farther away from its moorings. 
The clog, danced in shoes with wooden soles, bore no earmarks of Dixie. The 
darkeys never did it. Half the battle in the clog-dance was a gaudy costume, 
consisting of a ruffled shirt, silken knee breeches, spangled stockings and red 
leather shoes. By and by the dancers mounted high pedestals, on which, with 
marble slabs for a footing, they cut graceful capers. They tacked pennies 
loosely on their heels to make a little jingling accompaniment for the music, 
and when dancing in duets, trios or quartettes, devised steps which involved 
taps upon each others' heels. There was too much poetry of motion in this 
dancing to resemble in the slightest degree what the Negro did, or could do, 
on his feet. The essential element of grotesqueness was entirely absent. 
Female impersonation, of which the Only Leon and the Great Eugene were 
the best exponents; the banjo soloists, among whom Harry Stanwood and 
Sam Devere ranked highest, and stump-speak progressive members were 
sitting up o' nights trying to hit on something novel. All sorts of efforts were 
made to get out of the old ruts, but not until the specialty known as the "song 
and dance" was developed did the Negro minstrels reach a milestone. Like 
the clog-dance, however, the best that could be said of it was that it was 
graceful and pretty. It did not go to original sources. It was like a revival of 
the "Dandy Jim of South Carolina," which Barney Williams, afterward the 
Irish comedian, did in 1838. It set the performers who went with the tide 
singing love-songs, and not a few of them were skillfully written and 
beautifully scored. Unusual chances were afforded men who had vocal gifts. 
Of these, perhaps Billy Emerson was the foremost. His singing of a waltz like 
"Love among the Roses" was a grateful reminder to old theater-goers of the 
good times in minstrelsy when "Old Folks at Home," "Massa's in the Cold, 
Cold Ground," "Way Down Upon the S'wanee River," "Oh, Susanna, Don't 
you Cry for Me," and other songs as tuneful and plaintive, were made to 
suggest the melody of the wind soughing in the canebrake. It can be said of 
the older minstrels that they did not often believe the name they took. They 
could sing. Emerson and Bobby Newcomb, too, were personifications of 
grace in their movements, and in the natty dress which the fashion of the 
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specialty prescribed, they made pictures that are painted on the memory in 
fast colors. This dress was a jaunty silk or plush jacket, with bobtails and 
wide lapels, a flaring waistcoat and knee breeches of the same material, all in 
bright color; silk stockings, usually striped in red or blue, and a nobby straw 
hat. The idea was to portray a very genteel member of the colored 
population.  

Contemporary with Emerson and Newcomb, as well as a host of 
seconds in command, Delehanty and Hengler, who sang and danced double, 
did as much as anybody to popularize this style of entertainment. Their 
"Little bunch of Rose by My side" was a genuine treat of its kind. They 
struck on the little trick, everywhere copied in later years of making their 
entrance to low music from opposite sides of the stage, backing in to a dance-
step. After a time the exquisiteness of this form of song and dance was 
relegated to the rear-though not absolutely-to be replaced by a modification 
of it, introducing a team in which one member appeared as a wench. This act 
was usually dressed in the traditionally grotesque way-big shoes, little hats, 
checkered trousers- and immediately the musical value of the song went by 
the board. Of this kindred were "I Really Shall Expire," "The Yellow Gal 
That Winked at Me," "Big Sunflower." "Sally Come up," and loudest voiced 
of all, "Shoo fly, Don't Bodder Me." This song is said to have been picked up 
on the Isthmus of Panama, where it was indigenous to the soil, by a Negro 
who taught it to Billy Birch and his partner, Charley Backus, but its success 
was so great that it was soon appropriated by every mountebank who had a 
match and a cork to burn. The refrain of this tropical ditty became engrafted 
into the American tongue as a catch-phrase, and on one occasion in the 
House of Representatives was so viciously hurled at a party leader-noted as a 
parliamentary wit-who was interrupting a debate, that he staggered under 
the shock. Thus was the laugh of the country turned on "Sunset" Cox. 

The song and dance lasted long enough to bear fruit. For example, 
there was an acrobatic song and dance, in which the dance was elaborated by 
the performer throwing flipflaps in circus style. This was Charley Walters' 
device, and he came from the sawdust arena to do it. Other tumblers, looking 
for winter employment, followed suit, and in due course the minstrels and 
variety-halls were being recruited from the tented ring. It is of interest here 
to remark, possibly, that in the infancy of Negro delineation black-face acts 
were performed on the backs of circus horses, and that Robert Farrell, an 
equestrian, claimed to have been the original "Old Zip Coon." As an incident 
of the genteel song and dance, Charley Diamond performed it with a harp 
slung from his shoulder, to the delicate pickings of which he warbled and 
shuffled. 

Much that has had the merit of newness has had a place in Negro 
minstrelsy during the past twenty or twenty five years. It is true nevertheless, 
that the old-time brand of performance in black face has not undergone 
improvement, for its sphere of usefulness has been superseded by the variety-
hall and after that by the vaudeville houses. Now and then only, during these 
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years, have entertainments under the old name been given equal in rank to 
those remembered at the hands of Byrant, Buckley's Serenaders, Kelly and 
Leon, Lew Benedict, Sam Sharpley, Birch, Wambold, Backus, Budworth and 
the rest. Across the stage have paraded long processions of "musical mokes," 
"Knock-abouts" and "monologists," while the singer and the dancer have 
vainly sought restoration to their pristine glory. Performers like Lew 
Dockstader, George Thatcher and George Wilson, who have done a stint of 
work driving dull care off the face of the earth, pretend to sing, but as Billy 
Florence used to say of Bardwell Slote, "those who have heard them say they 
don't." We had glimpses of old-time minstrelsy in such things as Luke 
Schoolcraft's "Watermelon Man," Happy Cal Wagner's "Funny Old Gal 
from the South Carolina State," and Milt Barlow's inimitable mimicry of 
Negro old age, but they have been as fleeting as summer clouds. It began to 
look as if the Negro delineator, like Uncle Ned, would have to "hang up the 
diffle and the bow," for minstrelsy was of a truth on its last legs. Not a 
theater in New York was devoted to it, where once it held high revel. And yet 
the Negro can never wholly lose his place on the American stage. Even where 
the old-time darkey has not been preserved, his melodies are sung and his 
steps are executed by the vaudeville artists or the ballad singer, and even the 
Irish comedian often tells a "coon" joke. There are, moreover, but few light 
operas or plays which can afford to ignore the darkey lullaby or rag-time, 
and it is safe to say that while the Negro may be slighted for a time he has left 
a lasting impress on the American stage. 

The Mungos, Fridays, Gumbos, Sambos and Boneses of the old days 
are gone, but the American Negro lives again in Mr. Johnson, Mr. Jackson 
and Mr. Washington, of Thompson Street, who were antedated no doubt by 
the advent of Harrigan and Hart's "Full Moons," who, with Johnny Wild at 
their head, carried everything before them in Ned Harrigan's series of stage 
pictures of New York life. With an ear thus attuned to darkey melody the 
stage was ready to listen, two or three years later, to a new herald of the 
south the "mammy's lullaby"-which strangely enough had waited all this 
time for its deserved recognition, some desultory attempts of the long past to 
introduce it having come to naught. "Louisiana Lon" was in this class of 
song one of the most noteworthy. Others as plaintively sweet followed, and it 
was not long before the whole country was crooning in the minor chords of 
this tender music. Our colored brother is with us once again, a type, too, 
claiming reasonable likeness to what he is in actual life. The remorseless 
processes of civilization have lifted him above the level of his venerable 
ancestor. "Jim Crow," but he boasts the same distinction at last. He is real in 
many things. In the back streets of most southern cities the eccentric 
evolutions of the buck-and wing- dancers have been known for years. Even 
the rag-time, that decidedly unique development of harmonies, is a child by 
adoption of the stage. As for the cake-walk, it had been a waiters' diversion 
in hundreds of hotels long before it was subjected to the glare of the 
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footlights, and introduced into ballrooms to relieve the monotony of the 
Virginia reel. 

Who can say whether rag-time is not the much-vaunted music of the 
future? Verily it has had a glorious past already, for was it not to the joyous 
acclaim of "There'll Be a Hot Time in the Old Town To-night" that the 
American victors in Spanish Santiago signalized the long-delayed end of 
tyranny in the West Indies, July 1, 1898? From the uxonions Moor in the 
first "Othello" to the crap playing "Mr. Nigger" in May Irwin's song is a far 
cry, but in the end the American Negro has come into his own, and that he 
reads his title clear is proved by his determination to share the rewards of 
minstrelsy with his white imitators. The Georgia Minstrels were the most 
notable of the early organizations in which genuine black men replaced the 
usual white performers, and in these latter days the company of real "coons" 
and "yaller gals" and "pickaninnies" with its cake-walks and characteristic 
rag-time songs has almost a monopoly of the Negro minstrelsy field. The real 
Negro is on the stage himself in full feather, for the first time in his history 
the professional disputant of the white actor in the same line.  

 
1910 - VARIETY DEC 10 
 

THE DIVES OF 'FRISCO -Word has gone forth that the 'lid' is on in 
Frisco. That the 'Grizzly Bear' is caged and the 'Texas Tommy' run out of 
town. This is the fact, insofar as the uptown 'Tenderloin Cafe' are concerned, 
the majority of which have the sheriff's lock dangling close to their doors. 
But there is enough of the old regime still in evidence to recall the scenes that 
caused the Golden Gate City to be called the "Paris of America." The 
frequenters of the uptown cafes, since the dancing floors have been 
abolished, are those to be seen in "tenderloin" resorts the world over, 
"young bloods" doing "the line," here and there curious sightseers dropping 
in after the show, rounders and their female compatriots ever on the alert for 
'live one.' During the past week, since the new order of affairs, it has been a 
rather discouraging vigil. One by one the cafe entertainers have been 
dropping out to seek more appreciative and lucrative fields, moving pictures, 
pianolas, etc., supplanting them in many places. With these mechanical 
devices the present night life grinds monotonously on until the early hours of 
another day; the habitus, departing one by one and in pairs with a sigh for 
the nights that were. How different but a short time ago, when just after the 
present administration stepped into power, and the word sped forth that the 
'lid' had been lifted. Rapidly the floors were cleared of tables, empty for 
months, making room for the 'God of Terpsichore.' 

In a singly night 'Joy' was crowned "king" in the uptown 
"tenderloin." Throng strolled in the blazing portals, old and young, fresh 
and faded, a riot of kaleidoscopic color. They came looking for the pleasure 
and excitement to be found within. "The lid was lifted." Frisco had again 
come into its own. As a result the proprietors heartily assured us that 
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business was good. Dancing was allowed up until 1 a.m., during which time 
the staffs of entertainers, from among whom many have adopted the stage 
and acquired enviable reputations, shouted their "rags" to the tune of the 
ivories and string instruments, clasping some rosy-cheeked damsel by the 
waist at the finish and gliding out upon the floor and joining the balance of 
the merry throng to the melody of a 'lovin' two-step." Not the conventional 
"two-step," but what might be called an "inspirational dance," the dancers 
moving with attractive and fascinating slowness and rhythmical swaying of 
their dobies. Her arms tightly clasped about his neck; him holding her tightly 
about the waist, moving as one oblivious of all but the music; a combination 
of the muscle dance or whatever one may be pleased to term it. The "lovin' 
two-step" was but one of the many names applied to these "inspirational 
dances," primarily the cause for the 'lid' being placed back. Not only because 
visitors were allowed to participate, but in many cafes, in addition to the 
indispensable staff of entertainers, an entire chorus of girls many scarcely 
out of their "teens," were employed, who - for the asking - were ever ready to 
whirl through the gyrations of "The Texas Tommy," "The Bunny Hug," 
"Grizzly Bear," "Turkey Trot" and others, requiring execution that would 
cause a professional contortionist to sit up and take notice.  To go through 
these various dances did not need any great, if any, knowledge of the "Art 
Terpsichore," Many of the dancers moved but a few feet during the entire 
dance but nevertheless accomplished as large a percentage of movements as 
those who covered the entire floor. Hence the merest novice among the 
spectators was always welcome as a partner. Those witnessing the scene for 
the first time could be seen gazing about in bewildered astonishment. 
Following the glance might be seen many men prominent in affairs of the 
city, some alone; others with "lady friends." Still others were with their 
wives and daughters, "society buds," and their chaperons. Alongside of a 
merry group of sightseers sits a well-known "Belle of the Tenderloin," with 
some mother's pride. She is initiating him into the joys of night life. Off to 
one side an old "rounder" with a cynical smile about his lips watches the 
successful tactics of the "Queen" as she leans caressingly against the 
beardless youth who pours forth his affectionate phrases in low and intense 
tones. Over at another table is a handsome chap with a noticeable and 
unmistakable air of refinement. He is new to the game, but learning. His face 
is flushed with liquor and excitement. Across the table sits a dainty little 
bundle of femininity, very, very young. All likewise is evidently new to her. 
She has heard of it, that is all. Her lips are parted, her face gleaming. She 
gazes as one fascinated. Nothing escaping her. In her eyes is a reckless light 
as she listens to him. Like the rest she rubs elbows with familiar denizens of 
the night life, but thinks nothing of it, for are there not others about who 
would probably not be there if it were so awfully bad? Another drink quickly 
disappears, and they depart. Others take their place. Out on the floor dashes 
a young fellow in bizarre attire accompanied by a bevy of sprightly and 
attractive young "squabs," who spread out among the tables as he shouts 
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"I'm on My Way to Reno," wending his way from table to table, hesitating 
here, stopping there. Some merry groups show their appreciation by tossing 
several coins out upon the floor. They are gathered up and placed in a 
general fund to be divided after the evening's labor. Hour after hour the 
busy hum of conversation goes on amid the clinking of glasses; the merry 
laughter of some and the raucous tones of others until one by one the idle 
curious depart, leaving the scene to those who know it well and have their 
night's work yet before them. Those fortunate enough to have "joined out a 
live one" are to be seen peddling an effective line of "bull" or else climbing 
into an auto at the door, and off for the beach resorts. Now all is changed. No 
longer (at least for some time to come) will girlish entertainers shout the 
latest "rags" and delight with the "terpsichorean" pastime. No longer will 
young girls, fair of face, bubbling over with youthful spirits and curiosity, 
dare to venture into the uptown "Tenderloin Cafes" with some "rounde," 
eager to satisfy that curiosity and eventually be prevailed upon "to go the 
route." For no longer is the "dancing floor" a magnet or a veil of safety from 
criticism to be found. There is still plenty of the old "Paris of America" left, 
but it is only for those who know it.  To find the cage of the "Grizzly Bear" 
and the home of the "Texas Tommy" and "Bunny Bug" necessitates a trip to 
the "Barbary Coast," the home of the ribald dance halls; the "pest holes" of 
the city which shelter the dregs within its gates. A trip to its confines, for a 
young girl, even with an escort, is not advisable subjecting herself to criticism 
and hardly relishable excepting to those knowing the scenes. Here the air is 
filled with colloquialism and the forbidden dances may be seen, which place 
those formerly "pulled" in the uptown cafes in a selling race. During the day 
it lays silent and deserted. When the shades of night fall and its lights flash 
forth, then from byways and alleys its human parasites slink forth ready for 
work. A motley procession. Some blear-eyed, sullen and unkempt; others 
young and attractive, prematurely aged and worldly wise; still other 
plodding on with a desperate and dogged look; a picture that would possess a 
touch of humor if it were not for its spitefulness. Pacific or "Terrific Street" 
(as it has been aptly called) harbors about nine-tenths of the "Coast's" dance 
halls. Every available inch is occupied by a saloon that has its back room for 
dancing and tables, with an accordion or jangling piano grinding out 
continuously. Several have room for hundreds within. In the middle of the 
block is the Thalia, the most notorious of the Coast dives. Entering the place 
through a long passageway to be assailed immediately upon entering by some 
low-necked "skirt" asking for a dance. There are two of these places with 
stages, presenting "acts" many secured through booking agents. The acts are 
generally good, lively song and dance teams, musical turns, etc, which go on 
before 12 o'clock. Two shows nightly are given unless the dance floor is doing 
a lively business, when one show proves sufficient. About midnight, "Poses 
Plastique," "Salome" and a "beauty" chorus supply the entertainment 
between dances. Recently during alterations in one of these large resorts a 
countless number of wallets, purses, etc., were found between the walls, 
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ripped open and empty. No good to put up a "holler" if you "get touched for 
your roll," generally happening in the "percentage boces," or during a 
dance.  

1921 SEPTEMBER - NEW YORK TIMES  
 

BOTH JAZZ MUSIC AND JAZZ DANCING BARED FROM ALL 
LOUISVILLE EPISCOPAL CHURCHES.  The death knell of jazz music 
and dancing, so far as the Episcopal Church is concerned, was sounded 
officially this morning before fourteen Episcopal congregations in Louisville 
and as many more in the environs. This is the result of resolutions adopted 
by the Clericus of the Episcopal Church of Louisville and its vicinity in 
Christ Church Cathedral. 

The resolutions, prepared by the Very Rev. Richard l McCready, 
Dean of the cathedral, were unanimously received by the body and 
sanctioned by the Right Rev. Charles E. Woodcock, Bishop of the diocese of 
Kentucky. 

Stating that such forms of pleasure lead to jazz manners and jazz 
morals among the younger members of the Church, the organization 
declared that "under no circumstances should they be permitted in any 
church or parish house under Episcopal control." 

Couples retiring to automobiles and remaining there during dances 
were frowned on also by the body, which held that property appointed 
persons should have authority and ought to, at least every half hour during 
the continuance of the entertainment, to examine rigorously to ascertain that 
the practice was not being followed. 

Members of the Clericus said that the body always had taken a liberal 
position toward dancing as a form of recreation, but conditions having 
progressed to such an extent, "a reasonable check must be made for 
community good." 

Dean McCready, in presenting his resolutions, said his study began a 
year ago.  

"Louisville must take some means of protecting the younger members 
of society," he said, "and there is no better agency to advance this work than 
the church." 

The Episcopal Church unknowingly, by its lenient attitude has 
fostered the present tendency, and must command all facilities within its 
power to right the wrong." 

Referring to all dances in parish houses, the body stated that "These, 
either when under the direct control of the congregation, or when rented to 
other organizations, should be chaperoned adequately and wisely by 
competent and reliable men and women of sound judgment and discretion, 
approved by the clergy, who should have full authority to exclude and eject 
any persons whose presence or actions shall by them be deemed 
objectionable." 
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1921 DEC. 18 - NEW YORK TIMES 
 

"JAZZ 'ER UP!" BROADWAY'S CONQUEST OF EUROPE - 
American composers of "jazz" tunes and similar lowly but popular 
outcroppings of the musical art have accomplished in their field something 
which American "highbrow" musicians, in theirs, have never even come 
within hailing distance of accomplishing. They have utterly vanquished their 
European rivals. 

In the matter of providing light music for Europe they have forced 
Europeans to take a humble back seat. They have compelled scores of 
European composers, under penalty of forfeiting popularity among the 
dancers and hummers and whistlers of Europe, to produce melodies as much 
like the genuine Simon-Pure. American article as the non-American musical 
brain can compass. They have dominated music-hall Europe.  

In all the length and breadth of the Europe of nocturnal enjoyment, of 
restaurant orchestras and variety shows and reviews and cabarets and cafes-
chantants and dance palaces, the American jazz fraternity is lords 
paramount. In fact, the only popular composers who seriously rival them are 
the Spanish and South American manufacturers of popular dance tunes, 
such as the tango, "paso-doble" and "Spanish schottische," and what these 
latter gentry are up against in the matter of competition is enough to make 
even the stoutest-hearted Castilian musician shimmy-I mean, shiver-with 
apprehension. 

In Paris and a score of other European centres of gayety the words 
"fox-trot" and "one-step" have become so much a part of the local language 
that natives have to think twice to remember that the words were originally 
imported from America and are still members in good standing of the 
English language. Moreover, the regular European name for a place where 
you go to practice the terpsichorean art is a "dancing"-used just like that, 
without any supplementary word like "academy" or "hall"-and Parisians 
toss off the word with such a Gallic touch in the pronunciation that it might 
just as well be a bit of classic French, sanctioned by the immortals of the 
French Academy. 

If a Mexican, touring music-hall Paris shuts his eyes after being 
shown to his seat at the Follies-Bergere, the Concert-Mauol or some such 
place of supposedly ultra-Parisian entertainment, he will find himself 
wondering again and again whether, after all, he has really left Broadway. 
Copious doses of American "jazz" played by the orchestra, assail his ears. 
From the stage, singers pepper him with song after song which first burst 
upon a listening world from the jazz-factories of Tin Pan Alley, Manhattan. 
These ditties, of course, are served up to him with French words. Just as 
French chefs serve to Americans in Paris beefsteaks and mutton chops with 
mysterious and complicated sauces, but even several thickness of the French 
language wrapped around a Broadway melody and tied with a stout knot of 
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French irregular verbs cannot rob it of its essentially out-and-out, devil-may-
care Broadwayism. It remains as American as a wheat cake.  

The number of popular American tunes which are the small change of 
the orchestras and bands which provide light melody for Europe is amazing. 
You stray into a place for dinner and you get "Avalon" with your soup, 
"Whispering" with your roast, "Bright Eyes" with your dessert. After 
paying the waiter-to the notes of "The Vamp"-you stroll along the 
boulevard, turn into an inviting looking music hall, take your seat to the 
strains of "The Love Nest," and are forthwith regaled in the course of the 
evening, with the Parisian conception of four or five more American-to-the-
marrow ditties whose Farthest East, you confidently supposed, was Coney 
Island. All these tunes may be a bit stale now in America, but that doesn't 
bother the Parisian in the slightest; his passion for American "jazz" is so 
great that, once he gets hold of a tune that he likes, he will play with it and 
worry it as a cat does a mouse, and he won't drop it until he has squeezed the 
last squeaks of life out of it and left it as dead as "ta-ra-ra-boom-de-ay." 

American tunes which were rampant in Paris when I was here more 
than a year ago are still doing duty on the boulevards; they are still being 
whistled, or hummed-with a sauce of French words-by French enthusiasts 
who simply cannot bear to lose them. There is a saying that Paris is the place 
where good Americans go when they die. Be that as it may as regards 
ourselves, it certainly applies to American jazz tunes when they die in 
America. It is quite a pleasurable sensation when one is walking along the 
street in Paris to hear suddenly, issuing from the lips of a light-hearted 
Parisian, an American tune which anybody around Forty-second Street and 
Broadway would have told you had died-after long and honorable service on 
some of the hottest sectors of the Broadway cabaret front-in the Autumn of 
1917.  

There is a music publishing firm in Paris which seems to have 
something like a monopoly of the job of Gallicizing American popular tunes. 
In its window are displayed two or three dozen piano or vocal scores of 
melodies well-known along Broadway, but oh! What a change is there! They 
have been decked out with covers drawn by French artists, and underneath 
their English titles they have a translated French version of them-sometimes, 
in fact, the main title given is French, with the original American title 
displayed underneath in modest, retiring type. The whole effect which these 
transplanted Broadway flowers produce upon the American onlooker 
outside the show window in which they are displayed is very much like that 
produced by the American who, after a few months in Paris, is totally unable 
to remember enough English to keep French words out of his conversation. 

In addition to the main title, the French adapter of these American 
songs often adds little subtitles to give prospective purchasers a rough idea of 
what a grand little thing the music hidden within the covers really is. For 
instance, you will be informed that such-and-such a ditty is "le plus celebre 
des fox-trots," or that another, of a wild and abandoned character, is "le 
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veritable shimmy!" This same publishing house, by the way, makes a 
specialty also of dressing up in French garb the great successes of Spanish 
light music, so, in American slang parlance, it may be said to "catch 'em 
coming and going," seeing that it deals in the two kinds of music, which, in 
Paris, are driving the native article to the wall. 

There is something irresistibly funny to an American in seeing a song, 
an old friend of his in its original American heyday, now dressed up in 
Parisian toggery and described as "Le Vamp," just as there is in the talk 
which one hears on every hand of "le shimmy" or "le fox trot," and in the 
intention, expressed with astonishing frequency, to repair with as much 
expedition as possible to "undancing." These things give the visiting 
American a feeling of internal joy similar to that which he experiences when, 
walking along the boulevards just beyond the Paris Opera, he comes upon a 
theatre where they are giving the French version of that great New York 
success of a few years back, "Peg o' My Heart," under the delicious Parisian 
disguise of "Peg de Mon Coeur." It is to be hoped that no American song 
with a title including the word "sweetheart" will become popular in Paris 
and, therefore, expose itself to translation into French, because there is an 
instance on record of a Frenchman who, in conversing with a young 
American girl and trying desperately for a French equivalent of 
"sweetheart," called her, in honeyed accents, "coeur sucree"!  

The English, by the way, have not been slow to take advantage of the 
craze for American music on the European continent. Having the great 
advantage of speaking the same language as the creators of American songs, 
and having, moreover, acquired the craze some time before the Parisians and 
the rest of the continentals, the English are now in a position to do a 
considerable export trade not only in "jazz" singers and dancers, but also in 
"jazz" tunes. English composers being by this time remarkably proficient in 
the production of fox-trots and one-steps almost impeccably American in 
character. At one of the leading cafes-concerts in Paris (described to the 
American visitor, be it observed, as typically Parisian) there is a dazzlingly 
pretty young English actress. When she first appears on the stage she stars 
talking a strange jargon. The American auditor, after paying careful 
attention and comparing it with what is being talked by the Parisians in the 
seats around him, suddenly realizes that this jargon is supposed, by the 
dazzlingly pretty young Englishwoman in question, to be French. But just as 
he has come to the conclusion that she will stick to this amazing lingo 
throughout the show, seeing that she is in Paris and bent on pleasing the 
Parisians, she suddenly turns upon the audience with a fascinating smile and 
announces that she will sing and dance a "jazz" tune, whereupon she bursts 
into a ditty with Broadway written all over it. Broadway woven into its 
inmost notes. And with what zest that young person abandons her Anglo-
French-which sounds as if it had had a very rough passage from Dover to 
Calais and switches into English, dwelling on every syllable with devilish 
gusto, and how her teeth and eyes flash with joy at being in her own element 
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again! And the Parisian audience shouts its approval. Probably had she 
failed to give them an American jazz song, in accordance with the true 
Parisian etiquette, they would have gone out to the box office and demanded 
their money back! 

But, as has been remarked, American composers of popular dance 
tunes have a group of rivals in Europe. Up to the present these rivals have 
been unable to compete, in quantity, with the flood of American melody 
which has been poured across the ocean from the jazz factories of Broadway- 
but they are formidable, nevertheless. I allude to the composers of Spanish 
popular ditties and to those who turn out Argentine tangos and other South 
American dances. The tango experts are sometimes native South Americans' 
sometimes they are Spaniards, who have always shown great facility in 
composing according to South American rule, just as North Americans have 
always excelled in turning out  "coon" songs of all sorts; sometimes, again, 
they are natives of France or some other European country, who have noted 
the trend of popular musical taste toward Spain and South America; in many 
cases, finally, they are natives of the United States, where many a tango has 
first seen the light. But the best composers of South American tunes are 
native South Americans or Spaniards, and, as for the dance measures 
peculiar to Spain, it takes a genuine 'Spaniards are mere imitations, just as 
European attempts at an American jazz tune are pale and unsatisfactory 
compared with the genuine Broadway brand.  

The tango has never lost its popularity in Europe. In Paris and many 
another European big city it is still being danced assiduously, to the typically 
South American strain of "Pan y Agua," "Lulu," "El Irresistible," "El 
Joaquina," "El Reservao" and many other really Spanish-American tunes, 
some of which have never become acclimated in New York, where the tango 
failed somehow to gain a real foothold. In addition to the regular tango, 
various variations of it, as well as other South American dances of the same 
family, have swept thorough the dance halls of Europe in an irresistible 
wave, actually daring to raise their heads in competition against the 
ubiquitous overlord of present-day dancing, the Broadway jazz tune. In this 
audacious revolt the languorous semi-Spanish melodies of South America are 
ably backed by those of Spain herself, "La madre patris," the mother-land of 
Spanish America, the land which, in the eyes of Spaniards and many non-
Spaniards as well, is the real home of dance music. At the most up -to-date 
dance halls of Paris nowadays you are sure to hear one Spanish "paso-doble" 
in every four or five pieces played by the musicians, and you are also 
practically certain to be regaled with a Spanish schottische," the latest 
importation from Madrid, which is sweeping, by way of Paris, all over the 
European Continent. This invasion of Europe by Spanish dance tunes may 
be new to Europe in general, but there is nothing new about them to Spain. 
The Spaniard, who is supremely indifferent to other countries and what they 
think of him or his amusements, has been composing "paso-doble" and 
"schottische" tunes, and dancing to them for dozens of years. The former are 
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the darling of the bull-fighting public; no bull fight is complete unless a 
rattling, ultra-Spanish "paso-doble" is played as the bullfighters march into 
the ring, unless another is blared forth by the band every time there is a lull 
in the proceedings. There is a raciness, an originality, an irresistibly barbaric 
verse about a true Spanish "paso-doble" capable of causing the most 
confirmed pessimist, or the most uncompromising partisan of "highbrow" 
music to start humming and beating time with hands and feet in helpless 
abandon. The Spanish "schottische" is the pet dance of the lower classes of 
Madrid and has been for decades past: to see it in all its glory it was 
necessary, a short time ago, to go to the "tough" dance halls of "La 
bombilla," just outside Madrid. But now you can go into any Parisian 
dancing emporium, high or low, and see flocks of dancers laboriously 
attempting to dance it as the Spaniards do. They don't succeed-that goes 
without saying-a Spanish dancer is born, not made-but they have a mighty 
good time, apparently, and what more can one ask? An idea of the extent to 
which the Spanish "schottische" has forced its way into Paris may be gained 
from the fact that the most popular of all present-day French tunes "Mon 
Homme"-well known in America as a fox-trot-is one sale in Paris arranged 
as a "genuine Madrid Schottische." 

One reason for the great popularity of Spanish dittis just now in 
Europe is the tremendous hit made in Paris during the last two years by 
Raquel Meller, a Spanish singer, who is freely compared with Ycette 
Guilbert and the rest of the best singers of popular songs. Although she sings 
in Spanish, the Parisians have been flocking in crowds to hear her, they 
never seem to get tired of hearing her rendition of Spanish songs which, 
formerly known only to Spaniards, are now played in Paris and all over 
Europe. Raquel's most famous song, the one that infallibly bowls her 
audience over, is "El Relicario," She was singing it fifteen months ago in 
Paris. She is singing it there now. I have heard it played in Madrid, Vienna, 
Budapest, Rome, Stockholm, Berlin and Copenhagen. Its composer, Senor 
Padilla, who enjoyed a modest fame in his native country before "El 
Relicario" resounded from one end of Europe to the other, must be rubbing 
his eyes in amazement and wondering what has happened to him. 

"Know any other Spanish tunes?" I asked a violinist at a leading 
Berlin restaurant. Without a word he launched into the wild strains of 
"Alma de Dios," one of the best of the songs of that clever Valencian, 
Serrano, and a dozen Teutons in the dining room took up the refrain. The 
last time I had heard it was in a Montnartre resort several months before, 
along with the "paso-doble" composed in honor of Gallito, the greatest of 
Spanish bullfighters, who was killed by a bull last year.  

"El Relicario," by the way, is also a "paso-doble," so that Raquel 
Meller, in singing it, has done her bit toward further popularizing that 
typically Spanish dance measure. And she is helping along the vogue of the 
Madrid "schottische" also by treating Parisians to "Ay, Cipriano!" which is 
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so essentially a "schottische" that I doubt if it could be warped or twisted 
into being anything else even by the cleverest of musical adapters. 

Popular as Spanish and South American dance tunes are all over 
Europe they are but a poor second to American "jazz." The most that can be 
said for them is that they materially aid the latter in chasing away the native 
article in whatever countries they appear. If you ask what the latest 
production of Christine or some other popular Parisian composer is you are 
almost sure to be told that it is a "fox-trot" or a "Spanish schottische." 

Now and then some Frenchman turns out a waltz that reminds one of 
the good old days of French waltzes, and, of course, Franz Lehar is still busy 
composing Viennese waltzes, and Leo Fall is still on the job. But a mistakable 
air of mustiness seems to cling to them. The waltz, somehow, reminds you of 
grandma. And only at one place in Montmartre can you still witness the 
dancing of the genuine Parisian can-can. Hail, Broadway! Viva Espana! To 
them it is that Terpsichore today pays allegiance   

 
1921 DEC. - LADIES HOME JOURNAL 
 

(Experts tell in this article the nation-wide aspects of our jazz scourge. 
They say legal prohibition of all dancing may come. A reform movement has 
been started by cities and volunteer groups. A committee of women is helping 
to regulate in Chicago. It looks as if the common people are in reaction 
against "common" behavior. Decency is regaining popularity among those 
who work for a living. Meanwhile the idle rich are getting ranker. There are 
few signs of reform in high places. The "worst case" was observed on the 
dancing floor of an expensive New York hotel. The high-society flapper is 
still going the limit. She drinks, swears, smokes, toddles and chatters stories 
that once belonged to the men's smoke room. You can't reform a society 
flapper. Maybe not. She is a law unto herself. Perhaps, "It's none of your 
business and the boys like it," she says. "Is that so?" The boys are sick and 
disgusted," says an observer, "except the degenerate cubs, and they are 
greatly in the minority. Kissing and petting have been made so vulgarily 
common that there is no thrill left in it. The boys have to be dragged to 
dances, in spite of the fact that corsets are parked in the check room." 
Consider that. Rub the bloom off American womanhood and what is left? 
The status of the Eastern European female of the species, a barefooted 
working animal-something a little lower than man. High society would better 
sign on the dotted line of the popular reform pledge. This civilization will not 
permit itself to be ditched by any minority, high or low.) 

 
UNSPEAKABLE JAZZ MUST GO! It is worse than Saloon and 

Scarlet Vice, Testify Professional Dance Experts-Only a Few Cities are 
Curbing Evil by John R. McMahon - Jazz dancing is a worse evil than the 
saloon used to be!" This statement fairly startled me because of its source. If 
it had been made by a zealot of any sort I should have discounted it heavily. 
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If it had been uttered by an average clergyman or publicist one would make 
allowance for lack of exact information. But the statement was made by a 
man of the world, a person without prejudices or illusions, one who is 
familiar with every phase of terpsichorean theory and practice in the United 
States, an expert in the dance and a professional dancing master. His name is 
Fenton T. Bott. He lives in Dayton, Ohio. And he knows more about the 
subject than most professionals by virtue of his position as "director of dance 
reform" in the American National Association Masters of Dancing. It is his 
business to keep in touch with dance activities throughout the country. He is 
a big, broad-shouldered man of ruddy face that breaks into frequent smiles. 
There is nothing narrow about his make-up. He is an ideal witness in the case 
of the Commonwealth of Decency versus the Jazz. "Jazz is worse than the 
saloon! Why?" I asked. "Because it affects our young people especially," said 
Mr. Bott. "It is degrading. It lowers all the moral standards. Unlike liquor, a 
great deal of its harm is direct and immediate. But it also leads to undesirable 
things. The jazz is too often followed by the joy-ride. The lower nature is 
stirred up as a prelude to unchaperoned adventure. "This strikes especially 
at the youth of the nation, and the consequences are almost too obvious to be 
detailed. When the next generation starts on a low plane, what will its 
successors be? "We have had more flagrant dancing since prohibition than 
before. This may be partly because people substitute one form of sense 
excitation for another, a dance spree instead of a bout with liquor. I believe 
this is done deliberately in many cases and that those who are sober often 
dance more reprehensibly than those who are somewhat in their cups. "A 
person who is partly intoxicated knows it and is afraid to go too far. The 
sober one argues that he can take care of himself and may go as far as he 
likes." "Is there anything bad about jazz music itself?" I asked. "There 
certainly is! Those moaning saxophones and the rest of the instruments with 
their broken, jerky rhythm make a purely sensual appeal. They call out the 
low and rowdy instinct. All of us dancing teachers know this to be a fact. We 
have seen the effect of jazz music on our young pupils. It makes them act in a 
restless and rowdy manner. A class of children will behave that way as long 
as such music is played. They can be calmed down and restored to normal 
conduct only by playing good, legitimate music." Dancing Masters Seek 
Reforms "Dancing, as you know, has enormously increased in the last few 
years. It has become a great public institution in which all classes and ages 
are interested. We have estimated that about ten per cent of the entire 
population, or more than ten million people, have become dancers. When you 
eliminate little children, invalids and the aged, this means a very 
considerable part of the population. Anything that is radically wrong with 
the recreation of so many people must affect all of us." "Granted,” I said. 
"Now what is the organized dancing profession doing to reform conditions?" 
"We are working in several directions," replied Mr. Bott, "but we have an 
uphill fight. We have tried to cooperate with churches, but except for a 
liberal minority, the institutional churches that conduct regulated dancing in 
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their parish houses, we have met with little success. The extreme evangelical 
churches stand on their old program, which bans all dancing, regardless of 
its character. They do not discriminate between the art of a Pavlov or of 
aesthetic Greek dancing and the lowest performance in a dive. On the other 
hand our work is appreciated by a good many managers of settlements and 
of welfare activities. "We have a booklet and chart which we send to welfare 
organizations, owners of dance halls and dancing teachers. The booklet 
describes the dance approved by our association, and the charts, which are 
meant to be placed on the walls of dance halls, show the correct positions and 
steps for the various approved dances. I am glad to say that the United States 
Public Health Service has not only commended our booklet but has 
distributed thousands of copies of it to welfare agencies. High schools 
throughout the country have been well supplied. This is the third year of 
publication and to date we have issued about twenty thousand copies." In 
parenthesis, I was informed by J. Henry Smythe, Jr., that the unrelenting 
attitude of the Methodist church toward all dancing was being rapidly 
modified, with the prospect that evangelical churchdom generally would 
soon line up with all liberal forces who want to abolish the jazz outrage, yet 
who believe in wholesome, sane dancing. Mr. Smythe is a prominent lay 
member of the Methodist Church whose ancient "blue laws," he says, are not 
obeyed by a majority of the membership and should be repealed. Numerous 
annual conferences of the Methodists have lately voted to repeal the rules 
which ban dancing along with theater going and card playing. "A nation-
wide clean-up of the dance is really needed," resumed Mr. Bott. "The 
present efforts at reform are too sporadic and local. Each section is a law 
unto itself or has no law. Municipal regulation has been started and applied 
to some extent in something like sixty towns and cities. The best-regulated 
cities are probably Cleveland, Detroit and Omaha. The movement began not 
long ago in Cleveland when officials asked my brother, who is a professional 
teacher, to assist in the regulation of public dance halls. They asked what he 
wanted for his services, and he told them he would be glad to do the work for 
a dollar a year. "When we had our convention in Cleveland the assembled 
teachers were warned that strict rules governed public dancing and that 
when they visited a public place it would be well for them to mind their steps. 
Some of the teachers visited Euclid Beach Park, where six thousand people 
were dancing in the big lakeside hall. There were two bands, one at each end, 
supplying music for the army of dancers. Each dance number was posted up 
in order, whether waltz, two-step, schottische or Cuban waltz. The visitors 
thought they would test the vigilance of the municipal inspectors. They had 
hardly taken three steps when they were tapped on the shoulder and asked, 
'Have you read the rules? You must be strangers. Everybody is required to 
dance the same way. Right now it is a waltz. You must waltz and do it like 
the others or leave the place.' Names and addresses of offenders are taken in 
Cleveland. There is a blacklist of dancers who are not allowed on public 
floors. "Omaha has a punishment for boy and girl dancers that fit the crime. 
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When a couple is observed in a serious violation upon a public floor they are 
asked to step outside. A patrol wagon rolls up and the tearful pair are 
escorted into it. But instead of being taken to the lockup they are driven to 
their homes and presumably sent to bed by their parents." "What is the 
attitude of music publishers?" I inquired. Dividends and Public Opinion 
"Not very helpful, unless they have had a recent change of heart," replied 
Mr. Bott. "The music written for jazz is the very foundation and essence of 
salacious dancing. The words also are often very suggestive, thinly veiling 
immoral ideas. Now, at the 1920 convention of our association we appealed to 
the music publishers to eliminate jazz music. A representative of the 
publishers came before us and replied that personally he was against the 
indecent stuff, being himself a church elder or deacon, but the publishers had 
to give the public what they wanted and they also had to reckon with 
stockholders calling for dividends. That’s a fine argument! Perhaps we 
dancing teachers are not less selfish, but I hope we are more intelligent. No 
body of men can afford to flout public opinion and the best interests of the 
community. "What do parents say to your efforts?  "Naturally most parents 
are heartily with the dancing teachers in the effort to discipline youngsters 
and make them toe the mark of propriety. There are a few exceptions of 
fashionable mothers, who want their daughters to learn everything up-to-
date and snappy and who consider objections to high-society movements as 
being squeamish. A mother of this type, when her daughter at finishing 
school was reprimanded for smoking cigarette smoking should be taught 
with other accomplishments fitting girls for a social career. It is no easy task 
to keep discipline and order in public or semipublic dance places. Last winter 
a St. Louis dancing teacher of repute, who was conducting a semipublic 
dancing academy, gave up the effort in despair and closed his doors. To be 
sure, some of his fellow professionals thought this was an admission of 
weakness. Barring out disreputable people sometimes seems a problem, for 
recognized bad folks often behave better in well-conducted public dance halls 
than the respectable and virtuous. For example, in a Middle Western city 
several women of disrepute were pointed out to the floor manager. They were 
perfectly decorous. They were having a fling at respectability. Should they be 
ejected? "No," says a humanitarian. On the other hand, some of this class, 
while never misbehaving personally, may be present with sinister motives of 
entangling youth in their toils. Men and women who prey on youth as a 
commercial enterprise find a rich field in the public dance hall. The United 
States Public health Service offers to cooperate with the dancing teachers 
more fully than it has already done, but from an angle of social-disease 
prevention which, the teachers claim, has little bearing outside of public 
dance halls. In short, Surgeon General Comming wants to put medical 
warnings on the teachers' dance reform literature which goes to high schools 
and reaches thousands of young folks. No doubt the Public Health Service 
experts are right in their attitude as applied to many if not most public dance 
halls in cities. Doubtless the more widespread danger is not from disease. 
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Don Juan never had such a potent instrument of downfall as the ultra dance 
supplies to every evil-purposed male to-day. The road to hell is too often 
paved with jazz steps. If a refined girl was alone with a man in a drawing 
room and he offered the familiarities of the ultra dance, she would resent 
them as insults. But she accepts them without question on the dance floor. 
Fine and imprisonment for flagrant dancing were suggested as the only 
remedy by A.J. Weber, a member of the Dancing Masters' Association. "If 
the jazz is not reformed," said Mr. Weber, who has a studio in Brooklyn, 
"the first thing we know there will be a national law prohibiting all public 
dancing. It will be just like the story of the saloon. The metropolitan area 
stands in need of all the reform that can be applied. "The jazz is simply 
rotten. It belongs in the underworld, where it is called a name that would 
shock a lot of respectable people who tolerate it if they heard that name 
applied. It must go and leave room for clean and wholesome dancing."  

 
"Don’ts for Dancing Masters.  

Among the rules contained in the booklet for dance regulation issued 
by the organized professionals is one that separates extreme youth from age 
in public dance places or otherwise. Youngsters under eighteen are not to be 
admitted at frown up functions. This coincides with regulations in some high 
schools and also with civic or state law in some sections. Animal names for 
dances, such as cat step, camel walk, bunny hug, turkey trot, and so on, are 
disapproved as of degrading tendency. Rapid and jerky music is condemned 
while a medium dance tempo, ranging from forty measures to the minute for 
the fox trot to forty-eight for the waltz, fifty-four for the two-step and sixty-
six for the one-step, is recommended. There are ten "Don'ts," which may be 
summarized Dot permit vulgar jazz music; don't let young men hold their 
partners tightly; no touching of cheeks which is public love making, no neck 
holds, no shimmy or toddle, no steps very long or very short, no dancing 
from the waist up but rather from the waist down; suggestive movements 
barred; don't copy stage stuff; don't hesitate to ask offenders to leave the 
room. A public dance hall may be cleaned up by polite dismissal of one dozen 
offending couples, handing the young men cards for a refund of admission at 
the cashier's office. If this does not work, "fire" another dozen couples. Don't 
be afraid to lose patronage. All of which seems to be a sound line of advice. 
The dancing masters are well organized and long established. There are 
indeed two organizations of them, the elder and better known being styled 
The American National Association Masters of Dancing. It was founded in 
the mists of antiquity, when quadrille and cotillion were vogue. It is 
composed chiefly of teachers who carry on their business in the larger cities, 
and there are about five hundred members equally divided between men and 
women. The other organization, called the International Association Masters 
of Dancing, is an offshoot of the first and includes in its membership owners 
or managers of dance halls as well as teachers. Some persons belong to both 
bodies, and it is expected that the two may soon unite in one association. The 
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first-named organization held its thirty-eighth annual convention in New 
York during the first week of last August and followed this by a "post 
convention" at Salt Lake City the middle of September, the latter session 
lasting five days. A banquet hall on the eighth floor of the Hotel Astor was 
the New York headquarters of the dancing masters this year. Thanks to a 
disclaimer of hostile purpose. I was permitted to view the past-graduate 
terpsichorean performances on the convention floor. A male dancing teacher, 
according to newspaper cartoons, is a wasp-waisted, effeminate young man. 
He has a tiny mustache and a violet-edged perfumed handkerchief. I looked 
for this chap but did not see him. In truth the men seemed to be of the 
business sort, the majority middle-aged or elderly, quite like hardware 
merchants at their annual convention. The women would pass for school 
teachers with the usual number of old maids, save for a couple of flappers 
and two or three little girls. The latter were either children of the teachers or 
pupils who had been brought on to learn or to aid in exhibition work. 
Doubtless a newspaper humorist would find something comic in certain of 
the male types and in parts of the general spectacle. A piano supplied the 
music. A petite, comely young woman with bobbed hair and a decisive voice 
that rose to a musical shrillness acted as generalissiomo to a motley crew of 
encircling dancers whose ages ranged almost from the cradle to the grave. 
There was a chubby legged little girl next to an austere spinster, and then a 
deaf man with an ear apparatus, and then an understudy for Mark Twain in 
a Palm Beach suit, and further a pair of girlish figures, and down the line in 
his shirt sleeves a venerable individual with a long, white chin beard as 
rightly pertains to a veteran confederate general. The old gentleman skipped 
along in heelless slippers and revolved as best he could at the musically shrill 
behest of the bobbed-hair instructor. Who was this Father Christmas and 
what was he doing here? He was a professional dancing teacher of Chicago, I 
was told, seventy-eight years of age and the oldest member of the Association. 
Come to think of it, he is the kind of dancing master that a lot of parents 
would prefer to have for their children. He has taught three generations in 
the same family. It is conceded that ladies do not use strong language. Yet 
one of them with whom I was chatting, suddenly exclaimed: "I could have 
strangled her!" The speaker was a charming young woman of the blond type. 
Blue fire flashed from her eyes. Her smooth cheeks and forehead were swiftly 
aglow. She was a keen-minded and well-balanced person of exceptional 
worldly experience. Why such a state of mind and such an expression of 
primitive emotion? "Strangle? Great heavens! Why?" "Because she was 
publicly insulting my sex through her dancing!" It was Miss Marguerite 
Walz who made the quoted statement, and she registered thus her reaction to 
a spectacle on the roof of a stylish New York hotel. It happened the night 
before. Miss Walz is a professional teacher of dancing. She is also the 
premiere policewoman in Philadelphia, serving without pay and charged 
with the special duty of supervising public dancing in that city. Miss Walz 
went to the mayor of Philadelphia in the spring of 1921 and suggested that 
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the authorities should supervise public dancing. She feared, like other 
teachers, the abolition of all dancing if the prevailing license continued 
unchecked. She was advised to return with a delegation of her fellow teachers 
and did so. Testimony was given especially as to "Kaffee Klatches," or clubs 
in private houses, with admission charge, dancing and drinking by girls and 
boys without restraint. The mayor declared a clean-up was due and he 
appointed Miss Walz policewoman to supervise dancing in conjunction with 
the Rev. H. Cresson McHenry, who conducts a mission. Work for the 
Censors "My duties," said Miss Walz, "are largely the instructions of about 
seventy-five policemen who are detailed to enforce the dancing regulations. 
They are taught what is permissible and what is not. Why so many police 
dance censors? Well, it is an index to the immense popularity of dancing in 
our city life. We may have twenty thousand people at our weekly Parkway 
dance, which covers several blocks of space. It is held every Thursday night. 
There are two bands, the police and the firemen's, with about sixty pieces in 
each. No jazz music is played and no improper conduct is tolerated. You can 
see there is work for over half a hundred policemen in supervising twenty 
thousand dancers. There has been a marked improvement since this work 
began. The police class in censorship is told not to permit cheek-to-cheek 
dancing, abdominal contact, shimmy, toddle or the Washington Johnny, in 
which the legs are kept spread apart." That the reaction against lewdness in 
the terpsichorean art will have a consequence similar to that which resulted 
from the evils of the liquor saloon is a fear constantly expressed by all those 
interested. Nor does this seem to be an imaginary alarm or an unlikely event. 
We Americans are quiet and complaisant for a long time. Then we make a 
quick clean-up and are inclined to throw out everything, including the 
furniture. Impossible? Well, San Francisco, whose Barbary Coast is credited 
with originating those dancing scourges called shimmy and toddle, recently 
bent so far backward in virtue as to contemplate police permission to be 
required for all dancing, even in private homes! The measure was shelved for 
the time being through a fight of the sane minded. A Proprietor's Plea No 
clergyman in America has uttered such a scorching and authentic 
denunciation of the ultra-modern dance as a certain very successful 
proprietor of a dance establishment in Chicago. His name is J. Louis Guyon. 
He has long been a voice in the dance wilderness crying for reform. He has 
prospered by sticking to clean, old-fashioned dancing. Mr. Guyon's slogan 
for the new band wagon reads: "Abolish jazz music! Abolish fox trot, one 
step, toddle, shimmy or any form of dancing or any position that permits the 
gentleman to walk directly in front of his partner." An advertisement by Mr. 
Guyon that has the fervor of a sermon and the frankness of biblical writers 
in speaking of vice was published in a Chicago newspaper some months ago. 
In this he says that dancing, our most universal form of amusement after 
motion pictures, has become a greater menace than liquor, segregated vice or 
"the brothels from which much of it sprang." He declares that "many of the 
couples performing these dances should have a marriage license before 
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stepping on the ballroom floor, and-if they had a marriage license there 
would be no excuse for committing such acts in public." Anyone who says 
that "youth of both sexes can mingle in close embrace"-with limbs 
intertwined and torso in contact-"without suffering harm lies." Add to this 
position the wriggling movement and the "sensual stimulation of the 
abominable jazz orchestra with its voodoo-born minors and its direct appeal 
to the sensory centers, and if you can believe that youth is the same after this 
experience as before, then God help your child..." Mr. Guyon asks his fellow 
proprietors of dance places and also dancing teachers whether they are 
coming "easy dollars" out of the corruption of youth. He says that if they 
permit jazz music and immoral dances their "effect on the community it 
worse than that of the unspeakable creatures who live from the scarlet 
earnings of women, for you are conducting a wholesale traffic in the souls of 
boys and girls."  

 
1922 JANUARY 30 - NEW YORK TIMES 
 

RECTOR CALLS JAZZ NATIONAL ANTHEM - Dr. Percy Grant 
Says It is Retrogression and Harks Back to African Jungle. SENSUALITY, 
HE DECLARES  "It Makes You Clatter on All Fours and Whisk Your Tail 
Around a Tree," Says Pastor. 

Jazz goes back to the African jungle and is one of the crying evils of 
today, according to the Rev. Dr. Percy Stickney Grant, rector of the 
Episcopal Church of the Ascension. Fifth Avenue and Tenth Street. Dr. 
Grant preached yesterday morning on "Is jazz Our National Anthem?" The 
first part of his sermon was a discussion of the play of Mr. Rita Lydig. Dr. 
Grant's finance, and three pews from the front, and was an interested 
listener. 

Dr. Grant said jazz as interpreted in the play meant drunkenness, sex 
abandonment, domestic destruction, suicide and "quite a list of other rather 
unpleasant things." 

"Jazz is retrogression. It is going to the African jungle for our music. 
It is a savage crash and bang. It rings the bell for full steam astern. Its effect 
is to make you clatter, and, as Voltaire said, 'to go on all fours.' to which I 
would add - and to whisk yur tail around a tree. 

"Our great dance music has been profoundly pathetic. It seems to say 
how fleeting is your Jazz says; 'Cut it out; don't dream, don't worry about 
transient things. Seize the day. Don't dream about possibilities of pleasure.' 
There is no pathos or no idealism about jazz music. It is for sensation. In the 
dance, instead of symbolism, it becomes sensuality. 

 
Says Jazz Closes Our Ideals 

 
"Dancing in itself is a substitute for sex contact. But when it becomes 

an instrument for a gratification then the whole psychological process is 
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turned about, and instead you have an injury. Then it becomes the gesture of 
the jungle. 

"Plato said that whenever modes of music change, morals change. 
Music changed greatly a few years ago. We have had stories of all kinds - 
international and inter-racial. 

"Jazz cannot help closing our ideals, even our humanences." 
Dr. Grant said a bill was pending at Albany for the regulation of 

public dance halls. He read from a leaflet which he said was printed in 
Albany last week. It said that 65,000 girls had disappeared in the United 
States in 1921 "without leaving a trace." The rector told his hearers to 
remember that. If they forgot everything else he had said. 

From the dance itself, Dr. Grant said that jazz had invaded other 
fields of life. 

"It is 'jazz', “he said, "When the police, on the orders of a priest, 
invade a public meeting and stop it; it is 'jazz' when a representative of the 
Mayor stops a hearing n this happening. 

"Perhaps after all, our national anthem is jazz, when you use the final 
argument. If jazz is our national anthem, then the Devil's crying argument. 
'Go to Hell,' is our national slogan." Dr. Grant described the heroine in 
"Jazz," as "the poor little rich wife trying to reform a sensual husband with 
good books, good music and other entertainment." 

 
The Trouble With the World 

 
"The trouble with the world today in it is too much concerned with 

the dancing floor and not with the men under the floor who hold it up." said 
Dr. Grant. He quoted an authority who said the three necessities for 
happiness were health, peace and competence. 'Does jazz promote any of 
these three?" he asked. 

"Jazz is a picture of the world fiddling, or the leisure of the few, while 
the rest of the world burns up like Rome under Nero.”The church is the best 
remedy for jazz. The words of Christ. 'Follow me,' is the only cure for this 
madness." 

Dr. Grant praised the author of the play. Before beginning his sermon 
Dr. Grant criticized the fact that the Knights of Columbus were permitted to 
solicit contributions for their local building from public school teachers. 

"That is a pretty state of things," he said. "Especially as they 
represent a church which does not believe in the public school system." 

 
1922 FEBRUARY - THE LADIES HOME JOURNAL 
 

OUR JAZZ-SPOTTED MIDDLE WEST Small Towns and Rural 
Districts Need Clean-up as Well as Chicago and Kansas City 

It is an accepted axiom that big cities are wicked, but small towns and 
rural districts are clean. This view is not well founded. In some respects the 
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cities are better; for example, because of legal regulation of places of 
amusement. The small-town or country dance hall is usually free from any 
sort of control. That urban accomplice of evil, anonymity, is achieved in the 
country by the motor car which takes young folks nightly to distant places 
where all are strangers. 

Our Middle West is supposed to be a citadel of Americanism and 
righteousness. Probably it is. Yet a survey of its length and breadth shows 
that it is badly spotted with the moral smallpox known as jazz. Its small 
towns and rural solitudes can now boast of perfect modernity; they have the 
same vicious amusement as New York and Chicago. With the invention of 
the Afro-American dance, that unholy mingling of the civilized with the 
savage, they seem to feel that the last handicap upon rural life has been 
removed. Take a few random reports of the Federal Interdepartmental 
Social Hygiene Board: 

"A small town in the mountains of Arkansas did not know what the 
ultradance was until the daughter of a local minister came home from college 
and with a young college boy as partner demonstrated it at a summer hotel. 
The people were horrified. It will take a lot of preaching by that clergyman 
to counteract the effect of his daughter's conduct." 

"At Marshalltown, Iowa, a town of fifteen thousand inhabitants, a 
country club was organized last spring and some nice dances were held. It 
was a great success until the young people came home from college and 
introduced the jazz which utterly shocked the elders and resulted in breaking 
up the club." 

"Winona, Minnesota, has been trying to improve its dances, which at 
last report were somewhat below the Chicago level. It is difficult for local 
people to achieve reform unaided. In the small towns you are hitting 
commercially a relative who has a financial interest in things as they are. 

"There are many fly-by-night dancing places in the rural districts. 
They are generally vicious. It does not take long for the reputation of the 
latest-established place to spread far and wide, and for patrons to arrive 
from long distances by means of the automobile. Some of these disreputable 
resorts are found in decent little communities that hardly realize they are 
infected until there is a local epidemic of immorality." 

"The barn dance, which used to be an innocent rural festival, has 
become largely a commercial and vicious enterprise. A barn is rented by 
someone for a few dollars. The patronage is not only from the farming 
community but from the small towns round, and there is as absolutely no 
supervision. At Marengo, Illinois, a barn dance has been run during the 
summers for the last five years with trimmings of indecency, fighting and 
drunkenness. Huntley, Illinois, reports two unsavory places, one a platform 
dance and the other a barn dance. 

"Where barns are lacking, old buildings are used and in default of 
them an open-air platform is constructed along the wayside or in a patch of 
woods." 
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Women Chaperons Needed 

 
"One point in connection with the reform of dancing is the need of 

supervision during the intermissions as well as upon the floor. When the 
music stops the boys often take liberties with their partners and the latter 
seem to be utterly unconscious of the fact that this is wrong. This gives an 
idea of the demoralizing effect of the jazz. It is perhaps logical for young 
people to think that if liberties are permissible in the dance they ought to be 
permissible afterwards. A woman chaperon should always be provided, for 
girls will not make complaint of impropriety to a man." 

The Social Hygiene Board plans a reform campaign in the small 
towns, working in part through the Federation of Women's Clubs, through 
the organized dancing profession and also by enlarging the scope of the 
Public Welfare Department of Illinois. Several of the Middle Western States 
have public welfare departments through which this reform might be 
forwarded. Kansas specifically provides for supervision of recreation by the 
Public Welfare Department. 

Miss Alice M. Barrows, a field representative of a national welfare 
organization, has made a special study of recreations in small towns of the 
Central States. She is a musical specialist and has worked out scientifically 
the relation of music to human emotions, from both the psychological and 
physiological stand points. Her discoveries confirm the view that jazz music 
amounts to a physical stimulus of a degrading kind; it acts exactly like a drug 
on specific nerve centers. It is no less direct in its effect than certain contacts 
of nerve centers that are witnessed on the dance floor. 

"How does the small-town and rural-dance situation compare with 
that in the cities?" I asked Miss Barrows. 

"It is unrealized in its enormity," was the reply. "There is a greater 
menace in the rural districts through lack of knowledge and of intelligent 
direction than in a city, where the facts are known and effort is made to 
improve the conditions." 

"Are there any influences in the country town to supplant the jazz?" 
"Yes; in some places there is an effort to substitute wholesome forms 

of recreation, especially such group activities as entertainments and 
pageants. There are too few of these places and too many communities where 
the only amusement is the public dance hall." 

"What is the attitude of rural parents?" 
"It is usually a very serious concern for the late hours kept, but little 

understanding of what goes on in the dance hall. This again points to the fact 
that there is not the proper available source of information to acquaint these 
parents with the facts." 

 
Somebody Else's Daughters 
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"Why are rural women, the guardians of American purity, 
apparently so complacent in regard to the modern dance?" 

"Simply because they do not accompany their girls and boys to, 
through and from these dances. They do not know. They assume that things 
are as they used to be, and implicitly trust their children rather than heed the 
outsider who suggests that the pressure of to-day on the shoulders of the 
growing boy or girl is one almost grotesquely out of proportion to that 
existing fifteen years ago. The average parent feels that her son or daughter 
is maligned by any suggestion of peril, and that the first duty of the parent is 
to trust the child. This condition and the tragedy it is bringing to the children 
are not due to any lowering of the standards of the rural mothers, but come 
through the lack of accurate information as to what their children are really 
facing and experiencing." 

"Are women deficient in sex solidarity?" 
"Yes, generally speaking. They do not stand by the girls who are 

somebody else's daughters. Men who 'pick up' girls complacently ignore the 
presence of mature women and generally without interference. Take the case 
where a young waitress in a town's best hotel was persistently besought by an 
elderly man, who felt absolutely safe so to do in the presence of two other 
women in the room. It happens everywhere." 

"What else have you noticed in your travels?" 
"Women have comparatively recently come into possession of facts 

long known to men. Shocked by what they learn, their reaction often is to 
shut their eyes and turn away, to deny the facts and to regain the comfort of 
ignorance. But it is the duty of each woman to undergo the agony of 
informing herself through contact and experience what is the general level 
to-day of the recreation into which young folks are forced by the social 
mode." 

"Can you give some examples of parents who evade the facts?" 
"Yes," replied Miss Barrows. "In one county a mother actively 

resented my approaches to the community in behalf of an effort to better 
their recreation. To my certain knowledge, but unknown to the mother, her 
son is morally delinquent. 

"In another county a leading citizen went far out of his way to refute 
the need I was showing for leisure-time activities to interest the young people. 
I warned him, with the rest of the public, that no man's son or daughter with 
leisure time unguarded should be considered wholly protected. A short time 
afterwards his own son was reported to me as involved in a delinquency that 
will require judicial action. This father does not yet know that his son is a 
moral and legal offender." 

"Supervision after the dance is as essential as in the dance hall, is it 
not?" 

"Perhaps seen more so. The nature of the music and the crowd 
psychology working together bring to many individuals an unwholesome 
excitement. Boy-and-girl couples leave the hall in a state of dangerous 
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disturbance. Any worker who has gone into the night to gather the facts of 
the activities outside the hall is appalled, first of all perhaps, by the blatant 
disregard of even the elementary rules of civilization, the absence of privacy 
in conduct that in many cases is amenable to the statutory law and always to 
the moral law. I wish the mother who trusts her child could realize into what 
a night she sends that child. We must always expect a few casualties in social 
intercourse, but the modern dance is producing little short of a holocaust. 

"The statistics of illegitimacy in this country show a great increase in 
recent years," said Miss Barrows. 

River towns along the Mississippi maintain to a degree their 
traditional reputation with modern trimmings of Jazz and bootleg liquor. I 
found a typical ensemble in Davenport, Rock Island and Moline, three small 
industrial cities which face each other across the Father of Waters and are 
practically as one. Divided authority between two states, Iowa and Illinois, 
accounts in part for loose conditions. A welfare worker in Davenport 
complained that Iowa lacked social legislation; for example, no age limits to 
keep mere children out of dance halls. Davenport has no municipal 
regulation of dance halls whatever. 

Some time ago a low type of dance hall was operating across the street 
from a city police station and young men were taking girls out of the hall to 
closed cars parked along a railroad viaduct. Instead of return checks for the 
young folks who went in and out, the doorkeeper put a rubber stamp imprint 
on each patron's hand. A policeman is now stationed at each dance hall, but 
he is paid by the management. Darkened halls and spotlights are popular 
features. River-boat excursions, with dances held below and on dark upper 
decks, vie with the automobile as a means to ill ends. Young girls stand at 
street-car stopping signs, but never take a car. They wait for strange young 
fellows in automobiles to invite them to ride. They drive into the country and 
perhaps stop at road houses. 

One girl, who came to the government clinic at Davenport for 
treatment, had an automobile pick-up history and justified her lapse by 
saying "You know, no girl wants to walk home five miles." Those victims of 
preying males, if they are recalcitrant, are dropped from cars on lonely roads 
far out and late at night. This sort of thing is so universal and notorious that 
it has become the subject of a vaudeville joke which most audiences regard as 
quite humorous. "My wife is a good girl," says the comedian. "She went on 
an automobile ride - and walked back." 

 
Parents Largely to Blame 

 
Davenport mothers are much like other parents, judging from the one 

who upbraided the police for taking into custody her two girls, thirteen and 
fourteen years old, because they were found in an alley at two o'clock in the 
morning. The mother thought they were visiting friends, but said that 
anyhow the youngsters were all right to be in the street. 
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Clinton, Iowa, is an industrial town of nearly thirty thousand 
population. A municipal clean-up has resulted. I was told, in throwing the 
scum to the outskirts and the small towns in the vicinity. A questionable 
dance pavilion in the outskirts ran full blast the past summer and the 
parking of cars in a lonely street from the place was a notorious feature. 
Girls of fourteen or less were among the patrons. H. C. Oakes, probation 
officer, said he had discussed with the county judge the question of holding 
parents responsible for the illicit behavior of their children. If this could be 
done it would help the situation a good deal, for parents are largely to blame 
for the present alarming waywardness of youth. 

A traveler through the Corn Belt, looking for evidences of progress, 
like silos, tractors and hard roads, was puzzled to account for numerous 
wooden structures at crossroads and in groves. He asked a companion 
whether these structures had something to do with a new agricultural idea. 

"Yes," was the reply; "those are jazz platforms. In some places the 
saxophones make more noise than the threshing machines. The farmer is 
getting all the advantages of city life right at home." 

While in Chicago I verified the dance-hall situation as outlined in a 
previous article of this series. Doubtless the metropolis of the Middle West 
has more dancing than any other city, and its dance halls are generally larger 
than elsewhere, one of them having a capacity of ten thousand persons. A 
number of these places are quite palatial and fairly deserve the title of 
ballroom, which the organized proprietors are trying to substitute for the 
older term with its unsavory connotation. A combination of enlightened 
selfishness on the part of owners and of public-spirited service by a few 
women has done much to purify the dance in Chicago. If there is something 
yet to be desired, the responsibility is more with the public than with the 
proprietors. The music has been improved by use of faster tempo, toddling 
and shimmying have been modified or barred, many details of conduct 
regulated and a closer supervision practiced. 

College and high-school students in Chicago have been largely drawn 
into the maelstrom of the ultradance. A professional teacher of dancing told 
me that his classes included forty-five members of the faculty of Hyde Park 
High School. These faculty members are learning to dance partly for their 
own pleasure and also to keep tabs on student dancing. 

 
A Chair of Applied Dancing 

 
Officials of Northwestern University, which is coeducational and has 

about seven thousand students, admitted that there was a college dance 
problem. There are about fifty dances, as officially reported, held yearly. It is 
hard to insure any proper regulation; supervision is perfunctory. 

Assistant Dean Terry, who heads the amusement board at 
Northwestern, thought it might be a good idea to have a chair of applied 
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dancing or a dancing teacher, who would handle the whole problem, 
including the democratization of dancing.  

The University of Michigan at Ann Arbor, has its troubles with the 
jazz. The Junior Hop for 1921 was canceled because the students, preceding 
this event, had flagrantly broken the regulations laid down by the faculty for 
conduct at dances. The students were very contrite and made all kinds of 
promises to be good, but in view of the fact that they had broken the same 
promises the year before the faculty was obdurate. 

Iowa State College, at Ames, which is agricultural, scientific and 
domestic in purpose, made such an extraordinary record of continuous 
stepping last year that I hesitate to quote the figures given to me. Apparently 
there were a dance and a half every weeknight of the year and several for 
each holiday. The college has a good set of printed regulations for dancing, 
including the rules of the American national Association of Dancing Masters. 
I saw a chastened from the toddle at Ames. One thing, there are fewer 
spoiled youngsters in such an institution than in the large city and Eastern 
colleges. Many of the students are working their way, and the isolated 
environment is a favorable factor. 

The University of Missouri, at Columbia, also has the advantage of 
isolation. Miss Eva Johnson, dean of women and a fine stalwart type of 
southerner, said, "We are like a big family here and do not like to discuss in 
public all the details of family affairs," very smilingly and pleasantly. "Yes, 
we have reports on all dances, and chaperons." 

Dean Johnson thought it might be well to have a teacher of dancing. 
She does not care for the modern dance, but tries to be tolerant and thinks 
the youngsters do not get the harm that seems obvious to elders. 

At the University of Illinois, at Urbana, Miss Ruby E. C. Mason, Dean 
of Women, said that she recognized the difficulty of to-day's problem with 
youth. She had earlier tried out the mandatory method and failed. Her effort 
now was to build up character by personal contact. She thought her 
institution was favored by environment, more supervision and contact being 
possible than in urban centers. Deans of women in eastern colleges, though 
deploring the modern dance, have fairly been forced to surrender to it; the 
universal fashion has been too much for them. At Urbana this situation has 
not arrived. There are here no printed rules to regulate dances, but students 
are told what conduct is objectionable and violators are disciplined. There is 
a system of permits, reports and chaperonage. 

 
Youth Needs a Perfect Model 

 
Dean Mason attends the larger dances and acts as hostess, all couples 

being introduced to her. This has a psychological effect, for each student feels 
that he or she is ever under the eye of authority and must keep up company 
manners. It is also useful to work through the principle of group honor and 
pride. All girls are encouraged to join sororities, since it is easier to exercise 
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control over groups than over individuals. Recently a new girl in a college 
boarding house was reported to be smoking cigarettes, and all the other girls 
in the house threatened to leave unless she was put out. This was cited to 
show the attitude of University of Illinois girls on cigarettes, which are said to 
be officially permitted in some eastern women's colleges. 

One educator observed that a poor example to youth was set by many 
faculty members who smoke, drink and dance just like men of the world. 
One must sympathize with the need of youth to have perfect models and also 
with the teachers who want to act like regular human beings. 

Kansas City does not have so much dancing in proportion to its size as 
some other cities. It makes up in intensity for what it lacks in quantity. A 
municipal regulation to modify the jazz was promulgated last fall and was 
generally ignored. A dance-hall owner excitedly informed me that it was 
nobody's business, not even the city authorities' how he conducted his place 
of amusement. He and his patrons were a law unto themselves. The last 
statement was obviously true; and even more so at another resort where 
several hundred young girls and boys shimmied and toddled in a haze of 
cigarette smoke. Youth here was not beautiful. It was prematurely aged, pale, 
seamy of visage, crafty of eye. The place was an academy of the underworld. 
After seeing the hapless juveniles, it was easy to believe the statement of my 
expert guide, a police reporter for the Kansas City Star, that the district was 
tough and every other house harbored a crook. 

From the dive to the genteel dance floors of Kansas City's best hotels 
gave a contrast. What a gulf separated the top from the bottom! There was 
an immense difference - physically, none at all morally. 

America will perhaps heed the practical argument that her 
civilization, regarded only from the standpoint of material efficiency and 
welfare, is gravely imperiled and can no longer endure the widely prevalent 
conditions of rottenness. We are dancing on an inclined platform that slopes 
into the bottomless pit of impotent and inferior races. Let's quit! Safety first! 
Let us find excitement in straight and wholesome activities. Every human 
being can enroll in the big struggle of momentous consequence now going on 
- to keep from warbling and upon an even keel the world, America, one's 
own neighborhood and oneself!”  

 
1922 FEBRUARY 12 - NEW YORK TIMES 
 

TWO-STEP TO JAZZ SENT BY WIRELESS  - City College Club 
Also Offers More Serious Strains to Dancers Who Prefer It. 

Dancing to "jazz" played miles away, made possible by the wireless 
telephone, is the latest innovation of the new City College Club at 46 East 
Fiftieth Street. This is probably the first college club in New York that has 
installed a radiophone for dancing and concerts. 

The work of installation commenced several days ago, said Bernard 
Naumburg. Chairman of the Building Committee, yesterday. Receiving its 
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musical message from both the Radio Corporation's apparatus at Roselle 
Park and Westinghouse's transmitter at Newark, the club is able to offer its 
members and their friends a varied program. If the consensus of those 
present is that "jazz" is wanted, the wireless transmitting "jazz" will be 
called upon. A classical audience, on the other hand, will be given concert 
music. If this kind can be coaxed from the air. 

"We are dispensing with most restrictions that other college clubs 
impose on their members," said Mr. Naumburg. "It is rumored that some 
clubs have increased their membership because drinking is permitted, 
despite Mr. Volstead's formal declaration forbidding it. Nothing harder than 
near-beer is drunk in the City College Club. 

"We make our appeal for membership on the social advantages 
offered. The large and beautiful dining-room is opened all day for members 
and their friends of either sex. We welcome ladies to our club-house and 
delight in pleasing them as well as their member hosts. After theatre, they 
can come and eat and dance, enjoying the true spirit of sociability." 

Mr. Naumburg announced that at a dinner attended by about twenty 
alumni and non-alumni, a week ago. Adolph Lewisohn, the philanthropist, 
pledged $3,000 to the club. Other contributions swelled the total to $8.5000. 
The contributors included Judge Julius Mayer, Herman A. Metz, Joseph 
Buttenweiser, Robert F. Wagner, Dr. Joseph H. Klein, Louis M. Josephtral, 
Edward B. Ley and Albert Weiss. 

Of the 6,600 letters sent out to graduate and non-graduate alumni, 
only 300 have declared their unwillingness to join the club. It therefore has a 
potential membership of 6,400. Mr. Naumberg said. He urged therefore that 
those who desire to become affiliated with it and make use of everything that 
it offers, communicate at once with those in charge. 

There are perhaps 15,000 former City College students who did not 
receive letters from the club. It is Mr. Naumberg's wish that all write to the 
clubhouse for membership cards. He warned, however, that the membership 
list might soon be closed, because of the present limited facilities to 
accommodate all that planned to join. Dues are $15 a year.” 

 
1922 MARCH 18 - LITERARY DIGEST  
 

STUDENTS IN ARMS AGAINST JAZZ - Jazzy tendencies among 
Chicago's high school pupils are to be suppress by the pupils themselves, 
their leaders having decided on this course after an alarming state of affairs 
had been brought to their attention. Other methods having failed, we are 
told, an appeal to parents to save the high school girls and boys from the 
effects of jazz music, "shimmy" dances,” "lovers" lane" automobile rides 
and immodest dress was circulated by Superintendent of Schools Peter A. 
Mortenson. A "troublesome three percent," is held responsible for what is 
described as a serious situation, and the ninety-seven per cent, comprising 
the better element is said to be determined to enforce a stricter standard of 
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morals among the offending few. For two years, we are told in the Chicago 

Journal, principals and teachers have been studying the complaints that the 
present-day school boy and girl are deteriorating morally. All sorts of 
expedients - school dances, community centers, and socials - have been tried 
in an effort to check the students' "increasing tendency to worldliness," and 
finally it was decided that the cause of most of the trouble lies within the 
home and that it is there that initial reform must be started. Recently several 
scandals are said to have been disclosed, and it was discovered, according to 
the Journal, that there were organized systems promoting immorality among 
high school students. In his appeal, which is endorsed by the high school 
principals and deans, superintendent Mortenson holds that "the greatest 
force for good in the school is the sentiment and public opinion of the main 
student body," and the students, with their parents, are urged to cooperate 
with the school board in setting standards and in restraining the less 
responsible. In defining the causes which have been productive of so much 
trouble and scandal, the statement, as it is quoted in the Journal, sets forth: 

 
"We believe the modern method of dancing has done much to break 
down respect for womanhood. 
"We feel that no effort on our part can counteract this evil unless the 
parents realize the danger and help us maintain the standards. 
"We believe that jazz music has done much to corrupt dancing and to 
make it impossible for young people to learn the more refined forms 
of dancing, at the same time vitiating their taste for good music. 
"We believe that the unrestricted use of the automobile is another 
demoralizing influence, and that parents who allow boys in their teens 
to take high school girls joy riding are doing much to break down the 
moral standards of the community. 
"We believe that in accordance with the State law, pupils should 
refrain from smoking. 
"Extremes in dress are deplorable. We believe that mothers should 
know that modesty and simplicity in high school girls' costumes are 
most helpful and uplifting to the school ideals 
"We believe that young people of high school age should keep early 
hours and devote five evenings of the week to their high school 
studies. 
"We believe that parents should be invited to share in the patronage 
and chaperonage of all school functions. 
"In as much as our greatest concern is to preserve the wholesome 
elements in the characters of our young people, and to insure a 
development into a strong manhood and womanhood, with a will to 
combat evil, the superintendent feels that he has a right to the active 
support of the parents in these matters of standards and ideals." 
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But the students didn't wait for their parents to act. They began at 
once, we are told, a concerted movement looking to reform. "The students 
can enforce the rules of the schools and the proper standards of conduct 
better than any one else," said Fred Bennett, a student leader, as he is quoted 
in the Chicago Daily News. "If a boy's father, or the principal, or a teacher 
tells him to quit smoking he gets sore, but if a student whom he respects tells 
him to quit he thinks it over pretty seriously and probably quits." The same 
psychology is observable in girls, according to this young philosopher: "If a 
girl's mother tells her that her shirt's too short she laughs and says 
everybody wears them that way - if the principal tells her skirt is too short 
she gets mad, but if I tell her - well, she thinks that over. In our school there 
are only about three percent, of the students who cause difficulty, but they 
get written up in the papers and give the school a bad name." The work of 
moral reconstruction will not be left to the students without assistance. 
Recognizing that mere prohibition only creates a desire for the thing 
prohibited, the superintendent has decided in forbidding jazz to encourage 
the taste for good music by having daily musical programs given by 
orchestras, glee clubs, bands and soloists in the school assembly halls. 
Expressly noting, as did superintendent Mortenson, that ninety-seven per 
cent. Of the high school pupils are "normal, sensible young people," and 
insisting that the harm caused by the offending three per cent. Should not 
bring general reproach on the whole student body, the Daily News says 
editorially: 

 
"Youth is impressionable and the bad example of even a small 
element is likely to have undesirable effects.’We are living at a pretty 
fast clip,' said a noted educator the other day. To none is fast living 
more injurious physically and morally than to the young. Rational 
recreation is essential, but it is notorious that the line of moderation, 
propriety and decency is too often overstep at dancing and other 
parties, and that some parents tolerate or acquiesce in forms of 
amusement and modes of dress that offend good taste or right 
conduct. 
"Educators can do something to correct or prevent excesses, but 
parents can do much more. The home may undo or nullify the work of 
the school in regard to behavior, speech and manners. Parental 
responsibility can not be shifted and ought not to be evaded. Many of 
the parents who lament loss of authority over their children have 
never really tried to exercise it with anything like method, firmness or 
reasonable consistency." 
 
"Sororities and fraternities, the dance, youthful liberties with the 

automobile, and certain types of games and entertainments - while the 
conditions complained of under these headings are pale as compared to the 
revelations of Hollywood," remarks The Christian Century, "they ought to be 
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shocking enough to the respectable fathers and mothers of immature youth. 
To subject adolescent character to the moral overstrains of such unhedged 
and unchaperoned customs is community purblindness." 

 
1922 MARCH 30 - MUSIC COURIER 
 

VARIATIONETTES by the Editor-in-Chief. - Following recent 
Musical Courier editorials on the subject of jazz, we have been flooded with 
letters and clippings on the subject. We feel, however, that there is nothing 
more to say even though we read all the communications with real interest. 
Canon William S. Chase, of Christ Church, Brooklyn, puts himself on record 
as a staunch advocate of the Duke Anti-Jazz Dance Bill, introduced at 
Albany, for the purpose of punishing persons who permit dancing to jazz 
music at public resorts. Another minister, Rev. John Handley, of Ocean City, 
N. J., declares that "our country is jazz mad and its deadly virus has infected 
schools, fraternities and even teachers. Hulbert Footner, one of our best book 
reviewers, points out that even book authors are beginning to write in jazz 
style: "By jazz, I mean in general the staccato note, incisive and averting at 
its best, flip and disgusting at its worst." Mr. Footner qualifies, however: "If 
offhand, graceful and unforced, the jazz style achieves a certain note of 
distinction. One must not look for depth or sustained feeling in jazz, but one 
is never bored." The pulpit is on hand again with the dictum of a Syracuse 
preacher (who wishes to remain anonymous) to the effect that "Jazz may be 
analyzed as a combination of nervousness, lawlessness, primitive and savage 
animalism and lasciviousness." John Philip Sousa foretells the early decline 
and oblivion of jazz and says: "Jazz is great for the man or woman who 
doesn't know how to dance. It doesn't require dancing to dance jazz. Take 
the dance away from the floor and jazz music wouldn't last a week. The flat-
footed, knock-kneed, pigeon-toed man, or the man or woman who hasn't any 
rhythm or music in his soul is what keeps jazz music and jazz dancing before 
the public. Jazz is a dance made by and for the flat-footed man. When jazz is 
buried, and the funeral is not far distant, it will be buried so deep that God 
himself can't find it then - and the flat-footed man and the unmusical souls 
will be the mourners at the grave." A clipping from la Revue Mondiale 
(Paris) puts that serious publication in the position of conducting an 
organized campaign against American jazz (meanwhile the cable reports that 
nude male dancers are allowed to appear publicly in the French capital) and 
also that President Milerand and ex-President Deschanel have danced to jazz 
strains at various balls. Vice-Chancellor Farnell, of Oxford University, so a 
missive informs us, has put the ban on jazz as “a frightful distraction and 
temptation to students." The muftis of Constantinople got together recently, 
so we are told, and put forth a flat prohibiting Turkish women from swaying 
themselves to the jazz strains of the American infidels. Gaylord Yost, the 
composer, sends us a careful analysis and dignified denunciation of jazz and 
we shall publish his valuable screed elsewhere. 
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Meanwhile, you ought to hear Mischa Levitzki improvise jazz on the 
piano. Really, it is too annoyingly appealing Germaine Schnitzer, very well 
known and very gifted pianist, is out with a statement which she makes 
extremely amusing but which has an underlying basis of great seriousness. "I 
have decided upon a step," she says, "which may draw down upon me much 
condemnation from those persons who have helped to bestow upon me the 
success so far achieved by me. I intend to be guilty of what the musical 
highbrows call 'commercializing' my art. I shall take that step at Carnegie 
Hall on Sunday afternoon, April 9. In other words, I am tired of playing the 
works of the great masters for the benefit of the comparatively few who 
understand those works. I am tired of having my sole reward consist of 
laudatory notices in black and white. I desire a few rewards in green and 
yellow, signed with the name of the treasurer of the United States of America. 
To get them I must disregard in a measure my audience of the past years and 
create for myself a new audience from those people who love music only 
because it is melodious. I know very well what I am doing, I realize that I 
shall be called an iconoclast, a Bolshevik, a Red; but again I say that the 
green and yellow of the reward will not clash sufficiently with the red of the 
tile to offend my artistic sensibilities. What is the use of trying to conceal my 
motives in this matter? I have garnered enough praise since my debut as the 
age of thirteen to last me for the rest of my lifetime. I can't eat praise. I can't 
pay the landlord with it. I want some financial reward for my years of work 
and training, and I intend to get it if possible. There are thousands of people 
in this country who love music, but who will not attend piano recitals because 
the programs that are usually played bore them to death. All-right! I intend 
to give them programs that will attract by the melody of the selections 
regardless of the name and standing of the composer. Beethoven, Bach, 
Brahms were wonderful masters. Admitted. Huxley, Spencer, Darwin were 
wonderful writers, but comparatively few read their work for entertainment. 
I am not conceited enough to believe that simply because I play popular 
music that will make that music good; but I do believe I can play programs 
of tuneful music that is good and make it popular. Fully counting the cost of 
my undertaking in every way, the program I shall play on Sunday, April 9, at 
Carnegie Hall, is as follows: (programs lists a number of 'light classics.) 

More power to Miss Schmitzer, the more so because some other 
performers, like John Powell, Henry Souvaine, Messrs. Maier and Pattison, 
and Albert Spalding have performed idealized ragtime and jazz at concerts. 
John Carpenter has composed it. Mengelberg has led Strauss waltzes, and 
Harold Bauer put Albeniz's "Tango" on his program.” 

 
1922 MARCH  - NEW MUSIC REVIEW -  
 

ARTICLE ON JAZZ - We expressed the opinion some time ago that 
"jazz" had about run its course and that the injured were in the convalescent 
stage. But the Literary Digest claims that it has invaded church music, and 
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recently a New York daily printed a jazz program that had been traced to an 
Episcopal Church. 

Perhaps we were rather premature in being optimistic over the 
general situation. 

Dr. Percy Grant, rector of the Church of the Ascension, preached a 
sermon only three or four weeks ago in which he attacked jazz in the 
following fashion. 

"Jazz goes back to the African jungle, and is one of the crying evils of 
the day. It means retrogression - a savage crash and bang that rings the bell 
for full steam astern. Its effect is to make you clatter, and, as Voltaire said, 
'to go on all fours,' to which I would add, and to whisk your tail around a 
tree. Our great dance music has been profoundly pathetic. It seems to say 
how fleeting is youth. Jazz says: "Cut it out: don't dream, don't worry about 
transient things. Seize the day. Don't dream about possibilities of pleasure." 
There is no pathos, no idealism about jazz music. It is for sensation. In the 
dance instead of symbolism it becomes sensuality. Plato said that whenever 
modes of music change, morals change. Music has changed greatly within the 
past few years.” 

 
1922 AUGUST - METRONOME  
 

SOME FURTHER OPINIONS ON "JAZZ" BY PROMINENT 
WRITERS - Under caption of "The Question of the Day" the MUSICAL 
LEADER of Chicago recently collected a large number of opinions by 
prominent writers on Jazz, which are well worth reprinting. "Two 
questions," says the writer, "occupy public attention in this country today - 
jazz and the flapper. Every paper devotes columns to these two, which are in 
some way considered related." 

The opinions by prominent writers are added as follows: "The last 
generation was agitated by Wagner," says the Boston Transcript. "Today the 
intellectual battles of music are waged about the citadels of syncopation. Tin-
pan Alley is more exciting than Bayreuth." 

According to J. Hartley Manners, jazz is "The National Anthem." 
The indictment is not confined to music - jazz, we are told, is merely the leit-
motif of the philosophy of the new generation. The play in which Laurette 
Taylor starred the past season is a debate on this subject, transferred back of 
the footlights, with the heavy roles assigned to the ladies and gentlemen of 
the negative. 

"On the day I went," says Bruce Bliven of the Globe, in a diverting 
commentary on "Razzin' the Jazz," the audience looked and acted rather 
like a meeting of the ladies' Auxiliary of Flushing, L. I., assembled to hear a 
lecture on the white slave traffic. 

"Responsible suburban matrons from Montclair and Pelham stared 
round-eyed at the horrors of jazz and agreed with every bit of moral 
indignation the playwright displayed. Already, I am told, "The National 
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Anthem" has created a sufficient furore to have become quite a burning issue 
in that middle-class Suburbia which includes not only all the commuting 
villages but a large part of the city in addition. 

"Mothers are bringing in their flapper daughters in the hope that 
they will be horrified and stop flapping. The alarmed supporters of jazz are 
preparing to fall back on the alternative of light waltzes and Meyerbeer!" 

It has been evident for some months to observers who don't get their 
ideas on the subject from reference books or Dr. Straton's sermons that jazz, 
in the musical sense, has been undergoing a mighty metamorphosis. The 
strident chaos of yesterday is now the mellow harmony of sonorous strings. 
Horns are muted. The bizarre "blues" and maddening litanies of the old-
style jazz band are dying in a vanishing diminuendo. Gymnastics and hula-
hula are giving way to melody and orchestration. Credit for the revolution in 
jazz is generally attributed to Paul Whiteman, formerly a violinist in the San 
Francisco Symphony Orchestra. He has literally applied a symphonic technic 
to syncopation, has added a dramatic sense of color-values and contrast - and 
now, if you please, jazz is carrying the white man's burden. 

The critics who are assailing "jazz" are just a bit behind the times. 
We strongly suspect that they know not whereof they speak. Forgetting the 
tempo of New York life they are aiming their vitriolic darts of June against a 
condition that existed far back in November. How else can one account for 
such a description as that given by the rev. Percy Stickney Grant, in a 
sermon at the Church of the Ascension? 

"What is jazz, then?" asked Dr. Grant, answering the question 
immediately: "A music of animal noises which makes you want to chatter 
and twist your tail around a tree. It is going back to the tom-tom and the 
beating upon a hollow log of savage times for music. It is a gesture of the 
devil......jazz goes back to the jungle. 

The word "jazz" is now a convenient label for ticketing any tendency 
you don't like. It is quite the thing, for example, to point out that ours is a 
Jazz Age. 

"When the police play a tattoo on the pates of prisoners with their 
billies, that is jazz. When the police invade a public meeting at Carnegie Hall 
and stop the speakers with the command: 'Cut it out!' When a representative 
of the mayor stops a public hearing on the question attended by 
representative citizens, that is jazz. When the people are muleted by 
shopkeepers to the tune of half a billion a year and the Government does 
nothing about it - 'jazz again.' " 

 
1922 AUGUST - ATLANTIC MONTHLY  
 

JAZZ: A MUSICAL DISCUSSION by Carl Engel - Jazz is upon us, 
everywhere. To deny the fact is to assume the classic ostrich pose, head 
buried in the sand, tail-feathers to the sun. To shout alarm hysterically from 
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the housetops, is to exhibit over-confidence in clamorous indignation as a 
purifier of morals, if it be not wholly to ignore historic precedent. 

The situation we are facing is not new. If offers many problems which 
are grave, yet seemingly not more perplexing that those which have arisen, 
under similar conjunctures, in the past. True it is that the dance to which 
jazz music has been coupled is not precisely setting an example of modesty 
and grace. True, also, that certain modern dance-perversions have called up 
music that is as noxious as the breath of Belial. Only by a bold stretch of 
fancy can this delirious caterwauling be brought under the head of music 
proper - or improper; as noise, its significance at times becomes eloquent to 
the point of leaving little or nothing to the imagination. 

However, let us remember that the worst of our present dances are 
not beginning to approach in barefaced wickedness the almost unbelievable 
performances of our forefathers, for which we need not seek much further 
back than the time of the French Revolution, when the 1800 dance-halls of 
Paris were not enough to hold the whirling Paris, but dancing went on gayly 
in churches and in cemeteries. And let us admit that the best of jazz tunes is 
something infinitely more original - perhaps even musically better - than the 
so-called 'popular' music that America produced in the good old days,' that 
golden age which lives only in the mythology of disappointed sinners. 

My ideas on the dance and the possible causes of its recurring 
degeneration I have set forth in an article, 'Why do we dance?' which 
appeared in the Musical Quarterly for October, 1920. I shall merely remind 
you that almost every race and every age have known social conditions which 
result in an unloosing of instincts that nature wisely has taught us to hold 
well in check, but which, every now and then, from cryptic reasons, are 
allowed to break the bounds of civilized restraint. 

Such excesses have not infrequently attained to tragic madness. The 
silly, lewd gyrations for which jazz is held responsible by some are the release 
of tension in a witless, neurotic stratum of society. But such dances were 
common long before the word 'jazz' was coined. Our latest dance craze has 
known the Tango, the 'shimmy.' the various zoological trots, to much the 
same purpose that now cries out for jazz. 

Whoever wishes to reform the dance must break the grip that clutches 
partner against partner, in shuffling, wriggling ambulation. Abolish the 
comparative intimacy of that twofold company; make room for the benign 
third party that turns company into crowd; devise a dance in which there is 
general participation, as there was in the quadrille, the figure dances, the 
milder forms of country reels, and you will not only improve the tone of 
public amusements, but possibly you may open a way for dance-music to 
resume a swifter, ampler, and more sweeping gait, instead of the repeated, 
jogging, stubborn motives which lead to stupid, short, reiterated movements. 

For the present, I am not concerned with dance reform, nor am I 
interested in jazz as an accompaniment to Terpsichorean atrocities; it is 
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rather the musical side of jazz - how it originated, what it represents, and 
what it may lead to - upon which I shall try to throw a little light 

 
II 

 
To a great many minds, the word 'jazz' implies frivolous or obscene 

deportment. Let me ask what the word 'Sarabande' suggests to you? I have 
no doubt that to most of you it will mean everything that is diametrically 
opposed to 'jazzing.' When you hear mention of a 'Sarabande,' you think of 
Bach's of Handel's slow and stately airs; you think of noble and dignified 
strains in partitas, sonatas, and operas of the eighteenth century. Yet the 
Sarabande, when it was first danced in Spain, about 1588, was probably far 
more shocking to behold than is the most shocking jazz to-day. The 
Sarabande seems to have been of Moorish origin. Then, as now, the oriental, 
the exotic touch, gave dancing an added fillip. When Lady Mary Montagu, 
writing from Adrianople in 1717, described the dance that she saw in the 
seraglio of a rich Mussulman, she made allusions which leave no uncertainty 
as to the exact nature of these proceedings. Something of that character must 
have belonged to the earliest Sarabande. They were the proud Hidalgo's 
hoolah-hoolah. 

A French author, Pierre de Lancre, wrote in 1613: 'The courtesans 
who mingle with the players have given this dance such a vogue on the stage, 
that there is hardly a young girl in the country who cannot copy them to 
perfection.' How truly the same might be said of our generation; it is the 
stage that starts a novel mode of dancing, the public which is alert to ape it 
and out step it. Father Mariana, in his book De Spectaculis, published in 
1609, devoted a whole chapter to an attack on the Sarabande, accusing it of 
having done more harm than the bubonic plague which devastated Europe in 
the Middle Ages. 

Again, we hear it alleged that the moral corruption worked by jazz is 
vastly more calamitous than was the material havoc wrought by the World 
War. And yet, as we know, this once objectionable Sarabande finally became 
a matrix where in the greatest musical composers have cast some of their 
loftiest and purest inspirations. Dances, popular and no doubt shocking in 
their day, have furnished the soil for the cyclic growth from which has 
sprung, by way of the concerto and sonata, the grandest form of absolute 
music, the orchestral symphony. 

What the waltz was when first it set Vienna spinning, when it turned 
Paris into one big whirlpool, has been variously chronicled by pious and 
blushing witnesses, none of whom was more perturbed than the impious 
poet, Lord Byron. 

Not soft Herodias, when, with winning tread, her nimble feet danced 
off another's head; 

Not Cleopatra on her Galley's deck displayed so much of leg or more 
of neck, 
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Than thou, ambrosial Waltz. 
 
Yet Weber was to vest such bareness in the spacious mantle of his art, 

and Chopin crown it with the coronet of quality. 
I have taken the license of rapidly rehearsing these few historical 

facts, to answer those who might question my saneness in bestowing upon the 
musical side of jazz so much as a particle of studious thought. Without 
speculating what the future development of jazz may be, what ultimate 
contribution to musical styles it may make, there is an excuse for believing 
that long after the dance known as jazz will happily have vanished, 
investigators in the field of musical history will have occasion to search for 
the inception of these peculiar tunes, to seek for traces of contemporary 
opinion on their merit or their faults. I frankly think that it would set us 
down a rather jaundiced lot, if those investigators were to discover no sign of 
unbiased appeasement, nothing but wholesale ranting against a laxity of 
morals which was inveterate before the frenzied beaters of pots and kitchen 
kettles became entitled to full membership in the Musical Union. 

Let me emphatically state that I in no way sympathize with these 
perpetrators of infernal din, who are giving a poor imitation of the admirable 
savage, with his highly perfected and astonishingly diversified art of 
sounding pulsatile instruments. 

The savage stands far above the clownish tricks of rubbing 
sandpaper, blowing shrieky sirens, or hitting at random a battery of gongs. 
The savage is immeasurably more cultured than the person who belabors a 
piano with his whole body and, thrumming two or three ill-assorted chords, 
frantically fumbled together in endless and stale repetition, tries to tell you 
that he is playing jazz. As a matter of fact, he is doing nothing of the kind. 

Like any other type of music, jazz can be bad or good. I am not 
defending bad jazz any more than I would defend a bad ballad or the bad 
playing of Beethoven. I have no intention of standing up for the insolent 
plagiarists who misappropriate and disfigure Rimsky-Korsakoff, Puccini, 
and that superlative master, Johann Strauss. One of the most audacious in 
this little game is said to be a good musician, conductor of a practiced band, 
the son of a respected Supervisor of Music in the Public Schools of Denver. 
(So says the New York Times.) I am certain that the apostle of vulgarization 
who should try to rewrite Shelley's poems in slang would be broken on the 
wheel and quartered. And I should be delighted to help set up the punitive 
machinery, if musical barbarians were to be similarly executed. 

So much, then, to clear the stage, and range into a solid background 
these protests and restrictions, upon which I shall ask you to fix, from time to 
time, a reassuring glance, while I step to the proscenium and speak my little 
piece. The burden of it is this: there exists such a thing as good jazz music, 
and good jazz is a great deal better, and far more harmless, than is a bad 
ballad or the bad playing of Beethoven. And, if you are open-eyed in 
surveying our musical tendencies, you cannot pass blindly over the 
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unspeakable riff-raff of our male and female balladists: the 'Smile' songs; 
and 'Mammy' songs; the sloppy 'Sweetheart' drivel; above all, the 
unpardonable maltreatment of the classics by the multitude of amateurs - 
offenses infinitely worse than good jazz. And to the latter I now come. 

 
III 

 
Jazz, as a state of mind, is symptom, not malady. Jazz, in the guise of 

music, is both anodyne and stimulant to the afflicted. To the immune, it is an 
irritant. The term jazz, as applied to music, is rather elastic. It embraces not 
only the noisy-noisome sort, the jumble-jungle kind, but a type that refines 
upon and meliorates the racy stuff of wilder species with matter of a 
distinctly and engagingly musical nature. Good jazz is a composite, the 
happy union of seemingly incompatible elements. Good jazz is the latest 
phase of American popular music. It is the upshot of a transformation which 
started some twenty years ago, and culminated in something unique, 
unmatched in any other part of the world. Fifteen years ago we had 
progressed to the insipid 'Waltz me around again, Willie,' to the Coon-song 
and Rag-time factories in the back parlors of the West Twentieth streets of 
New York. With the period of 'Everybody's Doing It, Doing It, Doing It,' 
about 1912, we reached the short insistent motive which was to usurp the 
prerogatives of songfulness. 

Then, one fine day, in 1915 - or fine night, I should rather say; for, if I 
remember correctly, it was in the second act of a mildly entertaining 
operetta, - we were treated to 'The Magic Melody.' A young man, gifted with 
musical talent and unusual courage, had dared to introduce into his tune a 
modulation which was nothing extraordinary in itself, but which marked a 
change, a new regime in American popular music. It was just the thing that 
the popular composer in the making had been warned against by the wise 
ones as a thing too 'high-brow' for the public to accept. They were foolish 
prophets. The public not only looked it: they went mad over it. And well they 
might; for it was a relief, a liberation. 

Gradually, the courageous young man found imitators more daring 
than himself. Harmonic richness and variety entered victoriously where 
stereotyped cadences, barren and threadbare progressions, had reigned ad 

nauseam. Mind you, I am not setting milestones with the tunes I have named; 
I merely wish to suggest to you different stages of a continuous evolution, by 
songs which were typical of each. 

I have not given the subject sufficient study to say definitely at what 
point the course of popular American music took a new turn, but, unless I 
am very much mistaken, 'The Magic Melody,' by Mr. Jerome Kern, was the 
opening chorus of an epoch. It is not a composition of genius, but it is very 
ingenious. While it is almost more tuneless than was 'Everybody's Doing It,' - 
if that be possible, - and largely adheres to the short, insistent phrase, it 
stands on a much higher musical plane. Its principal claim to immortality is 
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that it introduces a modulation which, at the time it was first heard by the 
masses, seized their ears with the power of magic. And the masses, for once, 
showed excellent judgment. 

Mr. Kern subsequently proved to be one of the most fertile, tasteful, 
and characteristic composers of light music. When he tries to be purely 
melodic, he is apt to fall back upon cheap sentimentalism, tinged with 
spurious folksong color. But his little harmonic device had a hue all its own; 
and popular parlance decided that it was 'blue.' 

A veil of mystery covers the first dark deed that went by the name of 
'Blue.' Forever hidden, perhaps, is the identity of the melancholic culprit 
who perpetrated it, although stout hearts are ready to cite the man, the place, 
and the tune. They are not apt, however, to tell you of an ancestral and bona-

fide 'blue chord,' which Richard Wagner deliberately chose in order to make 
more graphic the word blau when Tristan, in the beginning of Tristan and 

Isolde, refers to the green, but distant, shore as shimmering still in a blue 
haze. That is the sublime instance. 

The ridiculous one is the maudlin glissando on ukulele and steel 
guitar, the tear-duct of popular music. What stainless ears considered a 
rather weird turn of the melody, a morbid shifting of harmonies, entered the 
dictionary of professional jargon as 'blue note,' or 'blue chord.' 

I am under the impression that these terms were contemporary with, 
if they did not precede and foreshadow, the period of our innumerable 
musical 'blues.' What the uninitiated tried to define by that homely 
appellation was, perhaps, an indistinct association of the minor mode and 
dyspeptic intonation with poor digestion; in reality, it is the advent in 
popular music of something which the textbooks call ambiguous chords, 
altered notes, extraneous modulation, and deceptive cadence. 

The trick had irresistible charm; everybody tried it. It was in the 
preludes and interludes of the popular songs that the radicals began to break 
down the old order - that is, in those measures where the voice did not 
interfere with their freedom. The backneyed 'Till ready' was mercifully 
dispatched to limbo, and superseded by some dexterous harmonic tricks that 
not only stood, but demanded and deserved, rehearing. Instead of the 
traditional sequence of dominant diminished-seventh, and dominant-seventh 
harmonies - which formed the timeworn transition into the refrain and 
accompanied the chanted announcement: 'When he to her did say,' - there 
sprang up a diversity of the freshest, most unexpected modulations, which 
fell upon the ear like drops of evening rain upon a parched and sunbaked 
soil. The various shades of blue, in which untutored harmonists indulged, 
ranged all the way from faint cerulean to deep indigo. The last could often be 
more fittingly compared to mud. 

Between the earlier 'rag' and the 'blues,' there was this distinction: 
the rag had been mainly a thing of rhythm, of syncopation: the blues were 
syncopation relished with spicier harmonics. 
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In addition to these two elements of music, rhythm and harmony, the 
people - who in the beginning had known but one thing: melody, fastened 
upon a primitive and weak harmonic structure of 'barbershop' chords - the 
people, I say, who had stepwise advanced from melody and rhythm to 
harmony, lastly discovered counterpoint. And the result of this last discovery 
is jazz. In other words, jazz is rag-time, plus 'Blues,' plus orchestral 
polyphony; it is the combination, in the popular music current, of melody, 
rhythm, harmony, and counterpoint. 

 
IV 

 
Each of these four ingredients bears racial features which are 

unequivocally American. Yet this Americanism is not exclusively a tribal 
one; it is not content to borrow from the Negro, to filch from the Indian. 
What marks of oriental inflections it shows hail from the Jordan rather than 
from the Congo River. While the primitive syncopation was taken over from 
the colored man; while the Semitic purveyors of Broadway 'hits' made us an 
invaluable gift of their more luxurious harmonic sense, the contrapuntal 
complexity of jazz is something native, born out of the complex, strident 
present-day American life. Where did you hear, before jazz was invented, 
such multifarious stirring, heaving, wrestling of independent voices as there 
are in a jazz orchestra? The saxophone bleats a turgid song; the clarinets 
turn capers of their own; the violins come forward with an obbligato; a saucy 
flute darts up and down the scale, never missing the right note on the right 
chord; the trombone lumberingly slides off on a tangent; the drum and 
xylophone put rhythmic high lights into these kaleidoscopic shiftings; the 
cornet is suddenly heard above the turmoil, with good-natured brazenness. 
Chaos in order, - orchestral technic of master craftsmen, - music that is 
recklessly fantastic, joyously grotesque, - such is good jazz. A superb, 
incomparable creation, inescapable yet elusive; something it is almost 
impossible to put in score upon a page of paper. 

For jazz finds its last and supreme glory in the skill for improvisation 
glory in the skill for improvisation exhibited by the performers. The 
deliberately scored jazz tunes are generally clumsy, pedestrian. It is not for 
the plodding, routine orchestrator to foresee the unexpected, to plan the 
improbable. 

Jazz is abandon, is whimsicality in music. A good jazz band should 
never play, and actually never does play, the same piece twice in the same 
manner. Each player must be a clever musician, an originator as well as an 
interpreter, a wheel that turns hither and thither on its own axis without 
disturbing the clockwork. 

Strange to relate, this orchestral improvisation, which may seem to 
you virtually impossible or artistically undesirable, is not an invention of our 
age. To improvise counterpoint was a talent that the musicians in the 
orchestras of Peri and Monteverdi, three hundred years ago, were expected 
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to possess, and did possess, to such a high degree that the skeleton scores of 
those operas which have come down to us give but an imperfect idea of how 
this music sounded when performed. 

A semblance of this lost, and rediscovered, art is contained in the 
music of the Russian and Hungarian gypsies. Just as that music is a riotous 
improvisation, throbbing with a communicative beat, ever restless in mood, 
so is jazz. Just as the gypsy players are held together by an identical, 
inexplicable rhythmic spell, following the leader's fiddle in its harmonic 
meanderings, each instrument walking in a by-path of its own, so is the ideal 
jazz band constituted - that is, the jazz band made up of serious jazz artists. 

Franz Liszt could give a suggestion of gypsy music on the keyboard. 
He had a way of playing the piano orchestrally. There are few people who 
can play jazz on the piano. Jazz, as much as the gypsy dances, depends on the 
many and contrasting voices of a band, united in a single and spontaneous 
rhythmic, harmonic, and contrapuntal will. 

The playing and writing down of jazz are two different things. When 
a jazz tune is written on paper, for a piano solo, it loses nine tenths of its 
flavor. Only the bitter grounds are left. In that form, also, it is not unlike the 
chavecin music of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, of which only the 
melody was noted over a figured bass, or 'ground.' 

Jazz, fortunately, can be preserved on photographic records for our 
descendants. They will form their own estimate of our enormities. If we had 
such records of what Scarlatti, Couperin, and Rameau did with their figured 
bases, we should need fewer realizations, restitution, and renditions by 
arranger and deranger. Of the people whom I have heard play jazz on the 
piano, I can name but two who have impressed me with their uncanny skill, 
with their infallible musicianship. One of them is a young man in Boston who 
will play you the ten piano sonatas of Scriabin by heart (!), one after the 
other, and, if you have survived that, will give you some transcendental jazz 
which, I wager, you will declare eminently more worth-while than all the 
metaphysical ramblings of Scriabin's 'third period.' 

My other young friend hails from New York; he is an accomplished 
player of Chopin and Debussy, yet nowhere quite so much at home as when 
he seems to grow another pair of hands, is over all the keys at once, and with 
the touch of wizardry, conjures up tonal jazz spooks that leave you baffled 
but grinning with delight. 
 

V 
 

Here is something in music that is a more typical, a more 
comprehensive expression of the modern American spirit, than all our coon 
songs, our pseudo-Indian wails, the regional songs of a hundred years ago, 
the tenth-rate imitations of vile English ballads, the imperfect echoes of 
French impressionism. Good jazz is enjoyed by capital musicians, by men 
who are neither inordinately immoral nor extravagantly uncultured. It has 
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fascinated European composers like Stranvinsky, Casella, Satie, as Debussy 
was fascinated before them by rag-time. 'Golliwog's Cakewalk' and 
'Minstrels' are works of the purest art, notwithstanding the fact that the 
essence of their peculiar charm was filtered from the emanations of the 
music-hall. 

Maurice Ravel, last summer, told Mr. Edward Burlingame Hill, who 
was visiting him, that he considered jazz the only original contribution 
America had so far made to music. Nor do American composers of repute 
disdain to try their hand at it. Leo Sowerby, the young Chicagoan, who is the 
first musical stipendiary to be sent to the American Academy in Rome, has 
been guilty of sounding the jazz note in his chamber music and in a piano 
concerto. No less respectable a person than Professor Hill himself associate 
professor of music in Harvard University, a man who may be credited with 
harboring no desire for cheap notoriety, has signed his name to a 'Study in 
Jazz' which Messrs. Pattison and Maier have played in their remarkable 
recitals for two pianos, and which arranged for full orchestra, I believe, has 
been programmed by M. Monteux for the regular concerts of the Boston 
Symphony. There is frank and appropriate tribute paid to jazz in Mr. John 
Alden Carpenter's 'Krazy Kat' ballet. 

What more conclusive evidence could you demand to prove that jazz - 
good jazz- is not void of musical possibilities, not wanting in musical merit? 
If the fastidious musician succumbs to it, can you blame the people of 
America and Europe for liking good jazz? 

Perhaps some of my hearers have begun to be agitated with words 
whether I am a paid emissary of the 'affiliated dance-hall proprietors,' or a 
hireling of unscrupulous publishers and phonograph companies. 

As a matter of fact, in standing up for good jazz I am not making a 
plea for the deplorable dances of our day; I am not defending the prurient 
panders of the musical fraternity; I am not absolving the indiscriminate 
manufacturers of records. Against all three I want to register a loud, 
emphatic protest. But I cannot rouse myself to such a pitch of virtuous wrath 
that blindness is the result. Nor will I admit that music, at its worst, can be 
guilty of all the misdeeds that have been laid to jazz. 

Let the reformer sacrifice his days and nights in the noble endeavor to 
save mankind from the diabolic pitfalls which constantly surround it. For 
one thing, the champion of righteousness may rely upon the satiety of the 
public which, sooner or later, is sure to make an end of every 'rage,' 
including jazz dances. It is more than likely that he does rely on it, and 
therefore is as the more enthusiastic in his reform. He has, however, so far 
overlooked the powerful assistance that he might derive from bringing into 
wider prominence the musical and artistic potentialities of jazz. Nothing will 
help more speedily to lower it in the esteem of the public at large, than gently 
to hint, artfully to suggest, subtly to insinuate, that it may have some vague, 
remote relation to Art. 
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If jazz music has any of the gypsy music's fitness for survival, it will 
leave a trace, unsoiled by memories of indecorum and police raids. 
Meanwhile, the curious and heretical inquirer may be pardoned for dwelling 
reflexively upon as odd a case as that presented by the gradual accession of 
melody, rhythm, harmony and counterpoint to the leading role in the 
popular music of America, a process covering barely more than five decades. 
It has no parallel in musical history, unless we take musical progress as a 
whole during the last five centuries. Good jazz, once brought into the focus of 
unclouded criticism, reveals, aside from the grosser features visible to a 
naked eye in the dark, some finer documents, which make it appear justly 
entitled to the benefit of honest doubt, based - if on nothing else - on the 
examples of the sarabande, and the waltz. 

Of course, someone may interpose that we cannot drive jazz, waltz, 
and sarabande in one and the same harness; that the musical vehicles of 1922 
are as different from those of 1822, or 1722, as is a snorting eight-cylinder 
automobile from a feather-weight Tilbury, or a pompous stagecoach drawn 
by six. 

Quite true. Yet some argumentative and jazz-loving person might 
come along and retort that, while the means and speed of locomotion have 
changed, human nature has remained stationary, or, at least, much as it 
always was and will be. Said person might add to our embarrassment by 
averring that perhaps the real trouble is a momentary shortage in Handels, 
Webers, Chopins. And how shall we prove him wrong?” 

 
1922 DECEMBER 10 - NEW YORK TIMES  
 

SHADY DANCE STEPS BARRED BY POLICE  Mrs. Loft, Deputy 
Commissioner, Persuades Proprietors to Agree to Reform. - SPACE AND 
SPEED ADVISED. Dilatory "Cicao," Volcanic "Balconading" and 
suspicious "Parking" Condemned. 

Dance hall proprietors of New York City will meet at the Hotel Astor 
tomorrow afternoon to form an organization for the elimination of the 
"Chicago," "balconading,' slow dancing and "parking" from the public 
dance halls of New York City. The agreement of the principal dance hall 
proprietors to form an organization to bar objectionable steps was brought 
about by Mrs. George W. Loft, Deputy Police Commissioner, who called 
them together last Wednesday at a meeting at the West thirty-seventh Street 
police station. 

Mrs. Loft told those assembled that slow and tight dancing was 
permitted in many dance halls, that complaints from mothers were flooding 
the Police Department and that Commissioner Enright was prepared to take 
drastic measures by way of streets and the cancellations of licenses to put a 
stop to it. She said that Commissioner Enright had suggested as a possible 
alternative the voluntary purification of public dancing by the dance hall 
proprietors. 
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Proprietors Agree to Ban 

 
All the dance hall proprietors agreed that voluntary action was 

desirable and promised to be present at the meeting at the Hotel Astor on 
Monday, at which regulations will be adopted and possibly a dance dictator 
after the Landis-Hay-Thomas pattern may be selected. 

"The worst dancing is at the best hotels," one of the dance hall 
proprietors said at the meeting of proprietors after Mrs. Loft had outlined 
her views. She is said to have agreed with this, but to have contended that 
such dancing was not so pernicious because it affected comparatively few, 
while thousands were trained in various styles of dancing at the public halls. 
It was said to be impracticable, from the police standpoint to regulate closely 
what took place at private affairs. 

One of the dance hall proprietors said that no form of dancing was so 
bad as the failure to dance, which is now said to be becoming popular on 
many floors in New York City. This abuse was technically described as 
"parking" by the man who denounced it. 

 
Variations of "Parking." 

 
"Parking," he said, "is when a couple takes the floor to dance and 

then stop dancing. They simply stay on the one spot all through the dance. 
There are any number of variations to this." 

The "Chicago" was described as a slow step belonging to calisthenics 
rather than to the dance. "Balconading" was described concisely as "rough." 

In general the plan of reform, it was said yesterday, is to introduce a 
noticeable distance and a brisker motion into public dancing. Several of the 
large dancing places, it was pointed out, have sets of floor managers, 
sometimes called umpires or referees, who compel observance of the rules of 
the hall as to the types of dancing. It is charged, however, that the evasions of 
the rules are more insidious than the violations. 

Mrs. Loft told the dance hall proprietors that if voluntary action 
failed to introduce respectability into some of the offending places 
policewomen and policemen would be posted there with orders to arrest for 
disturbance of the peace whenever partners were detected in dances 
considered extreme. Such arrest, dance hall proprietors were warned, would 
be followed by action through the License Commissioner to close the 
offending places. Dance halls on Broadway in the Eighty-Sixth Street and 
116th Street districts are said to have been commented upon adversely.” 

 
JANUARY – METRONOME - 1923 

 
SONGS AND DANCES OF THE SOUTHLAND By Nellie Flamm.  
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Oh, Jean Ba'tees, pourquois, Oh, Jean Ba'tees, pourquois, Oh, Jean Ba'tes. 

Pourquois you grease my leetle dog's feet wit' ta-a-ah! 

 

The song came ahead of the singers, trolled in lusty Gallic voices, around the 
bend in the Barataria Canal, and, softened y the sounding board of willow-arched 
waters, until it struck my ears as a sort of introductory note to the Great marsh. But 
to Captain Barrow, at the wheel of the long, slim Brer Rabbit, it meant merely a 
turning to the right, over close to the edge of the smooth canal, so that the wash of 
the speedboat's propellers might not roll the coming songsters against the bank. 
Slowing down we made the turn, with another turn ahead made visible by a cypress 
log rising from the inshore current, but the singers were still around this further 
bend, and as we crept down upon them, until they hove in sight, still worrying the 
absent Jean Baptiste with typical question as to why he applied the tar to the feet of 
the "little dog." 

There were four of them, one at the wheel of a low, wide lugger hull, in which 
one of those snorting oil engines currently known as "mules" had been installed, 
and the other three gathered on the short bow deck. The three were the singers, and 
as they passed us they broke into another song, not a chantey but a very old song of 
the furthest South of the United States, in which the man at the wheel joined fitfully, 
timing his vocal contributions to the bends in the canal and the rollers Brer Rabbit 
had been setting up against the banks. The song they sang as they waved to us in 
passing was a very old Creole chanson, apparently aimed in ridicule at some 
mulatto girl who attempted to pass herself off as white. It was sung in Louisiana 
nearly, if not quite, 200 years ago, and it goes: 

 
"Ah! Touconton! Mo connin toi; To semble Morico; 
Y'a pas savon qui assez blane pour laver to la peau!" 
 

Old-Time Favorites Still Sung 
 

Quite probably Louis Philippe heard this song, along with a hundred others 
as old, in the once-famous residence of Bernard Marigny de Mandeville of La 
Nouvelle Orleans. But here it was, coming down the canal, in the Spring of 1921, 
broken now and again by the staccato barks of the engine in the boat of the singers, 
when it should have been timed to the thrusts of the boatman's pole as he walked 
from how to stern of his flat nosed bateau. 

To Captain Barrow it meant something else. "The shrimp have come in," he 
said 

And sure enough, as the lugger passed us, we looked into a pile of spun silver 
in her cargo box, a ton or more of shrimp, fresh from Barataria Bay, at once the 
cause of the presence of the singers and of their bursting into song as well. Quite 
probably they had been singing these odd little songs, now in Creole French, now in 
Gallicized English, ever since they left their shrimp schooners with the cargo for the 
market at New Orleans. As they rolled on their way we hailed them, and their 
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answer bore word of the truth of the Captain's forecast and a hint of the great 
dependence of the people of the marsh place on the shrimp as their "staff of life." 

"Ver' fine, M'sieu; de swimp, he come in."  
But they could not keep long from song, and as we straightened out for the 

entrance into Barataria Bay we could hear the second verse of the "Troubles of 
Toucouton": 

 
Quad blancs la yo donne yo bal, To pas capable aller; 
Comment t'a vaillant giabal? Toi qui l'aime briller! Th! Toucouton! 
 

Those Who Live in the Great Marsh 
 

Out of the 12,000 square miles of marsh, stretching from the mouth of the 
Mississippi River nearly to the Sabine River of Texas, filled with lakes and bays and 
bayous and rivers and islands, these fishermen had come, typical representatives of 
the more than 300,000 people who inhabit the Great Marsh. They are like the rails 
of the rush-beds and the tuleflats, in that one seldom sees them unless he goes 
hunting for them; a shy, secretive, yet open-hearted people, hospitable to the last bit 
of food in the house, but as clannish as ever was Scottish Highlander or Tennessee 
mountaineer. 

Their little cabins, erected with their own bands and with the aid of their 
kindly neighbors, at the old-fashioned "house-raisers" of a half century ago in more 
Northern climes, stand on little humps and hillocks in the marsh. These knolls they 
have dignified with the name of "islands," yet ofttimes there is no visible water 
around the island, merely mile on mile of waving reeds and luxuriant marsh grasses, 
seven or eight feet in height, wild rice whistling through its bearded heads as the 
wind sighs down from the land or roars in from the sea. 

Under this mat of grass and reeds and tules and rushes lies water, a few 
inches deep, and then mud, black rich mud, poured down for centuries by the 
Father of Waters as he built up his delta. And the hardest work the marsh man does 
is to keep open the channel - often no more than 10 feet wide - which leads from 
clear water to his island cabin. For the marsh man and his marsh women and their 
children live by their boats. Without his pirogue, his john-boat, and, of late years, 
his motor boat, the dweller in the Great Marsh of America would be as helpless as 
the Arab without his horse, the Bedouin without his dromedary. Next to the shrimp, 
which comes and goes irregularly, but in general at certain seasons of the year, the 
marsh man values his boat, and to steal a man's boat in the Great Marsh is 
equivalent to the taking of his horse in the old days in the West. Most often it is 
followed with much the same punishment, if the thief is caught, without recourse to 
officers of the law or to courts. 

 
How the Law is Carried Out 

 
Indeed, the officers of the law have no particular liking for the Great Marsh. 

When they go into it seeking a transgressor, they are treated with the utmost 
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courtesy; every marsh man's cabin and all that is in it belongs to the "Sharref" or 
his "daypooty," and he will be taken from place to place in whatever boat is most 
convenient; but, should be remain there the rest of his life, he never, other than be 
accident, will be allowed to find the man be seeks. Even if that man has committed 
some overt act against one of the marsh people, the injured man will conceal the one 
who injured him until the minion of the law has passed, when the law of the marsh 
will take its course, the inured person will decide the punishment for the crime, and 
it will be administered. 

A Mixture of Races 
 

These people are not the 'Cadians, the "Cajuns," as they are commonly 
called, for the remnant of the people of Grand Pre, the descendants of the original 
Arcadians, are to the north of the Great Marsh, in the parish named for their 
heroine - Evangeline. These people of the marsh are of all races. Here Greek meets 
Filipino, and the British younger son quite often finds himself working in the same 
boat with a Syrian, an Italian or a Basque. For the most part, however, they are men 
and women whose native lands are in the South of Europe, with a sprinkling of 
Chinese, a few Japanese and now and then a Korean. The color line is rather 
strongly drawn, however, and the Negro, plentiful as he is on the mainland, seldom 
invades the marsh. The Asiatics, too, usually live to themselves, frequently in 
villages, while the Italian, French, Spanish, Greek, Basque or other white-skinned 
national as a rule lives in a solitary cabin with his family and not in the settlement. 

 
A Closer View of the Settlements 

 
There are, it is true, some settlements in the Great Marsh, but they are 

largely centers of distribution for such products of civilization as the puffing steam 
packets or the larger motor boats bring in from "N'Awleens," Houma, Lake 
Charles or some other town out on the rim of the marsh. Indeed, the marsh has 
revived the packet, the stern-wheeled river steamboat, whose famous predecessors 
the Robert E. Lee, the Natchez and others, made steam-boating on the rivers of the 
Mississippi Valley an event of history half a century ago. The packets have "come 
back," but it is to the smaller work of the Great Marsh rather than to the main 
trunk lines of the north and south rivers to which they have come. 

On these packets, leaving New Orleans or any other of the "ports" of the 
Great Marsh, one may find a cargo more varied than that carried by a transatlantic 
liner, for it ranges through all the necessities of life to its luxuries. In one such cargo 
on a packet on which the writer rode from New Orleans to Houma, there were a 
piano and a cow, while back in the stern were four foxhounds being taken back to a 
lonely cabin by their new master. The passengers are scarcely less interesting. 

Like the mountaineer of Tennessee, the womenfolk of the dwellers in the 
Great Marsh travel little, except to the Saturday night bailes on the shrimp 
platforms, or to the home of some neighbor, possible twenty miles away. When the 
women do get an opportunity to leave their homes for a journey to the home of some 
relative in one of the towns, they travel always by packet or by the passenger-
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carrying motor boats, which also ply on more or less regular schedules through the 
marsh. 

The men, however, do not like the packet, and when they are called by some 
business to the cities, they make their own way in their own boats, the more 
fortunate ones in motor craft; those who do no own such pretentious boats, in their 
skiffs, or even in their pirogues - and the Indian in his birchbark canoe was never 
one-half so clever as Jean or Alec or Alphonse in his pirogue. This is merely a 
hollow cypress log, fifteen feet long, sharpened at the ends. A fifty-mile trip along in 
this cypress shell is nothing unusual to the marsh man. At night he straightens 
himself out in it and sleeps. Six or seven miles an hour for an eight-hour run of 
rowing is by no means the record of speed and endurance these marsh men have set 
in their pirogues, while the average man, even though a good canoe paddler, will 
find himself struggling in the water within five minutes after he starts to paddle the 
pirogue. 

 
What Happens on Saturday Night 

 
But it is on Saturday night that these seemingly lonely - at any rate solitary - 

people of the marsh cast off their taciturnity and for a few hours give themselves 
over to enjoyment. At irregular distances throughout the Louisiana marsh are 
scattered the shrimp platforms, where hundreds of tons of shrimp are boiled and 
dried each year for shipment to China and Japan and for limited sale in the United 
States. It is the rule of these platforms that every Saturday night they shall be swept 
clean of all the dried shrimp, for not a man in the marsh will work on Sunday. In 
passing, it might be said he will not work any other day if there is bacon, cornmeal 
and salt in the house. On at least one of these platforms - which are often 300 feet 
long by 100 feet wide, built of rough, but close-laid planking, out over water often 20 
feet deep - there is a dance every Saturday night, "cep'in w'en de rain he fails." 

 
Attendance at the Saturday Night Dances 

 
Like children to a Maypole, these grown-up youngsters of the marsh flock to 

the shrimp platform designated for the dance, in their motorboats they come, 
bringing all their families, from grandfather and grandmother to the latest baby, 
through winding bayous, down narrow streams and across shallow lakes, bearing 
food for the family for the trip and for the night on the shrimp platform. Then 
distance means nothing to the man of the marsh, for, in order to get the largest 
crowds possible, invitations have been given to all the world at the last dance the 
previous Saturday night, and, by word of mouth, this invitation has been carried 
often 100 miles from the platform on which the next dance is to be held. Scattered as 
the cabins of these marsh dwellers are, it seems to me that the average of their trips 
on Saturday afternoons, and sometimes all day Saturday, in order to reach the 
platform on time, must be rather more than twenty-five miles, ranging from five to 
seventy-five or a hundred miles. 
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Waiting for them on the platform will be the "givers" of the dance, a group 
of young men, usually, with one or two old men on the committee by courtesy. They 
do not in reality give the dance, because it is entirely co-operative, and the owner of 
the shrimp platform donates it, as well as the use of the boiling and other sheds 
surrounding it, as resting places for the women and nurseries for the babies. There, 
too, will be the violinists - and they are called "violinists," not "fiddlers," buy the 
humblest dweller in the marsh. These have been obtained by the "givers" of the 
dance, who, by and by, will pass the hat to make up a collection with which to pay 
the musicians. 

 
The Dance; Those Who Take Part; What Is Danced and the Return Home 

 
Such a dance presents one of the most animated, colorful and innocently 

happy pictures I have ever seen. The women, living drab lives in the marsh, adorn 
themselves with the most vivid reds and blues and yellows, even though the material 
be only calico. Man of them are beautiful, in a dark, stormy way. Fiercely curled 
black mustaches mark the men and mantilla-draped heads the women. 

The platform is illuminated by oil or gasoline torches. No new jazz dances 
are allowed, but the old-time waltzes, two-steps and now and then a polka, 
schottische or even a quadrille keeps the company on their feet until the sun slips 
out of the east and the violinists strike into "Home, Sweet Home." Then there is 
breakfast, as there was supper at midnight and a luncheon at 6 or 7 o'clock in the 
evening, but whereas the separate parties ate by themselves in the evening before 
the dance, now everyone is acquainted with everyone else and the whole platform 
becomes an animated party of diners. 

Then, babies, asleep and most of the older folks well on the way to 
slumberland, they go into the boats again, and the put-put of the motors takes the 
place of the strains of violin and 'cello. The pilots of the boats are chosen from their 
companions who came with them by lot, or volunteer, as being more wide-awake 
than their follows, and they steer until noon, if the return home requires all day, and 
then they are relieved at the wheel by someone who has slept away the morning 
hours curled on top of the low cabin or along a rude, movable bench in the cockpit. 

Home again in the little cabin raised on stilts, like the houses of the ancient 
villagers of the Swiss lakes, or set on an "island" in the midst of a thousand acres of 
marsh, there is a night of sleep, and then off again in the boats to meet the men they 
met at the dance.” 

 
1923  FEB. - METRONOME 
 

DETRIMENTAL EFFECTS OF JAZZ ON OUR YOUNGER 
GENERATION by A. E. Guilliams A few words about jazz music and jazz 
combinations that are different from any articles I have ever seen published 
up to the present time. Very often these days you will read articles in the 
daily papers and musical magazine arguing for and against jazz music and 
jazz combinations. It seems that both sides have arguments that sound 
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reasonable, but I have never heard either side make any statements as to the 
final results of the two styles of music (being played these days) on the public 
that attends these concerts, theatres, dance halls, etc. Well, let me tell you 
something that I have observed along this line of jazz, its consequences and 
the music of a high standard and its consequences. Do you know of any of 
our young people, old ones either for that matter, landing in our insane 
asylums from the effect of attending places where real orchestras and our 
best music is featured? No, not many, if any; on the other hand, I can say 
from my own knowledge that about fifty percent of our young boys and girls 
from the age of 16 to 25 that land in the insane asylums these days are jazz 
crazy, dope fiends and public dance hall patrons. Jazz combinations, dope 
fiends and public dance halls are all the sane, "one." Where you find one you 
will find the other. This "jazz" life is great while it lasts but it is short-lived 
with many, as I have seen from three to five young boys and girls land in our 
asylums one after another from the effect of too much jazz, dope and public 
dance halls. I, for one, think that if the present-day speed, of the human race 
were cut-down just a little the building of additions to most every insane 
asylum in the United States could be eliminated. I think the real crazy "jazz" 
combinations are fast losing their popularity and will soon be a thing of the 
past. Some of us at least hope so, as we would like to see music one of the 
greatest of arts advance and not go backwards.” 

 
1923 DECEMBER - METRONOME 
 

HOW'S BUSINESS WITH THE DANCE ORCHESTRA BOYS? A 
survey of the present situation in the dance orchestra field; the opportunities 
for success and how they have been grasped by the topnotchers. By Carl 
Cunningham. "Business is rotten and salaries are coming down all along the 
line," has been the password among the dance orchestra men for so long in 
New York that it has come to be like the boy who cried "wolf, wolf" when 
there was no wolf. It is true that some few dance leaders in New York are 
finding the going tough, but the majority are working regularly and making 
just about as much as they always have. 

Early in the beginning of the present season, during the month of 
September, the usual, inevitable panic hit the dance boys on Broadway. So 
many of the seaside places were closing and so few new places opening that 
they couldn't see where the money was coming from so they started to 
reserve benches in Bryant Park and slots in the Automat. But, as is the case 
with most panics, this one was rather apparent than real. In a very few weeks 
most of the leaders, much to their own surprise, found that the situation had 
adjusted itself nicely and that, for the most part, they were getting little, if 
any, less than last year. It is true that the two o'clock closing and the 
supposed non-sale of alcoholics made it presumably impossible for certain 
cabarets to pay as much as formerly. But on the other hand when the 
management of these cabarets came to look for first line orchestras they 
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found a shortage rather than an oversupply, and paid high to get what they 
wanted, economizing on acts and revues where necessary. 

Musicians in the principal dance rendezvous, both cabarets and 
ballrooms in New York, are getting all the way from $60 to $150 a week. 
Those in the $150 class are comparatively few, but, in most instances, this 
does not represent their real earning as these men are almost all recording 
artists, playing two or more record dates a week. An interesting example is 
that of the men in Paul Whiteman's Orchestra. This orchestra is playing at 
the Palais Royal and in the Ziegfeld "Follies," besides making records for the 
civtor. The smallest check received by any of Whiteman's men recently was 
over $350 for a week's work. Specht, at the New Alamac, Lopez at the 
Pennsylvania, and one or two others are also in the big money class, the latter 
playing vaudeville besides his hotel engagement. 

The promptness of the readjustment following the summer season was 
a cause of surprise to many, but there were several reasons for it that stood 
out plainly to any one interested enough to study the situation. In the first 
place, in spite of the talk of places closing, many new places opened. 
Philadelphia is said to have more cabarets running now than it had in pre-
Volstead days and many leaders, who had been figured in the New York 
field, stayed in the sleepy city instead of laying off successfully on Broadway. 

 
Opportunities in Vaudeville 

 
Vaudeville was another big factor in relieving the situation. At the end 

of last season the Keith offices reported that their patrons were fed up on the 
so-called band act and that this type of act would be absent from the bills 
during the coming season. In spite of this announcement the opening of the 
vaudeville year found more orchestra acts than ever before, and, surprising 
as it may seem, at bigger salaries than ever before, playing the big time. 
Yerke's now has two combinations in vaudeville, his S. S. Flotilla band and 
his Marimba band, both at better salaries than he had ever hoped to get for 
them through this medium. The Flotilla combination is reported to be getting 
close to $2,000 a week, an exceptionally high figure for vaudeville. Jimmy 
Carr, Ernic Golden, the Leviathan Orchestra, Harry Stoddard, all New York 
combinations, and many others are finding the two-a-day profitable. 

Another outlet for orchestras has been the musical comedy field. In 
New York, Charles Dornberger and his Orchestra, a former Whiteman 
combination, work in the pit and on the stage in George White's "Scandals." 
"The James boys," billed as a "Paul Whiteman Orchestra," work in the pit 
with "Little Jessie James" doing a specialty during the entr'acte. Yerke's 
"Happy Six," now a nine piece combination, is part of the entertainment in 
"I'll Say She Is" at present on the road waiting a favorable opportunity to 
come into New York. Ben Meroff, a former New York leader, and his 
orchestra, are with "Nifties of 1923," a burlesque show on the Columbia 
wheel. 
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Requirements of Vaudeville Orchestras 

 
One of the primary requisites for orchestras playing in vaudeville, 

and there are over 75 of them, is novelty. The average vaudeville audience is 
not content with an orchestra that merely plays, regardless of their playing 
ability. It has been found necessary to surround the orchestra with expensive 
cycloramas and sets and to incorporate in the act a song story, scenic 
exploitation, costume bit, singing numbers, dances, or other unusual features 
to put the act across. Some of the acts carry special stage managers, 
electricians and carpenters and cost in the neighborhood of $5,000 to 
produce. Most notable in this type, is Lopez, who, in establishing himself as a 
vaudeville favorite, has been lavish in the expenditures. That the outlay was 
warranted is evidenced by the fact that not only has Lopez been playing in 
vaudeville in and around New York for almost a year of consecutive weeks 
but has found that the sale of his records has increased tremendously. This is 
not along true of the sales in the metropolitan district but also in out-of-town 
cities as well, the special exploitation made possible by his vaudeville 
headlining making for this result. 

Harry Stoddard built his vaudeville act around an idea, a trip around 
New York, and sprang from comparative obscurity to popularity. Accepting 
a phonograph contract he made several records before leaving the city on the 
Orpheum circuit and has been able to promote sales for the company by tie-
ups with local dealers in the towns which he plays. This practice is universal 
among recording orchestra leaders, both with the record companies and the 
instrument dealers. It has worked to the advantage of both parties. Ernie 
Golden, Simone Martucci and many others have come to be booked upon as 
purely vaudeville bands, combining no other position, such as cabaret or 
hotel with their vaudeville work. 

Hitherto vaudeville has been looked upon askance by the leaders, the 
impression being that after the outlay for scenery and production was made, 
commission and traveling expenses paid and the lay-off weeks averaged in 
the new would be so small as to be almost negligible. As a matter of fact, the 
average weekly salary, figuring in all lay-offs, expenses and incidentals, of a 
musician in vaudeville is $85 with the leaders getting from $125 upwards. 
Many of the leaders in vaudeville work their acts on a co-operative basis, a 
nine-piece combination splitting the balance after deducting expenses ten 
ways, the leader getting double. This has been found to keep the men 
contented and to make for a general feeling of good fellowship and espirit de 

corps in the organization. 
 

Getting on the Wax 
 

The goal for which all of the New York orchestra leaders, as well as 
those from out of town aim is to get on the wax, to make phonograph 
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records. To do this they realize that they must be one of two things, 
preferably both of them. They must have orchestras of unusual excellence 
and possessed of good dance rhythm and they must be of sufficient 
prominence to assure a sale for their records after these records are released. 
The first can be achieved only by ability and constant rehearsal coupled with 
foresight and vision. The second, the leaders find, comes through judicious 
advertising, and sound publicity. It is interesting to note that certain of the 
larger leaders have special publicity staffs drawing salaries of from $50 to 
$150 a week to assemble and disseminate news of interest regarding the 
leader. Whiteman's return from England, basically a reception by his sincere 
friends on this side, nevertheless was a cleverly planned and executed 
publicity maneuver that achieved nationwide recognition. The cost was 
estimated at close to $10,000, a special yacht being hired, an airplane holding 
an orchestra engaged, a new safety belt hooking up in the publicity with a 
band playing in the water, the radio being used extensively and the entire 
proceedings being handled by a central committee whose actions were 
directed by four specially engaged publicity experts who sent out reams of 
press stuff before and after the landing. All the leaders have come to 
recognize the value of publicity, especially in the trade papers and a majority 
of them have at some time or other made arrangements for special publicity 
work. 

Where is the money in the orchestra business? Certainly not in being 
a leader, for the average leader makes about $150 a week. The leaders have 
found that it pays them to build up a reputation, establish a trade name, for 
in this way they create a demand for their particular type of music. The 
supplying of orchestras for society and other dances has thus become a big 
part of their income. The prices range upwards from $20 a man per 
engagement, depending upon the prominence of the leader, Offices are 
maintained with staffs to look after the detail work of engaging the musicians 
for the jobs and getting the work and the leader successful enough to keep 
his overhead down, soon finds that the salary he makes as a musician is not a 
drop in the bucket compared to what he makes by furnishing dance 
orchestras. 

 
Contract Work 

 
Besides the single night engagements there is the contract work. 

Leaders of reputation find it easy to get engagements for orchestras in hotels, 
restaurants and cabarets both in New York and out of town, the majority of 
the leaders placing well-known combinations on a commission arrangement, 
usually 10 per cent of the contract price. In contract engagements of this kind 
the orchestra is usually billed under its own name with "Presented by--" and 
the name of the big leader preceding. 

It must not be thought that the orchestra booking game in New York 
is all velvet. Several leaders who had made good names for themselves 
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attempted a cleanup in the New York field. They started out by imagining 
they could charge $30 and $40 a man for the engagements and get away with 
it. Also that all that was necessary to make good at this game was to have an 
office where prospective clients could form a waiting line begging for a 
change to use from six to twenty $10 a night union men and pay $40 each for 
them because the leader's name was tacked on. Had this been the case New 
York would have seen a group of orchestra millionaires that closely 
approximated in number the bootleg contingent that keeps Broadway night 
life pulsating. 

But the folks that spend money are fairly sane; otherwise they would 
not have the money to spend. They demand value and it is surprising to some 
leaders that the public really knows value in dance music and cannot be 
bunched more than twenty per cent of the time. A twenty per cent bunco is 
worse than no bunco at all. The leaders with the false ideas flopped quickly 
in the booking field and were glad to take their losses and get out. 

In booking orchestras, in New York or anywhere else, the 
fundamentals are the same as in any form of commercial endeavor. There 
must be capital, organization, demand, distribution, and a myriad of 
associated details. In the case of the orchestra business the capital need not 
be large as the business is one of service with no great stock to be carried on 
hand. Expenses come chiefly in rental and stenographic lines and for 
advertising and the salaries of musicians. The majority of offices wait until 
after a particular job is paid for before paying the men for that job. This has 
its advantages as far as the office is concerned but makes for dissatisfaction 
on the part of the men, especially if the money is held up too long. Sufficient 
capital should always be kept on hand to take care of the current payrolls, 
the men being paid twice a month or oftener. 

 
Selection of Musicians an Obstacle 

 
The selection of musicians to fill the various engagements has proved 

the rock on which several of the offices floundered. The big leader himself is 
so busy with the affairs of his orchestra that he has not time to look after this 
detail. He usually leaves the picking of men to another leader of reputation 
and prominence who will work on all the big jobs himself and surround 
himself with an adequate personnel on each engagement. This leader usually 
works without salary being contented to know that he is getting the cream of 
the work that comes into the office and his leader's pay for each job. Of 
course the danger here is in the so-called gypping by the leader. One of the 
larger New York offices found that the leader who had been in charge of this 
department had been pocketing hundreds of dollars a week by holding back 
from five to ten dollars on every man engaged. The man is now out and 
another leader put in charge who has an interest in the business and can be 
relied upon not to interfere with his own profits. The fault has been further 
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done away with by having all musicians paid by the manager by check and 
not by the leader. 

Creating a demand for orchestras is an essential. Every orchestra 
booking office attempts to have at least one showroom or sample. In the case 
of the prominent leader or recording artist his own number one orchestra is 
the "showroom" or "sample" that is necessary and he receives letters daily 
asking him to supply society functions and other affairs with his style or type 
of music. These are followed up by the business staff who complete all 
further arrangements, the leader having accomplished his work in creating 
the demand. Advertising in favored mediums is another way to create a 
demand. Those offices that have a sufficient appropriation for advertising 
find it advisable to put this in the hands of an agency who will be in a 
position to know which are the best mediums and to prepare copy that will 
bring results. In this way the leader and his staff are further relieved of the 
necessity of talking to advertising salesmen from the numerous publications 
that imagine they can be of benefit to the office. 

Because of the peculiar nature of the business the bookkeeping 
demands more than usual care. It has been found in several cases in New 
York that offices that were presumably doing a great business were in reality 
losing money, the overhead eating them up, and the bookkeeping methods 
being so careless that it was not until an accountant was called in that the 
deficit became evident. Some of the offices have worked out elaborate but 
simple systems whereby the management can see at a glance exactly how they 
stand at all times, records being kept for the day, week, month and year on a 
loose-leaf system that gives the results at a glance.  

 
Selling Service Via Phonograph 

 
In selling orchestra out of town for contract engagements several of 

the leaders have found the phonograph records of great value. These leaders, 
most of them recording artists, send one or two of their best records to the 
prospective employer accompanying them with a sales letter. They are thus 
sure of getting a hearing anyway as it takes a strong will power to keep a 
man from playing a record that he has never heard before, especially if he is 
interested in music. Several leaders who are not record makers have found it 
profitable to go to some of the independent laboratories and pay for the 
privilege of making records to send out. This sometimes serves a double 
purpose, the leader not only establishing himself as a record maker but 
bringing himself to the attention of the real recording companies. 

The radio has proved a fertile field for the building up of prestige. 
Leaders of lesser known ability found that they played to a large audience 
and received numerous request via this medium On the other hand the big 
leaders, who were not able to get away from their engagements to assemble 
their orchestras at the broadcasting stations found that the bigger companies 
were willing to run in a special wire. Lopez, at the Hotel Pennsylvania, is now 
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doing this and Whiteman is on the verge of giving his services one night a 
month to one of the companies exclusively. A special wire is to be placed in 
the Congo Room of the new Hotel Alamac for broadcasting Specht's music. 

Not alone does the orchestra benefit by broadcasting but it has been 
found by actual investigation that the place where the orchestra plays is 
benefited, folks from out-of-town visiting the resort when in New York and 
invariably visiting the orchestra leader to tell him they had the pleasure of 
hearing his mover the radio. 

 
The Inrush of Bush Leaguers 

 
The big city leaders have lately been comparatively free from the evil 

that last season upset conditions along the Rialto somewhat. This was the 
invasion by the out-of-town leaders. It was a strange state of affairs that led 
leaders who were regarded as the king pins in their home environment to 
enter the New York field in competition with the biggest in the game. In 
order to get in they usually had to work for less than they made at home and 
found that it cost them two or three times more to live. In some cases they 
complained bitterly of the lack of cordiality and the amount of double 
dealing among the New Yorkers. As a matter of fact the New York leaders 
are extremely cordial to the visitor and in many cases go far out of their way 
to help him find a berth. But the hustling competition in the field in the big 
town puts every one on his toes, and, in this line, as in any other, it is a case 
of the survival of the fittest. The natural advice of all the big New York 
leaders to those out-of-town who are contemplating the New York invasion is 
"stay out." They will always tell the young leader from the sticks that the 
game is heartbreaking and distinctly not worth the candle. But the truth 
remains in plain sight for all those who care to see. If he has the goods and 
knows how to sell it "Come on in, the water's fine." There is always an 
opening for a good man in any field. First find the opening and then go after 
it tooth and nail. It is well to remember that both Paul Whiteman and Paul 
Specht are not natives of the big metropolis but come from Denver and 
Sinking Springs, Pennsylvania, respectively. The visiting leader may not 
make his fortune, but he will have a good hard fight, learn a lot that is useful, 
make many valuable friends and when he is ready, go home with the added 
prestige of a New York engagement under his belt and his value increased in 
his own locality. 

 
Be Sure You're Right, Then Go Ahead 

 
But this coming to New York is a step that should be carefully 

considered before it is taken. The leader should be sure that he knows what 
he is stepping into. Many leaders have come into town only to be buried in 
cheaper dance halls or cabarets where they remain for the rest of their time 
practically unheard of. In some instances other leaders, hearing some of their 
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men play, make them offers at better figures when their contract time 
expires, and the band slowly disintegrates and is never heard of again. This 
"stealing" of musicians is not a universal practice, but there is no law in the 
land that can prevent a man from bettering his position in life, and a 
musician, not otherwise legally bound, who can turn a deaf ear to the siren 
jingle of increased coin in the pay envelope is a marvel in loyalty and a lot of 
other things. 

"Business is terrible and salaries are coming down all along the line." 
Apple sauce. Business is great, but a leader has to work to make good. There 
is no easy road to success in this field. If a leader has the goods and uses his 
head he can make a good living. If he is possessed of genius and personality 
he can make a better living. The successful man is never heard kicking about 
hard times.” 

 
1923 DECEMBER - METRONOME 
 

INSTRUMENTATION FOR THEATER PIT AND DANCE 
ORCHESTRAS  By Ernest Cutting - Musical Director, "Little Jessie 
James," Longacre Theatre, New York, and Director of Paul Whiteman's 
"James Boys" Orchestra 

 

 
     
I have eleven men besides myself in the pit at the Longacre Theatre with 
Little Jessie James ,and the instrumentation a shown above is very effective 
inasmuch as the Longacre is a small theatre. My two Saxophonists both use 
their Sopranos, Altos, Tenors and Baritones during the show and one of 
them doubles on 'Cello and one on Clarinet for the quiet numbers. The Bass 
Clarinet is also used effectively on some numbers. My Bass player doubles on 
string Bass and Bass Sax. One of the Trumpet players also doubles on 'Cello. 
The two Violins play divisi all through the show except of course where one 
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has an obbligato to the voice. Saxophone obbligatos to the voice are also in 
order and are very effective. 

The possibilities with an orchestra of this type in the theatre are 
unlimited for apart from the beautiful effects obtained with the strings, 
Saxophones and Wood Wind, there is a wonderful pep and rhythm to the 
ensemble and syncopated numbers that can never be gotten with the old-
fashioned instrumentation. Of course, this instrumentation will probably 
never be used for Opera, Operettas, etc., but for the present type of Musical 
comedy and Review it lends itself admirably. 

In building an orchestra of this type it is most essential that the 
Saxophonists be capable men on practically the whole family of Saxophones, 
and someone in the orchestra must double on 'Cello. 

 

 
 
Each Saxophone player should be capable of playing the whole family 

of Saxophones and should also double on woodwind. This seems a lot to ask 
by present day conditions demand it. Competition is keen, but the ambitious 
fellow today is fully repaid for his efforts. Saxophone players especially 
cannot be too versatile. String Bass players should also make a point of 
becoming efficient on Bass Saxophone or Tuba. All this doubling is made 
necessary by the demand for color in dance music as in the classics. 

 
1924 FEBRUARY - THE FLUTIST 
 

JAZZ-ITS ORIGIN, EFFECT, FUTURE by Haydn M. Mathews - 
The American Federation of Musicians, of Michigan, held their State 
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convention in Lansing on Jan. 23 and 24, and concluded the business with a 
banquet at the Kerns Hotel. The banquet was very thoughtfully arranged by 
our local officers for 5:30 o'clock, in order that the theatre men could attend 
and hear some of the speakers. The convention had gone on record to "Give 
the public what it wants," and stated this opinion through the press, adding 
that they believed "The public wanted jazz with the hammering and 
squawking noises left out," a sort of "we are merchants, not educators" 
policy. The Rev. Harvey Waite, of the First Baptist Church of Owosso, 
Michigan, was the principal speaker of the evening, his introduction 
following the general introduction of delegates. The Sattla-Logan Orchestra 
and the excellent Glee Club of the Reo Motor Company having put on their 
offerings during the banquet so that the theatre men could enjoy as much of 
the fun as possible before going back to work. 

Let me begin by saying that the Rev. Waite is a very capable musician, 
a preacher who does not carry a long face and a sad countenance, but is a 
regular "he" man who can appreciate a good joke; he impresses one as being 
the kind of fellow who possesses the courage of his convictions. He began his 
talk by "kidding" the members in the usual style of the after-dinner speaker, 
funny stories, etc., but when he did get under way he sure did "light into" 
jazz. This I considered an act of great moral courage, because he knew very 
well the opinions of the major part of his audience. Among the remarks 
which some of the members considered the most offensive were his 
statements, "Jazz is the curse of the age; it has made fools of mothers and 
grandmothers. Oh, God, if we could but rid the earth of this thing, and get 
back to the beautiful melodies of the old masters, our young folks could 
regain their equilibrium within a generation."  

The courage of this man astounded me because he knew that he was 
addressing a crowd of hard-headed professionals, with a large sprinkling of 
dance men-men to whom a job was a job and who would play anything so 
long as they knew somebody would come around and "pay the pipers" later 
on. 

Nothing else spurs me to write, or talk, like a good dinner and, believe 
me, the convention banquet was a most elaborate one, and Rev. Waite's 
remarks had put me in a reminiscent mood. I began to think of jazz, its 
origin, its effect, and of its future in the humble opinion of the writer the 
foundation of jazz was laid between twenty and twenty-five years ago, for I 
distinctly remember when a small boy in England, Smokey Mokes, and 
American ragtime cakewalk, we called it then The first examples of jazz were 
quite decent musically; many "rags" of real musical merit were produced. 
They possessed a steady rhythm and a simple syncopation, were difficult to 
execute, and were, above all, tuneful, which is the first requisite to good 
music.  

Nobody can possibly detest jazz more than I do, but I do not hesitate 
to say I consider the following numbers as ragtime classics-the first two will 
possibly live forever. Black and White, Maple Leaf, Coronation, Carbolic Acid, 
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Persian Lamb, Lemons and Limes, Rubber Plant, and the Cannon Ball Rag. 
These numbers came out, roughly speaking, between 1906 and 1909. The 
bridge tunes between the strictly instrumental "rags" and the modern 
"dance-song" era, were Alexander's Ragtime Band and the Oceana Roll. Both 
of these songs were popular from 1910 to 1912. Many musicians consider the 
former was the real forerunner of jazz, but I feel more like laying that 
doubtful honor to the Oceana Roll, as this, I believe was the first popular 
song to introduce double syncopation. 

With the nondescript flood of trash which followed, jazz sank its 
hideous talons deep into the heart of America's youth. The "dance-song" 
gave the cheap, tin horn sports of the dance halls the opportunity to sing 
silly, sentimental rot into the ears of their partners during the cheek-to cheek 
dances, and the songs our girls were forced to listen to (under the guise of 
being the style), from now on, changed from the merely "fresh" to the 
sensual, and from that to the positively lewd. We can all recall the 
abominable crop of double-meaning titled songs which came up at this time. 
Parents did not observe the sudden change from two-step to one-step and 
foxtrot and brothers, lacking the chivalry of their fathers, would not defend 
their sisters against the advances of these Ballroom buzzards, because they 
belonged to the grand order themselves, but some other fellow's sister was 
the object.  

In 1915 it looked as if the situation was about to change for the better, 
when the beautiful Argentine Tango was introduced. Some of the most 
delightful numbers I ever heard belong to this period. Remember Let Belle 
Argentine, La Rhumba, and the Maurice Tango.  
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But the graceful posing and intricate steps proved too much for the 

now-thoroughly rattle-brained youth of the day, the Tango was thrust aside 
for the idiotic Bunny-Hug and the Turkey Trot, the latter being the first fox-
trot, I believe jazz reached its fullest development strictly speaking as jazz), 
in 1917-1921, for then it was that the shameless "Tickle Toe" steps and the 
cow bell reigned supreme, and the drummer reigned supreme, and the 
drummer sat ensconced upon his throne more proudly than a king, behind a 
barricade of weapons, ranging from slide whistles to frying pans. In Mozart's 
time the flute was the instrument of a gentleman and the cowbell merely an 
agricultural adjunct, but the "goofs" of 1920 reversed the situation. The 
popular atrocities of the day were The Jelly Roll Story Book Ball, Home Again 

Blues, Ja Da, The Vamp, Danccomania, etc. this was jazz at its worth. Not 
even a tune, merely vamp, rhythm, and percussion of various kinds. Of 
course, some really worth-while numbers appeared from time to time, 
example: Henry Klickman's delightful little number, "Underneath the Star." 
In this article I am simply pointing out general developments. But a better 
day was dawning. 

Several factors contributed to this better day, the first of which was 
probably money. Why write exquisite little art works like De Koven's, O 

Promise Me, which brought its author $5, when a good jazz tune would bring 
as many thousands? Some of the best talent in the land began to write in the 
fox-trot idiom - Rudolph Friml, Victor Herbert, and others of equal fame 
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threw their hats into the ring, and jazz took another step upward. Then 
symphony men and other fine performers began to "get in" on the playing 
end. Paul Whiteman organized the first orchestra which took the razz out of 
jazz and the American people all but crowned him king. He coined the 
phrase "symphonic jazz." and it is a really worthy name for the music of the 
Whiteman orchestra is truly delightful. Benson, and other great orchestras 
began to follow suite, and the taste of the American people was changed, all of 
which proves that it is within the power of the musician to educate the people 
away from trash, simply by playing it so well that it really sounds like music, 
and then refining it.  

Another great factor in the change for the better was Sigmund 
Romberg. The writer used to hate this man for his heartless and piratical 
plagarisms, but he is now convinced that we owe him a great debt. I cannot 
recall any of his adaptations must now accept the Blossom Time music which 
is built on the melodies of Franz Schubert, with the Unfinished symphony as 
the theme, but it is wonderful. His other clever and tuneful adaptations of the 
old masters have brought to the mass of the people a knowledge of real music 
and they have learned to love it. As a musical gem cannot be marred, it is 
better for the people to get these gems in a popular form than to have them 
remain forever unheard on dusty shelves. Compare the following list with 
that of 1920. These are the "hits" of to-day. Samson and Delilah, by Frank H. 
Grey, (this number is a treat to play); Covered Wagon, Love Tales 

Chansonnette (Friml), Neath Egyptian Skies, Electric Girl, Night in the Woods, 

Easy Melody, and So this is Venice. The last four numbers have no 
syncopation, just straight eighths and quarters. The change is so great that it 
is hard to believe. In fact, jazz has so refined itself that the old slam-bang 
jazz has practically disappeared. If one doubts this statement all he has to do 
is go to any up-to-date dance floor and took over the drummer's outfit. Not 
one in a dozen will have a cowbell attached, whereas a year or so ago they 
were used in sets of four. This is a healthy sign. Just as the waltz was viewed 
with distrust in its day as a wrecker of morals, so has the fox-trot had to 
stand the acid of time. Jazz is here to stay, I believe, and has at last assumed 
a form that is acceptable. For now at least, subtle and dainty rhythm seems 
to be the order of the day. 

The writer has before him a very interesting statement from London 
answers, which proves the everlasting sameness of human nature. The article 
states that the flappers of 1628 had the 1924 variety beat a mile. "Whence is 
it," asks the reformer, William Prynne.  
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William Prynne "that our immodest, mannish and impudent viragoes, 

or audacious men-women, do so unnaturally clip and cut their hair, wearing 
their forelocks as they style them in an odious and shameless manner, as if 
they were really transformed, and transubstantiated into males by a 
stupendous metamorphoses?" He had even harder names for the men who 
suffered their hair to grow long into what were called "lovelocks" and 
declared that they would "rather have the Commonwealth disturbed than to 
have their hair disordered." Prynne came in for a bit of shearing himself, for 
both his ears were cut off as a punishment for being so vociferous a reformer. 
The above seems to indicate that if the "impudent viragoes" of that day were 
able to bring forth our own sturdy ancestors we need not worry much about 
our jazz little flapper of yesterday, for as this evolution of jazz shows, she 
had her little fling and is now again ready to settle down to the bigger 
business of life.  

As for the future, I believe jazz will continually develop upon higher 
and higher planes until it will really cease to be jazz, in the true sense of the 
word. (It is loose, refined right now in comparison with the 1921 period): the 
future will simply see a new and better class of popular music than at 
present.  

 
FEBRUARY - SHEET MUSIC NEWS 
 

ORCHESTRA LEADERS DIFFER. Prominent Musicians Comment 
on "Jazzing" Classics. It is quite evident from several interesting comments 
received from leading orchestra leaders that the practice of playing classics 
in "jazz" or dance tempo is considered not only desirable by them, but also a 
force of distinct value in uplifting the general public's appreciation of music. 
Opinions expressed by four of the country's best-known leaders-resulting 
from the article on "Classics in 'Jazz Tempo'" published in the January 
Sheet Music News-finds three of them heartily endorsing this idea, with only 
one taking the negative side. The "pros" include Paul Whiteman, Vincent 
Lopez and Ernest Cutting, leader of "The James Boys," a Paul Whiteman 
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aggregation playing in the musical show, "Little Jesse James," while on the 
negative side is Ben Selvin, Vocalion record artist and leader of the 
combination playing at the "Moulin Rouge," New York. Mr. Whiteman, in 
discussing this topic with a Sheet Music News representative, said:  

 
Music Lovers at First Objected 

 
"At the time when I first began playing classics in dance tempo, the 

practice brought torrents of wrath upon my head from music lovers all over. 
They condemned this in no uncertain terms as being highly blasphemous. 
However, appreciating the possibilities which it offered for educating the 
public to a higher appreciation of music, we persisted. Then we played the 
"Song of India," from Rimsky-Korsakoff with some misgivings, I'll confess. 
But it went over well, and thousands of people, who would otherwise never 
have heard this classic, enjoyed it immensely. Largely as a result it is still a 
big seller in sheet music and on the records.  

"In consequence, thousands of persons are familiar with the piece, 
and if any of them should hear it as played by Fritz Kreisler they will 
appreciate it and be able to say:  'How much better he plays it than 
Whiteman! What a difference! 

"There is no doubt that this playing of classics improves the public's 
taste. It would be impossible for the average person, accustomed to nothing 
but jazz at its worst, to enjoy a classic, if the latter were suddenly thrust upon 
him in its pure form. It would be just the same as if a well-meaning woman 
should seize a copy of a dime novel from her son and insist that he read 
Balzac. The boy would not be capable of enjoying it. On the other hand, if 
the woman gave him one of Conan Doyle's books, then a Dickens story of the 
more exciting kind, etc., she could gradually awaken in him an appreciation 
of good literature. The appreciation of music can be brought about in a like 
manner. 

" Vincent Lopez's views on this subject are very much in accord with 
those of Mr. Whiteman. He said:  

"When we play classics in dance tempo, the arrangement of the 
original piece is not fundamentally changed. Consequently, the public gets 
the benefit of the musical qualities of the pieces, and naturally their musical 
taste is benefited. 

 
His Audiences Enjoy It  

 
"I am continually receiving letters and personal commendation from 

listeners, who state that they thoroughly enjoy 'Excerpts From Carmen,' 
'Tales of Hoffman,' 'Mikado,' 'Pinafore' and other like pieces arranged for 
dance purposes. Of course the orchestra leader must necessarily prepare his 
musical programs in accordance with the place at which he is playing and the 
type of patrons to which it caters. For example, at a public dance hall such as 
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'Roseland,' New York, classics in dance time would not appeal at all. The 
people who frequent such places could not, for the most part, appreciate 
classical music, whether played in its regular way or in dance tempo. 
"However, at the Hotel Pennsylvania, where we have people of the better 
class-fathers, mothers, daughters, husbands and wives-classics in dance 
tempo are highly appreciated." Ernest Cutting, in his comments, pointed out 
that in playing classic in this way, care must be taken so as not to in any way 
detract from their musical value through radical changes of arrangements. 
He said: "Regarding the adapting of the classics to dance music-there are 
many such works that lend themselves admirably for this purpose and there 
is no doubt that the dancing public thoroughly enjoys a number of this kind 
when it is judiciously placed to relieve the monotony of a long routine of 
popular music. 

 
Jazz Tempo the Wrong Term  

 
"I object to the term, 'jazz tempo,' for these adaptations. Only such 

melodies should be taken as can be rendered without distortion and they 
should retain their original harmonies. In other words, merely set to dance 
rhythm with figures added to suit the present-day instrumentation of dance 
orchestras.  

"To merely take a classical melody and syncopate it means nothing. It 
robs the work of all its character. A very fine example of exquisite adaptation 
may be found in Paul Whiteman's rendition of 'Orientale,' 'Song of India,' 
'Volga Boatman,' etc. 

"Classical numbers played this way are indeed a welcome relief in a 
dance program and in my opinion stirs the public to a greater appreciation 
of the finer music." 

 
Considers It Blasphemous 

 
Ben Selvin, in taking the opposing view on this subject, bases his 

argument on the thought that the public prefers popular music for dancing 
purposes and that the playing of classics in jazz tempo is blasphemous. His 
views follow:  

"Referring to your recent article on 'Classic in Jazz Tempo.' the 
following will give you a definite idea of exactly how I feel in the matter:  

"It has been my experience that the folks who frequent cabarets, cafes 
and dance halls would prefer hearing popular music of the day to the 
symphonic classics. Although I do not exactly feel that jazzing classics is 
synonymous with profaning the masterpieces of the world's geniuses, I 
cannot help thinking that classical effusions belong to the symphony 
orchestra, the concert, the recital stage, and the opera. Of course, one of the 
standard classics suitably jazzed and effectively interpreted makes good 
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music, but folks would much rather dance to 'Farewell Blues,' 'Stack o' Lee 
Blues,' or some such number.  

"I feel that syncopated classics do not give the public a greater sense 
of appreciation of music. The works of the old masters are beautiful enough 
just as they are written; it requires no modern man-handling to popularize 
what is great and immoral. A modern moron that can not appreciate 'Tales 
of Hoffman' as written, surely would not be inspired by the syncopated 
version. 

"To summarize, I think that it is a sacrilege and little short of 
blasphemy to jazz up the classics. If orchestra leaders want to elevate folks 
musically, let them play symphonic compositions exactly as they were 
conceived by those who wrote them, but for the dance, 'Three O'clock in the 
Morning' and numbers of that character will do." 

The two sides of this matter are well presented in the above 
interviews. No doubt further discussion will ensue on this timely subject.  

 
1925 MARCH 1 - THE SURVEY 
 

JAZZ AT HOME by J. A. Rogers. Jazz is a marvel of paradox: too 
fundamentally human, at least as modern humanity goes, to be typically 
racial, too international to be characteristically national, too much abroad in 
the world to have a special home. And yet jazz in spite of it all is one part 
American and three parts American Negro, and was originally the nobody's 
child of the levee and the city slum. Transplanted exotic - a rather hardy one, 
we admit - of the mundane world capitals, sport of the sophisticated, it is 
really at home in its humble native soil wherever the modern unsophisticated 
Negro feels happy and sings and dances to his mood. It follows that jazz is 
more at home in Harlem than in Paris, though from the look and sound of 
certain quarters of Paris one would hardly think so. It is just the epidemic 
contagiousness of jazz that makes it, like the measles, sweep the block. But 
somebody had to have it first: that was the Negro. 

What after all is this taking new thing that, condemned in certain 
quarters, enthusiastically welcomed in others, has nonchalantly gone on until 
it ranks with the movie and the dollar as the foremost exponent of modern 
Americanism? Jazz isn't music merely; it is a spirit that can express itself in 
almost anything. The true spirit of jazz is a joyous revolt from convention, 
custom, authority, boredom, even sorrow - from everything that would 
confine the soul of man and hinder its riding free on the air. The Negroes 
who invented it called their songs the "Blues," and they weren't capable of 
satire or deception. Jazz was their explosive attempt to cast off the blues and 
be happy, carefree happy even in the midst of sordidness and sorrow. And 
that is why it has been such a balm for modern ennui, and has become a 
safety valve for modern machine-ridden and convention-bound society. It is 
the revolt of the emotions against repression. 
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The story is told of the clever group of "jazz-specialists" who, 
originating dear knows in what scattered places, had found themselves and 
the frills of the art in New York and had been drawn to the gay Bohemias of 
Paris. In a little cabaret of Montmartre they had just "entertained" into the 
wee small hours fascinated society and royalty; and, of course, had been paid 
royally for it. Then, the entertainment over and the guests away, the 
"entertainers" entertained themselves with their very best, which is always 
impromptu, for the sheer joy of it. That is jazz. 

In its elemental, jazz has always existed. It is in the Indian war-dance, 
the Highland fling, the Irish jig, the Cossack dance, the Spanish fandango, 
the Brazilian maxillae, the dance of the whirling dervish, the hula of the 
South Seas, the dance du venture of the Orient, the carmagnole of the French 
Revolution, the strains of Gypsy music, and the ragtime of the Negro. Jazz 
proper, however, is something more than all these. It is a release of all the 
suppressed emotions at once, a blowing off of the lid, as it were. It is hilarity 
expressing itself through pandemonium; musical fireworks. 

The direct predecessor of jazz is ragtime. That both are atavistically 
African there is little doubt, but to what extent it is difficult to determine. In 
its barbaric rhythm and exuberance there is something of the bamboula, a 
wild, abandoned dance of the West African and the Haitian Negro, so 
stirringly described by the anonymous author of Untrodden Fields of 
Anthropology, or of the Ganza ceremony so brilliantly depicted in Maran' 
Batouala. But jazz time is faster and more complex than African music. With 
its cowbells, auto horns, calliopes, rattles, dinner gongs, kitchen utensils, 
cymbals, screams, crashes, clankings and monotonous rhythm it bears all the 
marks of a nerve-strung, strident, mechanized civilization. It is a thing of the 
jungles - modern man-made jungles. 

The earliest jazz-makers were the itinerant piano players who would 
wander up and down the Mississippi from saloon to saloon, from dive to 
dive. Seated at the piano with a carefree air that a king might envy, their 
box-back coats flowing over the stool, their Stetsons pulled well over their 
eyes, and cigars at an angle of forty-five degrees, they would "whip the 
ivories" to marvelous chords and hidden racy, joyous meanings, evoking the 
intense delight of their hearers who would smother them at the close with 
hussies and whiskey. Often wholly illiterate, these humble troubadours 
knowing nothing of written music or composition, but with minds like 
cameras, would listen to the rude improvisations of the dock laborers and the 
railroad gangs and reproduce them, reflecting, perfectly the sentiments and 
the longings of these humble folk. The improvised bands at Negro dances in 
the south, or the little boys with their harmonicas and Jews-harps each one 
putting his own individuality into the air, played also no inconsiderable part 
in its evolution. "Poverty," says J. A. Jackson of the Billboard, "compelled 
improvised instruments. Bones, tambourines, make-shift string instruments, 
tin can and hollow wood effects, all now utilized as musical novelties, were 
among early Negroes the product of necessity. When these were not available 
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'patting Juba' prevailed. Present day 'Charleston' is but a variation of this. 
Its early expression was the 'patting' for the buck dance." 

The origin of the present jazz craze is interesting. More cities claim its 
birthplace than claimed Homer dead. New Orleans, San Francisco, Memphis, 
Chicago, all assert the honor is theirs. Jazz, as it is today, seems to have come 
into being this way, however: W. C. Handy, a Negro, having digested the airs 
of the itinerant musicians referred to, evolved the first classic, the Memphis 
Blues. Then came Jasbo Brown, a reckless musician of a Negro cabaret in 
Chicago, who played this and other blues, blowing his own extravagant 
moods and risqué interpretations into them, while hilarious with gin. To give 
further meanings to his veiled allusions he would make the trombone "talk" 
by putting a derby hat and later a tin can at its mouth. The delighted patrons 
would shout, "more, jasbo, More, jas, more." And so the name originated. 

As to the jazz dance itself: at this time Shelton Brooks, a Negro 
comedian, invented a new "strut," called Walkin' the Dog. Jasbo's anarchic 
airs found in this strut a soul mate. Then as a result of their union came the 
Texas Tommy, the highest point of brilliant, acrobatic execution and nifty 
footwork so far evolved in jazz dancing. The latest of these dances is the 
Charleston, which has brought something really new to the dance step. The 
Charleston calls for activity of the whole body. One characteristic is a 
fantastic fling of the legs from the hip downwards. The dance ends in what is 
known as the "camel-walk" - in reality a gorilla-like shamble - and finishes 
with a peculiar hop like that of the Indian war dance. Imagine one suffering 
from a fit of rhythmic ague and you have the effect precisely. 

The cleverest Charleston dancers perhaps are urchins of five and six 
who may be seen any time on the streets of Harlem, keeping time with their 
hands, and surrounded by admiring crowds. But put it on a well-set stage, 
danced by a bobbed-hair chorus, and you have an effect that reminds you of 
the abandon of the furies. And so Broadway studies Harlem. Not all of the 
visitors of the twenty or more well-attended cabarets of Harlem are idle 
pleasure seekers or underworld devotees. Many are serious artists, actors 
and producers seeking something new, some suggestion to be taken, too often 
in pallid imitation, to Broadway's lights and stars. 

This makes it difficult to say whether jazz is more characteristic of the 
Negro or of contemporary America. As was shown, it is of Negro origin plus 
the influence of the American environment. It is Negro-American. Jazz 
proper however is in idiom - rhythmic, musical and pantomimic -  
thoroughly American Negro; it is his spiritual picture on that lighter comedy 
side, just as the spirituals are the picture on the tragedy side. The two are 
poles apart, but the former is by no means to be despised and it is just as 
characteristically the product of the peculiar and unique experience of the 
Negro in this country. The African Negro hasn't it, and the Caucasian never 
could have invented it. Once achieved, it is common property, and jazz has 
absorbed the national spirit, that tremendous spirit of go, the nervousness, 
lack of conventionality and boisterous good-nature characteristic of the 
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American, white or black, as compared with the more rigid formal natures of 
the Englishman or German. 

But there still remains something elusive about jazz that few, if any of 
the white artists, have been able to capture. The Negro is admittedly its best 
expositor. That elusive something, for lack of a better name, I'll call Negro 
rhythm. The average Negro, particularly of the lower classes, puts rhythm 
into whatever he does, whether it be shining shoes or carrying a basket on 
the head to market as the Jamaican women do. Some years ago while 
wandering in Cincinnati I happened upon a Negro revival meeting at its 
height. The majority present were women, a goodly few of whom were white. 
Under the influence of the "spirit" the sisters would come forward and strut 
- much of jazz enters where it would be least expected. The Negro women 
had the perfect jazz abandon, while the white ones moved lamely and 
woodenly. This same lack of spontaneity is evident to a degree in the 
cultivated and inhibited Negro. 

Musically jazz has a great future. It is rapidly being sublimated. In 
the more famous jazz orchestras like those of Will Marion Cook, Paul 
Whiteman, Sissle and Blake, Sam Stewart, Fletcher Henderson, Vincent 
Lopez and the Clef Club units, there are none of the vulgarities and crudities 
of the lowly origin or the only too prevalent cheap imitations. The pioneer 
work in the artistic development of  jazz was done by Negro artists; it was 
the lead of the so-called "syncopated orchestras" of Tyers and Will Marion 
Cook, the former playing for the Castles of dancing fame, and the latter 
touring as a concretizing orchestra in the great American centers and 
abroad. Because of the difficulties of financial backing, these expert 
combinations have had to yield ground to white orchestras of the type of the 
Paul Whiteman and Vincent Lopez organizations that are now 
demonstrating the finer possibilities of jazz music. "Jazz," says Serge 
Koussevitzy, the new conductor of the Boston Symphony, "is an important 
contribution to modern musical literature. It has an epochal significance - it 
is not superficial, it is fundamental. Jazz comes from the soil, where all music 
has its beginning." And Stokowski says more extendedly of it: 

Jazz has come to stay because it is an expression of the times, of the 
breathless, energetic, superactive times in which we are living, it is useless to 
fight against it. Already its new vigor, its new vitality is beginning to manifest 
itself. America's contribution to the music of the past will have the same 
revivifying effect as the injection of new, and in the larger sense, vulgar blood 
into dying aristocracy. Music will then be vulgarized in the best sense of the 
word, and enter more and more into the daily lives of people. The Negro 
musicians of America are playing a great part in this change. They have an 
open mind, and unbiased outlook. They are not hampered by conventions or 
traditions, and with their new ideas, their constant experiment, they are 
causing new blood to flow in the veins of music. The jazz players make their 
instruments do entirely new things, things finished musicians are taught to 
avoid. They are pathfinders into new realms. 
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And thus it has come about that serious modernistic music and 
musicians, most notably and avowedly in the work of the French modernists 
Auric, Satie and Darius Milhaud, have become the confessed debtors of 
American Negro jazz. With the same nonchalance and impudence with which 
it left the levee and the dive to stride like an upstart conqueror, almost 
overnight, into the grand salon, jazz now begins its conquest of musical 
parnassus. 

Whatever the ultimate result of the attempt to raise jazz from the 
mob-level upon which it originated, its true home is still its original cradle, 
the none too respectable cabaret. And here we have the seamy side to the 
story. Here we have some of the charm of Bohemia, but much more of the 
demoralization of vice. Its rash spirit is in Grey's popular song, Runnin' 
Wild: 

 
Runnin' Wild; lost control, Runnin' wild; mighty bold 
Feelin' gay and reckless too, carefree all the time; never blue 
Always goin' I don't know where, always showin' that I don't care 
Don' love nobody, it ain't worth while all alone; runnin' wild. 
 

 
 
Jazz reached the height of its vogue at a time when minds were 

reacting from the horrors and strain of war. Humanity welcomed it because 
ignites fresh joyousness men found a temporary forgetfulness, infinitely less 
harmful than drugs or alcohol. It is partly for some such reasons that it 
dominates the amusement life of America today. No one can sensibly condone 
its excesses or minimize its social danger if uncontrolled; all culture is built 
upon inhibitions and control. But it is doubtful whether the "jazz-hounds" of 
high and low estate would use their time to better advantage. In all 
probability their tastes would find some equally morbid, mischievous vent. 
Jazz, it is needless to say, will remain a recreation for the industrious and a 
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dissipater of energy for the frivolous, a tonic for the strong and a poison for 
the weak. 

For the Negro himself, jazz is both more and less dangerous than for 
the white - less in that, he is nervously more in tune with it; more, in that at 
his average level of economic development his amusement life is more open to 
the forces of social vice. The cabaret of better type provides a certain 
Bohemianism for the Negro intellectual, the artist and the well-to do. But the 
average thing is too much the substitute for the saloon and the wayside inn. 
The tired longshoreman, the porter, the housemaid and the poor elevator boy 
in search of recreation, seeking in jazz the tonic for weary nerves and 
muscles, are only too apt to find the bootlegger, the gambler and the demi-
monde who have come there for victims and to escape the eyes of the police. 

Yet in spite of its present vices and vulgarizations, its sex 
informalities, its morally anarchic spirit, jazz has a popular mission to 
perform. Joy, after all, has a physical basis. Those who laugh and dance and 
sing are better off even in their vices than those who do not. Moreover jazz 
with its mocking disregard for formality is a leveler and makes for 
democracy. The jazz spirit, being primitive, demands more frankness and 
sincerity. Just as it already has done in art and music, so eventually in 
human relations and social manners, it will no doubt have the effect of 
putting more reality in life by taking some of the needless artificiality out. 
Naturalness finds the artificial in conduct ridiculous. "Cervantes smiled 
Spain's chivalry away," said Byron. And so this new spirit of joy and 
spontaneity may itself play the role of reformer. Where at present it 
vulgarizes, with more wholesome growth in the future, it may on the 
contrary truly democratize. At all events jazz is rejuvenation, a recharging of 
the batteries of civilization with primitive new vigor. It has come to stay, and 
they are wise, who instead of protesting against it, try to lift and divert it into 
nobler channels. 

Also given is "Jazzonia" by Langston Hughes" 
 
O. silver tree! oh, shining rivers of the soul! 
In a Harlem cabaret six long-headed jazzers play. 
A dancing girl whose eyes are bold lifts high a dress of silken gold. 
Oh, singing tree! Oh, shining rivers of the soul! 
Were Eve's eyes in the first garden just a bit too bold? 
Was Cleopatra gorgeous in a gown of gold? 
Oh, shining tree! Oh, silver rivers of the soul! 
In a whirling cabaret six long-headed jazzers play.  
                                 -from The Crisis 
 

1925 JULY - MUSIC & LETTERS 
 

JAZZ  - It must be an enormous relief to non-musical people to realize 
that they may contemplate the art of music without being committed to think 
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of either Beethoven or Wagner, Mendelssohn or Strauss. Jazz, the brisk art, 
the art which we all enjoy, carries with it no mental misgivings. The search 
for jazz has occupied many years, but it has been like gold washing; nothing 
has been found to be of any value until most has been swept away. That 
Wagner, Chopin and the majority of the Masters perished with the dross is 
to be lamented, but it could not be avoided. The sediment subsided and left 
clear, crystal jazz. Since jazz attracts its millions of enthusiasts and interests 
the most cultured minds, the reader might imagine that the possibilities it 
affords of furnishing an entirely new kind of musical genius with the means 
of making fresh masterpieces would be fully realized by potential 
symphonists and composers of the "realistic" school. 

"Why do not our recognized composers interest themselves in this 
form of art, and write and publish the ideal jazz?" asks a correspondent in 
the Musical times. "Is it not possible to write jazz music which combines the 
qualities of good dance music from the point of view of the dancer with that 
of good music from the point of view of the musician?" That correspondent 
echoed the sentiments of millions of people, for the knowledge that one may 
have the privilege of dancing to a five-hours' programme of real musical 
masterpieces for one-and-sixpence would be no mean argument in favour of 
an immediate world-wide search for a composer endowed with all the 
necessary gifts for turning out the ideal jazz. Those who think they know best 
call this art one of the current modes of expression, voicing the thought and 
the talk of modern times, creating fresh lines and tone shadows every day, 
playing pranks with the minds of millions of our fellow creatures. 

The history of its evolution is as remarkable as its masterpieces are 
unique, Jazz, which is slowly losing itself in the halo of its glorified 
designation "symphonized-syncopation," was the outcome of ragtime, which 
began in its crudest form some thirty or forty years ago; but it is only 
thirteen or fourteen years since ragtime became the rage of America and 
Europe, the lofty strains of "Hitchy-Koo," "Alexander's Ragtime Band," 
"Ragtime Cowboy Joe," and other pieces, together with the strange bodily 
contortions necessary to correct interpretations, which endear themselves to 
the hearts of all. 

The music-halls were delighted with the innovation, for the songs 
about mothers-in-law and lasses from Yorkshire and Lancashire had been 
worn threadbare. What was most important, however, was that the novelty 
became a craze in the dance-halls. A languishing interest in the dying 
pastime of dancing was immediately revived. Large and sumptuous dance-
palaces began to rise side by side with the cinemas. The Lancers and the 
Quadrilles, the Waltze and the Schottische were promptly cast aside in 
favour of the Bunny-hug, the Turkey-trot, The Tango, the Fox-trot, and a 
host of other strange movements. With the war came a craving among people 
for unconventional excitement, for novelty and childish entertainment. In 
ragtime they found an ideal means of forgetting cares and worries. The 
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simplicity and the absurdity of it no doubt formed a very helpful antidote to 
the horrors of the battlefield........" 

 
1925 AUGUST - PICTORIAL REVIEW 
 

JAZZ AND THE DANCE - Where it comes from and where it is 
going. By Ethel Peyser and Marion Bauer - 

In previous music articles, we have followed the dance up to our own 
time, and now we arrive at jazz, considered by some to be the typical 
American gift of music to a waiting world. 

Before explaining jazz, let us say that it is not easy to play it well; 
hence the player-piano, the phonograph, and the radio make it possible for 
us to play and listen to jazz delightful and readily. 

Furthermore, use the radio as a benign sampler, and when you hear a 
good piece "come over," get it for your instruments. In this way you will get 
a large interest on your investment in musical tools and your radio will help 
to make your other players and concerts of even greater utility and joy; for 
never has it been so simple to hear such artists as Boulanger, Gorgoza, 
D'Alvarez, J. Wolfe, Gershwin, Kochanski, etc. 

But what is jazz? Well, some say it was born among the dark-skinned 
in his native African heath, which would seem to be confirmed by our 
knowledge that it came to us from our own Negro influence more than fifty 
years ago. First, we had the old croons and what were called the folk-songs of 
America as written by Stephen Foster in "Swanee River," "Old Black Joe," 
and "My Old Kentucky Home." Also, many of us can remember coon songs 
and minstrel songs such as May Irwin and others used to sing, as "Honey, 
My Little Girl," "Kentucky Babe," "Eb'ry Nigger Had a Lady but Me." 
Then came our ragtime, such as "Alexander's Ragtime Band," "Whistling 
Rufus." etc. 

Now, some of the ragtime is impossible, while some of it is truly 
American and is the work of genius, and therefore a characteristic 
contribution to our national musical portfolio; for example, Irving Berlin's 
"Alexander's Ragtime Band," also his "Whistling Rufus." 
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(Sic:Whistling Rufus was actually composed by the famous Kerry 

Mills in 1899. Mills also wrote Georgia Campmeeting.) 
 
The outstanding characteristic of jazz and ragtime is syncopation, 

which means an accent thrown out of focus, and instead of being on the usual 
strong beat of the measure is thrown on the weak beat. Just as there are good 
polkas and bad, good marches and poor, so there are good jazz-tunes and 
bad ones. 

The blues is, to our idea of thinking, a truly melancholy form of jazz; 
it is a result of that scooping on trombone and wail of the saxophone that 
drag out the comic tragedy of the unmelodious-syncopated-tempoed 
delirium. 

You will be amused and interested to know that the Barbary Coast 
(San Francisco) has given us from its dives our one-step and our fox-trot, to 
which the best people dance in their homes and in ballrooms. It is important 
to realize that the test of good music is its persistence. There will probably be 
but five or six jazz bits for our children's children! 

Do you realize that the scooping of the strings in our jazz and in the 
blues, the pulling out of the roaring trombone, and the droning of the 
saxophone are distinct holdovers from our savage brethren and the Oriental 
races? This in itself ought to make us feel indebted to alien races, for they are 
giving us our national music. How can we be nationally snobbish? 

So anxious are the jazzers for tunes that they have cleverly reversed 
and perverted the usual borrowing system. Instead of going to the national 
airs or folk songs for his music the jazzer goes to the rich harvest of art 
forms, which he distorts and contorts into writhing, twirling, gyrating bits; 
some excellent, some frightful, and some mere sacrilege. In fact, it seems 
rather a violent measure to lay such hands on the "wearevers" (classics), and 
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yet if the jazzer can not make you a good tune, it is best to get a good one, 
frankly, even if an old "wherever" is attacked and attached. 

You will be amused to see how, after all we have said above, the 
modern writers of music are actually taking our American jazz and putting it 
into what they call modern classical music! In Paris and all the other great 
art centers of Europe they are continually giving American jazz concerts as 
we give French or German music recitals. 

The foreign writers, being not too familiar with our bad jazz, feet that 
they have in this type of music an intriguing rhythm which may be idealized 
into an art form; and recently in our own concert halls pieces frankly called 
jazz were played and written by Darius Milhaud, a Frenchman, and Levered 
Casella, an Italian. Milhaud called his "The Rag Caprice." Debussy wrote 
the "Golliwog's Cake Walk" (you will love it), Igor Stravinsky, the great 
Russian composer, also thinks that jazz has is possibilities in truly great 
music, as he proves in his "Ragtime." 

Then in our own land we have "The Jazz Study," by Edward 
Burlingame Hill, one of our most dignified composers. This is for two pianos. 
We also have Carpenter's "Krazy Kat," Whithorne's "Times Square, 
"Powell's "Negro Rhapsody" (for piano and orchestra), the young Texan's 
Harold Morris, unpublished "Second Sonata," in which are used Negro 
tunes. 

Some say to-day that most of these compositions are bosh, others that 
they are true music, but we say try them on your piano or whatever 
instrument you play and see if many repetitions make them dearer and 
whether in your estimation they will ever get to be "wearevers." We will let 
you into the secret; we think some of them will. 

In conclusion we want to tell you another way in which music 
develops - namely, as an accompaniment to various fields of effort. Our 
longshoremen, for example, have characteristic tunes which they hum when 
they are working at hauling in ropes, etc. (Remember "Drill, Ye Tarriers, 
Drill"?) The packers pack to their tunes; the cotton-pickers too. The 
boatmen on the Volga sing that Volga boat song which you probably know, 
and if you don't you ought to get it. These are often called labor lilts, 
especially those sung to the spinning-wheel, scythe, reaper, plow, etc. When 
you see "Tristan und Isolde" (Wagner) you will hear in the first act the 
sailors sing a very tuneful song in rhythm to the pulling up of the hawsers. 
This is a hangover from the old sailor chanteys, several of which Percy 
Grainger has used in his compositions. 

We wonder, as everybody else does how the Incas and the Egyptians 
ever raised their huge stones, many tons in weight, to the heights they did to 
build their temples, mounds, and pyramids. Could it be that they 
accomplished these tremendous feats to the tunes of their quena (flute), 
antara (pipes of Pan), and the cystra, cymbal, and harp? 
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1925 SEPTEMBER 19 - LITERARY DIGEST 
 

ON WITH THE "CHARLESTON!" "THE DANCE THAT 
DEMOLISHED a building," as some writers name the "Charleston," has 
received the approval of the Dancing Teachers' Convention, in session 
recently at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York. Against it was quoted the 
accusation that its stamping rhythm had caused the disastrous collapse of the 
Pickwick Club in Boston, whereby forty-four people were killed and many 
injured. Following that catastrophe, the Boston building department received 
a request from the Mayor's office to issue an edict barring the "Charleston" 
from public dance-hallos. But the extraordinary popularity of the new 
favorite among dances was not abated, we are told, by its presumed guilt of 
the Pickwick Club slaughter. "Practically all dance teachers in New York 
and other cities of the East," we read, "are forced to teach the Charleston."  

 

 
 
One teacher is quoted as saying that "while she did not greatly relish 

the Charleston, she thought a modified form of the dance, minus superfluous 
jazzing, would add life to an occasion," and that the Charleston "was 
distasteful to her only as it is danced by very young and over exultant 
flappers." In an article syndicated by the International Feature Service we 
read: 

From coast to coast the "Charleston" has caught the country swaying 
to its curious rhythm. No dance, since jazz first came into vogue with the 
"bunny-hug" and the "turkey-trot," has created such a furore. 
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Enthusiasts ecstatically stamp to its syncopated measures, while 
others, equally in earnest, denounce it. "But the controversy that is carried 
on everywhere concerning this latest mania has failed to stem its tide of 
popularity. America is "Charleston" mad.” 

 
After recalling the facts of the Boston tragedy, the article continues: 
 
“There were many similar cases cited to substantiate this supposition. 

The description in the Bible of the taking of Jericho tells how, when the seven 
priests, preceded by a force of armed men, compassed the city seven times 
"the wall fell down flat." Even to-day when soldiers march across a bridge 
they are required to break step, for engineers assert that the strongest bridge 
built can not withstand the strain of rhythmic vibration. A violin chord, if 
tuned to exactly the right pitch, will shatter a vase. It is regarded by some, 
therefore, as not only a possibility but a fact that the "Charleston" was 
responsible for the Boston tragedy. 

But for each one who believes the "Charleston" to be a dance of 
death, there are thousands who blithely trip its measures and proclaim it the 
most harmless, tho fascinating, stunt that has yet been introduced. 

Emil Coleman, famous orchestra leader, who has played at the 
Montmartre, Club Lido, and other fashionable night haunts of New York 
City, to admiring throngs of smart patrons, declares that the "Charleston" is 
the most characteristically American of any of the modern dances. According 
to Mr. Coleman, the peculiar accent in time is the musical expression of the 
native temperament. 

The "Charleston" is said to have originated on a little island off the 
coast of South Carolina. From there it found its way to the city of Charleston, 
where it was first taken up by the Negroes. It became so popular among them 
that they inaugurated it in the much-frequented night clubs of Harlem. New 
York City. 

Bee Jackson, well-known dancer, is said to be the first white girl to 
feature the "Charleston." She saw it danced in "Runnin' Wild," the colored 
musical show that became the rage of Broadway, and immediately decided to 
learn it. She took lessons from Lyda Webb, dancer at the Club Alaham, and 
soon became an expert. She first put on the dance on Broadway in February, 
1924, when she appeared in "The Silver Slipper." Later she introduced it at 
the Club Richmond and the El Fey Club. 

According to Miss Jackson, the "Charleston" is a very smooth dance 
when properly performed. People who are inexperienced, she says, do a sort 
of clog, which is not, according to her, the correct way to dance the 
"Charleston." uses the original "Charleston" music from "Runnin' Wild" 
and "Georgia Brown" for her numbers. 

The orchestration for the new "hoofing" mania is distinctive. 
According to Emil Coleman, the time and rhythm are the same as in the fox-
trot, but the accent, being oddly placed "between beats," makes the curious 
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syncopation that has so violently taken the country by storm. In the fox-trot 
the accent comes on the first and third beats; whereas in the "Charleston" it 
occurs on the first beat and an eighth before the third beat. It is that little 
eighth "off-beat" that fascinates the lovers of jazz so that they just can't 
resist this latest terpsichorean craze. 

Another distinctive feature of the dance is that it is "flatfooted." For 
the benefit of those optimistic persons who feel themselves capable of 
learning to dance by correspondence course, the following information is 
given: 

Oscar Duryea, American authority on modern dances, describes how 
it is actually performed. The position of the start is as follows: Man's left foot 
behind the right, left toe at the heel of the right, both those turned out - his 
partner's right foot in front of her left, her right heel at the toe of her left 
foot, both toes turned out. The man raises the left foot and at the same time 
raises on the toe of the right, turn both toes in, twisting on the ball of the 
right foot. With the feet in this position, both toes are twisted out, with the 
man's left heel in front of his right toe - his partner's right heel in front at her 
left toe. 

The man raises his left foot, at the same time rising on the ball of the 
right foot, and twists both toes in, then puts his left foot behind the right one, 
and on the balls of both feet twists both toes out - his left toe behind at the 
right heel. His partner raises her right foot, at the same time rising on the 
ball of her left foot and twists both toes in, then puts her right foot in front 
and on the balls of both feet turns both toes out - her right toe in front at her 
left heel. A toddle movement is taken throughout all the "Charleston" steps, 
on the foot on which the weight happens to be. 

 
1925 NOVEMBER 4 - NEW REPUBLIC 
 

SHAKE YOUR FEET - The scientific students of dancing have a 
pretty subject made for their hand. A little over a year ago, in a Negro revue 
called Runnin' Wild, Messrs. Miller and Lyles presented a new dance, the 
Charleston. Everything about it was fresh and exciting; the steps were 
complicated, sometimes outrageous; and the dancers helped the band by 
beating and slapping and stamping out the rhythm which, in turn, was 
startling and complex. For a doctorate in the lively arts I suggest a thesis, not 
only analyzing the event into its elements, but delving into history and 
discovering whether the song was written before the music, the music 
composed before the dance; or did some genius create a new step and cry 
aloud for a fresh idiom? 

The first impression made by the Charleston was extraordinary. You 
felt a new rhythm, you saw new postures, you heard a new frenzy in the 
shout of the chorus. You were aware that in all this novelty there persisted 
elements as old as the cakewalk and probably as native, as traditional, as the 
levee dances. To me there is an extra flick of pleasure in the thought of this 
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development; and another, even greater, pleasure in seeing a dance which 
uses the whole body far more than the now conventional steps of the fox-trot 
and one-step. The Charleston as an exhibition dance employed to advantage 
what the extravagant shimmy had brought in - the quiver of the body 
otherwise motionless, the use of the torso in the dance; it added the 
movements of the hips, thighs, buttocks, made familiar since Shuffle Along - 
the characteristic Negro freedom of movement, frank and engaging; the 
patting which accompanies the blues was varied to slapping and the hand fell 
on any portion of the body, in a frenzy. As if excited by the dance to the point 
where they did not care whether they were graceful or not, the chorus 
assumed the most awkward postures - knock-knees, legs "akimbo," toes 
turned in until they met, squattings, comic little leaps sidewise. And then, the 
visual high point of the dance, these seemingly grotesque elements were 
actually woven, in the rhythm of the dance, into a pattern which was full of 
grace and significance, which was gay and orgiastic and wild. 

The experts whom I have timidly questioned assure me that the time 
of the pure Charleston is new. The ordinary syncopation of ragtime seems to 
have been aggravated and the accent falls in between the beats where you 
naturally expect it. This is what gives the Charleston its breath-taking 
quality; it corresponds exactly to the sharp broken intake of breath when 
you run into some one coming round a corner, where you make a mistake 
walking down a flight of stairs in the dark. Accustomed to the off-beat of 
jazz, we are startled again by this division of time-intervals, startled and 
exhilarated. It is a variation which multiplies the intricacies of jazz. Until you 
are accustomed to it the Charleston tempo is a little unnerving; and trying to 
follow it, even so distantly as in beating time, is a little maddening. There 
seems to be no telling when the accent is going to arrive; you are bewildered 
and excited as you are by the shifting measures of the Sacre du Printemps 
when you first encounter them. Yet neither the one nor the other is actually 
irresponsible; it is only the phenomenon of a new pattern that is 
disconcerting. 

The Charleston, not yet two years old, has already had interesting 
developments. The first impression - that it was purely an exhibition dance 
which the amateur would do well to leave alone - has been corrected. It 
seemed a specialist's style, no doubt, because of the superb Negro chorus 
which first presented it, the abandon to the dance was so complete, the 
separate movements so broad and free, that there seemed no possibility of 
two people doing it together. The tango, a superb exhibition dance, both 
beautiful and complicated, entered the dance hall by simplification; 
essentially it was always right for the amateur because it was based on the 
relation of one body to the other. The Charleston, as we first saw it, seemed 
to admit no relation between bodies; it required only the relation of one body 
to the music. Certain "steps" - where the dancer crosses his hands on his 
knocked-knees, weaves them back and forth, teetering at the same time on 
the ball of the foot a step, I may say, extremely lovely to watch, when it is 
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done by women, in spite of the way it sounds) are not in our present style of 
dancing at all. Our style, the one-step style, requires the dancers to be 
continually in each other's arms; whereas some of the essential moments of 
the Charleston would drive them apart as remorselessly as the Apache mime-
dance does. Nevertheless, there are enough steps in the Charleston adaptable 
to the duet, and schools are teaching it, the movie houses hold Charleston 
contests, little children imitate its steps on the sidewalks and along country 
roads - I have seen them. Integrated largely into the one-step they add a 
needed refreshment to its growing sloppiness and monotony. Slide, balance, 
weave, kick - shake your feet! The Charleston gives you liberty. Only, like 
many other liberating influences, it is a discipline, hard to master; and if you 
do not master it, taking the liberties without the discipline, the resulting 
awkwardness is disgusting. 

On the professional stage the Charleston has not quite destroyed 
acrobatic dancing; it has provided a more exciting mark for the good dancers 
to aim at, a new basic pattern about which they can weave their own 
variations. The best of the numbers developed this year, as I have seen them, 
is danced by the Gertrude Hoffman girls in Artists and Models, a bacchanale 
which is far more thrilling than the number in which the same girls drape 
themselves around wide ropes of webbing and sail out over the audience. The 
bacchanale seems to me altogether out of the ordinary, and it is a pity that it 
comes so early in the evening that many people miss it. It has the appearance 
of being entirely disorganized, a chaos in which each girl does something 
wild without caring what the others are doing. It has, of course, some sort of 
form - must have if only to keep the girls in their positions. But the exciting 
thing is the individual use of the entire body - even the neck and the head 
participate in the movement, making one thing of those "barbaric" dances 
Hvelock Ellis describes, for the dance is voluptuous and frenetic. That is the 
Charleston influence on the stage. 

How far that influence can effectively reach the private citizen is a 
question. The turkey-trot and its similars were supposed to be liberating 
dances; they gave the decisive blow to the stately dance, but they did not 
survive - because they were ugly, I think, more than because they were 
"immoral." They left the field free for the fox-trot and the one-step, easy to 
learn, pleasant enough to dance to, and giving sufficient freedom so that you 
had the satisfaction of creating your own conformity with the rhythm. They 
have lasted some ten years - a brief span if you compare the popularity of the 
waltz, or the schottische, or the Boston; and today the Charleston has made 
them seem stuffy, over-polite. The new dance, threatening them seriously, is 
at the same time more definite in its steps and more abandoned. It is 
certainly much more exciting to watch than any other current dance; 
excepting the tango it has all the points of all the others. And the triumph of 
doing even its most elementary steps correctly is more of a thrill than 
waltzing the original Merry Widow up and down a circular staircase.  
Gilbert Seldes. 
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1926,  JULY - MUSICAL OBSERVER 
 
OPINIONS OF MODERN COMPOSERS ON DANCE MUSIC - 

Dance music in both its practical and artistic forms continues to arouse 
discussions amongst all classes of musicians and composers to a greater 
extent than ever before. It seems particularly noteworthy, however, that the 
more serious-minded music lovers as well as composers are devoting more 
and more attention to the higher forms. The greater artistic possibilities as 
well as to the future development of dance music. 

I was considerably interested in a special issue of a German music 
journal, Die Blatter des Anbruch, recently received, which contained a large 
number of personal opinions of prominent modern composers sent in reply 
to a questionnaire asking for their views. Among other things they were 
asked whether a composer should himself be a dancer; what was the aim of 
present day dancing and in what essentials did the ballet of the present day 
differ from the ballet of former generations. Alfredo Casella, Ernest Krenek, 
Egon Wellesz, Felix Petyrek and Heinz Tiessen, all but the first-named little 
known in the United States as yet, offered interesting opinions. All of these 
composers are classed among the most advanced of the latter-day 
progressives in Europe and their views on this account, are particularly 
worth-while owing to the musicianship and contemporary activity of each of 
the composers. 

Alfredo Casella considered that the best music was always 
choreographic, that is to say, fit to dance to. "Time" he said, "was the 
essence of musical dynamics and its climax lay in the rhythm, nothing else 
has so much potential movement." All dynamic music inevitably presented to 
him the conception of corresponding imitative action. That idea was at the 
bottom of today's renaissance in the dance. "I believe that it is possible to 
dance to a piece of music which was not originally written for the dance; I 
believe that to write intelligently for the dance, composers must themselves 
be able to dance, just as a good opera composer must know the fundamentals 
of opera technique. It is essential that the composer be able to imagine the 
action and the music simultaneously. That is what I did in 'La Giara.'" 
Casella found it difficult to prophesy the future of the ballet. New forms of 
ballet had sprung up in the last twenty years, from tragic pieces like 
"Petrushka," to comedies like "La Giara." This extraordinary renaissance of 
the dance offered composers who write for the theatre unending possibilities. 
Casella thought that the mimic dancing and the ballet have a great future. 

Ernest Krenek also thought that the dance had great possibilities. 
"Modern dance music is the most popular of contemporary music forms, but 
dancing as an expressive art has its limitations, it is not entirely satisfactory 
by itself, and therefore it should not be substituted for the drama or the sung 
or spoken word." 
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In the theatre the ballet was only conceivable as an aid, an interlude 
or an enhancement, a climax to the dramatic picture; within the drama it 
became an ornamental decoration. 

Egon Wellesz wrote that dance music was governed by the same 
principles that governed all other kinds of music. He affirmed that there was 
no particular formula for dance music, it followed the same structure as the 
suite or the symphony. "The composer who writes for the dance must have a 
clear optical vision of the dance itself. He must understand the technique of 
the dance. It would be well for him to consult an experienced dancer and get 
from him a sketch of the gestures and movements." 

Felix Petyrek agreed that the principles of dance music did not differ 
from any other kinds of music. "It is curious," he said, "that the greater part 
of the music I have written, although not directly intended for that purpose, 
has been taken over by dancers. Modern dances are a mixture of pantomime 
and dancing; the pantomime corresponding to program music, the dance to 
absolute music. The composer of dance music must understand its technique. 
The present jazz dances," he thought, "had emphasized the value of 
rhythms." 

Heinz Tiessen said that dance music obeys the same laws as any other 
music; "the composer must think of his dancer, just as the writer of a violin 
sonata must consider his violinist. The ear must be gratified as well as the 
eye. All must be plastic, rhythmic. The more suggestive the rhythm, the 
stronger the amalgamation between the dance and its music." 

 
1927 AUGUST 11, - MUSICAL COURIER 
 

A MEDICO ON JAZZ - The other day a conversation took place in a 
New York social club upon the subject of jazz. The conversationalists were 
not musicians. They were mostly professional men of one sort or another-
architects, lawyers, doctors-and all of them college men. They got on the 
subject in the course of idle time-passing, and soon took it seriously and 
discussed it from all its angles, mental, moral and physical 

What was said was not worth much until, finally, a medical man was 
induced, evidently against his will, to offer some suggestions. He said he 
offered the suggestions unwillingly and hesitatingly because he knew nothing 
about music and was not fully able to see the connection between the thing 
that is called jazz music and our so-called jazz age. However, he was a 
specialist, a neuropath, and he had formulated some ideas in regard to the 
present popularity of jazz that, though not, so-to-say, official, are 
nevertheless, valuable. 

His thought seemed to be, primarily, that humanity seeks its pleasures 
according to its nervous condition. As the nervous condition changes the 
pleasures change. Pleasures that satisfy at one time, in one epoch or decade, 
may fail entirely to satisfy at another time. The gradual decline of the minuet, 
the lancers, the quadrille, the waltz, and other such obsolete or almost 
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obsolete dances was due, in the opinion of this physician, not to what one 
ordinarily calls change of taste, but to a purely pathological nervous 
condition-a general state of nervous fatigue. 

The idea seems to be that, at times, people have danced lustily for the 
delight that healthy animals take in rhythmical physical exercise. Such 
people are in a state of nervous tranquillity-their nerve are at rest. They are 
no more excited than children at play. From this sort of peasant dance to the 
romantic waltz or the stately minuet one must trace the gradual development 
of mentality and manners; and for the decline of the waltz and other quiet 
dance forms and the rise of the two-step and fox-trot to jazz, one must seek 
motives in gradually exhausted nerve centers. 

The waltz today fails to satisfy. Why? Simply because the nerves of 
the present generation are in such a state that they are soon bored by slow 
motion, just as they are bored by silence. A healthy, normal animal, whether 
human or not, is not bored by tranquillity, rest, silence. A man in a normal 
state can sit all day fishing or drifting along with a small breeze. When his 
nervous health begins to fail he takes to tobacco, to fast motors, to exciting 
sports; and for those who cannot indulge in such things jazz furnishes the 
substitute. 

Jazz is rhythmic in the sense that a motor is rhythmic. It is all very 
well to talk about cross rhythms and syncopations in jazz, but these only 
serve to accentuate the absolute, unchanging regularity of the beat, 
maintained by the banjo in most jazz orchestras. Jazz devotees resent any 
irregularity of beat. They want no retards. If there is expression it must be 
purely dynamic or the result of varieties of orchestra color. The rhythmic 
beat must be fixed, unchangeable, mechanical, and the jazz lover will be just 
as annoyed by any deviation as a motorist will be by any irregularity in the 
beat of his motor. We have all seen absent minded motorists. A cylinder is 
missing, there is a click somewhere that is unusual, and it gets on the 
motorists nerves. Yes, says the doctor, but not if the motorist's nerves are in 
good shape. The reason the poorly acting motor gets on the motorist's nerves 
is because he is depending upon the rhythmic beat for stimulation. When the 
beat fails in its perfect regularity it is as if the motorist were deprived of his 
dope. Thus also with the jazz lover. The more jaded the nerves are the more 
rapid and rhythmic the beat must be to soothe them. 

This doctor failed to take the matter seriously or to become excited 
about it. He evidently had no intention of trying to reform the world, and 
was interested in the matter purely as a scientific problem. "But what will be 
the end?" he was asked. "End?" he replied. "Why, the world will go on 
worrying along as it always has. The weak ones will die off and the strong 
ones take their place. Then music will get back or go forward to other forms. 
What sort of forms? Who can tell? Who could have predicted jazz? Who can 
predict what will follow? 
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1927 DECEMBER 10, - COLLIER'S 
 

HEY! HEY! CHARLESTON! By Bee Jackson - And maybe they 
didn't. This is the story of the girl who found the incredible dance and 
introduced it to white folks in the clubs where every night is an Arabian 
night-or so they say. 

My first recollection of dancing registers when I was about five years 
old. I was running up and down a long hall on my toes. I must have tried 
many times to do it, although that I can't remember. At any rate, I was 
tremendously elated over the feat. 

From the moment of that first triumph dancing was my pastime and 
my chief sport. When the magazines came to the house I made a dive for 
them to study the pictures of the ballet dancers which appeared there. Then I 
would stand before a mirror trying to imitate their poses. 

I danced through my early years, and the phonograph was my 
favorite toy. I tortured that instrument, playing classic music and reels and 
working out the steps which I fondly imagined interpreted the music. Of 
course I had no conception of "routine," that intricate pattern which a 
dancing master weaves into a dance to symbolize or express a though or a 
feeling. I danced because I loved it. 

At thirteen I was beginning to get a confused idea of the laws 
governing expression. I worked out a Hawaiian dance, making my own 
costume of straw. I even set my own routine, which, as I look back at it, was a 
strange and wonderful thing. But that my instincts were right was proven 
two years later when, understudying Gilda Gray in the Ziegfeld Follies, I 
found that while my routine was crude its fundamentals were true. 

My attention was focused on the stage when I was fifteen. The people 
of Bound Brook, N. J., my home town, put on an amateur production of The 
Earl and the Girl, and, because my dancing madness was well known, asked 
my to play the part of the ingenue. The depth of my ignorance of the sweetest 
element in public performance may be imagined when I tell you I did not 
even consider that there would be a large number of people witnessing my 
work. 

When that first applause, given, I can see now, as encouragement to a 
young, earnest kid, swept over me, I got the 'urge." You couldn't have kept 
me off the stage with a cordon of police. My next vacation saw me making my 
first attack on Broadway, my only weapons a pair of dancing shoes, and my 
armor a deep, trusting and abiding ignorance of the fact that the chances 
against me, as they are against any newcomer, were about 90 to 1. 

Broadway, so the newspaper serials and song writers say, is a mighty 
orgy, a hungry, merciless monster which devours young and stage-struck 
girls. But, strangely enough, the sight of me did not seem to rouse its hunger. 
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I had two things in my favor: my mother's influence and an ignorance of evil 
that equaled that of the Monkeys of Nikko. I neither saw evil nor spoke of it. 
Naturally, I couldn't speak of something I did not know existed. 

My first professional glimpse of the Broadway which was to have such 
a powerful influence on my life was quite prosaic, yet it stimulated my 
already passionate ambition. My mother and I were in a well-appointed 
office. A tall, serious man, with black hair and brown eyes, listened to my 
mother. 

"We can guarantee nothing," he said at last. "We can't implant a gift. 
But if the child has the flair for dancing, we can develop it." 

He was Ned Wayburn, for years dancing master of the Ziegfeld 
Follies. 

 

 
 

I Come to Grips with Life 
 

We went from the office to a large, bare room-a gymnasium where 
eighteen or twenty girls, clad in rompers or gym suits, were working out, 
their every movement reflected in a mirror. 

When Mr. Wayburn told me to dance for him, I was suddenly 
overcome with my first and only attack of stage fright. I imagined that every 
eye in the room was upon me. But a swift glance dispelled that illusion. 
Nobody seemed to know I was there. Girls and instructors were too absorbed 
in their own work. 

I evidently had the flair, for within a short time after that first test I 
joined the chorus of The Follies of 1922 as an acrobatic dancer and came to 
grips with life. 

The discipline laid down was as rigid as that of the army. During the 
first week of production we newly chosen girls did not dance a step. We spent 
it walking, standing and sitting, "as refined girls should." Twice or three 
times each day Mr. Wayburn instructed the entire company, giving and 
reiterating a list of "don'ts" which one would expect to get in a convent 
school. 
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"Don't cross your legs," he would repeat again and again. "Don't 
smoke. Don't drink. Don't smile at any individual in the audience. Don't talk 
on the stage. Walk gracefully. Walk rhythmically. The natural walk is the 
graceful walk." 

We would walk to music, and the walk was stately, with no swing to 
the shoulders and with the arms held out. You'd be surprised to know the 
length of times it takes to acquire just that one requisite of walking.  

The chorus work was hard on me, but it was wonderful discipline. It 
drove him forcibly the fact that in show business, as in every other line of 
endeavor, it is "every man for himself." 

It wasn't that the girls were not nice to each other. They were. But if a 
girl could not meet the requirements, she lost the place. And the 
requirements were most exacting. 

 
The Nigh Club of '23 

 
The chorus work, by its very nature, was an enemy to individuality. 

The individual became a not very important unit in a rhythmic body. You 
executed each step exactly, as did the other girls. If you tried to exaggerate or 
individualize, you would hear from the director. 

"What's the idea?" he would inquire sarcastically. "Do you think 
you're the star of this show?" 

As the production crept toward the opening night we added to the 
routine at the rate of two steps a day. A week before production the 
principals appeared, and among them was Gilda Gray. 

I drew a place among her chorus in her famous South Sea Isle dance 
and became fascinated and absorbed by the beauty which she invested in 
movement. The South Sea Isle dance remotely resembled my own Hawaiian 
dance. I spent hours working out her movements, and in the end I was 
rewarded. Mr. Wayburn made me her understudy. But she never missed a 
performance, and how was I to get my chance unless she stayed away a night 
or two? 

I spent fifteen months in the chorus of the Follies, and they were 
fifteen months of despair. 

When my chance did come, it was so disguised I did not recognize it. 
The Follies closed and went on the road; I was "resting." In other words, I 
was out of a job. 

At this dark moment Miss Gray, remembering me and my work, 
engaged me to dance my Hawaiian and a jazz dance at her night club, the 
Rendezvous. 

In the night club you danced directly in front of your patrons, or 
rather in the center of your audience. You "danced in their laps," as they 
express it in the profession. The applause was more scattered and yet more 
concentrated. On the stage it was impersonal. In the night clubs you could 
almost hear people saying, "Great! That's wonderful!" 
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The night clubs of 1923 were different, in some respects, from those of 
the present day. When I first danced at the Rendezvous, there were few clubs 
compared to the numbers of today, and they were the Mecca of celebrities in 
the literary, sporting and political worlds. Today, in the better clubs, you will 
find just as many celebrities, but they do not stand out as they did. There are 
so many other people who come to gaze at them. 

I did not stay with the Rendezvous long. Dan McKetrick, who was 
running the Question Mark, lured me away by paying me twice as much to 
do the same dances. The Question Mark was a Mecca of politicians, 
sportsmen and other insomniacs. There I met many celebrities, among them 
Mayor (then Senator) James Walker, the two Jacks (Dempsey and Kearns), 
Johnny Dundee and his manager, Jimmie Johnson, and Damon Runyon, the 
noted sports writer. 

What I needed now, my mother and I decided, was a brand-new 
dance, a sensation, something that would bring me to the attention of the 
managers. And there was no such animal. 

 
Keep Working 

 
While I searched for it my engagement at the Question Mark came to 

an end and I became one of the "models" in artistic and Models. It was a 
reversion to chorus work, but I was obeying a canny law of the profession. 

"Never be idle, if you can help it," reads the law. "Resting eats up all 
your profits and drives you into debt. Keep working. Jobs come easier when 
you already have one." 

So I plugged along until one night, when I was the guest of my uncle 
and aunt at a theatre party, I saw Running Wild, a Negro production, and 
for the first time caught the Charleston of Miss Lida Webb, dancing mistress 
of the show. 

The Charleston is distinctly a Negro dance which originated on the 
islands of Beaufort County on the South Carolina Coast. The "Buford" 
Negroes have been doing it at outings and picnics for years. It reached the 
mainland about six months before I saw it, probably carried there by Negro 
laborers or sailors, and spread among the colored people, coming north via 
Charleston, from which city it got its name. 

The Negro girls are boys of Harlem had been dancing it on the streets 
of the uptown Negro section of New York for weeks when Miss Webb saw 
Mary Scurdy, her ten-year-old niece, "stepping it" in her home. She had the 
child teach it to her. Then she took sixteen chorus girls and three chorus 
boys, showed them the fundamental steps, worked out the routine of it, and 
put it into Running Wild. In the language of show business, it "knocked 'em 
outa their seats." 

It did more than knock me out of my seat. I hadn't been watching it 
three minutes before I recognized it as old Mrs. Opportunity herself 
shouting, "Hey! Hey!" 
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The dance typified the restless daring that is American's: its abandon; 
the spirit of the age. In a flash I saw that it would sweep across the nation 
like wildfire. I did not realize then it would sweep across the world. 

Miss Webb taught me the fundamental steps. I worked out a routine 
of my own and when I had it perfected went and sought on agent. 

"But why go to an agent?" you ask. "Here you had a dance that was 
going to shake the world. Why didn't you go straight to a producer?" 

I wish show business was arranged that way. But it isn't. It is a most 
intricate profession in which the supply of talent so outnumbers the demand 
for it that managers and producers must be protected. If they weren't all 
their time would be consumed in interviewing prospective geniuses, and they 
couldn't give any time to producing. 

The theatrical and booking agents are the answers to a crying need. 
They separate the chaff from the wheat on a 1- per cent basis. 

Through the Broadway grapevine telegraph, which works night and 
day, I learned that Harry Bestry, a booking agent, was putting on a show at 
the Silver Slipper, a night club. 

"I've got a new dance," I told him: "the Charleston, the new Negro 
dance," 

"Never saw it," he confessed. "Got it with you?" 
"It's in my feet," I told him. "I'll show it to you." 
I had with me the score of "The Original Charleston," the words and 

music of which were written by Cecil Mack and James Johnson after 
watching the Running Wild chorus do the dance, and which remains to this 
day the best piece of music ever written for the Charleston. I handed this to 
the pianist, and, as he sounded the opening bars, I swung into the savage 
rhythm. 

Mr. Bestry was "sold" on the spot. 
"That dance is a hit," he said. "You can't keep quiet when you are 

watching it." He extended a contract. "Sign here," he directed, smiling-and I 
was launched on my career. 

We set New York to Charlestoning, and when the Silver Slipper 
closed for the summer, W. T. Granlund, announcer for WHN, who 
"Broadcasts Broadway," took me to the El Fey Club and introduced me to 
Texas Guinan, who rode out of the West and took New York by storm. 
Today the night club principals are recruited from the best shows in New 
York. In many cases the girl you casually watch doing her turn on the floor 
has a good chance to be starring in a Broadway show, in vaudeville or in the 
movies within a few years. 

While I was working at the El Fey Club Alive Doulden also played 
there, coming every night after she had finished her work in the chorus of 
Artists and Models. She is a beautiful girl with a gorgeous voice, and she was 
singing solos. 

One night Lee Schubert, owner and producer of Artists and Models, 
coming into the club, was struck by her beauty. He called her over to his 
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table and offered her a salary six times as great as the one she was drawing 
as one of his chorus girls. She accepted it. Ten months later her name was in 
electric lights two feet high. 

I could give a hundred girls as examples of successes in which the 
night clubs represented a rung of the ladder by which they climbed. 

For instance: Boddy Arnst of A la Carte; Frances Uptonk, Eddie 
Cantor's leading lady; Margaret Delroy of the Follies; Pearl Eaton, in charge 
of the dancing in Dillingham's shows; Margaret Quimby, Universal star. 

I entered vaudeville in 1925 via the night clubs when Harry Richman, 
proprietor of the Club Richman and producer of all its entertainment, took 
his people to play a week at Keith's Palace Theatre in New York. 

Vaudeville followed the night clubs and "fell" hard for the 
Charleston, and eventually I danced it before vaudeville audiences in nearly 
every large city in the United States. From vaudeville I went into the movies, 
playing a bit in a picture, Lying Wives. Then I accepted an engagement to 
dance in Palm Beach and Miami. From there I went to Cuba, and the 
following summer I accepted bookings to exhibit my Charleston abroad. 

So for nearly four years I have been an Occidental nautch girl, 
dancing before my Harun-al-Rashid, the American business man, his cousins 
in Europe and the wives and sweethearts of both. While they have been 
studying me, sitting there on the edge of the dance floor, I have been studying 
them just as hard. And, working in them night after night, save for the time 
taken out for a flyer in big time vaudeville, I've come to know night clubs 
where every night is an Arabian Night and nobody goes home until morning. 

I am afraid my reactions and experiences will disappoint the 
sensationally inclined. The only thrill I've ever extracted from the clubs has 
come with the applause given as a reward for hours spent in perfecting my 
work. 

Night-club audiences average from thirty-five to sixty years old. The 
companions of most of the men patrons are the last persons they would take 
if night clubs did not meet the highest requirements of ethics and refinement. 
They are their wives, their sweethearts and, very often, their daughters. They 
are sophisticated, for the most part. But they are kindly and appreciative. 

Night clubs differ little with location and nationality. The clubs and 
hotels of Florida are slightly more sedate than those of New York or Chicago, 
but it is not unusual to see familiar faces among the audiences, because the 
wealthy people of the big cities follow the sun to Florida during the winter 
months. 

Foreign audiences are more vociferous in their applause than are 
Americans. Over the sound of clapping hands one hears shout of "Encore! 
Bravo!" In London a performer is accepted at her own valuation. Clever, she 
is taken up socially. England, the most class-ridden of nations, is the most 
democratic country in the world to foreigners. 

Paris is Paris-the playground of the world. And that playground has 
been captured by American performers. The clubs of Montmartre and the 
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Rue de Clichy are entertained by Americans-and supported, for the most 
part, by the same. Last summer one French woman, Mistinguett, playing at 
the Moulin Rouge, was the only outstanding artist performing in the clubs of 
her own country. The rest were Americans. 

At present I am looking for a new dance, something that will sweep 
over the world. I'd give a year's income to originate or discover another 
Charleston. 

And maybe I will. I'm always hoping. 
 
I danced at the El Fey Club all though the fall of 1924, and on 

December 28th of that year I brought the Charleston to the Club Richman, 
where it packed in the customers and eventually landed me contracts to 
dance in Florida, Havana, London and Paris. 

 
Golden Roads to Opportunity 

 
The Charleston brought me success, but it was the nigh clubs that 

gave me my opportunity, as they have many other young women who are at 
the top of the theatrical ladder of fame today. Three names blaze before me, 
Ruby Keeler, Alive Doulden and Claire Luce. The night clubs are veritable 
gold mines of undiscovered talent, and they are watched closely by 
Broadway's producing managers. To ambitious girls they are often golden 
roads to opportunity, especially if, like me, they are confronted by a stone 
wall in chorus work.  

The principals in the night clubs of Broadway are recruited from 
Broadway choruses. Ever since the night club took its place in the world it 
has been a godsend to the ambitious. Most chorus girls, despite public 
opinion, are poor. They have not acquired a Rolls-Royce or an apartment of 
their own, and, strange as it may seem, have no ambitions in that direction. 
The salaries of most of them go to the upkeep of homes or the education of 
younger brothers or sisters. Their salary is never sufficient-and the answer is 
the night club. 

The clubs have revolutionized "after the show" theatricals. In the old 
days, long before my time, the entertainer of the cabarets, which were the 
offspring of the old beer garden, was not of a very high type. 

Today the night club principals are recruited from the best shows in 
New York. In many cases the girl you casually watch doing her turn on the 
floor has a good chance to be starring in a Broadway show, in vaudeville or 
in the movies within a few years. 

While I was working at the El Fey Club Alive Doulden also played 
there, coming every night after she had finished her work in the chorus of 
Artists and Models. She is a beautiful girl with a gorgeous voice, and she was 
singing solos. 

One night Lee Schubert, owner and producer of Artists and Models, 
coming into the club, was struck by her beauty. He called her over to his 
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table and offered her a salary six times as great as the one she was drawing 
as one of his chorus girls. She accepted it. Ten months later her name was in 
electric lights two feet high. 

I could give a hundred girls as examples of successes in which the 
night clubs represented a rung of the ladder by which they climbed. 

For instance: Boddy Arnst of A la Carte; Frances Uptonk, Eddie 
Cantor's leading lady; Margaret Delroy of the Follies; Pearl Eaton, in charge 
of the dancing in Dillingham's shows; Margaret Quimby, Universal star. 

I entered vaudeville in 1925 via the night clubs when Harry Richman, 
proprietor of the Club Richman and producer of all its entertainment, took 
his people to play a week at Keith's Palace Theatre in New York. 

Vaudeville followed the night clubs and "fell" hard for the 
Charleston, and eventually I danced it before vaudeville audiences in nearly 
every large city in the United States. From vaudeville I went into the movies, 
playing a bit in a picture, Lying Wives. Then I accepted an engagement to 
dance in Palm Beach and Miami. From there I went to Cuba, and the 
following summer I accepted bookings to exhibit my Charleston abroad. 

So for nearly four years I have been an Occidental nautch girl, 
dancing before my Harun-al-Rashid, the American business man, his cousins 
in Europe and the wives and sweethearts of both. While they have been 
studying me, sitting there on the edge of the dance floor, I have been studying 
them just as hard. And, working in them night after night, save for the time 
taken out for a flyer in big time vaudeville, I've come to know night clubs 
where every night is an Arabian Night and nobody goes home until morning. 

I am afraid my reactions and experiences will disappoint the 
sensationally inclined. The only thrill I've ever extracted from the clubs has 
come with the applause given as a reward for hours spent in perfecting my 
work. 

Night-club audiences average from thirty-five to sixty years old. The 
companions of most of the men patrons are the last persons they would take 
if night clubs did not meet the highest requirements of ethics and refinement. 
They are their wives, their sweethearts and, very often, their daughters. They 
are sophisticated, for the most part. But they are kindly and appreciative. 

Night clubs differ little with location and nationality. The clubs and 
hotels of Florida are slightly more sedate than those of New York or Chicago, 
but it is not unusual to see familiar faces among the audiences, because the 
wealthy people of the big cities follow the sun to Florida during the winter 
months. 

Foreign audiences are more vociferous in their applause than are 
Americans. Over the sound of clapping hands one hears shout of "Encore! 
Bravo!" In London a performer is accepted at her own valuation. Clever, she 
is taken up socially. England, the most class-ridden of nations, is the most 
democratic country in the world to foreigners. 

Paris is Paris-the playground of the world. And that playground has 
been captured by American performers. The clubs of Montmartre and the 
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Rue de Clichy are entertained by Americans-and supported, for the most 
part, by the same. Last summer one French woman, Mistinguett, playing at 
the Moulin Rouge, was the only outstanding artist performing in the clubs of 
her own country. The rest were Americans. 

At present I am looking for a new dance, something that will sweep 
over the world. I'd give a year's income to originate or discover another 
Charleston. 

 
1929 AUGUST - MUSICIAN 
 

MUSIC A LOYAL HANDMAID OF THE DANCE. The Dependence 
of These Arts Upon One Another Dates Back to Tribal Times. By Edwin 
Strawbridge. 

From early days music has served the dance. When primitive man 
returned from his hunt, fight or what not, he reenacted for the women and 
children the brave deeds accomplished by him while fighting warriors or 
encountering animals. By constant repetitions one form evolved into the war 
dance, another the hunt dance, and so on. Thus came ritual. The women and 
children sitting by, aided the dancers by beating the earth with sticks and 
clapping their hands. This beat served to renew the dancer's impulse. As the 
mood of the dancers increased a secondary beat became necessary until a 
definite pattern of beats accompanied the definite form of the ritualistic 
dance. Then sound and movement were one formed by the emotional attitude 
of the dancer. Their expressions symbolized their emotional life and became 
a stylized gesture language. Emotion expressed by rhythmic movement 
becomes symbolic gesture. As the gesture became symbolic the accompanying 
pattern of beats likewise symbolized emotional attitude. A sound language 
was produced by their gesture. Through rhythmic sound tribes communicate 
with each other. So was music born to serve the emotional expression of the 
tribe. 

The human voice was the first melodic line to accompany the clapping 
of hands. The voice would relate the expressions to the dancers. 

The compositions of occidental composers are formed by a 
combination of rhythm and melody. The rhythm conveying the mood and 
color; the melody conveying the expression within the mood. Melody very 
often supplants the underlying rhythm, which usually is unbroken and of one 
pattern. Modern musicians base their compositions on a use of various 
rhythmic patterns. The melody is either absorbed by the rhythm or is used 
for the purpose of joining the various patterns. 

Today the dancer is very often ignorant as to just what relation the 
dance and music beat to each other. How often do we find tempo, rhythms, 
and even words of a composition changed to suit the mood of the dancer; the 
dancer asserting that his emotion is primary and all rhythms and forms must 
serve that emotion. If this is the case, let the dancer first compose his dance 
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and then have the music written to serve his expression. This was the way 
with the first dance. 

The mood of a composition is found in its rhythm. The dancer must 
search until he finds a composition whose rhythmic color is similar to the 
emotional color he would use. Then the rhythmic pattern or patterns of the 
composition must be observed, their form producing a similar qualitative 
form in movement. The melody, being the word of the rhythmic idea, 
commands the kind of form that must be used. Music awakens a mood. The 
listener cannot possibly feel the joy found in a scherzo while listening to the 
tranquillity of a nocturne. Yet I once knew a dancer to do a bacchanalian 
skip to Chopin's Funeral March. 

The true dance must reflect idea and not be a mere moving of limbs. 
Idea is reflected through a unity of the musical and dance form. The dancer 
must study the composer whom he will interpret until he understands the 
urge which that composer felt. One cannot dance in a sameness of manner to 
Bach and Beethoven, to Gluck and Debussy. Gluck is purity of form, is 
directness and appeals to the intellect. Debussy uses rhythmic patterns. His 
melodies are deeply flowing; he appeals to the senses. Scriabin talks 
intellectual spirituality. 

When a composition has been selected then the dancer must observe 
and study its form. The reflecting of the dancer's idea must come through his 
form which is one with the form of the musical composition. Form is the 
primary expression of nature. This form is symmetrical and balanced. Even 
in chaos there is form. The emotional outpourings of nature are formed. The 
dancer's form should be balanced and alive, each form having the 
potentiality of the following one. 

If the dancer entirely discards the use of music, he can not discard the 
law of rhythm. The dances that I have seen without musical accompaniment 
were merely a series of postures not joined by a rhythmic pattern nor flowing 
in their transition from one movement to another. 

Emotion produces rhythmic activity in the body. It either quickens or 
retards its activity. The emotional or dramatic dancer must learn to feel 
rhythm within himself. He must learn, in expressing his idea, to wait for 
feeling to well up within him until its strength demands expression. Then the 
dancer responds to rhythm awakened within him. He is moved by this 
rhythm. As trees remain silent until winds stir them to activity, so the dancer 
remains passive until he is stirred to activity from the core of his being. The 
heart speaks. The impulse keeps renewing his activity, his dance, his 
expression. Then his dance will be visible sound-dancing music. 

 
1952  Jazz Journal - March 
 
 EARLY CAKEWALKS, THE ROOTS OF RAGTIME 
 Unlike other forms of popular music, the earliest beginnings of which 
are just to us in the mists of autiquity, jazz is unique for the reason that it 
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alone originated within modern times, which is to say, within the past 250 
years. Thus it is entirely possible to account for the evolution of jazz, from 
Colonial days to the present, and terms of its actual growth and development. 
To be sure, some readers may object to this introductory observation, 
believing that conclusions about early jazz are ‘speculative’ in the absence, 
for instance, of published sheet music prior, say, to the 1890’s. However, 
since published sheet music is merely one of several useful aids, I fail to see 
why we should not look in other directions, for the truth be known, it is 
surprising how much material relating to early jazz is available today. Hence, 
for a description of the Negro cakewalk of a hundred years ago, based upon 
the evidence of qualified eye-witnesses of that now distant day. I need only to 
quote from a paraphrase of my own, appearing in the RECORD CHANGER 
for October, 1949: 
 
 “In its earliest reported form, the cakewalk was an intricately 
executed walking step. It was danced some years before the Civil War. 
Couples formed a square, the men placing themselves on the inside. The 
music was played in a moderate march tempo, while the dancers strutted 
along, performing neat maneuvers at each of the corners. One or more 
judges passed upon the talents of the competing couples, eliminating them by 
turn, until the remaining pair of entrants were declared to be the winners, in 
recognition of which they were awarded a large and impressive cake, 
obviously, the dance acquired its name from this fact. Following the Civil 
War, a number of variations were devised, all of which were called 
cakewalks. While we are on the subject, it is fitting to mention that the word 
“ragtime” is simply of shortened form of raggedy time, or ragged tempo, a 
term meaning syncopated. This abbreviated form seems to have come into 
general use as a means of distinguishing cakewalks from other dance 
compositions in which syncopation was not as prominent a feature.” 
 The foregoing information, all of which, as noted, can readily be 
confirmed, will explain why I have long regarded the pre-Civil War years as 
amongst the most formative ones of early jazz. Similarly, it will explain, once 
and for all, why I have long regarded it as a rum and perverse business to 
seek the origins of jazz, in itself the most obvious kind of dance music, in the 
folk songs and shouts of the late 19th century, or weirder yet, in remote and 
implausible African sources. However, before we consider the early cakewalk 
I further detail, a few words about the plantation dances of the preceding 
Colonial period would not be out of place. As it happens, these dances 
furnished the prototype for those of the succeeding cakewalk era. In 
addition, they throw an interesting sidelight upon the manner in which the 
early Negro’s contact with European music provided the principal impetus 
motivating the upward evolution of jazz, not only melodically and 
harmonically, but rhythmically as well. 
 

JIG 
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 Of course, at the outset, any discussion of the plantation dances of 
Colonial times must commence with the fact that the early Negro arrival, on 
acquiring a new master, was usually allowed a brief interval in which to9 
acclimatize himself for one thing, after a painful voyage, he frequently 
needed to regain his health. For another, he was obliged to learn sufficient 
English to follow orders in the field. And for a third, to speed his integration 
within the plantation community, he was taught to dance, the first steps 
being simple ones, patterned upon traditional Irish jigs. Needless to say, the 
choice of jigs was an altogether natural circumstance, for jigs represent the 
basic dances from which all other social types have revived. I mention the 
matter, for prior to the renaissance of popular dancing the 15th century, jigs 
were, in fact, the universal dance of Europe, being known in Italy as the giga, 
in France as the gigue, and in Germany as the geige. That, in later years, they 
came to be preserved in Ireland, to the point of being regarded as that 
country’s national dance, can best be accounted for by Ireland’s insularity, 
which, as much as anything else, precluded her participation in the events 
which subsequently produced the minuet, the quadrille, the waltz, the polka 
and the schottische, to mention just a few. 
 

FIRST NEGRO COMPOSITION 
 

 Owing to the fact that both types of dancing are rudimentary, there 
are more points of similarity between Irish jigs and African dances than 
there are between the latter and those of later jazz, and thus, the early Negro 
was able to assimilate Irish jigs with little or no difficulty. This being so it is 
hardly a coincidence that the first Negro composition, appearing in the 
1780’s, the year our copyright office opened, should have been a jig-style 
tune. Indeed, this finding is precisely what one might expect. The point is, the 
latter development of the first pre-Civil War cakewalks, from these 
inauspicious jig beginning, was contingent upon the following: (1) the 
introduction of a more clearly defined conception of musical, or metronomic 
time; (2) the development of broader tonal recognition, as exemplified by a 
diatonic scale; (3) an increased familiarity with elementary harmony, 
commencing with the tonic, subdominant, and dominant chords; (4) the 
addition of formalities and refinements, borrowed from prevailing favorites, 
such as the minuet and the quadrille. 

 Obviously, all of the above features were of European origin, and not 
of African importation. Moreover, the circumstances attending their gradual 
introduction within the conventions of Negro dance music will, I think, be 
more plainly perceived, if we pause to consider that a sufficient interval had 
clasped, by the time of pre-Civil War period opened, to allow for the 
appearance of a distinct Negro musical class. Necessarily, the emergence of  
such a class was an inevitable prelude to the development of a truly popular 
music from humbler folk forms. That such a class then existed, and that it 
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had attained a relatively high degree of proficiency, is implicit in the fact that 
Negro musicians accounted for the bulk of all southern dance music in the 
years preceding the Civil War. That they also wielded considerable influence 
in shaping the tastes of other Negroes is inherent in the fact that they 
occupied a position in the plantation hierarchy corresponding to that enjoyed 
only by the house-slaves. As a result, they were freer, as well as better 
equipped to contribute to the changing social patterns that dominated the 
cultural activities of the Negro community as a whole. So much for early 
background, so much for time, place, motive and opportunity. Comes now 
the polka, which swept the United States in 1840,  producing, in its wake, a 
flood of newly dotted fashions, not only in musical notes, but also in clothes, 
dress, and other forms of popular self-expression. 

While it may be shown that the minuet and quadrille exercised a 
marked influence on early jazz, but only in a formal sense, the significance of 
the polka, in purely rhythmic forms, has long been overlooked. From the 
viewpoint of later jazz, the importance of the polka stems from the fact that it 
was a ¾ dance written in 2/4 time. Thus, it furnished the precedent for 
ragtime’s most characteristic rhythmic devices, namely, its use of secondary 
rag, or three-over-four, as it is sometimes called. Briefly described, the polka 
consisted of three jumping (i.e. syncopated) steps executed on the first three 
counts of a four-count bar, the fourth beat constituting a rest, during which 
moment the toe of the unemployed foot struck the heel of its mate. Naturally, 
when improvised, the above routine was used with considerable flexibility. 
Nevertheless, from even this condensed description, it should be apparent 
that the polka embossed the polyrhythmic elements, within a Western time 
concept, that enabled a large generation of ragtime players to superimpose a 
syncopated treble on a regularly accented bass accompaniment. 

How, then, would one distinguish between an early polka and a later 
rag, for decidedly, the two are very different things! In layman’s language I 
would put the matter this way, whereas a polka was a syncopated ¾ dance 
set to 2/4 music, a rag was a form of syncopated ¾ music intended for the 
purposes of 2/4 dancing. In short, the latter might well be described as a 
highly creative inversion of the former occurring, always, within the 
framework of previous cakewalks conventions, which, as we have seen date 
back to the earliest Colonial times. This interpretation of what happened 
will, as I fully realize, cause further pain and anguish to our old friend, the 
African theorist. Therefore, I would like to submit that the finale of Scott 
Joplin’s opera, Tremonisha, provides a particularly vivid demonstration of 
the manner in which a 19th century schottische may be converted into a later 
ragtime dance, or slow drag. In citing this instance, I do so for the reason 
that the schottische was a close cousin of the polka, and thus, I feel it more 
than vindicates the view that ragtime, as Joplin himself believed, belongs 
with European music.” 
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I found this next article on the internet – written by Norman F. Rowe 
that addresses the Christian View on dancing: 

 
“IS IT CHRISTIAN TO DANCE? 

 
There are many people who call themselves Christians who spend an 

evening, at least occasionally, participating in a popular activity called 
dancing. Other people who call themselves Christians emphatically condemn 
such behavior and even relegate those who do dance to various extents of 
“righteous” punishment. Which is correct? Is dancing a sin that God looks 
upon with great wrath? Or does God instead direct His displeasure toward 
those who preach this philosophy? What does the Bible have to say about it? 

The most difficult position to defend is the one opposed to dancing. 
There is no explicit directive against it anywhere from Genesis to Revelation. 
The only possible argument against dancing capable of biblical 
substantiation is “context” and attempts to correlate the activity with other 
obviously sinful activities – in other words, guilt by association. Such 
instances are found in Exodus 32:19-29 and Matthew 14: 6-12 (and the 
parallel account in Mark 6” 22-29, with possible extreme stretches like this in 
Judges 11: 34 and 21: 19-21. A close look at each of these passages will assist 
in determining if the dancing itself is wrong and portrayed as such. 

The account in Exodus 32 is a very sickening one and certainly 
displays a sinful and idolatrous attitude and atmosphere. But is the dancing 
involved a material part of the sinning, or just an “innocent bystander?” One 
key element of the answer is in verse 25 where we witness the sort of dancing 
taking place and the nature of the celebration. “And when Moses saw that 
the people were naked, (for Arron had made them naked unto their shame 
among their enemies.) “This, then, is obviously a sensual, sex-related, lustful 
scene. But was the dancing itself considered sinful? Or was it something else? 
Look down to verses 30-31. Moses mentions that sin was involved and then 
specifies what the sin was. Notice that he did not pray, “Oh, this people have 
sinned a great sin, and have dance.” No, the sin was idolatry with no mention 
made at all of the dancing. The only things wrong, then, was the attitude and 
type of dancing rather than mere dancing. 

Salome’s dance before Herod has been described as also being very 
sensual and designed to be very stimulating in a sexual way. The lustful 
Herod, being aroused sufficiently to be extremely pleased, let his entertainer 
require the head of John the Baptist. But is there any mention whatsoever 
about this event that displays dancing itself as sinful? NO! None at all! It is 
certainly easy to see that this particular use of dancing and this particular 
aim and type of dancing were wrong, but that is not enough to condemn 
dancing entirely. 

Some will point to such accounts, of course, and claim that because 
these wicked people danced, that shows that it is therefore wrong. This 
argument cannot possibly apply, for if it did, that would make everything 
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they did sinful. To show just how ridiculous this position is, every one of the 
most wicked individuals mentioned in the Bible are, drank, wore clothes, 
walked, talked slept and went to the bathroom. Does that make it sinful for 
Christians to do those things? Of course not! And just because they may have 
danced also does not make dancing automatically sinful either. 

The two remaining events are even less indicative of having any sinful 
tones regarding the dancing involved and again do not describe the dancing 
as sinful activity. Look them up for yourself to confirm this evaluation. 

On the other hand, there are several other accounts involving dancing 
which shed a neutral or positive light upon dancing. In Exodus 15:50, 
Miriam and all the women dance in thanks and praise to God for His 
deliverance and nothing here or elsewhere indicates any displeasure on 
God’s part over it. This dancing as a display of happiness and joy is an 
integral part of the human makeup. Even small children will spontaneously 
dance when happy. Adults likewise use dance-like activities when expressing 
similar sentiments and often use formalized dancing as a recreational vehicle 
and to fellowship with others. The use of dancing is found extensively for 
expressing happiness on appropriate occasions by the Israelite people and 
examples appear in; Samuel !8: 6,21,11,30: 16, 2 Samuel: 14-16, and future 
times of dancing in God'’ Kingdom are prophesied in Psalms 30: 11 and 
Jeremiah 31: 4, 13. In fact, Jesus Himself made two statements that very 
strongly imply His belief that dancing was quite acceptable to God. These are 
found in Matthew 11: 17 (with parallel accounts in Luke 7: 32) and Luke 15” 
23-25. These all appear to support the position that dancing can be quite 
acceptable to God’s sight and is not sinful at all of and by itself. 

But some will require that something more definite really needs to be 
found to have an unquestionable support for a final decision on the question. 
Does any exist? Indeed it does! First, in Ecclesiastics 3: 4, the Bible plainly 
states that there is “a time to dance.” So God’s Word makes it plain that 
dancing does have a place in the Christian’s life. Furthermore, in Psalms 
149: 3 and 150: there are definite commands to include dances in the praising 
of God! One can hardly get any more definite than that! 

The Bible, then, plainly shows dancing to be acceptable to God. This 
does not mean, of course, that all dancing of any manner at any time pleases 
Him. It should be obvious that dancing which is of a sensual and lustful 
nature is not acceptable, whether it is intended for the stimulation of the 
one(s) doing the dancing, for the one(s) observing the dancing, or both. When 
used to exercise, fellowship, praise, and/or otherwise uplift oneself and bring 
credit to God, dancing is not only acceptable, but even required by God. As 
often happens with so many other things, it is not the thing or action itself 
which is wrong, but certain uses to which it is put that can become sinful. It 
is Christian to dance? Yes! Provided it is done with a Christian attitude and 
for constructive and uplifting purposes. Norman F. Rowe, 1980. 
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Artisan Dance Hall 
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